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Foreword
On July 20, 1989, President George Bush charted a new course for human exploration of
space:
"... a long-range continuing commitment. First, for the coming decade --
for the 1990's -- Space Station Freedom, our next critical step in all our
space endeavors. And for the next century, back to the moon, back to the
future, and this time, back to stay; then a journey into tomorrow, a journey
to another planet -- a manned mission to Mars. Each mission should and
will lay the groundwork for the next."
The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) is providing critical technology for future
spacecraft, including Space Station Freedom, and thus plays a major role in the
President's vision of human exploration of space.
LDEF was carried into orbit in April 1984 by the Space Shuttle Challenger. The 11-ton
satellite contained 57 experiments to assess the effects of the space environment, i.e.,
ionizing radiation, meteoroids, cosmic dust, and high altitude atomic oxygen on materials
and mechanical, electronic, optical, and living systems. In January 1990, after 69 months
in low Earth orbit, LDEF was retrieved by the Space Shuttle Columbia and returned to
Earth. The retrieval occurred 57 months after it was originally planned, due in part to
the Challenger tragedy. The 69 months in space provided experimenters the unique
opportunity to sample and measure the space environment over a longer time period than
originally planned.
The 57 LDEF experiments were returned to the Principal Investigators and their science
teams for analyses and interpretation. In June 1991, over 400 LDEF researchers and
data users met in Kissimmee, Florida for the First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium.
The papers presented contained important new information about space environments and
their impact on materials, systems, and biology. This publication contains the material
presented at the symposium, categorized by subject:
LDEF Mission and Induced Environments
Space Environments - Ionizing Radiation
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space Environmental
The Future
Environments - Meteoroid and Debris
Environmental Effects - Materials
Environmental Effects - Systems
Environmental Effects - Biology
Effects - Microgravity
During the symposium Sally A. Little, NASA Headquarters, chaired the LDEF
Mission and Induced Environments session; William L. Quaide, NASA Heaquarters,
.°.
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chaired the Space Environments - Meteoroid and Debris session; Thomas W.
Crooker, NASA Headquarters, and Bland A. Stein, NASA Langley Research Center, co-
chaired the Space Environmental Effects - Materials session; Judith H. Ambrus,
NASA Headquarters, and P. Rex Miller, W.J. Schaefer and Associates co-chaired the
Space Env|ronmental Effects - Systems session; and James L. Jones, NASA
Langley Research Center chaired the session called Others.
Some presentations in these documents underwent a title change; others were combined
with two or three presentations; two were not presented orally. However, all oral
presentations are represented in written form. Where full-length papers were
unavailable, the abstracts have been reprinted. All papers were reviewed for technical
content as well as form.
We wish to thank the contributors, as well as the reviewers of these papers. We also wish
to thank Dr. William H. Kinard, without whose vision and persistence, there would not be
an LDEF project or the valuable data it has collected.
The LDEF Science Office plans to organize and conduct two additional symposia, one in
San Diego in June 1992 and another in 1993. The proceedings from these two symposia
will be published as NASA Conference Publications.
We believe that the LDEF data reported in this three-part document will make important
contributions to charting the new course for the exploration of space.
Use of manufacturers' trade names in this publication does not constitute an official endorsement of
such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
Arlene S. Levine
LDEF Science Office
NASA Langley Research Center
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SUMMARY
The Systems Special Investigation Group (SIG) has undertaken investigations in the four
major engineering disciplines represented by LDEF hardware: electrical, mechanical, thermal and
optical systems. Testing was planned for the highest possible level of assembly, and top level
system tests for nearly all systems have been performed at this time.
Testing to date has been performed on a mix of LDEF and individual experimenter systems.
No electrical or mechanical system level failures attributed to the spaceflight environment have yet
been detected by the Systems SIG. Some low cost electrical components were used successfully,
although relays were a continuing problem. Extensive mechanical galling has been observed, but
no evidence of coldwelding has yet been identified. A working index of observed systems
anomalies has been created and will be used to support the tracking and resolution of these effects.
LDEF hardware currently available to the Systems SIG includes most of the LDEF facility
systems hardware, and some significant experimenter hardware as well. A series of work
packages has been developed for each of several subsystem types where further testing is of critical
interest.
The Systems SIG is distributing a regular newsletter to the greater LDEF community in order
to maintain coherence in an investigation which is widely scattered both in subject matter and in
geography. Circulation of this informal document has quadrupled in its first year.
INTRODUCTION
The Systems SIG was chartered to investigate the effects on systems of the nearly six years of
exposure in the low earth orbit spaceflight environment on the Long Duration Exposure Facility
(LDEF). The Systems SIG was also given the responsibility of coordinating the data from the
analysis of both the LDEF systems and experiment systems into a single LDEF Systems Data
Base.
p_OE_!,__3_I P,,_GE E_._ NOT FILlV_D
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TheSystemsSIGis chairedbyDr. JamesB.MasonatNASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center,
andtheSIGCommitteeincludesmembersfromeightNASA field centers,theDepartmentof
Defense,theEuropeanSpaceAgency,andthedomesticcommercialsector.TheSystemsSIG
Committeehasprovidedessentialreviewandguidancefor thisinvestigation,andtheroleof the
Committeewill includereviewandassessmentof theSystemsSIGfinal report.
BACKGROUND
HistoricallytheSystemsSIGhasfacedaparticularlycomplexinvestigation,from the
standpointof diversityof hardwaretypesto beevaluatedincombinationwith severalpossible
alternativesfor theacquisitionandtestof specifichardwareitems. For logisticalpurposesthe
LDEFsystemshardwarewasdividedintothreecategories:LDEF Standalone,LDEF Shared,and
Experimenter.TheStandalonesystemsincludethathardwarewhichwasprovidedbytheLDEF
Projectandfunctionedin supportof theLDEFasanintegratedvehicle. TheLDEF Sharedsystems
includethathardwarewhichwasalsoprovidedbytheLDEFprojectbutwhichwasdistributedto
individualexperimentersandfunctionedindependentlyin supportof individualexperiments.
Experimentersystemsincludeduniquehardwaresupportitemsdevelopedindependentlybythe
individualexperimentersfor useonly within theconfinesof theirownexperiments.
LDEF StandalonesystemshardwareincludedtheLDEF structure,aviscousmagneticdamper,
Shuttle interface trunnions and grapple fixtures, and the Experiment Initiate System (EIS). LDEF
Shared systems hardware included an Environment Exposure Control Canister (EECC) and a
standard Experiment Power and Data System (EPDS) which was comprised of a Data Processor
Control Assembly (DPCA), a Magnetic Tape Memory unit (MTM) and a lithium disulphide battery
power source. Finally, Experimenter systems hardware encompassed a wide variety of systems,
including optical calibrators, heat pipes, fiber optics, detectors, radiators, batteries, high voltage
power supplies, exposure control mechanisms, charged surfaces, and more.
Each of the three groups of systems is of interest for a unique reason. The LDEF Standalone
hardware represents the highest level of assembly and the broadest span of function of all of the
systems on the LDEF mission. The LDEF Shared hardware is of particular interest because it was
the only group of systems in which there were multiple examples of identical hardware, exposed to
different aspects of the space flight environment or different operational histories. The
Experimenter systems are of interest because of the tremendous diversity of hardware and system
types.
THE INVESTIGATION PROCESS
The initial effort for the Systems SIG was the identification of systems hardware on the LDEF
and among the experiments that was pertinent to the Systems Investigation. The largest and easiest
part of the process was hardware associated with the so-called "active" experiments, which were
those with battery power and systems which were designed to perform some functions during the
mission. These hardware items were generally more available to the Systems SIG as they were not
originally an integral part of the experimental design, from a science standpoint. The harder part
has been the identification of isolated passive components of systems interest, often included in an
experiment package as experiment specimens or ancilliary items.
Experimenter systems hardware included an enormous diversity of equipment. The
management of this hardware was facilitated by the division of the Systems SIG scope into four
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majordisciplines:mechanical,electrical,thermal,andopticalsystems(fig. 1). Thisdivisionhas
beencarriedthroughtheprogram,from thedevelopmentof testplansto thedevelopmentof data
analysisteamsandthedocumentationof results.
In orderto unify theinvestigationprocess,theSystemsSIGdevelopedasetof standardized
testplansfor eachof thesefour majordisciplineareasrepresentedin LDEFsystemshardware.
Theseplansincludedbroadinvestigativeguidelinesfor systemsin theirhighestlevelof assembly,
andspecifictestrequirementsfor subsystemsandcomponentsof particularinterest.
Theapproachto thetestprogramby theSystemsSIGhasalwaysemphasizedthetestingof
eachsystematits highestpracticablelevelof assembly(fig. 2). Theresultsof testingat this level
providepointersfor furthertesting,in theformof anomalies,failures,deviations,or evennominal
behavior.Anomalies,in conjunctionwitheducatedconcernsaboutspecificenvironmentaleffects
thatshouldbesought,provideaclearsetof directionsfor subsequenttestingof subsystemsand
failureor degradationanalysis.
Theprocessof developingsystemsdatafrom theidentifiedhardwareof interesthas,because
of thediverseoriginsof thehardware,necessarilyinvolvedadiversearrayof investigators,
includingexperimenters,otherSIGs,theLDEF DataGroups,andSystemsSIGcontractors.Thus
testdataandresultsof threetypeshavebeenobtainedby theSystemsSIG;thesetypesare
distinguishedby thedistinctroutethroughwhichthey were obtained(fig. 3). Theprimarytypehas
beenfrom BoeingAerospaceandElectronics,theSystemsSIGcontractorfor hardwaretesting;
theirtestactivitieshavebeenthemostexpedientbecauseof thecombinationof directaccessto
hardwareanddirectfundingof supportpersonnel.A secondtypeof datais labeled"SystemsSIG
inspired"testdataandiscomprisedof resultsobtainedbyexperimenterswho haveperformed
evaluationsrecommendedbytheSystemsSIG. Thefinal typeof datawhichhasbecomeavailable
to theSystemsSIGis systems-relateddatadevelopedby experimentersandotherindependent
investigativegroupsin thecourseof theirown investigations.
Theculminationof thedatagatheringprocessis thedisseminationof theresultsin meaningful
form to thosewho needtheinformation.To accomplishthis,theSystemsSIGhasathreepoint
plan. Thefirst componentis thedocumentationof theresultsin acomprehensivereport. An
interimreportof this typehasalreadybeenissued,andafinal reportisplannedfor Decemberof
1991.A secondcomponentis anindexto identify specifichardwareitemsor typesandwhichwill
providepointersto helplocatespecifictestresults,relevantpublications,availableuntested
components,andcognizantinvestigatorsfor furtherreference.
Thethirdcomponentin theSystemsSIGdatadisseminationplanhasbeenthedistributionof a
regularnewslettertotheLDEF communityat large.Thepurposeof thisactivityhasbeento
providetheearliestpossibleupdatesoncurrentactivitiesandto attemptto retainsomecohesiveness
maninvestigationwhichis widelyscatteredin termsof bothgeographyandtechnological
disciplines.Thedistributionof thisnewsletterhasincreasednearlyfour-fold (fig. 4), andthe
steadygrowthin its popularityhasincludedeveryfacetof theLDEFcommunity- NASA
employees,privatecontractors,universityresearchers,Departmentof Defenseresearchers,and
internationalpartners.Becauseof itsimpactonthecommunityat large,theLDEFScienceOffice
hasassumedresponsibilityfor thecontinuationof thisactivity.
SYSTEMSSIGSTATUS
At this timetheSystemsSIGhasperformedor supportedhigh levelsystemfunctionaltestson
all availablesystems;includedarefunctionaltestingandinspectionof theEISandexercisingof
twoof theEPDSunitsattheNASAKennedySpaceCenterduringthedeintegrationof theLDEF,
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andnumerousystemfunctionaltestsonexperimenterhardwareconductedsubsequentlyat
experimenterfacilities. Dataonsystemstestsperformedoutsidetheauspicesof theSystemsSIG
iscurrentlybeingacquired.
TheSystemsSIGhasacquiredanextensivebaseof LDEFhardwarein mostof the systems
categories defined above. A number of specific items have been extensively tested, including
fasteners, wire harnessing, the end support beam, and a failed electronics package. The remaining
hardware is in controlled storage and available for further evaluation.
A number of anomalies have been observed, one or more in virtually every system tested. It is
noteworthy that at this time the great majority of these systems anomalies have been attributed to
non-environmental causes, such as hardware selection processes, fabrication or assembly
procedures, or preflight test inadequacies.
Systems SIG publications include the standardized Test Plan, the Interim Report, and
numerous issues of the LDEF Spaceflight Environmental Effects Newsletter.
SYSTEMS SIG FINDINGS
The Systems SIG findings at this point in time are based primarily on tests conducted on
systems at the highest possible level of assembly. These tests have been conducted by the Systems
SIG, by experimenters, and by other investigation groups.
No electrical or mechanical system failures have yet been detected which can be attributed to the
low earth orbit spaceflight environment. Most of the tested systems worked well, and relatively
few failures were noted. This is regarded as a successful demonstration of practical, low-cost
space flight systems. The low earth orbit conditions will permit high-reliability long term use of
such systems if properly designed, manufactured, integrated, tested, and shielded.
A variety of low cost electrical and electronic components were used successfully. The
implication is that it may be possible to relax some requirements under benign conditions,
providing proper testing, shielding, and redundancy are assured. This assertion is preliminary,
pending further study, but this issue is critical in spaceflight design and should be addressed
thoroughly.
Neither preliminary nor surprising is the conclusion that electromechanical relays are a
continuing problem area in electronics design.
No evidence of coldwelding has been found, despite numerous reports of unexpected
mechanical adhesion or interference. Difficulties in removing fasteners in a number of locations
has been clearly determined to be a result of galling during preflight assembly. This galling was
primarily the result of improper lubrication schemes. Other contributing causes were installation
procedures, build-up of tolerances between a series of fasteners and the hardware being
assembled, and preflight cleaning practices.
A separate concurrent study of the history of coldwelding in the spaceflight environment has
reinforced the conclusion that coldwelding was not a factor in any of the LDEF mechanical
anomalies.
The thermal systems aboard the LDEF, including several experiments, performed well by and
large, with a few exceptions which are still under investigation at this time; these exceptions are
believed to be unrelated to the spaceflight environment. The degradation of thermal surfaces
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appearsto bemoderateat worstandlargelyaresultof theinfamoussilicone-basedcontamination
thatcharacterizestheLDEFmission..
Althoughthecontaminationinvestigationisnotapartof theSystemsSIGcharter,thereare
manysystemsissuesthataredirectlyrelatedto contaminationevidence.Theseinclude
degradationof opticalsurfaces;
dropin electricalpotentialof chargedsurfaces,speculatedto befromperiodic
developmentof anionizedcontaminationcloud;
drifting of conductivematerials,includingresidualvapordepositedmetallicsfrom
erodedpolymerfilms, andminuteparticlesfrommechanicalgalling;
decreasedperformanceof thermalcontrolsurfaces;
degradedsolarcellperformancedueto contaminationinducedlossof transmittance
throughcoverglasses;
introductionof particlesonmechanicalsurfaceswhichmayinitiatesubsequent
galling.
PLANSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
TheSystemsSIG isessentiallyfundedonly throughtheendof Calendar1991,andcurrent
plansareto emphasizethegatheringandcollatingof externallygeneratedata.Theexpectationis
to publishaFinalReportin December,1991.At thattimetheSystemsIndexshouldalsobe
completedandavailableto interestedpartiesthroughtheLDEF ScienceOffice.
TheSystemsSIGwill beunableto completetheinvestigationplanoriginallyenvisioned.
Specifically,a largeportionof theavailablesystemshardwarewill notbetested.In orderto
developandpreservethemaximumpossibleamountof systemsdatafrom theLDEF mission,the
SystemsSIGhasdividedtheremainingsystemshardwareintospecificsubsystem"work
packages".Thesepackagesincludetheidentificationof specifichardwarecomponentsof agiven
typeavailablefor test,andalist of recommendedfunctionaltestsof particularinteresto the
SystemsSIG. Theseworkpackagedescriptionsarebeingdistributedto all possibleinterested
organizationsin thehopesof identifyingorganizationswith vestedinterestin theresultsof eachof
thesepotentialsub-investigations.
Subsystemsin whichworkpackageshavebeendevelopedinclude
Mechanisms
Lubricants
Fasteners
Electroniccomponentsandassemblies
Motors
Seals
High voltagesupplies
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SPACE AGING OF SOLID ROCKET MATERIALS
Dean M. Lestcr, Leon L. Jones, R. B. Smalley, Jr.,
R. Neil Ord
Thiokol Corporation
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0707
ABSTRACT
Solid rocket propellant and rocket motor components were aged in a vented container on
the interior of the LDEF. This paper will present the results of aging IPSM-II/PAM-DII
space motor components. Ballistic and mechanical properties of the space aged main
propellant, igniter propellant, and ignition system were compared with similar data from
preflight and ground aged samples. Mechanical properties of the composite materials and
bonded joints used in the motor case, insulation, liner, nozzle, exit cone, and skirt were
similarly evaluated. The space aging results will be compared to data collected in a ground
based vacuum aging program on similar components. The operation of the vacuum
actuated venting valve and pressure actuated resealing of the container will also be
addressed.
The materials tested showed no significant changes due to space aging. These results
indicate that properly designed solid rocket motors can be expected to perform reliably after
extended periods of exposure to a space environment.
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EFFECTS OF THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
SPACE-BASED RADAR PHASED-ARRAY ANTENNA;
STATUS AND PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
(LDEF Experiment A0133)
J,B, Whiteside, D. Giangano, R.L. Heuer, E. Kamykowski,
M. Kesselman, W.D. Rooney, R. Schulte, and M. Stauber
Grumman Corporate Research Center
Bethpage, New York 11714
Phone: (516)575-2354; Fax: (516) 575-7716
SUMMARY
The overall objective of Experiment A0133 was to evaluate the effect of the space environment on
components considered for the Grumman Space-Based Radar (SBR) Phased-Array Antenna. Of primary
interest was a study of the degradation of the polyimide film Kapton (DuPont trademark), the material
considered for use in the antenna plane. The most striking result of the experiment was the overall good
condition of the Kapton antenna planes and Kapton tensile specimens, despite nearly six years of exposure
to the space environment. This was largely attributable to the orientation of the Kapton (parallel and flush
on the space end) and the stability of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) in orbit. However,
weathering of exposed Kapton surfaces was not insignificant. Results on elongation and mechanical
properties of the plain and the fiberglass-reinforced Kapton are presented. Stress-dependent permanent
deformation and some reductions in strain to failure were observed. Reduction in strain to failure of flight-
exposed Kapton is attributed to surface defects of these specimens. Physical property testing of the
materials to date reveals no significant difference between flight-exposed and control material. The second
objective was to investigate the interaction between high-voltage electrodes and typical spacecraft
contaminants in simulation of discharge triggering across differentially charged dielectric surfaces
(spacecraft charging conditions). Electronic data acquisition and memory systems appeared to operate
correctly, but very few discharges were recorded. Induced radioactivity, contamination, impacts, and
orientation features of atomic oxygen erosion were observed.
INTRODUCTION
Large space structures of low areal density are being developed for applications such as phased-
array antennae for SBR and the Earth Observation System (EOS). The practical implementation of these
structures depends largely on identifying low-cost, low-density, high-strength-to-weight materials that are
not degraded by the geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) or the LEO environments. Polymeric materials
satisfy many of these requirements; however, the long-term stability of these materials exposed to the space
environment is a major concern. This is because chemical bonds within polymers are susceptible to some
degree of degradation from either ultraviolet or charged-particle (particularly high-energy electron)
components of the space environment. Atomic oxygen erosion is not a major concern in the SBR
application environment, but it certainly becomes an issue at the lower altitudes flown by LDEF.
The primary objective of Experiment A0133 was to determine the nature and the extent of
degradation that materials chosen for Grumman's SBR suffered during prolonged exposure to the LEO
space environment. The principal material studied in this report is DuPont's Kapton H polyimide,
poly(N,N'-(p,p'-oxidiphenylene) pyromellitimide), which was selected as a baseline material to be used in
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thephased-arrayantennaplane.Thetrayhousingthisexperimentwaslocatedatthespaceendof theLDEF
satellite(bayH, row7). A photographof theexperimentray,takenprior to itsintegrationinto theLDEF
satellite,is shownin figure 1. Roughlyone-halfof theareawasoccupiedbytensionassembliescontaining
panelsof Kaptonandglass/Kaptonmaintainedat oneof four stresslevels. It wasof interest to determine
themechanicalintegrity,dimensionalstability,andextentof physicalpropertydegradationthesepanels
sufferedfrom long-durationexposureto thespaceenvironment.Theremainderof thetraycontaineda
portionof theSBRantennaplaneandactiveelectroniccomponents.Theelectroniccomponentsincludeda
high-voltagepowersupply,timing controlcircuitry,andamemorysystem.Thispartof theexperimentwas
designedto investigatedischargetriggeringacrosshigh-voltageelectrodes,anddeterminetheeffectsof the
subsequenthigh-voltagedischargeeventson theKaptonof theantennaplane.
MATERIALSAND METHODS
Polyimidesheetswereobtainedfrom DuPont(Kapton,DuPontCo.,Wilmington,DE). 75-pm-
thickmaterialwasusedto constructapolyimide/glasscrim/polyimidereinforcedstructure.Theglassscrim
wasbondedto thepolyimidefilm usingathermoplasticpolyesteradhesive(T100,Sheldahl).Sincethe
proposedantennaearelarge,e.g.,20m x 60m,andtheKapton is provided in 1-m-wide rolls, the antenna
plane must be fabricated with splices. Accordingly, each specimen contained a central splice region
approximately 2 cm long. Sheets of plain Kapton (127 pm thick) and glass/Kapton (196 pm thick) were
cut into panels with widths of either 2.54 or 1.27 cm and lengths of about 50 cm. The tension module
(shown in figure 1) contained eight 2.54-cm-wide specimens and sixteen 1.27-cm-wide specimens exposed
directly to the space environment and a like number of "shadowed," or flight control, specimens. The
shadowed specimens experienced limited thermal excursions, were exposed to a minimum of solar and
charged particle radiation, and were protected from direct atomic oxygen and micrometeoroid and debris
impact. Four stress levels, 0.31, 1.03, 2.07, and 3.10 MPa (45, 150, 300, and 450 psi), were selected,
based on anticipated SBR antenna plane average sustained and peak local stresses. The maximum stress
was selected to accelerate the extent of creep. Stress levels were maintained by springs of known force
constant. The Kapton and glass/Kapton sheets from which these panels were cut were stored under ambient
conditions. This material was used as the source of ground-based control specimens.
Tensile Tests. Selected panels of plain and reinforced Kapton, with representatives from each stress
level, were removed from the flight tension assembly. Two 8.64-cm-long sections were cut from either
side of the splice from these panels. A cutting fixture and a single-edge razor were used to produce uniform
0.50-cm-wide strips. The edges cut in this manner were free of defects that could lead to premature failure
during mechanical testing. The leading and the trailing edges were trimmed from the 1.27-cm-wide panels,
and none of the strips cut from these panels contained an original edge. From the 2.54-cm-wide flight
panels strips were cut that contained the original leading or trailing edge. These strips were retained for
mechanical testing and carried the designations LE and TE for leading edge and trailing edge, respectively.
The remaining material from the 2.54-cm-wide panel was sufficient for an additional six strips, all of which
had freshly cut edges. Thus, each 1.27-cm-wide panel provided four strips for mechanical testing, and each
2.54 cm-wide panel provided ten strips. The laboratory temperature ranged from 22 to 25°C and the relative
humidity ranged from 31 to 47% during the period of testing.
The tensile tests were conducted using an Instron Model TT-B Universal Test Machine. Test
specimens were secured using pneumatically actuated grips with smooth jaws operating at a pressure of 6.4
x 105 Pa (90 psi). Grip jaws were cleaned periodically with a fine grit abrasive cloth to prevent specimen
slippage. The initial distance between grips was 4.06 cm, and this value was used as the gage length. A
crosshead speed of 0.254 cm/minute was used for all tests. Analog and digital data were collected
simultaneously. Data were stored on an IBM PC-AT for subsequent analysis. The crosshead displacement
was used to estimate strain. Average values of specimen dimensions were used for property calculations.
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Creep Tests. In order to provide a discrete reference for elongation measurements, three 0.5-mm-
diameter holes were precisely located along each specimen centerline, the first two holes being 2.54 cm
apart with the splice region between them. The third hole was located 8.26 cm away from one hole and
10.80 cm from the other. After the specimens were loaded in the tension module (see figure 1), contact
.photographs were made on glass plates to provide a record of the hole spacing before flight. The original
intent was to make a similar set of post-flight contact plates that was to be compared with the pre-flight set
to determine the permanent elongation under load. Instead, post-flight measurements were made, using a
non-contacting precision traveling microscope. This method was preferred since it would better preserve
surface erosion features.
High-Voltage Discharges. Electrodes were formed from knife-edge cuts in copper dipole elements
bonded to the glass/Kapton antenna plane. Discharge events at the four electrodes (two each at either 1.5 or
3.0 kV) were counted during 20-minute blocks of time and then transferred sequentially to a non-volatile
memory location. A timer-sequencer was designed to delay the application of high voltage until day 32 (to
allow for satellite outgassing), to power up the memory system every 20 minutes for 0.6 second, and to
shut the high voltage down on day 243 (or upon retrieval, in case retrieval took place first).
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to identify
contaminants on the surface of flight specimens and surrounding areas. The 20-kV electron beam of an
Amray Model 1810 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to excite fluorescence of surface
elements. Fluorescence was collected using a SiLi detector interfaced to a Tracor-Northern spectrometer.
This spectrometer could not detect elements with atomic numbers less than that of fluorine (Z=9). Spectra
were processed using a semi-quantitative subroutine supplied by Tracor-Northern.
Induced Radioactivity Measurements. An unshielded, high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector with
active volume of 64 cm 3 and relative efficiency of 14% (1.33 MeV) was used to acquire 4096 channel
gamma spectra. Energy calibration data were obtained using 137Cs (662 keV) and 60Co (1322 KeV)
isotopic sources and from the annihilation (511 keV) and 40K (1460 keV) background gamma ray lines in
the measured spectra. In order to isolate a specific section of the package, the detector was positioned 1.27
cm directly in front of a vertical array of tension assembly rollers that provided support for the tension
panels. Each roller was a cylinder made from 6160 alloy (97.9% aluminum) with a radius of 2.45 cm. The
rollers were oriented in such a way that the detector viewed the sides of the cylinders. A measurement was
made for 16 hours and was followed immediately by a background run of similar duration.
Infrared Spectroscopy. Transmission spectra were obtained from 125-pm-thick films, using a
Mattson Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. The FTIR spectra were acquired at a resolution of
4 cm-1 over the energy range of 400 to 4000 cm -1. The spectra were acquired after flushing the sample
chamber with dry air for at least twenty minutes. Infrared spectra of the background atmosphere were
collected under identical conditions and have been subtracted from all spectra. Transmission FTIR spectra
also were obtained from the brown residue found on the ram-facing surface of the trailing side of the
aluminum tray downstream of the tensile panels. This residue was removed from the aluminum surface
with a single edge razor and mounted on an IR fixture with double-sided tape.
Mass Loss. The mass and the overall dimensions of sections selected for mechanical tests were
accurately determined prior to the final cutting. Mass was normalized for dimensions of length and width,
and a comparison was made between the flight-exposed and the flight control specimens. The mass deficits
of the space-exposed sections were used to estimate surface erosion.
Profilometry. Surface roughness was determined using a Tencor Instruments profilometer. The
polyimide film was secured to the surface of a polished (to 1 gm diamond) aluminum plate using low
viscosity adhesive (Loctite 430). The polyimide surface was scanned over a distance of 200 I.tm with a
stylus mass of 9 mg. Reported surface roughness values represent the average of five measurements.
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Scanning Electron Microscopy. An Amray Model 1810 SEM, operating at 10 kV, was used to
determine surface morphology of flight specimens. All polyimide films examined in the SEM were first
sputtered with gold to a thickness of about 100/_,.
RESULTS
Measurement of the induced activity of the materials of the experimental package was initiated on 4
April 1990. Preliminary survey measurements of short duration (30 minutes) at various points along the
facing plane of the experimental package gave little indication of discernible gamma emissions above
background levels. A spectrum obtained from the tension assembly roller contains a gamma ray line at 1274
keV, which does not appear in the background spectrum. Gammas of this energy are from the decay of
22Na, which are produced by activation of 27A1. No other significant features were noted in the gamma
spectrum that spanned the energy range from 100 keV to 3 MeV.
The Meteoroid & Debris Special Investigation Group reported 206 visible features on the experiment
tray and experiment surfaces, (ref. 1). Figure 2 illustrates an impact feature in a 1.27-cm-wide
glass/Kapton strip. Delamination damage extends several diameters around the penetration site, typical of
impact events in a bonded smacture. For comparison, a reference hole machined in the strip before flight
also is visible in figure 2. Figure 3 illustrates an impact site that removed a ligament between holes in the
perforated aluminum ground plane. What appears to be collateral damage also is visible in figure 3 on the
adjacent bonded aluminum foil doubler that supports one of the ceramic electronics modules.
Two striking manifestations of contamination appeared throughout visual inspection of the
experiment tray: fine shiny particles clinging to the Kapton and brownish staining of many light-colored
surfaces. The particles were probably metal from degraded thermal insulation systems elsewhere on LDEF,
but so far we have done no analysis to confirm this. Such particles were clearly present as airborne debris
during deintegration of the experiment tray from LDEF.
Brown stains were seen on unpainted aluminum surfaces of the tray, typically in locations that were
exposed to direct sunlight and ram plasma. Distinct shadowing patterns could be observed where adjacent
upstream parts interfered with the ram and/or the sunlight. The EDS spectrum (not shown) indicates the
presence of only silicon; however, elements lighter than fluorine cannot be detected with our spectrometer.
The infrared spectrum of the brown contaminant is presented in figure 4. A mottled pattern of brown
staining was observed on the white-painted ceramic electronics modules of the antenna ground plane (see
figure 3). Here, the complicated geometry of the antenna plane and dipole drop lines above the ground
plane may have contributed to a complex, less distinct pattern of staining. Several surface particles noticed
on flight Kapton specimens during SEM examinations also were determined to be predominantly silicon.
The upper surfaces of the space-exposed Kapton panels suffered significant weathering, as is
evident by the diffuse appearance of these surfaces. This is in contrast to the flight control Kapton
specimens that had a specular appearance (see figure 5). Regions of space-exposed Kapton that were
situated behind an object that obstructed the ram flow retained their original specular appearance. Kapton
surfaces in regions located directly behind the lip of tension assembly rollers retained a specular appearance
very similar to control panels, as can be seen in figure 5. The diffuse appearance of space-exposed Kapton
is likely the result of surface erosion by the atomic/molecular fluence. The SEM photomicrograph of figure
6a shows a region of the leading edge of a space-exposed reinforced Kapton panel that was shielded from
the atomic and molecular ram flow. The sandwich structure of the glass/Kapton and the reasonably good
condition of this surface are clearly evident in the photograph. Figure 6b shows an SEM photomicrograph
obtained from a region just a few centimeters removed from the region of figure 6a; the only difference is
that this region experienced direct normal exposure to the ram flow. This region shows significant surface
erosion and cratering, as compared to shielded regions. Figures 6c and 6d show oblique views
(photographs obtained with a 20 degree stage tilt) of the leading edge for shielded and direct ram exposure,
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respectively.TheSEMphotomicrographdisplayedin figure6f showsthetypicaltriangularerosionpattern
observedfor Kaptonexposedto low-angle-of-incidenceramflow (ref. 2). Thetriangularerosionpatterns
pointin thedirectionof thesatellite'svelocityvector. A photomicrographof ashieldedregionon thesame
panelandobtainedunderthesameconditionsasthephotographin figure6f showsnosucherosion;this is
evidentfrom casualinspectionof figure6e.
Thesurfaceroughnessof theflight-space-exposedspecimenwassignificantlygreaterthanfor either
flight or groundcontrolspecimens.Thevalues(average+ standard deviation; n=5) obtained from
profilometry were 287 + 35 nm, 72 + 32 nm, and 62 + 15 nm for flight space, flight control, and ground
control specimens, respectively. The surface erosion suffered by the polyimide exposed to the space
environment is estimated to be 8.0 + 1.4 I.tm (average + standard deviation, n=6) from mass loss data.
Unfortunately, neither SEM nor profilometry has been able to provide reasonable estimates of surface
erosion for the the samples we have examined to date. The near parallel grazing incidence of the
atomic/molecular flux appears to have eliminated surface contaminant features that might have been used to
estimate erosion depth using SEM.
Figure 7 shows the creep elongation measured in the plain Kapton and the glass/Kapton. The creep
strains for the plain Kapton are slightly higher and somewhat more stress dependent than the glass/Kapton.
There was little or no significant difference in creep between the flight space specimens and the flight
controls. Results from the splice sections have not yet been evaluated.
Representative stress-strain curves for the Kapton and the reinforced Kapton strips are shown in
figure 8. The reinforced Kapton shows a yield point after which stress increases slowly with strain. This is
in contrast to the plain Kapton strips which do not show yield points. The ultimate strength and elongation
at break of the polyimide films as determined from tensile tests are presented in figure 9. The error bars
indicate standard deviations.
The infrared spectra, x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns, and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
thermal traces of flight space exposed, flight control, and ground control specimens showed no significant
differences and are not shown.
Very few discharge events were recorded during the active experiment time. The numbers and times
of events are included in table I. One event was recorded for gap-A of the 3-kV experiment, and none for
gap-B of the 3-kV experiment. Five events were recorded for gap-A of the 1.5-kV experiment, and six
events for gap-B of the 1.5-kV experiment (two at each of three sample times). Although sparse, counts
appear for three out of the four gaps. These data indicate low counts, which are consistent with data in other
cells of zero counts. Thus, a single-event upset in these few cells, although possible, is unlikely.
DISCUSSION
The most striking difference between flight-exposed and control Kapton surfaces is the severe
weathered appearance evident on exposed surfaces. This weathering has previously been observed on
short-duration exposures of organic films during Shuttle flights (ref. 3), and has been attributed to the
impact of atmospheric constituents of high relative velocity in the fixed reference frame of the satellite (ref. 3
and ref. 4). The primary constituent of the atmosphere at altitudes between 200 and 600 km is atomic
oxygen (ref. 5). The kinetic energy of the 8 km/sec atomic oxygen fluence is approximately 5 eV, and is
sufficient to rupture chemical bonds within the molecular structure of the polyimide film. Continued
bombardment by atomic oxygen can lead to significant erosion of organic surfaces. We estimate that the
surface erosion of the flight exposed Kapton during the 2106 days in orbit is 8.0 + 1.4 l.tm. The erosion
yield for Kapton in the 8 km/sec fluence has been reported to be 3.0 x 10-24 cm3/atom (ref. 5). From these
values, we estimate the fluence to be 3.0 + 0.5 x 1020 atoms/cm 2, which is in reasonable agreement with
the reported fluence at the space end of the LDEF satellite of 3.64 x 1020 atoms/cm 2 (ref. 6). Interpolatir, g
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the reported fluence of ref. 6 to account for the 1.1 + 0.4 degrees forward pitch (ref. 7) indicates a fluence
of 4.5 + 0.3 x 1020 atoms/cm 2 on the space-facing surfaces. Although the surface erosion estimates seem
reasonable, the limitations associated with the comparative mass loss technique do not escape us, and we are
working to establish more quantitative measurements.
Creep deformations experienced by the Kapton were slightly above those estimated from time
extrapolation of short-term, room temperature, and ground tests. The space environment appeared to have
little or no detrimental effect on the creep behavior of the Kapton or glass/Kapton.
The mechanical properties of the flight Kapton were, in general, no different from those of ground-
based controls. Space-exposed specimens typically showed reductions in ultimate stress and elongation
compared to controls; however, in most cases differences were not significant. The reductions are thought
to be the result of a higher incidence of surface defects associated with the exposed specimens, although
these differences could also be explained by increased exposure to a high-radiation environment (ref. 8 and
ref. 9). However, a large percentage of the space exposed specimens failed quite early during mechanical
tests. Thus, although the average values of mechanical properties of the space exposed specimens are less
than those of the controls, the associated standard deviations are large, and in most instances no statistical
significance could be established. Specimens that contained an original leading edge showed a reduction in
mechanical integrity, with an ultimate elongation that was about 30% of control values. These specimens
were eroded not only on the upper surface, but also at the leading edge. In contrast, the properties
determined for space-exposed specimens containing the trailing edge were quite similar to specimens taken
from the middle regions. The fact that many space-exposed specimens displayed a mechanical integrity
equal to that of the control specimens supports the argument that surface defects cause these reductions.
No significant differences between flight-space-exposed, flight control, and ground control have
been detected using DSC, transmission FTIR, or XRD. This is perhaps not surprising since these
techniques measure bulk properties, and it is likely that the greatest change in material properties will be
localized to the surface regions of space-exposed specimens. Although these surface regions were exposed
to the space environment for nearly six years, the erosion process continually refreshed the surface, which
maintains a steady state composition, and gross changes in chemical properties due to the atomic/molecular
fluence are likely to be small. In fact, even ESCA studies (ref. 10) of Kapton film exposed to LEO showed
very little difference from control specimens. This is in contrast to Kapton etched in an Earth-based oxygen
reactor, which did show significant differences (ref. 10).
The EDS spectrum of the brown residue indicates silicon as the primary elemental constituent.
Elements lighter than fluorine could not be detected with our energy-dispersive spectrometer. However,
EDS spectra of a similar brown residue recovered from other locations on the LDEF satellite shows that
carbon and oxygen also are present (ref. 11). The peaks in the FTIR spectrum at 2900-3000 cm -1 (perhaps
a C-H stretch) suggest the presence of aliphatic groups within this residue. This residue is thought to result
from the condensation of outgassed silicon and organic products on cold surfaces followed by ultraviolet
catalyzed polymerization (ref. 11).
The experiment timer-sequencer apparently functioned perfectly. It powered up the experiment on
day 32 and powered it down on day 243. This is corroborated by the block of ones in the appropriate
memory cells. There is no evidence of any single-event upsets in these cells. There was no charring of the
Kapton or other damage visible at the gaps, but close examination awaits disassembly of the antenna plane,
following performance testing of the antenna, which is still in progress.
The high-voltage experiment was designed specifically to record discharges initiated across spark
gaps by environmental interactions, e.g., contaminant transport and/or coupling to the space plasma.
Specific analyses of the four spark gaps formed (by severing of dipole elements) on the antenna section will
be performed after completion of radiometric tests. These analyses will include studies of the quantitative
conditions under which discharges are triggered and of the extent to which these conditions were realized in
the LDEF environment. Measurements in progress of LDEF-environment-exposed, flight control, and
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groundcontolKaptonsurfaces*suggestthatthesurfaceconductivityincrease,resultingfrom exposureto a
spaceplasmaacceleratedby highvoltage,wasnotsufficientto producesignificantleakagecurrentbetween
theelectrodesandthusdidnot affectthedischargetriggering.
CONCLUSIONS
Themostimportantenvironmentalfactorwastheatomicoxygenerosionexperiencedatlow
altitudes.Thesurvivabilityof theKaptonis largelyattributableto thestabilityof LDEFandtheorientation,
closeto onedegreegrazingincidence.Thisextremeorientationproducedsurfaceandleading-edgerosion
andsomeinterestingsurfacefeatures.Thesurfacerecessionwasestimatedto be8 pxm.
Themechanicalpropertiesof theKaptonandtheglass/Kaptonexperiencedonly slightdegradation
exceptfor specimenstakenfrom areascontainingerodededges.Theerodededgeshadsignificanteffects
ontensilestrengthandstrainto failure.
Theactivecircuitryto controlthehigh-voltagedischargexperimentandrecordthenumberandtime
of electrostaticdischargesapparentlyfunctionedasintended,althoughfull systemsfunctionaltestshavenot
beenaccomplished.Thememorylocationsreservedfor diagnosticswereunchanged.Fewdischarges,one
at3 kV and11at 1.5kV, wererecorded.
Theexperimentdemonstratedthe functionality and the durability of the Kapton antenna plane
materials and other materials and systems on board A0133.
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TABLE I.- HIGH-VOLTAGE DISCHARGE EVENTS RECORDED IN EXPERIMENT MEMORY
3 kV COUNTS 1.5 kV COUNTS
HOUR COMMENT GAP-B GAP-A GAP-B GAP-A
768.0 Exp. On
1642.0 0 1 0 0
2069.6 0 0 0 1
2076.0 0 0 0 1
2114.0 0 0 2 0
2138.6 0 0 2 0
2143.0 0 0 2 0
2155.0 0 0 0 1
2161.3 0 0 0 1
3330.3 0 0 0 1
5832.0 Exp. Off
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Figure 1. Space-based radar phased-array antenna experiment. 
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Figure 2. Impact site in glass1Kapton specimen. 
Rgure 3. Impact site in perforated aluminum ground plane. 
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Figure 5. Kapton specimens showing specular appearance of flight controls in assembly 
no. 1 and diffuse appearance of flight space specimens in assembly no. 3. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE FIRST RESULTS ON THE SOLAR ARRAY
MATERIALS PASSIVE LDEF EXPERIMENT (SAMPLE), AOI71
Ann F. Whitaker and Leighton E. Young
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
MSFC, AL 35812
Phone: 205/544-2510, Fax: 205/544-0212
SUMMARY
Power degradation in experiment solar cells was consistent with the exposure
environment and appears to be produced principally by the radiation and atomic oxygen
environments. Atomic oxygen erosion was generally as expected; atomic oxygen effects
dominated for the most part in materials that were both atomic oxygen and ultraviolet
vulnerable. Silicone coatings appear to protect Kapton, and adhesive systems contained under
photon opaque materials were surprisingly environmentally resistant. A high density of small
micro-meteoroid/space debris impacts were observed on mirrors, protective coatings, paints and
composites. New synergistic effects of the space environment were noted in the interaction of
atomic oxygen and copious amounts of contamination and in the induced luminescence of many
materials.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes some of the key results of AO171 materials evaluations performed
to date. This passive experiment contains about 100 materials and material processes which
address primarily solar array materials although other materials of interest to the aerospace
industry were included in the experiment complement. Figure 1 shows the experiment after
space exposure. The experiment objective was to determine the electrical, mechanical and
optical property changes induced by the combined space environments. The space environments
in which this experiment were exposed as a result of its location on LDEF row 8 are described
in Table I.
Although this experiment was configured for 18 months of exposure, the longer than
anticipated exposure of about 70 months generally enhanced the experiment even though most of
the thin film polymeric materials were eroded away as a result of atomic oxygen exposure.
From an analyses standpoint it is important to consider that well heat sunk, thermally conductive
materials on row 8 probably saw no temperature greater than 100°F and that isolated materials of
low thermal conductivity, mass and emittance saw wide temperature cycling. Outgassing of
materials would have occurred early in the mission, and the atomic oxygen environment was
most severe during the last 6 months of the mission.
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RESULTS
GeneralObservations
From a molecularcontaminationstandpoint,theexperimentwasgenerallyconsideredto
be very cleanwith theexceptionof onelocalizedareawherethe materialsoutgassedasa result
of insufficient thermalvacuumbakeoutprior to flight. Particulatecontaminationwaswide
spreadover the experimentpresumed,primarily, from disintegratedsiliconecoatingsand
metallizedfilms which were transferredduring thepostretrieval process. Dark depositswere
found on the interior sidesof theexperimenttray at ventsto the externalenvironmentconsistent
with theangleof atomicoxygenimpingementbut not consistentwith sunangle. This
phenomenasuggestsa new synergisticeffectbetweenatomicoxygenand copiouscontamination.
The chemistryof the depositshasnot beenfully identifiedbut theunbakedpolyurethanepaint
andprimer systemon theinterior of theLDEF surfacearesuspectedto be theprincipal
contributorsof materialsexposedto the incomingatomicoxygenat thesevent locations. Many
phenomenawere observedon this experimentthat haveneverbeenreportedon in materials
exposureexperimentseither from flight or in groundbasedsimulations. Someof these
phenomenaare listed asfollows andaredescribedastheyapply to variouscategoriesof
materialsevaluations.
°
*
3.
.
Organic materials such as polyimides, silicones, and polyurethanes were found to
luminesce after flight upon exposure to far UV irradiation.
Fiberous "ash" material was observed on carbon fiber based composite materials.
Silicone adhesives were found to function surprisingly well after 5.8 years in
space.
A high density of small (< lmm) micrometeoroid and space debris impacts was
obvious on all materials.
° New synergistic effects were noted where atomic oxygen and copious amount of
contamination were interactive.
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Solar Cells
SevenseparateMSFC photovoltaic(solarcell) testarticleswere flown on this
experiment. They were fabricatedfor MSFC by LockheedMissilesand SpaceCompany
(LMSC) who alsosuppliedthepre-flight electricalperformancetestdata.
As a result of the longerthanplanneddurationof the flight, all testarticlesunderwent
substantialatomicoxygenerosionof their polyimide (Kapton)substratestructureswith the
result that one modulewas lost prior to Orbiter rendezvouswith LDEF, onecamelooseand
drifted away whenLDEF wasgrappled,andone (M3) wasattachedat only onecomer when
LDEF was retrieved. The latterwas found on the floor of the cargobaywhenLDEF was
removed. A descriptionof the solar cell testarticleson handpost-flight is found in TableII.
Atomic oxygendegradationwasobviousfrom visualexaminationof the polyimide
substrates of the cells. Solar cell to solar cell interconnect bonds withstood the effects of
thermal cycling well with no debonding found at the parallel-gap weld of the copper interconnect
to the cell contact pads. Thermal analyses have not as yet been performed, but since the solar
cell modules were thermally isolated from the LDEF structure by polyurethane foam padding,
temperature excursions are expected to be reasonably broad over the orbit. The module that was
retrieved from the cargo bay had 5 (of 12) cells that contained cracks in either the solar cell or
cell cover. Micrometeoroids/space debris impacts were evident on all the test articles. These
ranged from small surface nicks to solar cell coverslide breakage and rather deep penetrations
within the cells. At this time no correlation between cell/module electrical performance and
impacts has been established.
During post flight electrical performance testing of module M3, it was discovered that an
apparent voltage calibration error was made on this module as evidenced by post-flight open
circuit voltage higher than that measured pre-flight. For this reason, pre-flight performance for
M3 was fabricated by using the pre-flight performance of the single cell C8 and expanding it to
the configuration of M3 (4 cells in series by 3 cells in parallel). Cell C8 performance was
selected because its short circuit current, when multiplied by 3, was the closest match to the
actual M3 module performance. Additionally, there were no other indicators to suggest a
current calibration error of any significance. After the overall electrical performance of M3 was
established through testing, the module was cut apart to determine individual cell performance.
Solar cell and solar cell module maximum power point (Pmp) degradation ranged from
4.3% to 80% with 76% of the single cells tested having less than 10% degradation, Figure 2.
There were 4 cells out of 17 that had Pmp degradation greater than 20%. Three of these were
from the module which was retrieved from the cargo bay. The other was the cell (C6) which
was flown without a coverslide. Discounting these cells, the average cell Pmp degradation was
6.5% with a standard deviation of 1.75%. The thin cell module (M4), which was retrieved
intact but with severe damage to its Kapton substrate degraded 5.2% in Pmp. Four cells had
discernible degradation in open circuit voltage (Voc) which is typical of a decrease in cell shunt
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resistance.Three of these cells were from the module retrieved from the cargo bay with the
other being the cell flown without a coverslide. Two of the cells with Voc degradation were
from the four which degraded more than 20%. Three cells showed evidence of severe series
resistance increases. All three of these were from the cargo bay module. Two are from the
four having discernible degradation in Voc. Figure 3 illustrates the differences in
current/voltage (IV) characteristics between three poor performance cells and cell C 1 that
underwent the lowest degradation.
In summary the electrical performance of the cells is consistent with the expected
performance for the environment experienced. To date no partition of cell degradation to
specific environmental effect has been made. Loss of Kapton substrate from atomic oxygen
attack was not a surprise since the materials were in space much longer than planned with no
protective coatings. Some portions of the Kapton substrate containing adhesives are still
intact and require more evaluation to determine the reasons for their survival in the atomic
oxygen environment.
Composites
The carbon fiber and glass fiber composites contained in this experiment are described,
along with a summary of their data generated to date, in Table III. The most obvious visible
effect noted on these composites is the increased optical diffuseness of the surfaces which is
commonly observed in materials exposed to orbital atomic oxygen. All of the carbon fiber
composites have a charred appearance and show the fiber direction as a result of preferential
atomic oxygen erosion of the matrix material. A porous ash structure formed on the exposed
carbon fiber composite surfaces with the greatest concentration being on the polysulfone
materials. Micrometeoroid/space debris impacts less than 1 millimeter in diameter were present
on all composites. Concentration of these impacts ranged from 2 to 7 impacts per 25 in 2. Non-
penetrating splattered contaminents, probably from spacecraft fluid dumps, were also noted on
the composites.
Mass loss was consistent with thickness loss with the carbon fiber based composites
losing approximately 1 ply. Atomic oxygen reactivity numbers are not inconsistent with those
generated for carbon composites but no short term data is available currently for comparison of
short and long term reactivity numbers for these specific composites. Another factor to consider
is that short term exposure data probably would not be correlatible to the long term exposure
data since the composite surfaces are matrix material rich. Aluminized tape was effective in
protecting the composites from atomic oxygen erosion although penetrations of the protective
aluminized tape were made by small impacts. The silicone adhesives on these tapes were well
preserved and as effective as the controls. Further evaluations of the tapes are planned.
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Thin Films
A cursoryassessmentof metallizedandthin polymeric films is providedin Table IV
which is a summaryof post-flight visualobservationsof the films. No analyses other than a
SEM examination of the white Tedlar have been made to date. Visually, the white Tedlar
appears intact but the inert particles in the material are basically the only remaining component
of the material. The intact Kapton protected by the silicone coatings provide some promise that
silicones can furnish long term protection for Kapton against atomic oxygen attack. However,
the extent of the effectiveness of their protection remains to be quantified. Thin films of
Kapton, Mylar and Teflon which were aluminized with the aluminum surface exposed appear to
have been protected from atomic oxygen erosion.
Paints
During the post-flight examination of this experiment under black light illumination, it
was discovered that various types of materials were luminescing (fluorescing). Among these
fluorescing materials were the polyurethane and silicone based paints. The intensity and
wavelength dependence of this fluorescence varies with material and are the subject of a separate
report.
Upon exposure, specular paints became diffuse and diffuse paints became more diffuse -
a phenomena which is known from short term exposures and results principally from atomic
oxygen induced surface texturing and also from preferential atomic oxygen attack of diffuse paint
constituems. Inert particles in the paint accumulate on the paint surface as it erodes thereby
providing more shielding of the underlying surface with increased exposure. Atomic oxygen
erosion is, as observed from these results and those from the STS flight, non-linear in time in those
paints subject to this preferential attack so their mass loss cannot be used to predict erosion rates.
Optical properties and mass loss of these paints, Table V, are compared to data from control paints
prepared at about the same time as the flight samples. As noted by the data, exposure of pigments
in white and yellow diffuse paints tend to decrease absorptivity. S13GLO silicone paint which
resists atomic oxygen attack showed darkening, presumably from ultraviolet/particulate irradiation.
One of the more interesting effects noted in the paints is that atomic oxygen effects dominate in
those paints which are both ultraviolet and atomic oxygen vulnerable. Without evaluating this
phenomena in great detail, it would appear that any synergism, if it exists, between atomic oxygen
and irradiation effects under these exposure conditions for these paints is minimal.
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Me_s
Metalsflown on this experimentincludealuminum,titanium, silver (disk andcold rolled
ribbon), niobium, magnesium,copper(diskandcold rolled ribbon), molybdenum,tantalum,and
Tophet-30,HOS-875andNi-Cr alloys in theasreceivedconditionand preoxidized. Several
othercombinationof metalsandcoatingswere alsoflown but arenot part of this report. All of
thesemetalsgainedweight from interactionwith atomicoxygenexceptthepreoxidizedalloys
which showeda slight massloss. Macroscopicatomicoxygeneffectswere observedon silver
andcopper. Of all the metalssilver wasthe mostaffected,asexpected,andtantalumwas the
leastaffected. Accommodationof atomicoxygenin silver rangedfrom one atomper 1000
incidentatomsin disk sampleswhich were well heatsunkto 7 atomsper 1000incidentatomsin
cold rolledstressedribbonsampleswhich weretherm_dlyisolatedfrom the basestructure.Mass
increasein thesemateri_ds,tor,d incidentfluenceof atomicoxygenandtheassumptionthat the
highestoxidationstateof the oxidewasachieved,wereusedto generatetheseaccommodation
numbers.
OtherPolymers
MaterialsincludingRTV-511, Halar andthe PEEK resin, configuredinto tensile, shear
and miscellaneousrectangularsamples,andTFE Teflon washerscomprisedthe majority of
structuralpolymerson theexperiment. TheRTV-511 materialsreceivedan insufficient thermal
vacuumbakeout(for contaminationcontrol) prior to flight resultingin outgassingwith deposition
on the nearadjacentexperimentarea.
Considerabledarkeningof all elastomers occurred as a result of exposure and a 10%
increase in Shore A hardness was noted in RTV 511. Halar, which is both ultraviolet and
atomic oxygen susceptible, appears to be dominated by irradiation effects but further evaluations
are required to identify and quantify these effects. Mass loss in these materials ranged up to 7%
of their initial weight. Thirty six TFE washers were examined for atomic oxygen erosion and an
atomic oxygen reactivity number of (1.9 + .4) x 10-25 cm3/atom generated for this material.
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TABLE I. - EXPERIMENT AO171EXPOSURECONDITIONS
• High Vacuum
• UV Radiation
• ProtonFluence
• Electron Fluence
• Atomic Oxygen
• Micrometeoroid/
SpaceDebris
• ThermalCycles
10-5 - 10 -7 Torr (estimated)
10,041 ESH
109p+/cm2(.05 - 200 MeV)
(10 _2- l0 s) e-/cm 2 (.05 - 3.0 MeV)
*7.68 x 102_ atoms/cm 2
2 to 7 impacts per composite, < lmm
- 32,000 cycles (temp TBD)
*This number was derived for Row 8 from the JSC provided number of 9.75 x 1022 atoms/cm 2
for total atomic oxygen fluence on the RAM surface. All reactivity and accommodation num-
bers provided in this paper are based on this number.
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TABLE II. - SOLARCELL TEST ARTICLES
ASEC 12Cell Module
Applied SolarEnergyCorp. (ASEC)200 micron,
2 cm x 4 cm siliconN on P, 2 ohm-cm,
back-surfacereflector cells
ChemicallyVapor Deposited(CVD) dielectric, wrap-around
contacts
150micron microsheetcoverslideswith UV filters and
AR coatings
Rearsurfaceof modulefacingspace
M4 ASEC 6 Cell Module
ASEC50 micron, 2 cm x 4 cm silicon N on P, 10ohm-cm
back-surfacefield cells
Wrap-aroundcontactswith wrap-aroundjunction
2 each50 micron,4.7 cm x 6.7 cm coverslides
Cells mountedfacing space
CellsC6 throughC10 - ASEC cells sameasM3 but with coverslidesasfollows:
C6 - None
C7 - 150 micron microsheetwith AR coating
C8 - 150micron microsheetwith UV filter andAR coating
C9 - 150micron frostedfusedsilica with UV filter and
AR coating
C10 - 150micron fusedsilica with UV filter and AR coating
Note: Eachtestarticle hasa copperinterconnectsystemlaminatedbetween2 sheetsof Kapton
that comprisethe structuralsubstratefor the solarcells.
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TABLE III. - ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS IN AO171 COMPOSITE SAMPLES
Composite Materials Average Thickness Atomic Oxygen
(No. of Specimens) Loss (Mils) Reactivity
10.24cm/Atom
HMF 322/PI700/+45 ° 4.7 to 11.5" (1.6 - 3.8)
(5)
HMS 934/0 ° (5) 2.5** 0.8
HMS 934/90 ° (6) 2.7 0.9
P75S/934/900 (6) 2.7 0.9
P75S/934/0 ° (5) 2.8 0.9
"S" Glass-epoxy (3) 0.36*** 0. ! 1
Thermal Control Indeterminate --
Aluminized Taped
"S" Glass-epoxy (3)
* Matrix erosion much greater than fiber
** Average of rates from 2 ends of sample; contamination likely on forward end
*** Fibers uneroded and become protective after initial matrix mass loss
General Observations
Materials (1-5) "blacker",
i.e., more diffuse. "S"
glass- epoxy much darker
- probably from UV
effects.
Fibers evident in
materials (1-6). Closer
observations show
micrometeoroid/space
debris hits on all
specimens.
Material (7) shows
unexplained corrugated
features on aluminum
tape.
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TABLE IV
POSTFLIGHT ASSESSMENTOF
METALLIZED AND POLYMERIC FILMS
Materials/Configuration
(Exposed = inner material)
Post Flight Condition
1. DC-2577 Coated Kapton
2. RTV-670 Coated Kapton
3. 1.0 mil Kapton H
4. Sandwich configuration
of 1/2 mil Kapton,
1 mil Black Kapton/2 mil Kapton
5. Aluminized Mylar
6. 5 mil Kapton H
7. Aluminized Teflon
8. Kapton F
9. 1/2 mil Teflon
10. 1.0 mil White Tedlar
11. Aluminized Kapton
12. Aluminized tape on composite
Intact
Intact
Eroded away
Eroded away
Intact
Eroded away
Intact
Eroded away
Eroded away
Still white but
matrix eroded away
Intact
Intact, surface fatigue,
adhesive good
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TABLE V. - PROPERTY DATA ON PAINTS ON AO171 EXPERIMENT
PAINT MASS LOSS "(MG/cm 2) SOLAR ABSORPTIVITY
Unexposed Ex_.E__osed
A-276 (White diffuse)
401-C10 (Black diffuse)
Z-853 (Yellow diffuse)
Z-306 (Black diffuse)
Z-302 (Black specular)
S 13GLO (White)
i.00
1.13
0.94
1.60
4.06
Negligible
.284 .237
.990 .995
.491 .428
.978 .973
.973 .974
.186 .319
*Inert pigments in diffuse paints tend to retard atomic oxygen produced erosion.
Specular Z-302 was eroded to the metal substrate
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Figure 1. A0171 Experiment After 5.8 Years Exposure in LEO 
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EXPERIMENT M0003-4
ADVANCED SOLAR CELL AND COVERGLASS ANALYSIS, AN OVERVIEW
Terry M. Trumble
Principal Investigator M0003-4
Aerospace Power Division
Aero Propulsion and Power Directorate
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6563
SUMMARY
The experiment consists of 51 coverglass samples and 12 solar cell strings. Sixteen (16) of the coverglass
samples were on the leading edge and 16 on the trailing edge. An additional 16 samples were used as
control samples and were not flown. The scenario for analysis was established for the coverglasses as
follows. A photographic and Nomarski survey were taken. Selected sites were then analyzed in their
"dirty" condition for optical transmission, reflectance and absorbance. The coverglass samples have yet to
be cleaned and resulting residue analyzed. The next stage of the analysis of the filters will be by probing
through their layers to evaluate the multilayers used in their design. The solar cells have been visually
inspected and photographed. Tape recorder data is being analyzed and selected cell strings are being
evaluated for their electrical properties. The first phase of the optical studies has been completed.
OPTICAL PROPERTIES
The first phase of the coverglass samples analysis has been completed. The full results of the
transmission, reflection and absorption are being analyzed and will be presented in a publication within a
few months, however a brief summary is presented. There are more pronounced changes in the optical
properties on the wailing edge than on the leading edge. The existing surface contamination did not
interfere with the optical properties measurements made on the coverglass samples. The short wavelength
cutoff of the optical samples has moved noticeably toward the longer wavelengths. Changes noted
otherwise have been primarily in absorptance.
SURFACE ANALYSIS
The initial results from the surface stoichiometry analysis of the MgF2, ThF4 and SIO2 fluorine are as
follows. The leading edge analysis of the MgF2 indicates the presence of fluoridated organic
contaminants. It also appears that oxygen has replaced some of the fluorine in the material. There is no
thick layer of oxide as was observed for the ThF4 samples, however. Analysis of the ThF4 sample
indicates that almost all of the fluorine has been removed from the leading edge ThF4 sample. SIO2
appears to be unchanged.
All of the trailing edge samples have experienced a layer of greater than 100 Angstroms of contamination.
There are also high levels of Si, C and O with about half of the samples showing trace amounts of N, F
and Sn. There is contamination of this type on the leading edge, but to a lesser degree. There is evidence
on the trailing edge of silicone based material contamination. The fluorine contamination found on the
LDEF is likely to be an organic derived from Teflon.
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PHOTOGRAPHICSURVEY
A secondlevelNomarskiandconventionalmicroscopesurveyof thecoverglassamplesandthesolarcell
sampleshasbeencompleted.Thepurposeof thesurveyis to identify andisolatespecificareas,describe
whatis found,andthenproceedwith adetailedanalysisof thearea.Considerableloosesurface
contaminationhasbeenfound. TheTedlarmountingringsfor thecoverglassamples,for example,
accountfor aportionof thecontamination.Thismaterialwasnotaspacequalifiedmaterial.
Two additionalphotographicsurveyswereconductedaftertheinitial surveyconductedbytheAerospace
Corporationin LosAngeles.TheMaterialsDirectorateandtheAeropropulsionandPowerDirectorate
eachconductedasurvey.Theresultsconfirmedearlierinformationshowingmicrometeoroid amage,
thermalcyclingstressesandconsiderableamountsof loosesurfacecontamination.
SOLARCELL ANALYSIS
Theanalysisof the six different solar cells began with a photographic survey. A visual comparison of cell
strings indicated that the fabrication process used for the metalization of each of the cell strings had a large
effect on the lifetime of the cells themselves. Metal migration and contamination between the coverglass
and the cell proper were two of the main concerns. Loss of silver, or considerable oxidation for
unprotected silver appears to be a problem. Contamination, discoloration, shows up mainly on the cell
contacts and interconnects. Electrical properties have not yet been measured.
CONCLUSIONS
The initial investigation is nearing completion for the optical samples. There is concern that ThF4 and
MgF2 will require a passivating coating to survive in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). We are just now beginning
to correlate the information from our studies. We now know better ways to design and test optical
coatings and solar cells for use in LEO. Future reporting will cover each analysis area in detail.
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ABSTRACT
A brief overview of the analyses performed to date on WL Experiment #701 is presented,
highlighting the successful operation of the first known active fiber optic links orbited in space.
Four active digital fiber optic links were directly exposed to the space environment for a period
of 2114 days. The links were situated aboard the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) with
the cabled, single fiber windings atop an experimental tray containing instrumentation for
exercising the experiment while in orbit. Despite the unplanned and prolonged exposure to
trapped and galactic radiation, wide temperature extremes, atomic oxygen interactions, and
micro-meteorite and debris impacts, in most instances the optical data links performed well
within the experimental limits. Analysis of the recorded orbital data clearly indicates that fiber
optic applications in space will meet with success. Ongoing tests and analysis of the experiment
at the Phillips Laboratory's Optoelectronics Laboratory will expand this premise, and establish
the first known and extensive database of active fiber optic link performance during prolonged
space exposure. WL Exp #701 was designed as a feasibility demonstration for fiber optic
technology in space applications, and to study the performance of operating fiber systems exposed
to space environmental factors such as galactic radiation, and wide temperature cycling. WL Exp
#701 is widely acknowledged as a benchmark accomplishment that clearly demonstrates, for the
first time, that fiber optic technology can be successfully used in a variety of space applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The space-exposedfiber optic experimentwas first conceivedat the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory by E. W. Taylor, the Principal Investigator (PI), and wasapproved for spaceflighton
the first LDEF mission by the Director of Space,HQ USAF on 3 Mar 1978as STP Flight $80-1.
The selectionof the radiation testedoptical fibers for the experiment and the cabling for each
individual data link were predicated on the various radiation effectsstudies [1-5] conducted to
ascertain the then State-of-the-Art for optical data link performanceunder severeradiation and
temperature conditions. Basedon this empirical data, an experiment wasformulated that was
eventually developedunder an Air Force WeaponsLaboratory independent laboratory research
effort (ILIR 7802). The experimental apparatuswas developed[6,7] by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratories, La Canada,CA, with direct interaction and overall direction provided by the WL
PI.
The original and prime objectives[7] of the experimentwere to study the spaceenvironment
parametersof temperature cyclingand radiation effectson the data transmissionperformance of
four digital optical data links. Parametersto determine link signal-to-noiseratios (SNR), bit
error rates(BER) and other systemcriteria were measuredin orbit and stored on magnetic
recording tape. Eight temperature measurementswere also performed in separatetray locations.
An active analog link was later incorporated which was located within the tray volume and was
intended to measuretemperature. The analysisof this link is on-going and will not be discussed
within this report.
Thesewere the prime experiment objectivesformulated at the time of the experiment
conception that drove the developmentof the experiment. Secondaryobjectivesfor analysis
evolvedafter launch due to the delayedretrieval of LDEF, sinceother spaceeffectswhich could
impact the experiment performancebecameevident. It wasalwaysrecognizedthat the optical
fiber cabling materials would be somewhatdeteriorated by the spaceultraviolet radiation. There
also existeda finite probability that meteorites of sufficient sizeand kinetic energycould damage
the experiment. However, theseeffectswere not consideredsignificant at the time, since the
orbital duration wasexpectedto be optimally one year. No provisions were made for studying
the effectsof atomic oxygen,nor were anyconcernsaddressedto this end. Thus, no separate
instrumentation for measurementof theseeffectswas included in the original experiment design.
However, becauseof the retrieval delaysincurred, recognition of theseother space
environment effects becameof increasingconcern asthe LDEF 1990retrieval date approached.
Theseconcernswere validated with the early (Fig. 1) photography provided by the Columbia
crew, indicating numerous micro-meteorite and debris impacts experienced on LDEF surfaces.
Fig. lc clearly shows the effects of ultraviolet degradation of the optical cabling materials used to
protect each of the four single optical fiber data links. Atomic oxygen effects, in combination
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with ultraviolet radiation and possiblethermal effects,will be discussedin separatedocuments*.
An early analysiswasperformed to assessa portion of the spaceenvironment effects arising
from the unplanned and extendedtime in orbit. A technical paper [8] titled, Space Debris and
Micrometeorite Events Experienced by WL Experiment #701 in Prolonged Low Earth Orbit,
communicated this early data to the general scientific community. Portions of the data found in
the publication are also discussed later in this paper.
For the most part, this paper is focused on presenting the preliminary analysis of the orbital
flight data recorded aboard WL Exp #701 for the first year in orbit.
II. IN SITU ANALYSIS PERFORMED AT THE KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
The decision to exercise the experiment at KSC was primarily based on the reasoning that
any damage incurred during the transit of the experiment from KSC to the WL would irrevocably
influence the test results.
A second reason for exercising the links at KSC was based on the documented [3,4] ability of
certain fibers, selected for the experiment, to incur doses in excess of the LDEF environment
with little or no permanent damage. Thus, the combined effects of the expected low exposure
dose and the experiment fibers' ability to quickly recover from radiation exposure, especially
under elevated temperatures (both in orbit and during re-entry within the shuttle cargo bay)
necessitated the KSC investigations performed by the WL team.
There were also concerns _'*** that by functionally operating the links at KSC,
optical signal photobleaching might occur, which would remove the long-term effects of any
accumulated radiation damage incurred by the glass/glass and plastic coated silica optical fiber
links. However, while the photobleaching concerns were valid, previous fiber optic radiations
effects research data [9-15] tended to lessen these concerns.
The early visual analysis of the experiment at KSC involved two aspects. Prior to our
reactivating the experiment to ascertain the functionality of the links, both the M/D Special
Investigation Group and the Phillips Laboratory photography team photographed the experiment
surface. Subtle changes to the optical fiber cabling were observed. Two cables (see Fig. lb, lc)
began to slightly return to their original color states, as indicated in Table 1. The cabling
* Unpublished Phillips Laboratory Draft Reports.
it- Conversations with Space Station Freedom Project Office, 1989-1990.
,fr Conversations with Alan H. Johnston (PI for LDEF Experiment S0109), Jet
Propulsion Laboratories, 1990-1991.
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materials and other parametersdescribingthe optical fiber characteristicsare also discussedin
Table 1.
The most important visual data recorded by the WL Recovery/Deintegration team during the
period of analysisat KSC was that the cabledoptical fiber windingswere nearly intact on the tray
surfaceand had sustainednumerousmicro-meteorite and/or debris impacts. However, none of
these cabled single fiber links was observed to be '_aried in their degree of damage from simple
breakage and splintering, to various degrees of melting," as reported erroneously in a preliminary
report compiled by the LDEF Meteoroid and Debris SIG [16].
On the contrary, all four of the M/D impacted cabled fiber links were activated within hours
of deintegration and three links were found to be fully operational. The fourth data link (Link
#4), consisting of a cabled, single fiber, could not be operated at KSC. While there was
circumstantial evidence to suggest that an M/D impactor might have contributed to the
malfunction of the link, attempts to optically detect energy emissions from the impactor site did
not substantiate any severing of the cabled single fiber link. There was no photographic or
visually enhanced evidence [16] at any time of the analysis performed to validate the claims.
(Note: it is important to mention that all of the fiber optic data links aboard WL Experiment
#701 were composed of cabled, single fiber links, not "hardened fiber-optics bundles," as reported
elsewhere [16].
Other investigations, such as the measurement of the experiments' surface absorption/
emissivity, contaminant collection, and thermal blanket material sample collection were
performed by various SIGs and the results will be discussed in more comprehensive reports,
currently in preparation*.
III. PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES OF WL EXP #701 (M0004)
PERFORMED AT THE AFSC WEAPONS LABORATORY
AND AFSC PHILLIPS LABORATORY
Optical Data Transmission Measurements
Following orbital deployment by the Shuttle Challenger, the experiment was activated and
performed the first of its scheduled 76 optical data transmission measurements [6] for the
planned year in orbit. Thirty measurements were performed in the first six months at intervals of
six days, while the remaining 46 measurements were performed at four day intervals over the
second half of the year. Shown in Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the measurement circuitry. Fig. 3
illustrates a portion of the electronic/optoelectronic layout.
*Unpublished Phillips Laboratory Draft Reports.
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Two basic testswere conductedon each space-exposedfiber optic link by the circuitry as
representedin Fig. 2. The first of these testswasdesignedto measurethe signal strength (and
henceSignal-to-NoiseRatio) of eachdigital fiber optic link. This test is referred to as the "SNR
measurements".The secondtest wasdesignedto record any "burst" or dependent errors that
may be affecting the transmissionof the digital data through the fiber optic link. This test is
referred to as the "Burst Error Runs."A 10-bit pseudo-randomgenerator is used to generatea
digital stream of "data" for the measurements.The receiversare AC coupled and the data is in a
bipolar, Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) format. The experiment usesa model developedby Gilbert
[17] to examinethe bit streamfor errors.
In the SNR measurements,the voltage from the optical receivers is compared to a "threshold
voltage." A high-speedcomparator usesthis thresholdvoltage to decide if the signal from the
optical receivers is a logical "1" or a logical "0". Initially, the error counters are cleared, the
threshold is set to zero volts, and a "packet" of 130,944bits is passedthrough the fiber optic link.
The data stream from the optical receivers is compared to a referencesignal from the
pseudo-randomgenerator. If there are lessthan 128independent (Type I in the Gilbert model)
errors in the data that waspassedthrough the fiber optic link, the experiment increments the
threshold voltage by 1.25mV, the error counters are reset to zero, and another packet of 130,944
bits is passedthrough the link. This processcontinuesuntil at least 128 independent errors are
detected in a packet of 130,944bits. At this point, the experiment records into RAM the values
of the error counters and the number of times the threshold voltage was incremented. The
experiment then conductsan SNR measurementon the next link in the sequenceuntil all four
links have been examined.
After each link has been interrogated concerningits SNR, the experiment begins the Burst
Error Runs. In this mode, the threshold voltage at the comparator is held constantat zero volts.
Sincethe receiversare AC coupled, zero volts is the optimal threshold for the system. That is,
for any given signal strength, zero volts asa threshold will result in the leastposs!bleerrors in the
data stream. The error countersare reset to zero at the beginning of the Burst Error Run for
each fiber optic link but they are not cleared betweensuccessivepacketsof 130,944bits. With
zero volts as the threshold, a packet of 130,944bits is passedthrough the link. If lessthan 128
independent errors have accumulated,the experimentpassesanother packet of 130,944bits
through the fiber optic link. The processcontinuesuntil either 128(or more) independent errors
accumulateor a total of 10 9 bits have been passed through the link. When either of these
conditions has been met, the experiment records into RAM the values of the error counters and
the number of bit packets that have been passed through the link. A Burst Error Run is then
conducted on the next space-exposed link in the sequence until all four links are tested.
After completion of the Burst Errors Runs the experiment transfers the data stored in its
RAM to the Experiment Power and Data System (EPDS). The EPDS gives the data a "time
stamp" and records the data to magnetic tape. Both the Data Processor Control Assembly
(DPCA) and the Magnetic Tape Memory (MTM) units of the EPDS functioned properly during
the entire mission and continue to work in post-flight testing.
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In-Orb# Temperature Cycling Measurements
Prior to performing the SNR and burst error runs, the experiment controller directed the
measurement of temperatures at eight thermistor locations within the experiment tray volume
(see Fig. 3b). These temperatures were valuable in studying the optical fiber performance.
However, it must be realized that the temperature measurements were made at the very
beginning of the four fiber optic link performance runs. Therefore, as much as 30 minutes could
have elapsed between the temperature measurements and the measurement of the last Burst
Error data.
The time stamp assigned to each experiment reflected the end of that data taking period. By
examining the performance of each link, it was possible to determine the total time elapsed for
completing the entire experiment run. If a link was greatly degraded in performance for a
particular run, then the time required to evaluate the link was significantly reduced. The
experiment controller would then proceed to examine the next link.
Therefore, under this scenario, the maximum time required to fully sequence each of the four
links would be less than 31 minutes, bringing the temperature measurements in time proximity
with the link performance measurements. Thus, the temperature gradient, or change, was
minimized for the special case where a link was highly degraded in performance and the data run
was truncated.
Discerning the orbital beta-angle [18] during the periods of experiment operation is very
important, since temperature variations can be accounted for and correlated to the on-board WL
Exp #701 thermistor readings. Since the LDEF orbital period was approximately 94 minutes, the
actual tray temperature may have changed significantly during many of the data runs. For
example, the experiment could have passed from the daytime space exposure condition to the
daytime sun exposure condition, or vice-versa, or other variations, in the interval of 30 minutes,
changing the conditions under which the link measurements were performed.
Because of these possible transient conditions, an accounting and correlation between LDEF
Therm Data [18,19] and the WL Exp #701 thermistor measured data is underway. Fig. 4
illustrates a partial analysis of this situation, while tables 2a and 2b illustrate the thermistor
locations and typical temperatures recorded for the inner tray volume.
Brief Analysis of In-Orbit Recorded Optical Fiber Transmission Data
Shown in Figs 5a-5d are the performance data for the four optical fiber links described in
Table 2. The data indicate that Link #3 and #4 experienced approximately 1.0 dB and 0.2 dB
deviation, respectively in SNR during the first year in orbit. Currently, the reduction of SNR data
in links #1 and #2 is still under analysis. Until calibration of all optical sources, receivers, and
optical fibers is complete, no conclusions can be reached regarding the temperature dependence
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exhibited by these links. However, the preliminary results indicate that using updated fibers and
cabling in spacewill result in excellent fiber optic link performance.
An exampleof possible cabling influence on the ability of optical fibers to perform in space
canbe seenin Figs 5b and 5c. Here, two identical plastic coated silica fibers were cabled using
different technologiesavailable at the time that the experimentwasdesigned. Fiber link #2 used
a loose tube configuration which theoretically allowed a fiber encasedby the loose tube to
experiencea greater degreeof freedom than that of a tightly wrapped fiber, suchaslink #3. The
intent in the loose configuration was to lessenmicro- and macro-bendinglossesinduced by
cabling restrictions or flexing.
However, as our preliminary data indicates the conformal wrapped fiber performance far
exceededthat of the loose tube configuration. These resultshowever,will not be conclusiveuntil
other studies of link parameterssuchaspost-flight connector integrity and temperature effects
are performed.
Other factors including electronic malfunctions, fiber optic connector instabilities, cabling
differences,and the effectsof radiation must first be analyzedbefore any direct malfunction on
the part of these two links can be ascertained. Thus, a rigorous and sequential protocol,
investigatingeach and every factor, is currently underway,with an estimated completion date
within this calendar year.
Brief Analysis of In-Orbit Radiation Dosimeter Measurements
Another objective of WL Exp #701 involved the study of the trapped and galactic radiation
effects on the space exposed fiber optic link performances. Several studies have thus far been
conducted on LDEF received doses* [20-21]. The selection of optical fibers for inclusion in the
experiment over the period 1978-1982 was based upon the best known technology at the time of
the experiment fabrication, and on the results of radiation sensitivity experiments that were
performed [1-5] on a variety of candidate fibers. Table I contains a listing of the space exposed
fibers and a short description of their characteristics.
In order to measure the accumulated dose and spectrum of the space radiation environment,
both thermo-luminescent dosimeters (TLDs) and plastic nuclear-track detectors (PNTDs) were
located within the experimental tray volume. This inclusion of the detectors on WL Exp #701
constituted a cooperative arrangement between the University of San Francisco and the WL Exp
#701 project office.
rE. V. Benton, Analysis of Dosimeters Aboard LDEF Exp MOO04, 26 Jun 90 and 29
Aug 90 (Unpublished Reports).
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The TLDs and PNTDs were enclosedin a sealedcontainer, and co-locatedwithin the EPDS
shieldedvolume (Fig. 6). Each wasmounted on a separate45 ° wedge, with their inclined
surfaces facing 90 ° with respect to each other. This orientation was chosen to optimize the
varying shielding directions experienced within, and exterior to, the tray volume. A complete
description of the composition of the TLD and PNTD materials may be found elsewhere*.
The results of an interim analysis* based on a 1-D shielding model indicated that the space
exposed optical fibers experienced a total dose varying from 238 rad(Si), to 25 Krad(Si),
depending on shielding provided by the fiber cabling materials and hold down clamps. The
analysis accounts for boundary conditions of lightly shielded fibers (typically 0.01 to 0.05 g/cm 2)
to substantial shielded portions of the fiber, particularly those portions under the hold down
clamps (1.06 g/cm 2, see Fig. lb). The fiber doses resulted primarily from geo-magnetically
trapped electrons, since the galactic cosmic ray contribution was estimated to constitute [20]
approximately 1% to 3% of the trapped proton dose at typical shieldings (greater than 1 g/cm2).
Therefore, for a shielding of less than 1.0 g/cruZ), trapped electrons dominate the
surface-absorbed dose [20]. Shown in Table 3 is an analysis* performed for predicting ranges of
doses experienced by the fiber optic links.
While the optical fiber links were calculated to have received a substantial dose over the
2114 days in orbit, no direct evidence of permanent induced radiation damage has been observed
to date. As may be seen in Fig. 4, the external tray temperature - extrapolated from the internal
measurements and calibrations - ranged from approximately + 57 ° C to -29 ° C. The fibers orbited
in this experiment were known to possess good radiation annealing properties, enhanced by
elevated temperatures. Optical power levels present in the fiber links during the first year in
orbit (typically 30 _W) would have significantly contributed to any photo-induced annealing
(photo-bleaching). The one notable exception to this early prediction involves Fiber Link #1.
However, while radiation induced damage is not ruled out, more probable causes for the
observed losses include micro and macro bending effects, fiber pistoning, and/or connector
caused misalignments. All of these effects can be explained by temperature dependence and are
currently under investigation.
Thus, as a result of this early analysis, it is concluded that no permanent effects due to space
induced radiation occurred to the external fiber optic links. The same rationale may be used to
predict any expected radiation damage for the passive fibers within the tray volume, and also the
light emitting diode sources and the pin photodiode detectors (all currently under investigation).
The doses received by these components are currently being correlated to the TLD and PNTD
calibrations. For example, an interim analysis* determined that the experiment tray shielding
(minimum of 2.4 g/cm 2) resulted in a high LET data of 0.88 mrad(Si)/day (total dose of 1.86
rad(Si), with measured integral flux of 3.6x10 4 cm -2 s-1 sr -t (for LET _ Si>_ 50 MeV cmz g-i). The
TLD doses varied from 100 times to 125 times the LET dose, or 186 - 233 rad(Si). The FO
components used in the experiment would not have been expected to be affected at these levels.
*E. V. Benton, Analysis of Dosimeters Aboard LDEF Exp MOO04, 26 Jun 90 and 29
Aug 90 (Unpublished Reports).
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Following de-integration of the experiment, the individual componentswill be radiation tested to
substantiatethis prediction.
Brief Analysis of In-Orbit Micro-Meteorite and Debris Impacts
Shown in Fig. 7a is a photograph of one section of the experiments' surface. This surface
(which provided shielding for the EPDS) measured 0.41 m x 0.91 m and was composed of a 1
mm thick aluminum alloy (6061-T6) and was painted with Chemglaze (A276). This coated
protective sheet (PS) and a thermal fiberglass cover coated with aluminized mylar provided
additional protection to the shielded EPDS, MTM, DPCA and dosimeters immediately below.
As may be seen in Fig. 7b, the impactors on the PS [9] were tallied and compared to impactors
experienced by the Solar Max satellite during its four year stay in orbit. While both satellites
were in low-inclination orbits, they experienced different periods of solar activity (Solar Max:
1980-1985; LDEF: 1984-1990). This may account for the differences in flux values. A tally of
the number of large craters (>300 _m) and small craters (> 100 _m) yielded 29 large, and 264
small. A more detailed accounting of analyses performed on impactor chemical composition,
directionality of impacts, and other related effects can be found in recently published data [6].
Figs 8a and 8b illustrate some typical impactor sites experienced by the space exposed
optical fiber cables and surrounding materials. Evident in Fig. 9 is a classic impactor region on a
fiber link face plate. As may be observed, there is no evidence from these photographs to show
that the single optical fibers contained within the individual cables are severed or melted, as was
previously reported [16]. Protective materials between the exterior cabling and the single
element optical fiber can be seen protruding from the outer-most cabling in Fig. 8a. However,
this optical fiber still continues to function correctly.
Fig. 10 is a photographic close-up of the impactor site on Link #4. Notice there is no
evidence of any optical fiber damage although the cabling and protective jacketing materials are
damaged. Our recent analysis and testing of this particular link has revealed that the single fiber
within the cabling was indeed broken by an impactor. In order to detect the breakage, two
investigative methods were used, since normal microscopy and IR detection methods employed at
KSC did not ascertain any breakage.
The first method consisted of passing continuous visible laser light (Z =6328 ]_) through the
transmitter end of the fiber. This allowed a very small amount of scattered light to penetrate or
scatter through the Kevlar strength members and Hytrel jacketing and be observed. Under
normal link operating conditions, light of a wavelength of 830 nm is present for approximately 26
ms, making detection of any low-level short-duration scattered light difficult.
The second investigative scheme involved an optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR)
measurement. Fig. 11 illustrates that the impactor caused breakage at a distance of 18.9 m from
the optical transmitter end, or 27.4 m from the receiver end. The sum of these distances
measured to the impactor site resulted in correlating within OTDR error to the link length, 48 m.
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It is estimated that this breakageoccurred betweenday365 and day 2114in orbit. Prior to
the 365th day, this particular link performed in an excellentmanner, as recorded in the orbital
data tape, testifying to the applicability of fiber optics in space.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The Preliminary resultspresentedwithin this paper confirm and solidly demonstratethat fiber
optics systemsare mature and suitable for applications in the spaceenvironment.
Analysesto date confirm that the four spaceexposedfiber optic links orbited performed
within their expectedperformance profile under temperature cycling extremesand direct space
exposureto galactic and trapped radiations,atomic oxygen,and ultraviolet radiation.
Activation of the experiment at KSC some2185days following its April 1984deployment into
low-earth orbit resulted in excellentperformanceby three of the four space-exposedlinks. The
links continue to operate, thus providing a benchmarkand invaluable data basefor on-going and
future spacephotonics programsand for fiber optics spacesurvivability and reliability studies.
Despite numerousmicro-meteorite and debris impactsexperiencedby the cabled fibers and
experimentsurfaces,only a single optical fiber wasobservedto be severedover the 2115days in
orbit. This eventoccurred after the data acquisition portion of the missionwas completed. Thus,
the experiment operation and demonstration of technologyconceptwere both fully successful.
Perhapsthe most profound conclusion that may be drawn from the preliminary data
presentedis that this experiment demonstratedthat 1978-1980era fiber optic technologycan and
did operate excellently in space for a prolonged time period. One need only apply the much
improved technology and advances in fiber optic or photonic technologies during the past decade
to fully realize fiber optic applications in space.
This experiment demonstrated for the first time, under severe and deliberate space exposure
conditions, that fiber optic systems can survive in a prolonged space orbit.
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Table 1 
Some Clzaractetistics of Space-Exposed Active Optical Fibers Prior To Launch 
Variable I Link #1 1 Link #2 1 Link #3 1 Link #4 
Original 
~ a b i e  Color: Purple Yellow Biege Blue 
Cable Type: Loose Tube Loose tube Conformal Conformal 
Cable Material: Polyurethane Tefzel TBD Hytrel 
Fiber 'Qpe: Glass/Glass PCS PCS PCS 
Semi-Graded Step Index Step Index Step Index 
Numerical 
Aperature: 0.30 0.22 
Bandwidth (3db) 
(MHz - km): 20 25 
Attenuation 6.0 5.0 5.0 9.2 
(db/Km): @ 850nm @ 85Onm @ 85Om @ 85Om 
Wavelength 
(nm): 1300 830 
Link 
Length (m): 45.0 19.7 
Figure la. WL EXP W70l aboard LDEF 
Figure Ib. Pristine condition of WL EXP in01 prior to launch 
Figure Ic. Observation of cabling color changes shortly after LDEF recovery 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Data Processor Magnetic Tape . 
and Memorv 
Control Assembly 
Configuration of experiment hardware used to measure the performance of the four active 
digital optic links contained in WL Experiment #701 (M0004). The experiment measured the 
temperature at various locatiohs within the tray volume and the performance of the fiber optic 
links by measuring the Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Bit-Error Rate of each link. 
I 
I Figure 2. 
Figure 3a. View of Experimental Measurement System 
OR!@?NAL PAGE 
B U C K  AND WHITE i ;r~'; i0GRApH 
1
i*"
(0,0,0) 4
y_ • _ (0,0,0)
Too View
137.2 cni
Link #1
Blank
Fiber Plate
1|
X
Front View
,,I
Link #4 7 I
Links #2 & #3
Fiber Plate 1_
Table 2a
Day/ Therrn/
Meas # Max °C
611 Fherm5/l 0.6
18/3 Therm4/l.9
60/10 Therm5/8.4
84/14 *Ave/15.3
223/41 *Ave/48.1
247/47' Fherm5/l 8,2
272153 *Ave/gq 5
364/76 *Ave/27.6
Theml/
Min °C
*Ave/-15.0
*Ave/-25,6
*Ave/-27.7
I'hcrm I/10.,S
rherm3/29,_
*Ave/- 1O, 1
rherm3/31.7
I'herm I/20.5
*Note: This is the average
of Thermistors 2,7, and 8.
Right Side View
Note: Intersection of tray flanges is the (0,0,0) point. Negative z values are into
the interior volume of the experiment tray. I Thermistors
Table 2b
Thermistor # x (cm) v (cm) z (¢m)
1 73.7 14.0 - 6.4
2 104,1 _7,,3 - 0,5
3 63.5 63.5 - 6,4
4 124.5 10.2 - 6.4
5 35.6 68.6 - 8,9
6 50.8 76.2 - 14
7 124.5 95.6 - 0.5
8 104.1 25.4 - 0.5
• Dosimeters
Remarks
Attach¢_t I9 transmitters
Attached to fiber plate
Attached to circuit bogrd
Attached tO sidewall
Attached to bracket inside EPDS cover
Altached to base nlale (trav boltomi
Attached I9 fibCr'l)ktt_
Annehed to fiber nlnte
Figure 3b. Thermistor, optical fiber, and dosimeter locations
TABLE 3
Interim Analysis of Radiation Doses Experienced by WL Experiment #701
Shielding Trapped Trapped GCR _ , Total
Depth Electrons Protons other Dose
(g/cm) (rad) (rad) (rad) (rad)
0.01 24,500 515 33 25,000
0.02 12,100 471 33 12,600
0.03 7,320 444 33 7,800
0.04 4,980 425 33 5,440
0.05 3540 410 33 3,980
0.86 11.9 218 33 263
1.06 3.3 202 33 238
1.25 2.6 193.5 28.4" 224.5 _+6.0" *
2.48 0.1 149.5 37.0* 186.5 ___5.8" *
8 - Values determined from comparison of measurement and calculation.
* - Difference between measured and calculated doses.
** - Measured TLD Values.
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Figure 4. Comparison of M0004 and selected THERM experiment temperature data
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Figure 5a. M0004 in.flight performance of Link #1
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--* Average Surface Temp rC) 
Figure 6. Location and orientation of dosimeters 
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Figure 7a. Shadowed photograph [9] iIilaastrating impactors o~a WL EXP 'SO1 
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FLUX CALCULAT ON COMPAR 
Figure 7b. Comparison [9] of WL EXP and Solar Max Satellite impactor flux data 
Figure 8a. Example of impactor site on WL EXP fiber optic Link #2 
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Figure 8b. Example of impactor site on WL EXP fiber optic Link #4 
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Figure 9. Close-up of WL EXP 701 Link #4 impactor region 
Figure 10. C l o s ~ u p  of impactor region on WL EXP 701 fiber optic Link #4 
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Figure 11.
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SUMMARY
Ten fiber optic cable samples of different types were exposed in low earth orbit for over 5
1/2 years on the Long-Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). Four of the samples were mounted
externally, and the remaining six were internal, under approximately 1/2 g cm -2 of aluminum.
The experiment was recovered in January of 1990, and laboratory evaluation of the effects of
the exposure has continued since. An increase in fiber loss, presumed to be from radiation
darkening, aging effects on polymer materials used in cabling, unique contamination effects on
connector terminations, and micrometeoroid impacts were observed. In addition, the sample
loss was measured for each sample as a function of temperature before and after the flight. All
cable samples were functional, and the best exhibited no measurable change in performance,
indicating that conventional fiber optic cables can perform satisfactorily in spacecraft.
Experimental results obtained to date are presented and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the fiber optic exposure experiment to be described in this paper was to
study the effects of the low earth-orbit space environment on optical fiber cable and connector
samples. The effects of ionizing radiation, periodic temperature cycling, polymer aging,
mechanical deterioration of the packaging, contamination of connectors, and micrometeoroid
impacts on the fiber cables are all of great importance for future system designs. The resulting
data will, therefore, provide an increased level of confidence in the use of optical fiber
technology in future NASA spacecraft and military satellites.
The JPL fiber optic exposure experiment was initiated in 1975, with the selection of fiber
cable samples taking place in 1982. The experiment tray was delivered to the LDEF project in
1983, and launched on board the space shuttle in April, 1984. It was recovered 68 months later,
in January of 1990, with the post-flight analysis commencing in April, 1990.
In this paper we will describe the initial results of the experiment tray post-flight analysis,
performed over the last 12 months. We first describe the configuration of the experiment tray,
and the fiber optic cables and connectors used. The next section discusses the post-flight
observations of the components and the tray itself, followed by a section presenting the
experimental data obtained to date. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results
obtained, and finally summarizes their significance for future system design.
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EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION
The experiment tray wasmounted in row 12,bay 'C' of the LDEF structure, which was
located 90° from the leading edge (row 9) and slightly off-center, towards the earth end (the
third bay of six). The aluminum experiment tray measured approximately 120 cm by 100 cm and
15 cm deep. The front surface of the tray was divided into six approximately square areas. Four
of these areas carried fiber optic cable samples mounted on 4.8 mm thick aluminum plates,
while the remaining two areas were covered by a single aluminum plate, about 2.3 mm thick,
acting only as a protective cover. An additional six fiber cable samples were placed inside the
tray, one underneath each of the six square areas. Figure 1 is a photograph taken from the
shuttle during the recovery showing the experiment tray mounted in the LDEE The aluminum
sample plates and the protective cover were coated with an off-white thermal control paint.
The four surface-mounted sample plates or modules were thermally isolated from the rest of
the experiment tray by means of fiberglass spacers under the aluminum plate and an aluminized
kapton thermal shield mounted under each sample plate. The thermal isolation was provided in
order to increase the magnitude of the temperature swings experienced by the surface mounted
samples during the orbital cycle.
Each of the ten fiber optic cable samples was of a different type. The cables chosen were
felt to be types which might be considered for spacecraft application. All were off-the-shelf
products, available in the early 1980's, except the single-mode fiber, which was a developmental
item, cabled in an off-the-shelf cable type. All the major fiber types, plastic-clad, large-core,
graded index and single-mode, were represented. For each flight sample, an identical control
fiber cable sample was kept at JPL for post-flight comparisons.
The expected temperature range, determined from pre-flight thermal modeling, was
estimated to be between 0 ° and 90°F inside the tray; for the surface mounted samples it was
expected to be between -85 ° and 185°E The total expected radiation dose seen by the fiber
cables while in space was estimated from published information [Ref. 1] at around 300 rads for
the internal samples, and 7500 rads for the external samples.
The six internally mounted fiber cable sample coils were mounted on the bottom of the tray
by means of cable ties as shown in Figure 2. An aluminum bracket in the center of the coil,
carried two connector bushings, and the two connectors terminating each sample were mounted
in these bushings, to physically support the cable ends, but were not used as optical connectors.
For each sample, the terminations were prepared following the procedure recommended by the
connector manufacturer. The connector termination also could be inspected, cleaned, if
appropriate, and used for coupling light in and out of each sample for characterization. Three
types of SMA connectors were used.
Each of the four external cable samples was mounted in the form of a planar, helical coil on
its supporting plate, and was held down by black-anodized aluminum clamps, as shown in
Figure 3. Silicone-rubber spacers were used as cushions between the fiber and the clamps, but
the clamps were dimensioned so they could be tightened securely without applying any pressure
to the sample cable. Both fiber ends were led through slots to the rear side of the plate, and
were connectorized as the internal samples were.
Table 1 presents data about the cable construction and materials for each sample as well as
some nominal performance parameters. The sample length was approximately 26 meters for the
external samples and 50 meters for the internal ones, except for samples P-3 and C-4, which
were 30 and 68 meters in length, respectively. External fiber cable samples are identified by
the letter 'P', while the internal samples are identified by the letter 'C' in the sample
designation. All fibers were intended for operation at 830 nm.
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POST-FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS
Generally, there were no changesin the componentsmounted inside of the experiment tray
that could be seenby comparing before and after photographs. However, two externalsamples
exhibited an obvious color change,and there were slight,stainsnear the clampsthat appearedto
be due to outgassingof the silicone hold-down pads,aswell as brown stainson areasaround
openingsto the interior, which were observedthroughout the LDEE The color of the P-1
cable jacket turned from a bright orange into a dark brown, while the light-blue P-3 cable
faded to a greyblue. The P-2 and P-4 cablesretained their black color, but lost their gloss.We
believe thesechangesare probably due to the extendedexposureof the polymer jackets to
sunlight, and are not relevant to the performanceof the fiber-optic cables.
On the other hand, in someplaces,the external samplesdevelopeda slight unevennessin
the winding of the helical coil, and buckled slightly upward from the surfaceof the mounting
plate.Thesesmall residual displacementsareprobably a result of the rather severethermal
cycling of the external samples,indicating there wassomeslight mechanicaldistortion of the
polymer cable structuresduring the flight. The LDEF wasexposedto approximately3 x 104
thermal cyclesduring the courseof the mission. Thesemechanicalmovementsin the cable
structure do not directly involve the fiber, especiallywhen it is isolated in a loose tube cable
structure. However, they could conceivablycausemicrobending effects. Another observation
was that the jacket of one of the internal samples,C-6, pulled back on one end,out of the short
piece of heat shrink tubing usedto sealthe connectorbackshell, leaving a short length of the
kevlar strength member exposed.
A closer examination, during the dismantling of the tray at JPL, revealed many
micro-meteoroid impactson the surfaceof the tray, the sampleplates,and on the fiber cables.
There were three impact craters approximately0.5 mm in diameter on different cable samples.
One of theseis illustrated in Figure 4. The averagenumber of impacts larger than 0.01 mm,
was:33 on a sampleplate, 21 on the fiber cable samplecoil, and 2 on eachof the fiber
mounting clamps.None of the micrometeoroid impactscausedanydetectabledamageto the
optical fiber.
A studyof microphotographs of eachconnector termination made after the flight showed
that the twenty fiber-optic connectorstypically appearcleanwith no visible changefrom
pre-flight microphotographs. However, four of the twentyshow evidenceof contamination on
the polished end surfaceof the termination. The unknown contaminantappearsvisually to have
been extruded through micro-cracks in the epoxy usedto securethe fiber in the connector
ferrule. Essentiallynone of the contamination could be seenvisually in the small but optically
important core area of the fiber on anyof the four. The core diameter of the ten samples
varied from 50 to 200 I.tm,comparedto the typical 3 mm (3,000 t_tm)diameter of the polished
ferrule end. One of the contaminatedconnector endsis illustrated in Figure 5 asan example.
The microphotograph coversabout half of the area of the polished ferrule end. The four
prominent circular objects are the endsof precision-ground steelpins usedto mechanically
center the fiber. The voids are filled with epoxy. It should be noted that polishing scratches
were seenon all of the terminations. Theseare not visible in transmitted light in the fiber core
area,but contribute to connector lossthrough scatteringon all samples- flight, control and
reference.
Finally, we noted a qualitative difference in handling of certain of the flight samplesin
comparison to their control counterpartswhenthesesampleswere reterminated later in the
analysiswork. One cable, P-3, wasnoticeably stiffer, possiblydue to the hardeningof the
cabling material. Even though no visible difference canbe seen,the fiber buffer coatings
typically were slightly more difficult to strip, and possiblywere more easilybroken during a
termination process.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this section wepresent the resultsof the post-flight measurementsperformed to date.
The parametersor phenomenainvestigatedsofar were photobleaching,direct attenuation,
OTDR (optical time-domain reflectometry), spectral loss,and temperature-induced loss.
A non-contact techniquewasdevelopedto make the first two measurementswithout
demounting the flight sampleconnectorsfrom their position inside the connectorbushings,in
order to avoid anypossibleconsequencesof moving or manipulating the sampleends. The
apparatususedto perform the measurementswasbuilt aroundan LED light source,and
graded-index (GRIN) lensesusedfor lenscoupling into and out of the samplefiber core. A 50
lamcore fiber wasusedto deliver light to the input GRIN lens,and a stopcontrolled the
numerical aperture (NA) of the beam focussedon the samplecore. The lensslightly underfilled
a 50 lamcore samplefiber both in area and NA, and more severelyunderfilled the larger core
fibers. A longer GRIN lenswasusedto couple the light out from the other end of the sample
into an optical power meter. Only comparisonmeasurementswere made,betweena flight
sampleand the identical control and betweeneachof theseand a short referencefiber. A
diagram of the set-up is shownin Figure 6. Both sourceand detector lens assemblieswere
attached to a five-degree of freedom angular and translational positioning device.This allowed
the insertion of the GRIN rod lensinside the connectorbushing,and the alignment of the light
focal spot with the fiber core without physicalcontact.The alignment wasthen optimized by
maximizing the output reading of the optical power meter. The repeatability of the comparison
measurement,involving mainly errors in positioning the lensassemblieswas -+0.02dB. As will
be seenlater, the overall accuracyof the lossmeasurementsproved to be roughly 0.1 dB.
Photobleaching
Before performing anyother measurements,eachflight samplewasdirectly comparedto
the correspondingcontrol sampleusingthe setupjust described,with a low power, (< 1 laW)
1300nm LED light source.Thesemeasurementswere then repeatedafter the flight samples
were saturatedwith a high power (30mW) laser diode light sourceat 830 nm for at leastone
hour. A few sampleswere exposedto the hig.hpower level for a longer time (16 hrs). The
attenuation changeobservedat 1300nm in six sampleswasaveraged,the result being -0.027
--+.05dB. The changein attenuation wasnot measuredin four of the samplesbecausetwo were
lossyat 1300nm, the singlemode fiber could not be measuredaccuratelyenough,and the
remaining samplewasnot measuredbecausepreliminary indicationswere that there wasno
attenuation increaseduring the flight.
The results indicate that there wasno measurablephotobleaching,and that the precision of
the sampleto control comparisonwasabout 0.05dB or 1%.
Attenuation
Immediately following the photobleaching tests,direct attenuation measurementswere
performed at both 830 nm and 1300nm, usingthe set-up describedabove.Thesemeasurements
were obtained by comparingthe flight sampleo1"control with a short ( - 1m) referenceof the
sametype of fiber, and were repeateda number of times. Thesecomparisonswere also done
without contact to the flight sampleterminations and without disturbing the cable and connector
mountings.
Becauseof concernthat cladding modeswould introduce error, especiallyin view of the
short reference fiber length, careful visual and instrumental checks were made for cladding light.
No significant amount was found. Note that the launch conditions somewhat underfilled both
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the core area and NA. The comparison with OTDR measurements, described below also served
as a cross-check.
The results of the direct attenuation measurements at 830 nm are given for the control
samples in Table 2 and for the flight samples in Table 3.
Separate attenuation measurements were performed using an Optical Time Domain
Reflectometer (OTDR), in order to provide an independent attenuation value, and also in order
to determine whether the observed attenuation increase was distributed, or localized due to
fiber defects or connector loss. The OTDR measurements were made with a multimode
instrument at 830 nm.* A long feeder fiber was used between the OTDR and the
sample. An example of an OTDR signal from one of the fibers is given in Figure 7. The
samples are rather short for accurate OTDR measurements. Index matching gel was used at the
input connection to minimize the back reflection, but even so, the back scattered signal was
obscured in roughly the first half of the sample, as seen in Figure 9. Measurements were made
from both ends of each sample in order to examine its entire length. The results of the OTDR
loss measurements are also shown in Tables 2 and 3, for comparison with the direct loss
measurements. The two values for each end of a sample were averaged to obtain the value
shown in the tables. No defects or localized loss were observed in any of the samples.
We feel that this comparison provides the best estimate of the overall accuracy of the loss
data because the measurement techniques used are quite different. For the control samples, the
difference between direct and OTDR attenuation values, averaged over all samples (except the
single mode fiber) was 0.07 --+0.08 dB, leading to our conclusion that the overall accuracy is
approximately --+0.1 dB. The stated deviations are l_J values for one measurement, throughout
this paper. For the flight samples, the same difference is 0.15 --+ 0.11 dB. omitting (perhaps
somewhat arbitrarily) samples P-3, P-4 and C-6 because of an anomouslv high difference. In
the absence of other errors, a difference between the direct loss and the OTDR loss can be
attributed to the optical fiber terminations. We feel that, on average, the flight samples incurred
a small (between 0.1 and 0.2 dB) increase in loss, and that the larger difference for the three
samples noted is from anomously high connector loss. Our experience with sample P-3, which
was a plastic clad fiber which we reterminated a number of times, indicated some difficulty with
our terminating technique for that type of fiber.
Since lens coupling was unreliable and no single-mode OTDR instrument operating at 830
tam was available to us, the single-mode fiber attenuation measurement was performed using
the cut-back method. The pigtail of a temperature controlled single-mode 1300 nm laser diode
source was fusion spliced to a 50 meter long single-mode fiber jumper. The flight fiber sample
was then fusion spliced to the jumper and an optical power measurement was taken. The
measurement was repeated, after the fiber sample was cleaved at a point immediately following
the fusion splice. This procedure was repeated twice, for the flight sample as well as for the
control sample. The values shown in Tables 2 and 3 are the average of the two determinations.
The difference between the two was 0.06 dB and 0.01 dB for the control and flight sample,
respectively. It should be noted that the single mode sample was designed for the 0.8 tam
window, and was more lossy at 1.3 tam. The OTDR measurements were done with the same 830
nm muitimode OTDR that was used for the other samples, and as a result are less reliable.
The loss increment that occurred during the flight is shown in Table 3. The data were
obtained at 830 nm, and were determined from a series of direct comparisons of sample to
control after the flight. OTDR measurements were not considered in deriving these numbers,
and, as already mentioned, yield a somewhat smaller loss increase overall. The loss increment
values shown in Table 3 differ slightly from the arithmetical difference of the corresponding
values of the flight sample direct attenuation as shown in Table 3 and the control direct
attenuation column in Table 2. The reason is that a different combination of the measurements
was used, not involving comparisons to a short reference. The difference is another expression
of experimental error.
* Laser Precision, Model No. TD-2000 with TD-260 multimode plugin.
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To summarize the loss data at 830 nm, four of the six internally mounted samples showed no
increase in loss, within our estimated measurement accuracy. The remaining two had a small
increase, on the order of 0.5 dB. Three of the four external samples exhibited a larger increase,
2 to 4 dB. The fourth external sample showed no loss increase.
Spectral Loss
Preliminary measurements of spectral loss have been obtained on three samples and these
measurements are continuing. The purpose of these tests was twofold, first to help confirm that
the observed loss increases during the mission were due to radiation, and second to serve as
additional information for characterization. A white light source and a fiber-optic spectrum
analyzer were used to obtain loss versus wavelength data. A short, 1/2 m fiber of the same type
as the sample was used as a reference. The samples tested to date show a broad absorption
near 600 nm, which is typical for radiation damaged fibers. This data may also be helpful in
estimating radiation effects in the fibers which were not darkened enough to measure accurately
at 830 nm. The much larger attenuation change, at say 650 nm, may be useful for estimating
the damage at longer wavelengths, which was not possible to measure with our short samples.
Loss vs Temperature
Although the experiment was passive, with no measurement data obtained during the flight,
we believe that temperature dependent loss will be an important design consideration for future
systems. Accordingly, the sample attenuation was measured in our laboratory as a function of
temperature over a range representing typical spacecraft environments. The measurements
were made both before the LDEF launch and after recovery, but the post-flight measurement
apparatus was better controlled, and post flight data are presented here. The preflight data are
in agreement. Both the flight and control samples were tested. They were inserted in a
computer controlled temperature chamber, and the temperature was varied at a fixed rate,
starting at room temperature, up to 70°C, down to -40°C and back up to room temperature,
over a twelve hour period. Both ends of the sample were left outside of the temperature
chamber, and were connected to an LED source and to an optical power meter. A direct input
from the LED to a second channel of the optical power meter allowed for compensation of
changes in LED output. The computer monitored-the temperature of the fiber sample and of
the plate to which the sample was mounted, the temperature in the vicinity of the LED source,
and the room temperature. The measured attenuation change as a function of temperature is
shown in Figure 8 for sample P-1. This was the sample least affected by temperature, showing
an overall change of about 0.1 dB or 4 dB/km. Figure 9 shows a more typical temperature
performance, where a variation of about 0.5 dB was observed. An increase in loss with
decreasing temperature, becoming much steeper near the lower end of our temperature range,
is observed in most (but not all) fiber cables. The largest change was seen in the C-6 sample,
which had an attenuation increase of about 3.5 dB at the low temperature extreme. This
behavior is due to the specific cable structure (rather than the fiber), and would preclude its use
in a severe space environment. The typical attenuation versus temperature data exhibited a
hysteresis type behavior because of the large rate of change of temperature during the test cycle.
DISCUSSION
Radiation Effects
It is well known that ionizing radiation induces added attenuation in optical fibers. The
initial damage anneals out due to thermal effects or to light, but a small fraction remains
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indefinitely and constitutes the damage observed over a long-term exposure such as in the
LDEF or other similar missions. The presence of phosphorus in the fiber inhibits the annealing
and thus makes fibers containing it more sensitive to radiation [Refs. 2, 3,4]. Analysis to date of
our data appears to be consistent with earlier laboratory results, and does apppear to correlate
with phosphorous content. However, our correlations are not yet complete, and more
information will become available in the coming months.
The LDEF experiment extends the duration of long-term radiation darkening
measurements to nearly 6 years. In addition, the LDEF has subjected the samples to a real
space environment with a combination of effects. The bulk of the existing laboratory data, with
some exceptions [Ref. 3], extends to 1 day or less after exposure. Preliminary indications are
that annealing data to 105 sec (1 day) can be useful for predicting the effect of much longer
exposures, but more work is needed on this point.
We did not detect any photobleaching effects, but we did not expect to because our samples
did not remain cold throughout the mission. Our results are consistent with published data
[Refs.5,6,7]. Photobleaching may be important, however, in special applications where the fiber
remains cold, is also kept dark, and no signal is transmitted for an extended time. If instant
operation is required after turn-on, as might be the case for a signalling link, or possibly in an
optical instrument application, typical long-term low-dose data may underestimate the radiation
damage. In fact, providing means for intentional photobleaching in flight systems could be
useful under these conditions.
Turning to the attenuation increase accumulated during the flight, and presumed to be
primarily due to radiation, we found that one of the external samples, P-l, performed very well
after the 5 1/2 year exposure, as did all of the internal samples. Our samples were standard
products, now nearly 10 years old, not present day rad-hard products. Even so, the best
samples would have performed very satisfactorily in spacecraft systems involving distances of the
order of 100 m. The best available present-day rad hard fibers are considerably better than ours
were so it appears reasonable to expect much longer runs to be possible in the future, even for
missions that may have an order of magnitude or more larger total radiation dose.
Converting the attenuation data presented earlier to dB/km and combining it with our
rough preflight estimate of dose, we obtain for P-1 a loss increment of approximately 10 -3
dB/km-rad, and for C-1 approximately 2.5 x 10 -2 dB/km-rad. Sample P-1 was a
germanium-doped core fiber with a small amount of phosphorous along the axis of the core.
The core of sample C-1 was doped with germanium and phosphorous throughout. The other
three external samples suffered loss increases between 1 and 3 x 10 -2 dB/km-rad, consistent
with expectations for a Ge-P doped fiber [Ref. 4], but we do not yet know their composition.
We plan to obtain analyses of the remaining fibers and make laboratory radiation damage
measurements on our own control samples in the near future. Results from these tests will be
an important part of our effort to understand radiation damage in our LDEF samples and to
correlate it accurately with the existing data.
Temperature Effects
Temperature, expecially colder temperatures, can affect cable performance in two ways. In
plastic clad silica (PCS) cables, the polymer acting as the optical cladding may have a refractive
index vs wavelength characteristic that reduces the NA of the fiber with decreasing temperature,
ultimately cutting off transmission [Ref. 8]. In glass-clad fiber cables, mechanical changes in the
polymers in the cable, particularly in the buffer, can also increase the loss by inducing
microbending at low temperature. The magnitude of the low temperature attenuation increase
is dependent on cable design, and can be eliminated or greatly reduced, as seen by the data for
sample P-1.
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However, most fiber optic cables have a significant low-temperature loss increase, and, in
an extreme space environment, its magnitude may actually be larger than that related to
radiation damage. Our best cable, P-I, exhibited less than 0.1 dB of temperature dependent
loss (4dB/km), but the average was closer to 0.5 dB. Again, none of the cables were specially
developed for the space environment: they were standard commercial products. For future
systems, careful attention must be given to improving the temperature stability of cable
structures, and to qualification testing to verify their performance.
Connector Contamination
Our connectors were not mated or covered. They were mounted in a compatible bulkhead
bushing, which held the termination about 3 diameters deep in a hole matching the ferrule
diameter. The connector assembly was exposed to the interior volume of the tray.
There is no positive indication from direct measurements of the flight connectors after they
were cut off from the cable sample that significant loss can be attributed to the contamination.
There is only the suggestion, from comparing OTDR and direct loss measurements, of a slight
increase in loss on average, for all terminations. The average added loss is similar in magnitude
but perhaps slightly larger than our estimated measurement accuracy.
In a visual inspection, at most only a very small percentage, < 1%, of the core area of the
contaminated connectors was covered by foreign particles: generally, the core areas were clean.
An exception was one end of sample C-6, which appeared in an interference microscope to
have a film over it several fringes thick. However, this was a special case because the cable
jacket material for sample C-6 outgassed, and would not be used in a spacecraft. The film was
transparent, and we did not observe anomalous loss for that particular connector in separate
measurements. The opposite end of sample C-6 was clean.
We feet that any contamination effects would have been inhibited or decreased if the
connectors had been mated, whether the source of the foreign material were e_ernal or internal
to the cable sample. An independent source of information about connector performance
comes from LDEF experiment No. M0003-8, which carried a multipin connector through
which one fiber channel had been looped.t No significant change in connector loss was
observed in that experiment.
Nevertheless, it is important to understand the possible sources and mechanisms for the
observed contamination in order to eliminate the possibility of degradation in performance. It
is probably related to the volatile organic materials used in cable construction, such as
plasticizers, or it may involve the epoxy materials used in the connector termination. The only
information we have to date comes from optical microphotographs. Further analysis of the
contaminated connectors is planned. It may also be desirable to conduct laboratory tests to
attempt to reproduce the observed effects.
Polymer aging
The materials in fiber cables, the fiber buffer, the cladding in PCS fibers, and the cements
used in making up a connector termination may all undergo changes in optical or mechanical
properties which would affect performance. The LDEF flight samples may be holding
important information on this subject, and additional tests to bring it out can be done. To date,
however, we have only qualitative information. Our observations to date do not provide
definitive answers, but they do suggest areas where further investigation would be useful.
tMulke, Owen and Dursch, H.; "Final report on the LDEF M0003-8 Fiber Optics
Experiment," Unpublished Report, Boeing Corp., Jan. (1991)
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CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our conclusions to date are as follows:
1) All samples were functional; with the proper optical power design margin, all of them
would have performed well in a system function for the duration of the mission.
2) Tentatively, damage from ionizing radiation appears consistent with laboratory experiments.
Measurements producing an annealing curve extending to 105 sec or more in duration
appear useful to predict damage over missions as long as LDEE
3) The choice of the most radiation resistant fibers available now, by extrapolation, will enable
missions with significantly higher dose and longer runs to be achievable.
4) Internally located connectors performed well. However, contamination thought to be
volatiles derived from the cable materials was observed. Additional thermal-vat tests
aimed at understanding this phenomenon are desirable.
5) Three micrometeoroid pits about 0.5 mm in diameter were observed on our four external
cables, but the fibers were not damaged. An exposed 1 km fiber cable would have seen
the order of 10 such impacts per year, with unknown risk to the fiber.
6) No photobleaching (or conversely no incomplete annealing of radiation damage) was
observed.
7) A better understanding of the long-term effects of the space environment (vacuum and
heat) on polymer material (both mechanical and optical materials) is needed.
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CABLE
NO.
P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
TABLE 1. - LDEF FIBER SAMPLE DATA
CORE/CLAD/
CABLE DIA.
p.m/,u.m/rnm
100/140/3.0
100/140/3.0
200/230/2.5
50/125/3.0
50/125/3.0
50/125/2.5
10/125/3.5
100/140/3.0
200/375/2.3
50/125/5.1
CORE/CLADDINE
MATERIAL
GERMANIUM
DOPED SILICA/
PURE SILICA
GLASS/GLASS
PURE SILICA/
PROPRIETARY
PURE SILICA/
BOROSILICATE
GERMANIUM
DOPED SILICA/
PURE SILICA
PURE SILICA/
BOROSILICATE
BOROSILICATE/
BOROSILICATE
PURE SILICA/
BOROSILICATE
PURE SILICA/
RTV SILICONE
PURE QUARTZ/
QUARTZ
BUFFER
MATERIAL
ACRYLATE
COATING
POLYMER COAT/
UV CURED
OUTER COAT
ACRYLATE
SOFT
COATING
ACRYLATE
COATING
ACRYLATE
COATING
SILICONE
HALAR 300
ACRYLATE
COATING
RTV
SILICONE
POLY-
ACRYLATE
TUBE
MATERIAL
HYTREL
TIGHT
HYTREL
TIGHT
ACRYLATE
HARD COAT
HYTREL
TIGHT
HYTREL
TIGHT
POLYESTER
LOOSE
TEFZEL
TIGHT
NYLON
LOOSE
STRENGTH FIBER NOMNL BAND
MEMBER/ NA ATTEN. WIDTHCABLE JACKET
- - dB/km MHz-km
KEVLAR/ 0.29 7 100
POLYURETHANE
KEVLAR/ 0.24- 8 20
POLYURETHANE 0.30
--/ URETHANE 0.38 8 -
KEVLAR/ 0.21 6 200
POLYURETHANE
KEVLAR/ 0.20 7 400
POLYURETHANE
KEVLAR/ 0.22 6 150
POLYURETHANEi
FIBERGLASS/
POLYURETHANE
KEVLAR/ 0.30 7 20
POLYURETHANE
KEVLAR/ 0.33 12 11
HYTREL
KEVLAR/
PVC 0.20 4 200
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TABLE 2. - DATA FROM LOSS MEASUREMENTS AT 0.83 mm IN THE CONTROL SAMPLES.
LENGTH NOMINAL DIRECT QTDR DIR-
SAMPLE m LOSS AT'FEN ATTEN _)TDR
dB dB dB dB
P-1 18 0.13 0.31 0.12 0.19
P-2 26 0.21 0.34 0.33 0.01
P-3 26 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.01
P-4 26 0.21 0.32 0.23 0.09
C-1 50 0.35 0.21 0.21 0.0
C-2 50 0.30 0.14 0.19 -0.05
C-3 50 a) 1.05 b 0.51 --
C-4 44 0.44 0.36 0.30 0.06
C-5 50 0.60 1.08 0.91 0.17
C-6 47 0.19 0.28 0.14 0.14
a) Not available.
b) Determined by cutback method at 1.3 _tm.
TABLE 3. - DATA FROM LOSS MEASUREMENTS FOR THE FLIGHT SAMPLES AT 830 NM.
NOMINAL DIRECT QTDR DIR- LOSS
SAMPLE LENGTH LOSS ATI'EN ATTEN OTDR INCREMENT
m dB dB dB dB dB
p-1 26 0.18 0.38 0.19 0.19 0.07
P-2 26 0.21 2.07 1.98 -0.03 1.68
P-3 30 0.24 4.72 3.56 1.16 4.45
P-4 26 0.21 2.83 2.02 0.81 2.46
C-1 50 0.35 0.77 0.58 0.19 0.56
C-2 50 0.30 0.30 0.19 0.11 0.19
c-3 50 -- -1.02 a 0.46 -- -0.03 a
C-4 68 0.68 0.42 0.32 0.10 0.07
C-5 50 0.60 1.07 0.75 0.32 -0.01
C-6 50 0.20 0.70 0.29 0.41 0.37
a) Measured by the cutback method at 1.3 gm.
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Figure 1. A photograph of the complete tray mounted on LDEF, taken during the retrieval by 
STS-32 in January 1990 (Courtesy of LDEF Project Office). 
Figure 2. A photograph of an internally mounted fiber cable sample. 
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Figure 3. A photograph of an externally mounted fiber cable sample. 
Figure 4. A micrometeoroid impact crater on one of the fiber cables. The crater is approximately 
112 mm in diameter, but did not affect the fiber itself. 
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Figure 5. A microphotograph of a contaminated connector termination. 
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OPTICAL PERFORMANCE OF EXPOSED SOLAR CELL COVERS
Thomas H. Allen
Bryant P. Hichwa, Steven R. Selee, Jerry Dodds, Greg S. Long
OCLI--Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc.
2789 Northpoint Parkway
Santa Rosa, CA 95407-7397
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the characterization results of samples flown on the Long Duration Exposure
Facility (LDEF). These samples included both coated and uncoated fused silica and ceria glass
substrates used in the manufacture of solar cell covers. The coatings comprised a single-layer
magnesium fluoride antireflection coating and an all-dielectric high-reflector multilayer coating
centered at 350 nm. Samples were mounted on both the leading and trailing surfaces of the LDEF
for exposure to the environment of space. The optical properties of the coatings will be compared
to control samples which were stored on the ground during the LDEF Mission. Results of Auger
Electron Spectroscopy and Rutherford Backscatter Spectroscopy measurements made on several of
the coatings will be presented to explain the effects of space on the chemical composition of the
coatings.
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RULED AND HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFRACTION GRATINGS EXPERIMENT
(AO 138-5 )
Francis BONNEMASON
INSTRUMENTS SA Jobin Yvon Division
16-18 rue du Canal, BP 118 91163 LONGJUMEAU (France)
Phone: 33/64 54 13 00, Fax: 33/69 09 93 19
SUMMARY
Ruled and Holographic Gratings (originals and replicas) proposed for use on loaded spectroscopic
experiments; optical performances were tested in space vacuum and environment exposure.
Correlation with identical components, stored on ground under Air-Nitrogen pressure during all the
experiment duration was made: the operated tests are Wavefront Planeity, Light Efficiency and Stray
Light level.
INTRODUCTION
The experiment aimed to study the optical behaviour of diffraction gratings with various coatings
depending .on space vacuum and environment long exposure. To separate these environmental
parameters influence from senescence on ground, three sets of samples were manufactured.
The selected materials and manufacturing processes were representative of standard grating
production for loaded spectroscopic applications: one set stored on ground, one loaded space
environment and sun illumination shaded, one loaded space environment and sun illuminated during
a pre-defined duration (10 months),
Witness Mirrors were joined to the experiment to distinguish coatings behaviour.
Because non exposed configuration is the most representative of classically loaded grating on
spectroscopic systems, the very extended (10 to 69 months) flight duration gives a major interest to
loaded and shaded sets of samples.
Optical performances were tested before and after the fliQht and operated with the same
instrumentation. By test results comparison and analysis we can appreciate the behaviour of each type
of gratings and coatings.
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SYMBOLS
Valuesare given in SI customary units.
AI
Pt
g/mm
aluminum coating
platinum coating
groove density per mm
SPECIMEN DETAIL
Gratings and control mirrors were selected in the way to be representative to some materials and
manufacturing processes used for standard production.
Each set of samples is composed of three gratings and one double-coated mirror :
- replica from a ruled grating (type G)
Glass blank + epoxy resin + coating
1200 g/mm. blazed at 250 nm
dimension 40x40x5 (mm3), Aluminum coated
- original holographic grating (type H)
Glass blank + sensitive photoresist + coating
3600 g/mm, 50 - 150 nm spectral range
dimension 40x40x5 (mm3), Platinum coated
- original ion-etched holographic grating (type HU)
Glass blank + coating
1200 g/mm, blazed at 250 nm
dimension 40x40x5 (mm3), Aluminum coated
- control mirror (type W)
Glass blank + coating
Aluminum andPlatinum coated by half area
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EXPERIMENT PRESENTATION AND FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT
The loaded samples were set in a cannister included on the FRECOPA (FRench COoperative
passive PAyload). This cannister was opened in space during ten months.
The FRECOPA plate was located on the B3 trailing edge of LDEF, the Atomic oxygen fluence was
evaluated to 3.71E+03 atoms/cm3. However the solar irradiation has been very important with solar
flux quite perpendicular to the experiment once an orbit, the cumulative equivalent sun hours was
evaluated to 1600. Micrometeroids and debris impacts were quantified to 90 impacts/m2 _> 50 pm).
Two sets of four components, one of each type (G, H, HU, W) were mounted on a dedicated plate,
one set (exposed model) with optical area samples looking at space and the second one (shaded
model) turned back.
The sample plate is shown in figure 1.
A third set of spare samples (reference model) was stored on ground in a same box, under Air-
Nitrogen during all the experiment duration.
EXPERIMENT PRINCIPLE
The experiment goal is the optical behaviour study of Ruled and Holographic gratings with various
coatings subjected to space vacuum long exposure (69 months, about 34000 orbits, thermal cycle/orbit
from - 30 to + 70 °C) and space environment (cosmic dust and sun irradiation) during ten months,
according to the critical triple point of view : wave front quality, light efficiency and stray light level.
The gratings are masters and replica representative to the main grating manufacturing processes.
Specific objectives include examining the coating damage, the senescence on ground parameter
and differentiating between the influences of space vacuum and solar irradiation.
The instrumentation used for pre and post-flight tests is strict ly identical. Stray light tester optics
have been re-coated.
The Wavefront Planeity test is operated with a Fizeau interferometer at 632.8 nm on the 0 and 1
order when accessible, t he Efficiency test for Aluminium coated gratings with a photogoniometer on
the (220-600)nm spectral range, the Efficiency test for Platinium coated gratings with a
photogoniometer working under vacuum at three wavelenghts (58.4, 74.4, 121.6 nm).
The integrated level of stray light is operated, for Aluminum coated gratings,with a spectro-photometer
at three wavelenghts (200, 205 and 210 nm) according to short cut-off filter method.
By tests results comparison and combination on the three sets of samples a complete investigation
is accessible.
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DATA ANALYSIS PLAN
A synoptic diagram is proposed in figure 3.
Reference Unit (spare samples) post and pre flight test results comparison determine the optical
performance degradations with time. (69 months stored under Air-Nitrogen pressure).
Gratings, control mirrors and by combination coatings senescence is evaluated.
Flight Unit shaded samples post and pre flight test results comparison, in relation with senescence
on ground effect determine the long duration space vacuum exposure (69 months, thermal cycle per
orbit -30 to +70 °C, 34000 orbits) influence on each type of gratings and coated control mirror optical
performances.
By combination, coatings behaviour with space vacuum is separated.
Flight Unit exposed samples, post and pre flight test results comparison, related to senescence on
ground and long duration space vacuum determine the space environment (cosmic dust) and sun
illumination (solar flux quite perpendicular to experiment once an orbit, cumulative equivalent sun
hours : 1600) influence on each type of gratings and coated control mirrors optical performances.
By combination, coatings behaviour with space environment is separated.
GRATINGS CONTROL MIRRORS
Measurement--'s_ _
(nrn_ _nd flinht ;senescence _ Coating. 'senescence, fli ht/ .... ....' i .- i
............... -,_ VACUUM ._Coating _--I VACUUM J- ........
_haded _ ..... } ','d_ra
EL LexpOsed____,'-_J I I_,_e__!,on,_
Measurements
figure 3
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DATA RESULTS
SENESCENCE ON GROUND
I COATINGS REFLECTANCE - CONTROL MIRRORS (TYPE W3)
Pre and Post flight reflectance test comparison shows no degradations for both experimented
coatings, AI and Pt.
II WAVEFRONT PLANEITY
Pre and Post flight wavefront planeity test comparison shows no degradation for all the
experimented gratings.
II1.ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY
Efficiency curves and data are presented in figure 4 : continuous line shows pre-flight
measurement result and non-continuous line post-flight measurement result.
• TYPE G3 (Replica from a ruled grating)
We note an efficiency decrease on the (220-300) nm spectral range, up to 10% at 220 nm.
• TYPE HU3 (Original ion-etched holographic grating)
Very slight decrease and shift of the efficiency curve on the whole spectral range•
• TYPE H3 (Original holographic grating)
No significant change in conservation and distribution of energy among orders -1, 0 and +1.
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IV. STRAY lIGHT LEVEL
Stray light data are presented in fiaure 4a
• TYPE G3 (Replica from a ruled grating)
Degradation from 15 to 25 % depending to the wavelenght-test.
• TYPE HU3 (OriginaJ ion-etched grating)
Degradation from 15 to 25 % depending on the wavelenght-test.
SENESCENCE ON GROUND
EFFICIENCY CURVES AND DATA
100 TYPE G3
! i i i I
_iL il
I ] bl_
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VACUUM INFLUENCE
I
Loaded and shaded components were subjected to an extended space vacuum long duration - J
69 months, about 34000 orbits, thermal cycle _ orbit from ,:30 "C to + 70 "C - tim I
canntster was opened to space during 10 months but the shaded samples were not submited I
to direct solar irradiation. ..... I
I
I COATINGS REFLECTANCE - CONTROL MIRRORS (type W 1.2)
AI and Pt coatings were experimented :
• AI coating : loss of reflectivffy less than 10% on the whole spectral range
• Pt coating : loss of reflectivlty arround 10% at the three wavelenghts.
(Data results are presented in figures 5 & 6).
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II WAVEFRONT PLANEITY
Wavefront Planeity test comparison shows no degradation for all the Gratings•
III ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY
Efficiency curves and data are presented : continuous line shows pre-flight
measurement result and non-continuous line post-flight measurement result.
• TYPE G 1.2 (Replica from a ruled grating)
Efficiency decrease less than 10% on the whole spectral range.
• TYPE HU 1.2 (Original ion-etched holographic grating)
Slight Efficiency decrease up to 10% at 220 nm.
. TYPE H 1.2 (Original holographic grating)
Data results are presented on figure 6
IV. STRAY UGHT LEVEL
Stray light data are presented in figure 6 a
• TYPE G1.2 (Replica from a ruled grating)
Degradation arround 90% for all the wavelenght-test.
. TYPE HU1.2 (Original ion-etched holographic grating)
Degradation from 15 to 25% depending to the wavelenght-test.
TYPE G1.2
100
VACUUM INFLUENCE
AI COATED COMPONENTS EFFICIENCY CURVES
(AI coated) TYPE HU1,2 (AI coated)
-%
100
t
650 0
TYPE W1.2
1 •
/
\
\
\
(AI coated)
6,50 nm
VACUUM INFLUENCE
Pit COATED COMPONENTS EFFICIENCY OATA
figure 5
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VACUUM INFLUENCE
STRAY UGHT DATA
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SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE
t Loaded and non srtaded components were subjected to an extended space vacuum long duration
exposure - 69 montha, about 34000 orbitlk thermal cycle per orbit from - 30 "C to + 70"C -
o clirec-t solar irradiation - cumulative equivalent sun houre 1600 - and to space
environment - Atomic oxygen fluence 3.71 E+03 itom_ by cm3, mJcrometerolde and debris
90 Impacts by m2 (50pm) -
I. COATINGS REFLECTANCE - CONTROL MIRRORS (type W 1.1)
AI and Pt coatings were experimented :
• AI coating : loss of Ratlectlvlty up to 30% at 220 nm.
Pt coating : loss of Reflectively arround 35% at 121.6 nm.
(Data results are presented iN figures 7 & 8).
IV STRAY UGHT LEVEL
Stray light data are presented iN figure 9.
TYPE G1 1 (Replica from a ruled grating)
Degradation around 90% for all the waveleoght-test,
IL WAVEFRONT PLANER"(
Wavefront Planeay test comparison shows no degradation for all the Gratings.
. TYPE HU1.1 (Original ion-etched holOgraphic grating)
Oegradatior_ from 15 to 20% depending to the wavelenght-test.
IlL ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY
Efficiency curves and data a,'e presented : continous line shows pre-flight
measurement result and non-continous line post-flight measurement result.
TYPE G 1.1 (Repltca from a ruled grating)
Efficiency decrease up to 35% at 220 nm, lower than 10% on the (300-600) nm spectral range.
• TYPE HU 1.1 (Original ion-etched holographic grating)
Efficiency decrease up to 35% at 220 nm lower than 20% on the (300-600) nm spectral range.
. TYPE H 1 1 (Original hologral3hic grating)
Data results are presented in figure 8.
SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE
AI COATED COMPONENTS EFFICIENCY CURVES
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SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT ENFLUENCE
Pt COATED COMPONENTS EFFICIENCY DATA
TYPE H1.1 & W1.1 (Pt coated)
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SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT ENFLUENCE
STRAY LIGHT DATA
STRAY LIGHT VARIATIONS
TYPE G1.1 (AI coated)
95
9090
degradation in %
TYPE HU1.1 (AI coated)
22 26
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figure 9
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TESTS RESULTS DISCUSSION
Wavefront Planeity, Absolute Efficiency and Stray Ught tests have been operated with the same
instrumentation than the one used for pre-flight samples caracterisation, on the reference (stored on
ground under, Air-Nitrogen pressure) and loaded (space environment shaded and exposed) sets of
components.
The components selected for being submitted to the experiment were Ruled and Holographic,
Original and Replica Gratings, and double coated control mirrors.
These components were representative to the main grating manufacturing processes.
WAVEFRONT QUALITY : We have noted no degradation for all the gratings. That clearly shows the
correct thermal behaviour of the different materials used : no glass blank distorsion, no groove line
deformation depending on sensitive photoresist or epoxy resin.
SENESCENCE ON GROUND : A set of samples have been stored on ground during all the
experiment duration. The senescence test has revealed a slight efficiency alteration, less than 10% with
the ruled grating replica.
Both Holographic and ion-etched holographic masters show a lower efficiency decrease.
Stray Light level studie reveale a degradation between 15 to 25 % depending on the wavelenght-test,
this result is in agreement with our previous experiments.
SPACE VACUUM LONG EXPOSURE : The extended long space vacuum exposure duration (69
months, about 34,000 orbits, thermal cycling by orbit from - 30 °C to + 70 °C) has induced a slight
decrease of Aluminum and Platinum coatings reflectivity up to 10% in the U.V. region.
AI coated gratings have been affected in a same proportion.
Pt coated gratings :The sum of the diffracted energy in -1,0 and +1 orders at each wavelenght has
decreased sensibly as the coating reflectivity (10 to 20%). Changes in repartition of energy depending
on wavelenght and orders can be explained by a slight decrease of modulation of the grating (3 to 4
rim) in correlation with the great number of vacuum thermal cycling.
A Stray light level degradation (90%) has been measured with the ruled grating replica, this
degradation has to be appreciated relatively to the very low initial level.
For the original ion-etched holographic grating the degradation (15 to 25% depending on the
wavelenght-test) is in a same order than for samples stored on earth.
SOLAR IRRADIATION : One set of components have been subjected to direct solar irradiation
during 10 months (cumulative equivalent sun hours 1600) and to space environment (Atomic oxygen
fluence 3.71E+03 atoms by cm3, Micrometeroids and debris, 90 impacts by m2). This particularly
critical test has damage the optical properties of coatings up to 35% reflectivityloss. Aluminum coated
gratings have been affected in a same proportion.
Pt coated gratings : The sum of the diffracted energy in -1,0 and +1 orders at each wavelenght has
decreased sensibly as the coating reflectivity (35 to 40%). Changes in repartition of energy depending
on wavelenght and orders can be explained by a slight decrease of modulation of the grating (8 to 9
nm) in correlation with the great number of vacuum thermal cycling.
About stray light level parameter, we note the same phenomena than for the non-exposed samples
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CONCLUSIONS
The extended space vacuum long duration experiment - 69 months, about 34000 orbits, thermal
cycling per orbit from - 30 °C to + 70 °C - has shown the rather satisfaying behaviour of Aluminum
and Platinium coatings and of Ruled and Holographic - masters and replica - gratings depending to
wavefront planeity quality and absolute efficiency.
This is also true for original ion-etched holographic grating according to the Stray light level
parameter and also for the ruled grating replica despite an higher relative increase.
Samples subjected to direct space environment and direct solar irradiation (which are not usual
conditions for space experiment using gratings) present no additionnal deterioration according to
wavefront planeity quality and stray light level.
A loss of coating reflectivity and absolute efficiency is detected in the Ultra-Violet region for all the
samples, for these extreme conditions.
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POST-FLIGHT CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTICAL SYSTEM SAMPLES,
THERMAL CONTROL SAMPLES, AND DETECTORS FROM
LDEF EXPERIMENT M0003, SUB-EXPERIMENTS 6 AND 13
Randall R. Hodgson, James N. Holsen
McDonnell Douglas Electronic Systems Company
St. Louis, MO 63166
Robert A. Drerup Jr.
USAF Wright Laboratory - Materials Directorate
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6533
ABSTRACT
Flight samples and control samples of optical and thermal control coatings have been measured for
hemispheric reflectance and transmission. Data was recorded for wavelengths from .25 microns to
18 microns. The samples were exposed directly to the orbital environment, but were on the trailing
edge of the LDEF satellite. Preliminary analysis shows no significant change in the reflectance or
transmission values of most of the samples.
Post-flight tests of avalanche photodiodes have yielded results. The tests consist of measuring the
following detector parameters: breakdown voltage for set values of reverse current, responsivity vs.
bias voltage, noise equivalent power, and uniformity of photoresponse. The avalanche photodiodes
were mounted on the leading edge of the LDEF satellite, but were shielded from the outside by
a silver-coated teflon foil cover. Small puncture holes are present in the foil, probably caused by
impact of particles in orbit. For most of the detectors, there has been no significant change in
noise or response.
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LDEF ACTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS EXPERIMENT
M. D. Blue
Georgia Tech Research Institute
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
Phone 404/894-3646, Fax 404/894-5073
SUMMARY
A preliminary report on the Active Optical System Components Experiment is presented.
This experiment contained 136 components in a six inch deep tray including lasers, infrared
detectors and arrays, ultraviolet light detectors, light-emitting diodes, a light modulator, flash
lamps, optical filters, glasses, and samples of surface finishes. Thermal, mechanical, and
structural considerations leading to the design of the tray hardware are discussed. In general,
changes in the retested component characteristics appear as much related to the passage of
time as to the effects of the space environment, but organic materials, multilayer optical
interference filters, and extreme-infrared reflectivity of black paints show unexpected changes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Components exposed to the space environment aboard the LDEF experiment Effects of
Long-Duration Exposure on Active Optical System Components are now being remeasured.
This report details the experiment and summarizes the status at this time.
The objective of the experiment is to determine quantitatively the effects of long-duration
space exposure on the relevant performance parameters of lasers, radiation detectors, and
selected optical components, to evaluate the results and implications of the measurements
indicating real or suspected degradation mechanisms, and to establish guidelines, based on
these results, for selection and use of components for space-based electro-optical systems.
A total of 136 components were mounted on the 6-inch deep tray provided for this
experiment. The experiment was unpowered. No bias or temperature control were provided.
All components experienced ambient temperature conditions. Future experiments on the
effects of exposure at normal operating conditions (cryogenic for example) can be combined
with the ambient temperature data to separate degradation effects that are specifically related
to operating temperature. As discussed in Section III, typically components were mounted so
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as to simulate the expected mounting conditions and minimum environmental protection in a
working space-based system. Exceptions were made to satisfy our curiosity as to the effect of
direct exposure in some cases. Many components were mounted under aluminum covers to
protect them against direct exposure to the space environment. Infrared detectors were usually
mounted inverted in most cases with the chip carrier or detector package exposed to space
and the detector looking toward the base plate.
The experiment tray was mounted in row five, column E, which put it on the starboard
side of the LDEF in the four o'clock position relative to a twelve o'clock direction of motion.
In this position, the components experienced reduced exposure to atomic oxygen and
micrometeoroid impacts compared to the leading edge, but craters were nonetheless observed.
The position of the tray on the LDEF is shown in Figure 1. As this figure indicates, the tray
was divided into six subtrays, five of which were covered with a sunscreen. The total atomic
oxygen fluence at this location was about 10 _3atoms/cm 2 (ref. 1).
The thermal, structural, and mechanical design aspects of the experiment are summarized
in Sections II and III. Component characteristics are discussed in Section IV where our initial
results for lasers, modulators, detectors, filters, and black paints are reviewed briefly. Some
components on the tray were supplied by other investigators and will be reported separately.
II. THERMAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Ambient temperature limitations vary substantially among the components included in the
experiment. A maximum temperature of 85°C applies for the ADP (NH2PO4) used in the light
modulator. Above this temperature, limits for infrared detectors range from 100°C for
HgCdTe detectors to 145°C, the softening point of the indium-alloy solder used for lead
attachment. Minimum temperatures were not considered to be a problem. Maximum
temperatures were controlled through the use of surface coatings of defined emissivity and
absorptivity. Maximum temperatures were not a strong function of the percentage
transmission of the sunscreens.
The basic method used to analyze the thermal control techniques for the LDEF tray was
the manipulation of surface coating properties to produce the desired temperature values.
Thus, it was important to accurately model the radiation heat transfer to and from the tray and
its contents.
The LDEF 6-inch regular tray is constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum sheet. The six subtray
base plates are also of this material. Components were typically captured between fiberglass-
epoxy panels and attached to 6061-T6 aluminum sheets 0.06-inch thick, formed to a
hat-shaped cross-section, and bolted to the LDEF base plates. Figure 2 shows how the base
plate, hat sections, aluminum angles, and sunscreen go together to form a subtray assembly.
All four sides of the tray were assumed to have an anodized coating with values of solar
absorptivity/IR emissivity of (0.30/0.30). The bottom of all tray frames and all experiment
surfaces facing the interior of the vehicle were assumed to be painted with Chemglaze Z306
(Houghson Chem. Co.) black polyurethane paint with a solar absorptivity/IR emissivity ratio
of (0.92/0.90).
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The sunscreendesignhada transmissionof 0.56over the central region. The calculated
maximum temperatures for the various cases considered were found to be weakly dependent
upon the transmission of this screen.
Analysis showed that heat conduction between the base plate and the hot sections upon
which the components were mounted played a predominant role in the heat transfer
mechanism. Our model assumed that the hat section and the plate had the same temperature.
Analysis indicated that the tray would cycle toward a high temperature extreme of 82°C.
However, thermal inertia would prevent this temperature from being attained. Post-recovery
analysis (ref.1) indicates a calculated maximum temperature of 66°C for this tray position
with an uncertainty of 10°C in reasonable agreement with our estimates.
IlL STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS
The 16.25" x 16" tray subpanel was made from 1/4" aluminum plate. The resonant
frequency of the bare plate was estimated to be 173 Hz. The addition of the hat-shaped
sections for mounting components increases the rigidity of the plate, and raises the natural
frequency. The sunsereens were expected to have a lower vibrational frequency, less than 100
Hz. The sunscreens also provided protection against inadvertent damage to the mounted
components.
During vibration tests using one subpanel, a weak resonance occurred at 94 Hz for
motion normal to the tray surface. This frequency occurs outside the critical range for both
the Qualification and Flight Assurance requirements. Other weak resonant vibrations were
observed at 270 and 330 Hz, and were not large enough to be of concern.
Vibrational analysis and testing of this subpanel indicated that the design produced no
unusual or unexpected vibrational resonances, and all vibrational amplitudes were within
LDEF test specifications.
Calculated stress levels on the structure were near 50 psi; a safe value. Weight of the
experiment was not a major consideration, and therefore considerable design freedom was
possible. The final experiment weight was 125.08 pounds, with an unbalance of 5.4
foot-pounds. Maximum allowed weight for the tray was 175 pounds.
Thermal expansion of the screen relative to the support structure could be accommodated
by making the holes for the mounting screws 0.032 inches larger than the screw diameter.
The sun screen was sandwiched between two 1/8-inch thick silicone rubber gaskets. The
compressibility of the silicone rubber allowed the sunscreen to expand or contract without
direct metal-to-metal contact at the mounting surfaces, thus preventing structural stresses on
the subtray panel itself.
Post-recovery examination of the tray and contents indicated that all components were
intact with no mechanical damage.
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IV. COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS
Table I lists the components contained in the experiment. A summary of the results
obtained in the post-recovery measurements for the first year is presented in the following.
Lasers
HeNe and CO2 laser tubes were retested in May, 1990. No laser action could be obtained
from the tubes. The characteristics of the tubes suggested that the mixture of fill gas had
changed during the period between initial and post-flight tests. While the extended period in
orbit was unplanned, the experimental result is consistent with changes expected from gas
diffusion through the glass envelope. Gas lasers for long-term space applications must not be
sealed systems. The tubes were in good physical condition, and survived the launch and
recovery phases without apparent degradation.
The GaA1As semiconductor diode lasers in this experiment were the single-heterostructure
close-confinement type as manufactured in the middle 1970's. The diodes were tested with a
circuit containing a silicon controlled rectifier which provided low-voltage high-current
pulses at a rate controlled by an external pulse generator. Diode radiation output was
monitored by a silicon photodiode. Remeasurement indicated greater light output from all
devices, a result believed caused by the better collection efficiency of a new experimental
arrangement rather than improved diode properties. The performance of the devices relative to
one another has not changed significantly. Our conclusion is that, for the laser diodes, space
exposure and the years in storage did not degrade device performance.
We also tested a GaAsP light-emitting diode that was on the tray, and compared it to a
companion diode that was stored over the time period of the experiment. The characteristics
of these devices were unchanged over the course of the experiment, although the plastic dome
of the unit exposed to space did show some indentations that are assumed to be the result of
micrometeoroid impacts.
YAG laser rods aboard the LDEF remain to be tested.
Modulators
A light modulator based on ADP supplied by Coherent Associates was on the component
tray, and an identical modulator was stored in our laboratory. The modulator parameters
measured were optical transmission, half-wave voltage, and roll-off frequency. The modulator
on the tray was mounted with a fixture covering the apertures, and the stored unit had plastic
caps covering the apertures. No measurable changes in optical transmission were found. The
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half-wavevoltageandroll-off frequencywereunchangedwithin experimentalerror for both
units.
Detectors
Detectormeasurementshavejust beenstarted.Most of theseareto beperformedby the
manufacturers.Theearly resultsare thefollowing.
First measurementsof a HgCdTedetectorindicatethat it performsbetterthan indicated
by the previousmeasurements.We believethat we haveagaina situationwherethe improved
testsetupis responsiblefor the differencein performanceratherthana situationwherethe
deviceimproveswith age.
Measurementsof an InGaAsPphotodiodealsoindicategoodperformance.This detectoris
a swap-out(replacinganothertypebeforelaunch)and wedo not havethe originaldata.The
pair of on-boarddevicesandthe pair storedin our laboratoryhavesimilar characteristics,and
the low junction leakagecurrentfor the devicesindicatesgoodtemporalstability.The leads
to thediodecontactpadseventuallycameoff on all devicesbeforeshipmentto the
manufacturerfor post-recoverymeasurements.Thesewereexperimentaldevicesandthe
techniquefor leadattachmenthadnot beenoptimized.No space-relatedegradationeffects
werefound.
Severallarge-areasiliconphotodiodesandPIN diodeswereremeasured.Theoriginal
current-voltageandcapacitance-voltagecharacteristicsof thesedeviceswerereproduced.
Active areasof thesedevicesweredirectly exposedto the spaceenvironment,and showthe
effectsof micrometeoroidimpacts.An exampleof suchan impactis shownin Figure3. This
crater is visible to theeye.
For otherdetectorswherethe gold-platedbackof thechip carderwasexposedto the
spaceenvironment,thecratersresultingfrom dustimpactswerenotedandphotographed.
Measurementsof the setof pyroelectricdetectorswerereportedby Dr. JamesRobertson.
Resultsindicatethat space-relatedegradationis not observedfor pyroelectricdetectors.The
remainderof the detectorsandarraysawaitremeasurement.
Resultsof the detectormeasurementsarein accordwith our findings in relatedareas.The
spaceenvironmentasexperiencedby theLDEF doesnot degradeactivecomponentsuchas
detectors,laserdiodes,andmodulatorsat ambienttemperature.
OpticalFilters
Eight optical filters wereincludedin thecomponentset.Threefilter typeswere
represented:narrowband,broadband,andneutraldensity.Onerepresentativeof eachfilter
type wasplacedunderanaluminumcoverwhile theremainderweredirectly exposedto the
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spaceenvironment.The mostnotableeffect for the optical filters wasa reductionin
transmissionfor all but theneutraldensityfilters. Narrow-bandfilters experienceda small
shift in centerwavelength.Changesin bandwidthweresmall but not consistentamongthe
five narrow-bandfilters. Figure4 showsthepre-launchandpost-recoverytransmission
characteristicfor one of thenarrow-bandfilters. While thebandshift is small, it is significant.
The reductionin transmissionfor someof the filters is believedrelatedto degradationof
thecementusedin their construction.In the caseof theneutraldensityfilters, thecovered
filter wasunchangedwhile theexposedfilter showedslightly increasedtransmission.These
resultsareconsistentwith slight erosionof themetal film usedin theconstructionof the
neutraldensityfilters. Thebrown stainor organicfilm residuenotedthroughouttheLDEF
structuredid not producemeasurableabsorptionin thesefilters in thevisible wavelength
region.
Paints
Someof themost unexpectedchangesobservedin this setof componentsarefound in the
extreme-infraredreflectivity of the setof six black paint sampleswith aluminumsubstrates.
Figure 5 showsbeforeandafter normalincidencespectralreflectivity at roomtemperaturein
the40 to 600 micrometerregion for one of the betterknownopticalbaffle coatingmaterials,
ChemglazeZ306 (HoughsonChem.Co.). Thepost-recoverydatashowthestriking reduction
in normalreflectivity. Dataat cryogenictemperaturesindicatesomewhatincreasedreflectivity
(comparedto room temperatureperformance)for all samplesbothbeforeandafter space
exposure.
Theresultsshownin Figure5 aretypical for all six paint sampleson the tray.The
post-recoverydataindicatereducedreflectivity and,moreimportantly,low reflectivity at
extremeinfraredwavelengths.This result,both surprisingandpleasing,indicatesthatblack
paintsfor sensorbafflecoatingswill not only survivein thespaceenvironment,but will
provideenhancedperformancewith aging.Preliminaryanalysisindicatesthat an increasein
theextinctioncoefficient(imaginarycomponentof the index of refraction)is requiredto
reproducethe reflectivity characteristics,but that additionalchangessuchaswavelength
dependencefor therefractiveindexmay alsobenecessary.Degradationof pigmentand
binderis the suspectedcauseof thesechanges.
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TABLE I.
LIST OF ELECTRO-OPTICALCOMPONENTS
PASSIVECOMPONENTS ACTIVE COMPONENTS DETECTORS
Black PaintSamples
NeutralDensityFilters
Narrow-BandFilters
LaserMirrors
Hot-Mirror Filter
Lyman-AlphaFilter
UV Filter 1600A
LiF Window
A1MgF2Mirror
Optical Glasses
MgF2Window
A1203Window
SiO2Window
35-mmUV Film
VariousOpticalGlasses
Black Polyethylene
ADP Modulator
ChanneltronArray
GaA1AsLaserDiodes
GaAsPLED
Nd:YAG Rods
CO2WaveguideLaser
HeNeLaser
HolographicCrystals
LaserFlashLamps
Silicon PIN
SiliconPV
SiliconGamma-Ray
InGaAsPPV
InSbPV
PbS
PbSe
HgCdTePV
HgCdTePC
PdSiArrays
Pyroelectrics
UV PMT
UV Silicon
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Figure 1. Location Of The Active Optical System Components Experiment On The LDEF. In
this location, expected effects from atomic oxygen and particle impacts are
reduced from leading-edge locations.
Figure 2. Typical Subtray Panel Showing Hat Sections Which Bolt To A Base Plate And
Sun Screen Which Attaches To Aluminum Channels. The Central Portion Of The
Sun Screens Transmit 56% Of The Incident Solar Radiation.
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Figure 3. Scanning Electron &licroscope Photograph Of The Impact Crater From A 
Micrometeoroid Collision With A Large-Area Silicon Infrared Detector. The 
Arrow Indicates Flight Direction. No Measurable Changes In Junction Leakage 
Or Capacitance Were Found In These Devices (Photo by Dr. John Sparrow). 
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Figure 4. Transmission Characteristics Of A Narrow-Band Optical Filter Before And After 
Space Exposure. A Reduction In Transmission Was A Typical Result For All 
Filters On The Tray. The Shift In Center Wavelength Is Small But Significant. 
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Reflectance Spectra In The Extreme Infrared For Chemglaze Z306 At Room
Temperature. Paint Thickness Is 53 Micrometers With An Aluminum Substrate.
The Reduction In Reflectivity Shown In The Post-Recovery Measurements Is
Typical For All Six Paint Samples.
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EFFECTS OF LONG-DURATION EXPOSURE ON OPTICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Gale A. Harvey
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
Phone: 804-864-4672, Fax: 804-864-7790
SUMMARY
The optical materials and UV detectors experiment (SOO50-1) was a set of 15 optical windows,
filters, and ultraviolet detectors. The optical specimens were all retrieved in excellent condition. No
discoloration of the bulk optical window materials occurred, but the optical windows did experience
several types of contamination. The most notable degradation of the optics were the deposition of an
organic film on both surfaces. The films' absorptions were measured using a Fourier Transform
Infrared spectrometer and UV spectrometers. The UV absorptions were almost 100 percent at 200 nm
and about 50 percent at 380 nm.
INTRODUCTION
Experiment SOO50-1 (ref. 1) consisted of 15 ultraviolet optical windows, filters, mirrors, and
detectors. These optical components were selected as representative of optical components which
would be used in Earth-looking ultraviolet spectroscopy from low Earth-orbit. The region of the
spectrum 100 nm to 300 nm was the principal region of interest and defines ultraviolet (UV) as used in
this report. This experiment occupied 1/6 of Tray E5 (figs. 1 and 2) on the LDEF. The SOO50-1 tray
section had a 50 percent transmitting sun screen of 1/8-inch sheet aluminum. Sunlight passed through
3/8-inch diameter holes to the interior of the tray section. The back side of the sun screen was painted
with Chemglaz Z306 black paint for thermal control. One-inch diameter fluoride, synthetic sapphire,
and fused silica optical windows were mounted on a raised platform (fig. 3) within the tray section.
This paper reports measurements and observations of these windows.
VISUAL INSPECTIONS
All six of the optical windows were retrieved and delivered to a spectroscopy lab at LaRC in
excellent condition. That is, none of the windows were cracked or chipped. Therefore, the mounting
platform performed its primary function of protecting the optical windows from physical damage. A
light brown stain is readily apparent on all of the windows when they are placed on a white
background and viewed by doubly transmitted light.
The windows were examined microscopically at 40x and 1000x. Several types of deposits are
present on both sides of the windows. A thin uniform surface layer covers both sides of the windows.
Circular deposits up to 1 millimeter in diameter are present on the space exposed side of the windows.
Aggregates of approximately 10 micron diameter particles are also present. The center portion of the
back surface layer on the MgF2 window adhered to the Cohrlastic R-500 silicon rubber used as gasket
material behind the optical windows.
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Figure4 isaphotographof abacksurfaceregionof theMgF2windowwith adheringfilm and
withoutadheringfilm at40x. Figure5is aphotographof thesameregionat 1000x,andfigure 6is a
photographof thegroundcontrolwindowat 1000x.Thesharpedgesof theadheringfilm indicatethat
thefilm is brittle. Flakesof film debrisin adjacentareasalsoindicatethatthefilm is brittle. However,
patternsin thefilm indicatethefilm mayhaveoncebeenof low viscosity.
Figure7 is aphotographof thefront surfaceof theflight LiF windowat40x. Figure8is a
similarphotographof asurfaceof thegroundcontrolLiF windowat40x. Theflight windowhasa
"sprayed"texturecomparedto thecontrolwindow. Nodiscolorationof thebulk opticalmaterialwas
noticedonanyof theopticalwindows.
OPTICALTRANSMISSIONMEASUREMENTS
TheHALOE programatLaRChasused3.4I.tspectroscopyto measurethinorganicfilms (ref. 2
and3). Thetransmissionof anopticalwindowismeasuredwith anFTIR spectrometeroptimizedfor
the3.4g spectralregion. Strong,narrowmethyl(CH3)andmethylene(CH2)absorptionbandsarein
this spectralregion.
The3.4}.tspectrumof the flight CaF2 window ratioed to the ground control window is presented
in figure 9. The 3.4 g absorptions result from the films on both surfaces of the flight window.
Figure 10 shows similar 3.4 _ absorption through the films on both surfaces of the MgF2 window.
The absorptions in figures 9 and 10 are typical of many hydrocarbons. The spectrum in figure 11 was
obtained from the center area of the MgF2 window where the rear surface film adhered to the
Cohrlastic R-500 silicon rubber gasket material behind the window. Therefore, the absorption in
figure 11 is from only the front surface film. The two spectra shown in figure 11 indicate the
measurement repeatability. The 3.4 g absorption on the front surface is similar to outgassing deposits
from Chemglaz polyurethane paints (ref. 4). The 3.4 la spectrum of the LiF window is presented in
figure 12 and is similar to that of both surfaces of the CaF2 and MgF2 windows. The 3.4 g spectra of
both surfaces of the synthetic sapphire (A1203) window are shown in figure 13 and 14. The methyl
absorption, 2960 cm-l, is stronger relative to the methylene absorption, 2930 cm-1, on the A1203
window than on the fluoride windows. The broad absorptions on either side of the 3.4 _t methyl and
methylene absorptions indicate non-hydrocarbon organic contamination. Two fused silica windows
were flown. The 3.4 la absorption [both surfaces] of one of the fused silica (SiO2) windows is
presented in figure 15. The flight window spectrum was ratioed to the ground control window
spectrum and shows a very small increase in transmission in the methylene bands of the flight
window. The absence of 3.4/.t absorptions on the SiO2 window indicates a substrate selectivity
effect. A similar result was reported in reference 5.
The ultraviolet transmission of the CaF2 window (ratioed to the transmission of a ground control
window is presented in figure 16. The transmission is monitonically increasing from almost zero at
200 nm to more than 50 percent at 380 nm. The unratioed ultraviolet transmissions of the MgF2 and
LiF windows over this spectral region are presented in figures 17 and 18. The transmissions of the
ground control windows are also presented in figures 17 and 18. The higher transmission of the
MgF2 window relative to the CaF2 and LiF windows are probably because the back film is missing
from the MgF2 window.
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Thevacuumultraviolettransmissionof theMgF2andLiF windowsarepresentedin figure 19and
20over thespectralinterval100nmto 200nm. Thereis nomeasurabletransmissionthroughtheLiF
windowi, thisspectralregion. Thelow transmissionthroughtheMgF2windowis probablybecause
thebackcontaminantfilm is missingfrom theflight window. Theopticalwindowmeasurementsare
summarizedin Table1.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Surfacecontaminationis theonly deteriorationseenonExperimentSOO50-1opticalwindowsin
TrayE5 onLDEF. A faint brownvisualstainispresenton thefront surfaceof all six windows. A
brittle film is alsopresenton thebacksurfaceof thethreeUV transmittingfluoridewindows.The
changeinvacuumultraviolettransmissionof thefluoridewindowsis catastrophic.Theabsenceof 3.4
_tabsorptionson theSiO2windowindicatesthefilm depositionsweredependenton thesubstrates.
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TABLE 1. S0050-1OPTICALWINDOWMEASUREMENTS
Window
CaF2
MgF2
LiF
A1203
SiO2
3.4 p.m Absorption Results
Organic films present on both sides
Organic film present on front side.
Organic films present on both sides.
Methyl absorption stronger than on
CaF2, MgF2, and LiF; also shows
presence of a non-hydrocarbon
organic contaminant.
Absence of 3.4 lain absorptions,
suggesting a substrate selectivity
( film deposition dependent on
substrate.)
UV Transmission Results
Transmission increasing from almost
zero at 200 nm to more than 50% at
380 nm. Catastrophic loss in UV
transmission.
Higher transmission of MgF2 window
relative to CaF2 and LiF because back
film is missing on the MgF2.
Catastrophic loss in UV transmission.
Similar transmission to CaF2.
Catastrophic loss in UV transmission.
Substrate does not transmit below
150 nm. Near UV not measured.
Substrate does not transmit below
150 nm. Near UV not measured.
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Figure 1. Tray E5 during retrieval. 
Figure 2. Tray E5 at Kennedy Space Center. 
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Figure 3. Drawing of Experiment S0050-1. 
L 
Figure 4. Photograph of MgF2 window, back surface, 40X. 
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lure 5. Photograph of. Mg Fe window, back surface, 1000X. 
1. 
Fig ure 6. Photograph of MgF2 ground control window, 1000X. 
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Figure 7. Photograph of LiF window, front surface, 40X. 
1. 
Figure 8. Photograph of LiF ground control window, 40X. 
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Figure 10. 3.4 _ spectrum of both surfaces of MgF2 window.
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3.4 _ Absorption on Front Surface of MgF2 Window
Figure 11. 3.4 p. spectra of front surface of MgF2 window.
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Figure 12. 3.4 p spectrum of both surfaces of LiF window.
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EFFECTS
ON OPTICAL
OF LONG TERM EXPOSURE
SUBSTRATES AND COATINGS
(S0050-2)
John Vallimont and Keith Havey
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester N.Y.
Kodak included 12 substrate and coating samples on the LDEF
structure. There were 3 Fused Silica and 3 Ultra Low Expansion
(ULE(tm)) uncoated glass samples, 2 ULE(tm) samples with a high
reflectance silver coating, 2 Fused Silica samples with an
anitreflectance coating, and 2 Fused silica samples with a solar
rejection coating. The sample dimensions were 32 mm diameter by 1
mm thick. A set of duplicate control samples was also manufactured
and stored in a controlled environment for comparison purposes.
A preliminary evaluation of the flight samples for effects from
the 5 year mission showed that a contaminant was deposited on the
samples, a micrometeroid impact occurred on one of the samples,and
the radiation darkening which was expected for the glass did not
occur. The results are listed below in more detail.
CONTAMINANT ANALYSIS
The contaminant on the samples was analyzed using X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)0 which showed the substrates and
coatings to be covered with a thin layer of polymer which
contained silicon. On the uncoated ULE(tm) substrate and the
Antireflection coating the contaminant appeared similiar in
structure to the silicon of the rubber gasket which was used to
mount the optics. However, neither the relative atomic percentages
or the relative sizes of the silicon and oxygen peaks from the XPS
conclusively prove that the contaminant is a residue from the
mounting rubber gasket. Other silicon sources must be considered
as well. On the remainder of the samples the contaminant was
visibly lighter and was silica-like in nature.
MICROM_TEROID IMPACT
A micrometeroid impact site was found on one of the samples. The
impact crater measured .3mm in diameter by .03 mm deep. Multiple
fractures occured in the glass at the impact site and are shown in
figure i.
_ADIATIQN DARKENING
Some radiation darkening could be expected of the Ultra Low
Expansion (ULE(tm)) glass which is not a radiation tolerant glass.
No darkening of either the ULE(tm) or the Fused Silica glass was
evident. See figures 2 & 3.
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The 59 year exposure of the samples to the space environment 
resulted in a contaminant being deposited on the samples, One 
sample received a micrometeroid impact. Cleaning of the uncoated 
glass samples showed that no degradation occurred to the optical 
transmission of either the Fused Silica or ULE(tm) glasses (see 
figures 2 & 3). The cleaning of the coated samples is in process, 
the results of which will be presented in a more comprehensive 
final report, 
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Jean CHARLIER
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17, rue Paul Dautier
78140 VELIZY VILLACOUBLAY
FRANCE
Phone : (33-1) 39.46.97.86 - FAX : (33-1) 39.46.64.87
SUMMARY
The 138-4 Frecopa experiment consisted of 213 sorts of optical components and
coatings subjected to space exposure. They covered a large range of use from
UV to IR spectrum : filters, mirrors, dichrofcs, beam splitters and anti-reflection
coatings made of several different materials as layers and substrates. By
comparing pre and post flight spectral performances it was possible to put into
evidence the alterations due to space exposure.
1 -INTRODUCTION
All layers were deposited by evaporation under vacuum. Five samples of each
component or coating were manufactured. Two flight samples were mounted in
the canister, one directly exposed to space, the other looking backwards. In a
same arrangement 2 spare samples were stored on ground and kept under
vacuum during the LDEF flight. Endly one set of reference samples was stored in
a sealed canister under dry nitrogen atmosphere.
Description of the components was as follows :
- 3 UV filters
- 1 NIR cemented filter
- 5 metallic mirrors including 2 for specific UV use
- 5 dielectric mirrors including 2 for specific UV use
- 1 visible beam splitter
- 1 visible-IR dichro'ic beam-splitter
- 1 IR dichroJc beam-splitter
- 3 antireflection coating including - 2 for IR use
The flight samples were located on the trailing edge.
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2- UV COMPONENTS
2.1 -BAND PASS FILTERS
The 3 double halfwave filters are respectively centered at 1216, 1270 and
2430 A. The AI-MgF2 layers are deposited on MgF2 substrates for the 1216
and 1270 filters and quartz for the last one. The transmittance results are as
follows (* = exposed) :
MAX
TRANSMIT.
(%)
RELATIVE
TRANSMIT.
LOSS
(%)
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
PRE
12.2"
11.4
MgF 2
1216 1270
POST
6"
7.9
9.3
PRE
12"
12.6
POST
8.4"
8.4
9.4
7.4
30"
33
10.6
11.3 8.8
11
14
QUARTZ
51"
31
12
22
8.5
13
2430
PRE POST
22.1" 19.8"
22.7 20.8
22.1 20.9
22.8 21
10"
8
5
8
See figures 1 ,=¢>6
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2.2 - METALLIC MIRRORS
The 2 MgF2 protected AI mirrors are respectively deposited on B1664 glass
and kanigened aluminium. In the following table the reflectance averages
are calculated over 1200-2000 )k spectral range.
REFLECTANCE
AVERAGE
(%)
RELATIVE
REFLECTANCE
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
FLIGHT
GLASS
PRE POST
80.5*
80.3
LOSS
(%)
SPARE
REFERENCE
83.2
81.7
67.7*
73.7
80.7
80
16
8.2
KANIGEN
PRE
74.9"
76.9
75.2
76.3
POST
57.9"
72.7
76.3
75.8
23
6
See figures 7 _ 10
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2.3- DIELECTRIC MIRRORS
Two kinds of coatings were manufactured :
- MgO/MgF2 mirror on B1664 glass substrate centered at 250 nm
- LaF3/chiolite/MgF2 mirror on B1664 glass substrate centered at 170 nm. This
last one did not survive because of highly stressed layers. All samples
(flight spare and reference) failed with cracks and blisters.
(hr measurements made)
MgO / MgF 2 MIRROR
SPECTRAL
WIDTH
(R > 0.9)
(%)
RELATIVE WIDTH
CHANGE
(%)
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
PRE
11.2"
12
11.1
12.2
See figures 11 ,==¢>12
POST
6.9*
9.6
10.9
10.9
38*
2O
10
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3- 820 nm BANDPASS FILTER
This double half-wave filter was made of ZnS-chiolite layers deposited on
BK7G18 and RG780 cemented glasses.
CENTER
nm
FLIGHT
SPARE
MAX
TRANSMITTANCE
(%)
RELATIVE
TRANSMITTANCE
LOSS
(%)
REFERENCE
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
PRE
82o.5"
819.7
820.7
818.2
73.6
75.8
75.4
77.8
See figures 13 _ 14
POST
819.5
818.7
820.3
818.5
69.7
73.2
73.9
74.6
5"
3
4
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4- VISIBLE + INFRARED METALLIC MIRRORS
Three types of coating were tested :
- gold mirror on B1664 glass
- AI203 protected Ag mirror on kanigened aluminium substrate
- ThF4 protected Ag mirror on B1664 glass
In its useful spectral range (> 700 nm) the gold mirror does not show particular
change due to space exposure.
Some results concerning the Ag mirrors follow :
REFLECTANCE
AVERAGE
(%)
RELATIVE
REFLECTANCE
LOSS
(%)
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
AI203
PROTECTED
ThF4
PROTECTED
PRE POST
97.6*
97.6
97.5
PRE POST
96.1" 94.9*
96.8 95.7
96.6 95.8
96.7 96.3
1.2
1.1
0.8
0.4
97.3
97.4*
97.6
97.6
97.6
The average is calculated over 400-1200 nm spectral range
See figures 15 @ 18
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5-ANTIREFLECTION COATINGS
Three types of coating were tested :
- (450-1100nm) wide band AR coating on B1664 glass substrate using AI203-MgF2
MERK11611 layers materials
- 15 microns AR coating on Germanium (single ZnS layer)
- (8-12) microns AR coating on Germanium using Ge-ZnS-ThF4 LAYERS
There is no significant difference between pre and post flight optical
performances for the two last coatings.
For the first one we obtained :
AR COATING/B1664
TRANSMITTANCE
AVERAGE
(%)
RELATIVE
TRANSMITTANCE
LOSS
(%)
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
FLIGHT
SPARE
REFERENCE
PRE POST
98.3* 97.9*
98.3 98
98.3 98.3
98.3 98.3
0.4*
0.3
o
0
The average is calculated over 400-1100 nm spectral range
See figures 19 ,=_ 20
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6- VISIBLE AND IR DIELECTRIC MIRRORS
Three types of coating were tested :
-Visible + 1060 nm mirror on B1664 glass with TiO2_SiO2 layers materials
- 1060 nm mirror in the same materials configuration as above
- 10.6 microns mirror on B1664 glass with Ge-ZnS-ThF4 layers materials
The first one shows thin cracks in the coating for flight and spare samples but still
remains optically efficient with reflectance comparable to the reference one.
For the second one flight and spare samples are degraded by peeling of the
coating. These coatings are highly stressed and withstand with difficulty vacuum
or thermal cycling.
The last case shows no significant change after space exposure
7 - BEAM-SPLITTERS
Three types of coating were tested :
- Visible beam-splitter (R=T) with TiO2-ZrO2-SiO2 layers materials deposited on
B1664 glass substrate
- Visible reflective/IR transmittive (8-12) microns dichroic beam-splitter on ZnSe
substrate and with ZnSe-ZnS-ThF4 layers materials
In all cases any significant difference in spectral performances after the flight
was not found
B- CONCLUDING REMARKS
- UV filters and mirrors are usually space exposure-sensitive. Probably MgF2
material is the main factor of weakness
- Components and coatings for visible and infrared applications have been little
or not affected in their optical performances by space exposure
- Coatings including many high-stressed layers (oxides and fluorides) show an
evident risk of mechanical degradation (vacuum cycling)
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SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON COATED OPTICS*
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SUMMARY
Several high reflectance mirrors and an output window were selected for LDEF by
pre-flight screening using laboratory simulation of natural space radiation. One mirror,
a silicon/aluminum oxide design, showed expected excellent stability in orbit and a long
shelf life. An aluminum oxide coated calcium fluoride window also showed good stability.
Less stable but more interesting behavior was observed in the zinc sulfide based mirrors
that showed contamination effects and related dendrite formation. These samples, which
were located on both leading and trailing edges, also had interesting impact sites.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents preliminary post-flight results on high reflectance mirrors and
a coated calcium fluoride window. The samples included three multilayer enhanced
silver high reflector designs deposited on either molybdenum or silicon substrates and
an aluminum oxide coated calcium fluoride window.
Optical performance requirements included high mirror reflectivity, low optical
absorption, low scatter, environmental durability, and radiation hardness. The
individual designs were selected in screening tests using combined electron, proton, and
simulated solar UV radiation (ref. 1). Also, an optical study of zinc sulfide-coated
germanium UV mirrors irradiated in high vacuum by Hass et al. (ref. 2), is relevant to
the present work.
The purpose of the flight-test was to validate the above screening results and to
further determine the added effects of atomic oxygen, thermal cycling, meteoroids and
debris, and spacecraft contamination on optical performance.
*Pre-Flight work sponsored under DARPA Order No. 3154
NASA Experiment No. M0003-7
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TEST PLAN
Three high-reflectance mirror designs, including an industrial mid-IR standard
were selected for the flight test. One sample of each design was located in a vacuum
cassette on the leading edge of LDEF (D8). Two designs including the standard were also
located on the trailing edge (D4) in a second vacuum cassette. The single aluminum oxide
coated calcium fluoride window was located in a tray on the trailing edge (D3).
Pre-flight laboratory simulations using solar UV and charged particles were
conducted in an ion pumped ultra high vacuum system on representative samples at the
Boeing Radiation Effects Laboratory (ref. 1). The energy of the electrons and protons
was selected so the energy would be deposited in the coatings and not in the substrates.
Single layer coatings deposited on fused silica substrates were used as witness
samples; duplicates were located on the leading (D9) and trailing edges (D3). The witness
samples and the calcium fluoride window were exposed for the 70 month duration of the
flight. The mirrors located in the vacuum cassettes had timed exposures, that were based
on the original nine month to one year flight plan.
Pre-flight the mirror absorption at the design wavelength (2.8 pm) was measured
calorimetrically. Also, the total integrated scatter at 3.39 pm was determined. A value for
the reflectance was inferred from R = 1-A-S. In addition, detailed environmental
durability data, including adhesion, humidity, thermal cycling, abrasion resistance and
absorption as a function of temperature from room temperature to 200°C were obtained
on the silic0n/aluminum oxide coating design.
Post-flight the mirrors, calcium fluoride window, and witness pieces were examined
microscopically. The roughness of the optics has been measured using a Talystep surface
profiler. Total integrated scatter measurements are planned. The spectral dependence of
the reflectance of the mirrors has been measured from 2.7 pm to approximately 5 pm
using a precision reflectometer. Similar measurements have been made on laboratory
controls.
Finally, detailed surface measurements are in progress to determine contamination,
changes in surface composition, and details of surface features as well as impact crater
residues. These measurements include scanning electron and Auger microscopies (SEM
and AES), profiling Auger and x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS).
MIRROR RESULTS
The three mirror designs used in the test are shown in Table 1 along with position on
LDEF and duration of exposure. In the notation used, the dielectric materials in
parentheses and Ag are reflectance enhancing coating layers and Mo and Si are
substrate materials.
Figure 1 shows the results of pre-flight simulations. The industry standard zinc
sulfide/thorium fluoride design showed increases in absorptance with dose (ref. 1). This
increase in absorptance was presumably caused by the reaction of zinc sulfide with
water impurity in the coating under the influence of ionizing radiation. Attempts to
reduce water impurity resulted in increased stability (ref. 1) as shown, e.g., by the zinc
sulfide/aluminum oxide results in figure 1. Clearly, one of the most stable designs tested
was the silicon/aluminum oxide design shown in figure 1. Similar stable performance
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was also found with Si/SiOx multilayers (ref. 1). As mentionedabove, the silicon/
aluminum oxide multilayer also showed excellent environmental durability.
Figure 2 shows the post-flight reflectance of the silicon/aluminum oxide-coated
mirror thdt occupied a leading edge position (sample#1) compared with a laboratory
control. The reflectanceat the design wavelength(2.8 I.tm) has decreasedto only slightly
less than R = 0.998. The shelf life or aging effect (the sampleswere fabricatedin 1979) is
on the order of a 0.1% reflectanceloss judging by the reflectanceof the control. The
reflectance loss of the test sample at longer wavelengthsis somewhatgreater and
possibly relates to absorption caused by surface oxidation. Surface measurementsand
modeling are planned to determine if reaction with atomic oxygen could explain the
above observation.
Figure 3 shows the post-flight reflectance of the zinc sulfide/aluminum oxide coating
(sample #3) comparedwith a laboratory control. The reflectance decreaseat the design
wavelengthof about 0.7% is a significant loss for a laser mirror. The apparentshift of
the high reflectance band to shorter wavelengths is also significant, and could result
from a reduction in optical thicknessof the outer coating layer(s). The maximum in
reflectance at 3.5 microns is presumedto be a wavelength-shiftedlong wavelength
sideband to the first order reflectance maximum.
Profiling Auger data taken on this sample at Stanford University show the presence
of an oxide layer approximately200-300 /_ thick. Data for the outer two layers of sample
#3 are shown in figure 4. The data are taken intermittently after slow sputter etches to
avoid problems of charging. Figure 5 is an enlargement of the surface region of figure
4. Note in this figure that the C contamination layer is gone after 5 minutes of sputter
etching and that the O persists for 15 to 20 minutes. Note also that Si appears as a second
contamination layer.
A complete sputter profile of the zinc sulfide/thorium fluoride coating (sample #4) is
shown in figure 6. This profile was taken at NWC at a relatively high rate of sputtering
by balancing the incident current with the secondary electron yield to reduce the
charging effect. The data show an apparent reduction in thickness of the outer zinc
sulfide layer by about 50%. Both effects, refractive index reduction with oxide formation
and thickness reduction, could contribute to the apparent shift of the spectral curve to
shorter wavelengths. Further surface analysis and model calculations will be required to
verify this tentative conclusion.
A second feature of interest in the sputter profile data in figure 6 is the presence of a
copper contamination layer, possibly coming from two nearby copper mirrors in the
vacuum cassette. This contamination layer, which is on the surface of both zinc sulfide
coatings that were located in the vacuum cassette at D8, appears to be related to a second
common phenomenon, dendrite formation.
Figure 7 shows one of a large number of dendrites found on sample #3. Similar
dendrites were found on sample #4, as shown in the SEM image in figure 8; also shown
are Auger profiles in the dendrite area (point #1) and background area (point #2). It is
seen in figure 8 and in the detailed depth profiles (figures 9 and 10) that the copper
concentration is higher in the darker background area. It appears from the features of
the dendrites that they are thermally produced, i.e., melt is observed. We have, however,
produced similar features in the SEM by the sputter ion beam, so that it may be a
combination of both thermal and radiation effects that have produced them in space. It
is clear that the copper contamination also played a role in the formation of the
dendrites.
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Figure 11 shows a secondarea of dendritic material on sample#4 along with Auger
data. Here again the light area is the dendrite and the backgroundis dark. Figure 12
shows copper and zinc mapsof the samearea. It is interesting that the gradient in
copper concentration provides the contrast for successfully imaging the dendrites in the
SEM. When the copper is removed by sputteretching, the contrast is lost. In areasof
copper contamination, i.e., dendrite formation, there is apparently no oxide growth.
CALCIUMFLUORIDEWINDOW
Post-flight examination of the calcium fluoride sample showed very little damage.An
FTIR transmissionplot showed little or no changefrom the pre-flight condition. The one
or two surface featuresobservedcould relate to impact phenomenaor could simply be
handling features or scratches.
IMPACTCRATERS
All sampleswere examinedfor the presenceof impact craters. No features that could
be associatedwith spacecould be found on either sample#1 or sample#2. Impact sites
were found on samples#3-5. Figure 13 showstwo small impact sites found on sample#3.
In both cases the multilayer structure of the coating design is revealed.The individual
particle sizes appearto be a few microns to about 10 I.tm. Definite signs of melt appearin
the crater on the left. A third impact site is shownin figure 14; this site is on sample#5
which was on the trailing edge (D4). The characterof this site is different in that the
multilayer structure is not revealed and debris is splattered around the site. Several
other sites of this nature but smaller were observed on this sample. Detailed analysis to
identify the origin of these sites is planned.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The high reflectance silicon/aluminum oxide coated mirror #1 exposed for three
months on the leading edge of LDEF performed as expected with minimal reduction in
reflectance at the design wavelength, 2.8 _m, but with an indication of surface oxidation
and reduction in reflectance at longer wavelengths, i.e., 3-4 lam. Surface analysis
measurements are in progress to assess the degree of oxidation during the early orbits.
No impact sites were observed on either the leading or trailing edge on samples of this
design.
Both zinc sulfide-based coating designs, samples #3-5, showed significant reductions
in reflectance at the design wavelength, apparent large spectral shifts of the reflectance
maxima, and dendrite formation. The dendrite formation was related to a thin copper
contamination layer and was found only on samples in the vacuum cassette on the
leading edge. Concentration gradients of copper between dendrite and dendrite-free
regions provided excellent contrast in the SEM. No oxidation was found in the
contaminated area but was found as expected in contamination free regions. A
combination of thermal cycling and irradiation effects probably provided energy for the
dendrite formation process.
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Interesting small impact sites were found on both leading and trailing edge zinc
sulfide samplesand the craters and surrounding areas are being studied in more detail
for clues to the nature of the impacting particles.
Finally, the aluminum oxide coated calcium fluoride window, sample #6, remained
essentially unchangedafter 70 months exposure on the trailing edge.
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TABLE 1. FLIGHT SAMPLES, DESIGN, POSITION ON LDEF, AND LENGTH OF EXPOSURE
Sample #
1
2
4
Design
(S i/Al 2 O 3 ) 3/A _]S i
(Si/A120 3) 2/A g/M o
(ZnS/A12 0 3) 4/A g/Mo
(ZnS /ThF 4 )5 / A g/M o
(Zn S/ThF4)5/A g/M o
Position
(D8)
(D4) 3
(D8)
(D8)
Exposure (months)
3
9
5 (D4) 9
6 (A120_)/CaF2 k/2 @ 2.81.tm (D3) 70
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FIGURE 1. Laboratory simulation of natural space radiation effects on flight mirror
designs. Note zinc sulfide/thorium fluoride results are sensitive to water contamination.
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FIGURE2. Post-flight reflectance of the silicon/aluminum oxide design (sample #1)
compared to a laboratory control. Increased reflectance loss at longer wavelengths is
possibly due to oxide formation.
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contamination. Note the absence of oxide.
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FIGURE 7. Optical micrograph showing a dendrite on zinc sulfide/aluminum oxide 
design (sample #3). 
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FIGURE 8. SEM image of dendrite on zinc sulfide/thorium fluoride dcsign (sample #4). 
Auger data show Cu contamination levels are different in dendrite and background areas. 
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FIGURE 9. Auger profile showing copper on dendrite on sample #4 above.
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FIGURE 11. Dendrite region on sample #!4 with Auger data in both dendrite and 
background areas. Note there is no copper in the dendrite region. 
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FIGURE 12. Copper and zinc maps of the region shown in figure 11 .  
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FIGURE 13. Impact craters from sample #3 revealing details of the multilayer structure 
of the coating. Note the melted areas in the smaller crater on the left. 
FIGURE 14. Impact crater from sample #5 froin the trailing edge. The coating structure is 
not revealed and a large amount of debris surrounds the crater. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Glass and glass ceramic samples exposed to the low earth orbit environment for approximately
5 V2 years on LDEF were found to display limited degradation in optical transmission. Commercial
optical quality fused silica samples display decreases in transmission in the 200 to 400 nm wavelength
region, and this degradation appears to be a consequence of surface contamination. The contamination,
found only on intemal surfaces of samples, was measured by medium energy backscattering spectrom-
etry and found to be primarily carbon. Additional thin film contamination by a species with atomic
mass near 64, which was present at the level of about 8 x 1014 cm -2, has not been identified.
These observations are consistent with the interpretation that organic binders used in the black
absorbing paint (Chem Glaze Z-306) inside the sample holding tray were concentrated in the vicinity
of the samples and photolytically cracked by solar UV radiation. The resulting decomposition products
were deposited on the interior sample surface and gave rise to the optical transmission loss.
No detectable contamination was observed on the external or space exposed surfaces of the samples.
No measurable damage was detected which could be attributed to the direct action of gamma or
UV radiation on the glass samples.
These results emphasize the need for special precautions in the preparation of spacecraft carrying
precision optical components on long duration missions.
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DURABILITY EVALUATION OF PHOTOVOLTAIC BLANKET MATERIALS
EXPOSED ON LDEF TRAY S1003
Sharon K. Rutledge
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Phone: 216/433-2219, Fax: 216/433-6106
Raymond M. Olle
Cleveland State University
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
SUMMARY
Several candidate protective coatings on Kapton and uncoated Kapton were exposed to the low
Earth orbital (LEO) environment on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) to determine if
the coatings could be used to protect polymeric substrates from degradation in the LEO
environment. The coatings that were evaluated were 700 A of aluminum oxide, 650 A of silicon
dioxide, and 650 A of a 4% polytetrafluoroethylene-96% silicon dioxide mixed coating. All of the
coatings evaluated were ion beam sputter de_:>osited. These materials were exposed to a very low
atomic oxygen fluence (4.8x1019 atoms/cm'_) as a result of the experiment tray being located 98 °
from the ram direction. As a result of the low atomic oxygen fluence, determination of a change in
mass was not possible for any of the samples including the uncoated Kapton. There was no
evidence of spalling of any of the coatings after the approximately 33,600 thermal cycles recorded
for LDEF. The surface of the uncoated Kapton, however, did show evidence of grazing incidence
texturing. There was a 7-8% increase in solar absorptance for the silicon dioxide and aluminum
oxide coated Kapton and only a 4% increase for the mixed coating. It appears that the addition of a
small amount of fluoropolymer may reduce the magnitude of absorptance increase due to
environmental exposure. Thermal emittance did not change significantly for any of the exposed
samples. Scanning electron microscopy revealed few micrometeoroid or debris impacts, but the
impact sites found indicated that the extent of damage or cracking of the coating around the defect
site did not extend beyond a factor of three of the impact crater diameter. This limiting of impact
damage is of great significance for the durability of thin film coatings used for protection against
the LEO environment.
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INTRODUCTION
The effectof the low Earthorbital (LEO) environment on materials for orbiting satellites and
other space structures has been under study since the early 1980's (ref. 1-4). Most of the studies
have been performed in ground-based space simulation facilities due to the high expense and
lengthy qualification needed for flight tests. Several very short Space Shuttle flight experiments
such as those on STS-5 and STS-8 allowed information to be gathered on materials exposed to
LEO. This data became a basis of comparison for the ground test data (ref. 5-6). The limited
exposures obtained during these flights were informative but longer exposures were needed for
many materials in order to obtain measurable material degradation information. In April of 1984, a
cylindrical free flyer called the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) was launched from the
bay of the Space Shuttle using the shuttle's remote manipulator arm. The satellite, which is roughly
the size of a school bus, contained 82 trays of active and passive experiments many of which were
materials oriented. The LDEF was to be retrieved 12 months later by the Space Shuttle; however
due to the explosion of the Space Shuttle Challenger and a heavy schedule, the retrieval was
delayed until January of 1990. The results of the nearly 6 year LEO exposure will provide an
important new data base from which ground tests can be compared and to enable a more informed
selection of materials for satellites, orbiting platforms, and Space Station Freedom. Polyimide
(Kapton), the baseline material for the flexible solar array panel on Space Station Freedom and on
the Hubble Space Telescope, is known to be susceptible to attack by atomic oxygen in LEO.
Considerable research has been performed to identify coatings for Kapton which are durable and
protect it against atomic oxygen attack (ref. 3-4). When LDEF was launched, two metal oxide
coatings and a metal oxide-fluoropolymer mix coating were being investigated for protection of
Kapton. Pairs of these materials were placed on LDEF to determine the effect of atomic oxygen on
coated Kapton material loss, the effect of ultraviolet radiation from the sun on the optical properties
of the coatings, and the effect of micrometeoroid impacts on the coating durability and integrity.
The results of the post flight testing to date are presented in this paper.
FLIGHT EXPOSURE AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Two samples each of unprotected Kapton, 700 A of ion beam sputter deposited A120 3 on
Kapton, 650 A of ion beam sputter deposited SiO 2 on Kapton, and 650 A of ion beam co-sputter
deposited 4% polytetraflouroethylene-96% silicon dioxide on Kapton were exposed on the Ion
Beam Textured and Coated Surfaces Experiment tray on LDEF (S 1003). The leading edge of the
LDEF was originally oriented to allow direct or ram impact of its surface with the atmosphere that
co-rotates with the earth. The atmosphere present in LEO is composed predominantly of atomic
oxygen. Figure 1 contains a drawing showing the relation of the experiment tray to the LDEF
satellite and the Earth. Upon launch, tray S1003 was to be oriented 90 ° from the ram direction
near the space end of the satellite so as to receive a grazing incidence arrival of atomic oxygen.
During the flight, however, the satellite was misoriented at approximately 8 ° from the ram
direction so that tray S1003 was approximately 98 ° from the ram direction (ref. 7). After the
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launchof LDEF, undercutting of Kapton at defect sites in protective coatings was found to occur
and was investigated in ground test facilities (ref. 8). It was hoped that grazing incidence
undercutting information would be obtained to compare to ground laboratory tests and models.
However, the misorientation resulted in a flux of atomic oxygen too low for such measurements.
Micrometeoroid or debris impacts and UV radiation effects could still be determined at the new
position.
Prior to flight, mass measurements were taken on all of the samples with a Fisher Microgram
Balance to assess material loss due to oxidation upon exposure in LEO. Unfortunately, at the time
LDEF was launched, little was known about the proper mass measuring techniques for Kapton.
Kapton is very hygroscopic causing its mass to be sensitive to changes in humidity. Currently,
mass measurements are made after dehydrating the samples for 48 hours and quickly weighing
before moisture can be reabsorbed. The LDEF samples were not dehydrated prior to the pre-flight
mass measurement, and the humidity of the room they were weighed in was not monitored. Errors
of as much as 2% can be caused by changes in the amount of moisture the Kapton absorbs (ref. 9).
Since there were no backup samples that were weighed and not flown, a correction for humidity
could not be made. Therefore, only large changes in mass could be measured accurately. Post
flight mass measurements were made on a Sartorius microbalance.
Sheets of the original coated material were saved in order to compare the solar absorptance and
thermal emittance of the samples flown on LDEF with those kept on the ground for the same
duration. Solar absorptance was measured with a Perkin Elmer Lambda-9 Spectrophotometer with
an integrating sphere attachment. Thermal emittance was measured with a Gier Dunkle model DB-
100 Reflectance measurement system. Surface morphology and post flight appearance were
obtained with a Cambridge 200 Stereoscan Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and a JOEL 840
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Surface chemistry was determined with Energy Dispersive
X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) using a Kevex system with a windowless detector.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A photograph of the post flight $1003 tray is shown in figure 2 with an arrow indicating the
expected ram direction for the coated and uncoated Kapton samples. Overall, the visual appearance
of the Kapton is very similar to that of unexposed Kapton. The same is true for the coated Kapton
samples except for the presence of a few micrometeoroid or debris impacts which will be discussed
later in this text. Closer examination by an electron microscope revealed that the surface of the
exposed Kapton was not smooth and had a surface texture to it indicative of grazing incidence
arrival (figure 3). A definite difference is seen between the exposed surface and that covered by the
edge of the sample holder during flight. The texture points in the direction of the leading edge. A
scanning electron photomicrograph of a particle indicates the directional arrival of the atomic
oxygen by a shadow region on the side shielded from atomic oxygen arrival (figure 4). Only the
lip of the ridge that is sticking up was textured. Similar texturing occurs along ridges parallel to
the ram direction with the texture always pointing back to the leading edge. Since this tray was 98 °
from the ram direction, one might expect that there should have been no arrival to these samples at
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all. The texturecanbeexplainedby a thermalcomponento the velocity vector arrivin_ on S1003.
Atomic oxygen arrival based on thermal atomic oxygen was determined to be 4.8xlO19"atoms/cm 2
for this tray (ref. 7). Based on the directed nature of the pattern on the samples, it appears that the
atomic oxygen flux as a function of angle significantly declines between 90 and 180 ° from the ram
direction. This would make the texture appear to be caused by grazing incidence attack because the
majority of the flux is arriving at grazing incidence. Micrometeoroid or debris impact sites found
in the Kapton also showed evidence of texturing only on the lip facing the leading edge (figure 5).
The texturing is similar to that observed on STS-8 (ref. 3). EDS scans taken of the Kapton surface
indicate traces of silicon, which is believed to be due to contamination from silicones from other
samples and trays on LDEF (figure 6a) (Gold peaks are from the conductive coating applied post
flight to prevent charging during SEM examination). Similar contamination was seen on the
aluminum oxide coated sample. The scans on the silicon dioxide containing coatings were
inconclusive since they contain Si. The amount of contaminant must be very small to have allowed
texturing of the Kapton to occur. An EDS spectra of unexposed Kapton does not have a silicon
peak (figure 6b). (Aluminum peak is caused by the aluminum sample holder that was used to
mount the Kapton for viewing.)
The mass loss from all of the samples was very low due to the low fluence of atomic oxygen
that arrived at the surface. The worst case mass loss was for Kapton (0.2% of the original mass).
This is much smaller than the possible error due to the presence of absorbed water. Due to the lack
of extensive texturing, lack of any undercutting and the low fluence, it was concluded that the mass
loss was negligible for all of the exposed samples tested.
Solar absorptance, total reflectance, total transmittance and thermal emittance measurements for
these samples are contained in table I. Both uncoated Kapton samples exhibited minimal changes in
optical properties compared with the Kapton, from the same batch, that remained on Earth. There
was a slight increase in total transmittance which resulted in a slight decrease in solar absorptance.
The uncoated and coated Kapton samples exhibited no significant change in thermal emittance
when compared with their unexposed counterparts. The aluminum oxide coated samples did not
change significantly in total reflectance after exposure; however, the two coatings containing silicon
dioxide exhibited a decrease in reflectance on the average of 7%. Total transmittance decreased for
all of the coated samples (A1203/Kapton: 4%, SiO2/Kapton: 3%, and 4% PTFE-96%
SiO2/Kapton: 1%). This resulted in solar absorptance increases of 8% for A1203, 7% for SIO2,
and 4% for 4% PTFE-96% SiO 2 coatings on Kapton. Since the solar absorptance of the uncoated
Kapton samples located on the same tray did not increase upon exposure, it is unlikely that the
increase in absorptance of the coated samples is due to contamination, because evidence of
contamination was observed on the Kapton samples as well. Darkening is believed to be the result
of UV or other radiation attack on the coatings. The UV level seen by LDEF is approximately 7%
that which will be experienced in 15 years on the solar facing side of Space Station Freedom's
solar arrays. It is interesting to note that the addition of a small amount of fluoropolymer appeared
to result in almost a factor of two improvement in the solar absorptance. It is unknown at this time
why the fluoropolymer addition made a significant difference. Although the solar absorptance
changes seen on these samples are not detrimental to array performance, it is unclear whether
further exposure would further increase the absorptance and what function the increase would
follow. In addition, more recently manufactured metal oxide coatings being tested for SS Freedom
solar arrays exhibited negligible changes in solar absorptance after greater levels of UV exposure.
It is possible that impurities may be present in these coatings from the deposition process which
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mayplay a largerole in their responseto UV exposure.Furtherchemicalanalysisby Electron
Spectroscopyfor ChemicalAnalysis(ESCA) is neededto helpdeterminewhy this occurs.
The LDEF underwentapproximately33,600thermalcyclesduring its nearly6 year mission.
Postflight examinationof the thin film coatedKaptonsamplesby electronmicroscopyrevealedno
spallingof the coatingfrom the Kaptonsurface.
Figures7a-7econtainSEM photomicrographsof micrometeoroidor debris impactsites
observedon the coatedKaptonsamples.Therewerevery few impactsthat actuallypenetratedthe
coatings.The largestobservedwason the 4% PTFE-96%SiO2 sample (#7) (figure 7a). This
appeared to be an impact by either a collection of particles or one large loosely distributed or
extended particle. Another impact on the same sample (figure 7b and 7c) is of a much smaller
impact diameter. It appears that the type of damage is very dependent on particle size and possibly
particle velocity. Large impact areas appear to produce delamination, while smaller areas result in
a region around the impact which is similar to the splash which is generated by a raindrop in a
puddle (figure 7c). There is cracking around the splash region. Similar types of impacts were
observed on the silicon dioxide and aluminum oxide coated Kapton samples (figures 7d and 7e). It
appears that the impact site morphology is not dependent on the coating composition for these
materials since an area of delamination at an impact site on an aluminum oxide coated Kapton
sample flown on STS-8 looks similar to that on the 4% PTFE-96% SiO 2 coated Kapton in this
experiment (figure 8). It appears that the area of crack damage or delamination is limited in extent
for the impact crater sizes observed. In all cases the damage was contained within a diameter less
than three times the impact crater diameter. This is very encouraging for the use of protective
coatings in LEO since the damage that will result from an impact is not as extensive as originally
believed. EDS scans at the impact crater sites were not conclusive. Any impacting particle material
that remained in the crater was small in comparison to the coating material. There were a few
locations where a particle was embedded in the surface and did not penetrate the coating. An EDS
scan from one of these particles indicated the presence of silicon, aluminum, calcium, and
potassium in addition to carbon and oxygen (figure 9). There were other particles on the surfaces
(figure 10), but EDS scans showed the presence of mostly sodium and chlorine which is believed
to be salt spray obtained prior to launch or after landing (figure 11).
CONCLUSIONS
The atomic oxygen durability of the samples of Kapton protected with thin film coatings
exposed on LDEF was not possible to assess because of the low fluence and lack of initial
dehydrated sample mass data. By observing the atomic oxygen arrival at the Kapton surface and at
the impact sites, the significance of thermal atomic oxygen arrival was verified since this tray was
exposed 98 ° from the ram direction. The effect of UV radiation and micrometeoroid or debris
impacts on these coatings was determined from the LDEF flight exposure. Silicon dioxide and
aluminum oxide ion beam sputter deposited thin film coatings appeared to increase in solar
absorptance between 7-8% upon exposure to LEO. Solar absorptance of the coating of silicon
dioxide with a small amount of fluoropolymer increased only by 4 %. It appears that the addition of
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fluoropolymerhasa positiveeffecton theoptical property durability of metal oxide coatings.
Absorptance changes observed on LDEF are not at levels which would be detrimental to solar
array performance, however it is unclear at this time whether further increases would occur with
longer exposure or if coating impurities would play a role. Thermal emittance changes were
insignificant for the coated Kapton. No evidence of spalling of the thin film coatings on Kapton
was observed post flight after receiving approximately 33,6130 thermal cycles. Micrometeoroid or
debris impacts do not appear to cause a serious threat to the coatings because the damage area is
limited to a small region less than a factor of three times the impact crater diameter. Overall, the
protective coatings remained intact and exhibited no major detrimental changes which would hinder
their performance for protecting solar array surfaces in LEO.
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Table I. Optical properties of coated and uncoated Kapton exposed on LDEF tray Si003
MATERIAL AND SAMPLE DESIGNATION TOTAL
REFLECT-
ANCE
UNCOATED KAPTON (NOT FLOWN) 0.135
UNCOATED KAPTON (LDEF #6) 0.136
UNCOATED KAPTON (LDEF #34) 0.130
SIO, ON KAPTON (NOT FLOWN)
SIO_ ON KAPTON (LDEF #9)
SzO_ ON ICAPTON (LDEF #16) "
4% PTFE-96% SIO_ON KAPTON (NOT FLOWN)
4% PTFE-96% SIO_ ON ICa,PTON (LDEF #7)
4% PTFE-96% SzOa ON KAPTON (LDEF #14)
ALTO_ ON KAPTON (NOT FLOWN)
AL;_O_ON KAPTON (LDEF #12)
AL_O_ ON KAPTON (LDEF #26)
O.116
0.105
0.109
0.103
0.103
0.120
0.118
0.119
TOTAL
TRANSM-
ITTANCE
SOLAR
ABSORP-
TANCE
THERMAL
EMIT-
TANCE
0.576 0.289 0.70
0.580 0.285 0.72
0.583 0.285 0.71
0.573 0.311 0.72
0.561 0.334 0.72
0.584 0.307 0.72
0.578 0.319 0.72
0.575 0.321 0.71
0.571 0.309 0.72
0.545 0.337 0.71
0.3300.551 0.72
Sample sectioned for analysis prior to optical measurements
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RAM ATOMIC 
OXYOEN 
ARRNAL 
TRAY 51003 
E6 
98' PROM RAM \ 
Figure 1. Location of LDEF tray in relation to 
the directed ram atomic oxygen arrival direction. 
Figure 2. Photograph of LDEF sample tray with 
ram direction and sample numbers labeled. 
Figure 3. Scanning electron photomicrograph showing uncoated Kapton with the top half exposed 
on LDEF and the bottom half covered by the sample tray. 
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OR1GINAC PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Figure 4. Uncoated Kapton flown on LDEF showing shadowing of the surface behind a particle. 
Figure 5. Micrometeoroid or debris impact on LDEF uncoated Kapton showing texturing of the 
crater lip facing the ram direction. 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHlTE PHQTOGWAPh 
Ca)
28-flay-1991 19-36:38
LDEF KAPTOH #6 RT EDGE Preset= 100 secs
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U
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, rd,?_ _- II,, I
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(b)
28-MaU-1991 21:13:01
UHCOATED KAPTOH (HOT FLONH)
Vert= 100 counts Disp= 1
Preset= 10_ secs
Elapsed= 100 secs
0
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4- 0.Q80 _ange= 20.460 keV 10.180 -_
Integral 4 = 0
Figure 6. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis of a) uncoated Kapton exposed on LDEF and b)
unexposed Kapton that remained on the ground.
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Figure 7. Scanning electron photomicrographs of a). conglomerate micrometeoroid or debris 
impact on 4% PTFE-96% Si02 coated Kapton, b-c). micrometeoroid or debris impact on 4% 
PTFE-96% Si02 coated Kapton, d). micrometeoroid or debris impact on silicon dioxide coated 
Kapton, and e). micrometeoroid or debris impact on aluminum oxide coated Kapton. 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
Figure 7. Continued BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Figure 7. Concluded. 
ORIGlfVAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Figure 8. Conglomerate micrometeoroid or debris impact on aluminum oxide coated Kapton flown 
on STS-8. 
P H R T I C L E  ON LDEF KHPTON # 6  
l.4 e r t = 1 C Q 6  c o u n t s  D i s p =  1 
R'U 
Figure 9. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis of particle left in an impact site on uncoated Kapton. 
ORlGTNAT PAGE 1393 
BLACK AND WWlTE FHOT'OGWAPW 
Figure 10. Photograph of salt spray found on uncoated Kapton 
Ir 
Figure 11. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis of salt spray region found on uncoated Kapton. 
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SUMMARY
The Advanced Photovoltaic Experiment is an LDEF experiment originally designed to provide
reference solar cell standards for laboratory measurements as well as to investigate the solar spectrum and
the effects of long term exposure of space solar cells to the LEO environment. The experiment functioned
on-orbit as designed, successfully measuring and recording cell performance and solar insolation data over
the first 325 days. The objectives and design of the experiment are presented here, as well as the
preliminary flight results and post-flight findings.
INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Photovoltaic Experiment (APEX) is a space flight test designed to provide reference cell
standards for laboratory photovoltaic performance measurements as well as to investigate the solar
spectrum and the effect of long term exposure of solar cells to the space environment. Toward this end,
155 solar cells of the widest available variety of design and material were incorporated into the experiment
along with sensors to measure total solar irradiance and sun angle. Experiment control and data storage
were accomplished using a custom electronic unit and the Langley provided Electronic Power and Data
System (EPDS). The experiment was designed around the original flight time of about one year, with
battery capacity the principal lifetime limiting factor. Preliminary examination of recorded flight data
indicates that the experiment performed as designed, recording 325 days of useful solar cell performance
data and sensor data. However, the unplanned sixfold increase in flight time due to the delay in retrieval
of LDEF has resulted in the inability to meet some of the original mission objectives, but will yield
valuable data concerning the survivability of solar cells in low earth orbit.
In this paper we. present the preliminary flight results and the post-flight findings of APEX. The
original objectives of the experiment, details of the design and the sensors and solar cell complement will
also be discussed.
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
In response to an announcement of opportunity released by Langley in 1976, a project plan was
written by Henry W. Brandhorst, Jr. and Americo F. Forestieri of the Lewis Research Center. After
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acceptanceof theprojectplan,acontractwasawardedto TheEppleyLaboratory,Inc. of Newport,Rhode
Islandin September,1977for definition andfabricationof APEX. RussellE.Hart, Jr. becameprincipal
investigatorduringthemiddlestagesof experimentfabricationandremainedsountil early 1989.APEX,
designatedexperimentS0014,occupiedpositionE9, thesecondexperimentaltrayfrom thespaceendof
LDEFon theleadingedge.
Theexperimentwasdesignedto implementthreespecificobjectivesconcerningtheperformanceof
spacesolar cells in the extraterrestrialsolarenvironmentandthe distribution of energy in the solar
spectrum. The first objectivewasto determinetheperformanceandenduranceof advancedsolarcell
designsunder low earthorbit conditions. This wasto beaccomplishedby thedaily measurementand
recordingof theshort-circuitcurrent(Isc)of 120cellswheneverthesunanglewasoptimum.Thecurrent-
voltagecharacteristicof 16cells wasdeterminedat thesametime by measuringtheopen-circuitvoltage
andthecell currentandvoltageasdefinedby sixdifferentloadresistors.
Thesecondobjectivewasto calibratereferencesolarcellsfor useasintensitystandardsin laboratory
solarsimulators.Thedaily determinationof short-circuitcurrentandtheconcomitantsolarintensityand
sunangledataof the120Isccellsthroughoutthedurationof theflight wouldsatisfytherequirementsof
thisobjective.
The measurementof the energydistribution in the extraterrestrialsolar spectrumwas the final
objective. Threeinstrumentswereincludedin APEX for this purpose.An absolutecavity radiometer
measuredthetotal solar irradiancewhensolarcell illuminatedperformancewasbeingrecorded. The
measureof thebroadbandsolarspectrumwasobtainedusinga45° dichroicmirror to dividethespectrum
into two roughlyequalparts. Siliconcells wereusedassensors.Sixteenbandpassfilters coupledwith
siliconsolarcell detectorswereusedto measurethesolarspectrumoverawavelengthspanof 0.3to 1.1
micrometers.Thesefilterscouldthenbeusedfor thecalibrationof a laboratoryspectralresponsesystem.
Theunplannedsixfold increasein timeonorbit hashadsignificantconsequenceson theseobjectives.
Thefirst objective,to measuretheenduranceof solarcellsin LEO hasbeengreatlyenhanced,while the
cavity radiometerandsunanglesensorarenow of increasedvaluefor endurancestudies. In fact, the
entireexperimentisof interestfor materialscienceinvestigations.Thesecondobjective,thecalibrationof
standardcells cannot bemet becauseof thefive yearperiodonorbit without performancedata. The
measurementof thespectralcontentof thesunwassuccessfullycompletedwith therecoveryof theflight
data,althoughseveralof thefilters showdelaminationof the interferencecoatings,thuscompromising
theirutility in thelaboratory.
EXPERIMENTALDESIGN
The AdvancedPhotovoltaicExperimentwasrequiredto becompletelyself-containedin termsof
control,dataacquisitionandstorage,andpower. To attainmaximumaccuracyin cell calibration,it was
necessaryto minimize the amountof Earthreflectedradiationreachingthecells. Sincerelativesolar
azimuthchangeswith time in orbit andthe minimumrelative solarelevationoccursat theterminator
crossing,a slat-slot approachwasusedfor the cell field-of-view (FOV) design. The cell's FOV is
thereforesmall in theelevationaxisandlargein thecross-axis.The twelveinch deep,full size(50x 34
inches)tray wasdivided into threebays. The smallercells, typically two centimeterssquareor two by
four centimetersandrequiringlessdepththanlargercellsto attaintheproperFOV,aremountedin bays1
and3. Thelargerareacells,requiringa greaterdepth,aremountedin thecentralbay2.
Theshallownessof bays1and2 providesroomfor theelectronicsystems.Thefour batteriesneeded
for powerweremountedon therearof thetray. Baffleslocatedbetweentherowsof cellsfurtherminimize
reflection. The baffles and the undersideandupper surfacesof the FOV plates were paintedwith
ChemglazeZ-306matteblackpaint. Thelowerhalf of theoutsideof thetraywassimilarly paintedfor
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thermalcontrolpurposes.A photographof APEX afterretrievalis seenin Figure 1.
TheEppleyTypeHF cavityradiometercanbeseenin Figure 1astheroundobjectin theupperpartof
thetray. Next to it is theDigital SolarAngle Sensor(built by AdcoleCorporation)which measuressun
angleon twoorthogonalaxesandenablesoptimalconditionsto beselectedfor performancemeasurement.
To theright of theDSAS is thedichroicmirror assemblywith its two silicon cell sensors.In therow
belowtheseinstrumentsaretheBarrAssociatesbandpassfilters whicharemechanicallyclampedoverthe
siliconcell sensors.Also includedin theexperimentaretwo ultravioletexposuremonitors.Theyaredisks
of fusedsilicawhichdegradein shortwavelengthtransmittanceastheyareexposedto theultravioletrich
AMO insolation.
The solarcells werepermanentlymountedon removablealuminumplates,either singlyor in pairsof
smallercells,usingRTV 511adhesiveandprimer. For the 120Iscsamples,aprecision0.1ohmresistor
waswiredacrossthecell andmountedon therearof theplateusinginsulatedfeedthroughs.Short-circuit
currentwaseasily determinedby measuringthe analogvoltage acrossthe resistor. The short-circuit
currentof thesensorscellsin thedichroicmirror instrumentandunderthebandpassfilters wasdetermined
in thesamemanner.ThesixteenI-V cellshadasix point current-voltagecharacteristicmeasuredby the
switchingof a numberof predeterminedloadresistorsacrosseachcell.
The temperatureof manyof the cells aswell as severallocationson the tray were measuredand
recordedby 128 sensors.Yellow SpringsInstrumentstype 16429thermistors(for spaceapplications)
wereutilized. The thermistorswere mountedin a slot machinedin thealuminumcell mountingplate,
directlybeneaththecell andbondedintoplacewith Eccobond555adhesive.
The experimentwas designedto acquireperformancedata from the cell samplesand associated
instrumentsonce per day while they were illuminated by the sun, on thosedayswhen the orbital
conditionsallowedsucha measurement.Two distinctelectronicssystemsprovidedthiscapability.One,
theLangleyprovidedElectronicsPowerandDataSystem(EPDS),providedtiming signals,datastorage,
power to the experimentandan interfaceto LDEF for deploymentinitiation purposes.Theother, the
APEX Data Acquisition Systemperformedthe primary control anddataacquisitionfunctions. This
systemwas designedand built by Gulton Industriesunder subcontractto Eppley Labs. The most
optimum sun angleconditions for each datascanwere insuredby the DSAS. Figure 2 showsthe
schematicdiagramof theAPEX dataacquisitionsystem.
Afterdataacquisitionwascompletedthedatawastransferredto theflight recorder,theMagneticTape
Memory (MTM), throughtheEPDS. Thedatawordswerehandledin a twelvebit format. Becausethe
capacity of the EPDSwas 4096words per interrogationand that of the APEX electronicswas 8000
words,thedatawas transferredin two scans,12hoursapart. Upon receiptof thedata,theEPDSwrote
thedatato the tapethreetimesfor redundancy.Every eight daysa night scanwasconducted,which
enabledcalibrationof variousinstrumentsanda measureof thedarkcurrentsof thesolarcells. Thisdata
wasalsorecorded.
After fabricationandfunctionaltestingof APEX wascompletedat EppleyLabs,theexperimentwas
shippedto Lewis for thermal-vacuumandvibration qualification testing. Final verification of system
operationwasperformedat the KennedySpaceCenterin November,1983,prior to integrationwith
LDEF. APEX, aswasLDEF, wasdesignedandconstructedfor multiple flights. This is no longerthe
case,astheentireexperiment,notjust thesolarcells,isof considerablescientificandengineeringinterest.
SOLARCELL COMPLEMENT
Thesolarcellson APEX wereprovidedby a numberof industrialandgovernmentalinstitutionsfor
calibrationandreturnfor useasreferencestandards(Table1). Thecell complementrepresentsthestate-
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of-the-art in space solar cells as of mid-1982 as well as production cells and examples indicative of solar
cells used on a number of satellites. Standards which had been previously calibrated using aircraft, rocket
flights and high-altitude balloons were also included, as were radiation damaged cells. The majority of the
cells are silicon, although a number of gallium arsenide cells were included. Table 2 summarizes the cells
types flown. Space limitations prevents listing all the permutations of cells, coverglasses and adhesives.
POST-RETRIEVAL OBSERVATIONS
A number of physical changes in APEX after nearly six years in LEO are readily apparent. Much of
the black paint has been removed from the upper surface of the field-of-view plates. The Chemglaze
primer, reddish-brown in color, is visible. The differences from plate to plate in the amount of paint
remaining is possibly a function of the initial paint thickness, as the plate covering bay 2 was painted at a
different time than the other FOV plates. However, the black paint coating the rear of the tray was not
changed in appearance, neither was the paint on the baffles and the underside of the FOV plates. The top
plate of the DSAS, an aluminum alloy with a clear anodize, is now golden in color.
A contaminating film is found over much of the front surfaces of APEX, as well as LDEF itself. The
yellow-gold film is particularly evident on cells and mounting plates in the two rows nearest the space end
of the tray. Discoloration is also seen on the baffle plates and the underside of the field-of-view plates.
Fairly heavy deposits of the same colored material were discovered inside the APEX tray, aligned with
access openings for hold-down bolts. The location of the deposits agrees with preliminary reports that
LDEF _vas rotated along its axis toward Row 10. Preliminary analysis of the the contaminating films on
the front surfaces of APEX indicates that it has as major constituents silicon, oxygen and carbon. Our
early results, obtained using Rutherford Backscattering and Auger Electron Spectroscopy are in agreement
with those obtained by the LDEF Materials Special Investigation Group (Ref. 1).
APEX sustained a large number of impacts from meteoroids and debris, due to its position on the
leading edge. A survey of APEX conducted in SAEF-2 at the Kennedy Space Center at the time of
deintegration (Ref. 2) yielded a count of 632 impacts, 569 of which were 0.5 millimeter in diameter or
Tabl_ 1 -APEX SQLAR CELL INVESTIGATORS
ASEC
COMSAT
SOLAREX
SPECTROLAB
A. F. WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL LAB
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Table 2 - SUMMARY OF APEX SOLAR CELL TYPES
SILICON: BSR/BSF
VIOLET
VERTICAL JNCTN
TEXTURED
5.9 x 5.9 cm PEP
2 MIL THICK
GALLIUM ARSENIDE: LPE
STANDARDS: BALI.£X_N
ROCKET
AIRPLANE
RADIATION DAMAGED
COVERGLASS: FUSED SILICA
V- & U-GROOVED
CERIA DOPED MICROSHEET
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smaller.Theremainderweregreaterin diameterthan0.5millimeter,with thelargestcrater1.8millimeters
in diameter.Among theimpactedsurfacesareoneof theglassreticlesof theDSAS, oneof thebandpass
filters andanumberof solarcells. Damageto thecellsincludescrateredandcrackedcoverglasses,craters
extendinginto thecell itself,andin onecase,asmallportionof asiliconcell andcoverglasswasremoved
astheparticlecontinuedinto thealuminumsubstrate.
PRELIMINARYPOST-RETRIEVALTESTRESULTS
APEXDataAcquisitionSystem
Preliminaryanalysisof theflight databeganwith transcriptionof theMTM datarecordsontocomputer
discsbyLockheedpersonnel.A summaryof theDataAcquisition Systemperformanceis givenin Table
3. TheGultonsystem,providingsolarcell andsensorcontrolandsignalconditioning,presumablyceased
operationwhenits batteriesdischargedto belowa thresholdlevel, asthetwo 28volt batteriespowering
theGulton systemwere totally dischargedwhentheywereremoved. The358 dayoperationallifetime
falls betweenthe spanof 233 to 467 dayscalculatedprior to flight. Valuesof cell currents,voltage
calibrationdata,thecavityradiometerheatercurrentandthermopilesignalareall within nominal,expected
valuesfor the first 325days,after which theGultoncalibrationvoltagesfall below their normalvalues.
TheEPDScontinuedto functionfor 2017days,nearlytheentireorbitalduration. It appearsthattheonly
datastoredon thetapeafter day 358were timing, synchronizationand calibrationwords. The battery
poweringtheEPDSwasalsocompletelydischarged,accountingfor theterminationof datarecordson the
MTM. ThebatterypoweringtheMTM retainedsomecharge.Detailedanalysisof thedatafrom thenearly
300discretesignalchannelshasbegunandis expectedto continueinto theforeseeablefuture.
AbsoluteCavityRadiometer
TheEppleyabsolutecavityradiometerwasincludedto provideameasureof thetotal solarirradiance
concurrentwith the cell performancedata. It is similar to an instrumentthat is presently in orbit on
Nimbus7 andhasreturnedover12yearsof data. TheAPEX radiometerisuniquein thatit is theonly
DAYS 1-325
DAYS326-358
DAY 358
DAYS358-2017
DAY 2017
(66MONTHS)
Table 3 - APEX DATA SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
SOLAR CELLS AND SENSOR DATA ACQUIRED AND WRYI'TEN TO MTM.
GULTON ELECTRONIC UNIT CALIBRATION VOLTAGES AT DESIGN
SPECIFICATION VALUES.
GULTON CONTINUES TO FUNCTION; HOWEVER CALIBRATION
VOLTAGES BELOW SPECIFICATION VALUES. CELL AND SENSOR DATA
ERRATIC AND DEEMED UNRELIABLE.
GULTON ELECTRONIC UNIT CEASES TO FUNCTION.
EPDS AND MTM CONTINUE TO FUNCTION. EPDS TIME AND SYNC
WORDS WRITTEN TO MTM EVERY SIX DAYS.
LAST DATA WRrITEN TO MTM.
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suchsensoreverreturnedafterasignificantexposureto thespaceenvironment.A detailedpost-retrieval
analysiswas performed both at Eppley Laboratory in Newport, Rhode Island and at the Seventh
InternationalPyrheliometficComparison(IPCVII) attheWorldRadiationCenterinDavos,Switzerlandin
October,1990. Comparisonof preflightcalibrationsto similarpost-flighttestsshowsthattheradiometer
performanceis unchangedwithin presentability to measureit. A detaileddiscussionof the cavity
radiometerresultsis presentedelsewherein thisproceedingin apaperconcerningExperimentAO-147
(Ref. 3).
DigitalSunAngleSensor
TheDigital SunAngleSensor(DSAS)is anAdcoleCorporationModel22500two axissensorwith a
field of view of +32* by +32* and a resolution in each axis of 0.5". The front surface, aluminum with a
clear anodize (Mil-A-8625, Type II) had changed to a golden color. The quartz window of reticle B was
cratered. After de-integration from APEX the sensor and its amplifier were returned to Adcole for testing.
This post-flight calibration indicated that the unit did not change in performance or resolution. However,
the impact crater on reticle B did cause shadowing at extreme angles...Preliminary analysis of the flight
data agrees with other techniques that indicate that LDEF was rotated toward Row 10 about 8-10".
Solar Cells
Extensive testing of the solar cells flown on APEX was conducted prior to their integration with the
experiment. This testing was performed to ensure the survivability of the cells throughout the flight and to
provide baseline data for flight and post-flight comparisons. Cell illuminated performance has been
remeasured using laboratory solar simulators after removal from APEX. The solar ceils did not show any
significant signs of physical change due to the flight. Although the contaminating film found over much of
LDEF has coated many of the ceils to varying degrees, no loss or changes in coverglasses or antireflection
coatings was observed. Some discoloration of the RTV used to fasten cell wiring is seen. A number of
cells have sustained cratering from micrometeoroid and/or debris, the severity of the crater varying from a
tiny chip in the coverglass to penetration of the coverglass, cell and aluminum substrate. Figure 3 shows
the illuminated current-voltage characteristics taken in a laboratory simulator of cell M-3. This cell is a 5.9
cm. by 5.9 cm. silicon cell with a wrap-around front contact on the four corners. The development of this
cell was undertaken to provide power for the Shuttle on extended missions (PEP Program) and is similar
to the wrap-through technology used in for Space Station Freedom. This cell sustained a small crater in
the coverglass which did not penetrate to the silicon cell itself. From Figure 3 it can be seem that little
change in performance resulted.
The current-voltage characteristic of another large area, wrap-around silicon cell (M-9) is shown in
Figure 4. In this case, however, the micrometeoroid/debris damage extended into the cell itself, cracking
both the coverglass and the silicon cell. The crack in the solar cell extend about 90% of the way across the
cell while the coverglass crack extends from side to side, although on a different path than the cell crack.
The wrap-around feature of cell front contact provides sufficient redundancy to maintain electrical
continuity. The loss in fill factor evident in Figure 4 is due to this cell crack, but the short-circuit current
and open-circuit voltage are unchanged.
The silicon solar cell designated NA-9 was has largest diameter (1.8 millimeter) crater on APEX. The
crater extends into the silicon cell through the coverglass, although neither the cell nor cover are cracked.
Figure 5 is the pre- and post-flight simulator data. The approximately 100 mV drop in open-circuit voltage
is due to shunting of the cell pn junction at the sight of the crater. The 5% drop in current is due to area
loss associated with the crater and a contaminating layer evident on the cell.
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CONCLUSION
Post-flightanalysisof theAdvancedPhotovoltaicExperimentindicatesthatit successfullycompleted
its missionandreturned325daysof valid solarcell andsolarintensityandspectrumdata. A numberof
physicalchangesarereadilyapparent,includingmicrometeoroidanddebrisimpactcraters,lossof black
paintfrom thesurfaceof theexperimentandacontaminatingfilm similarin natureto thatfoundovermost
of LDEF. Detailedpost-flightanalysisandcalibrationof manyof thesensorsandcomponentsof APEX
hasbeenconducted. The cavity radiometeris unchangedwith regardsto sensitivity,reflectanceand
overall condition. TheDigital SunAngle Sensorhasnotchangedin eitherresolutionof sensitivity. The
post-flightperformanceof thesolarcellsanalyzedthusfar hasrevealednounexpectedbehavior.
Theanalysisof APEX is continuing,with emphasisplacedon theinterpretationandunderstandingof
theflight data,post-flightinspectionof thenumeroussolarcellsandcomponentsandinvestigationof the
materialsscienceissuesnow of interest. As the investigationmoves forward, we are finding many
fascinatingphenomena,whichwewill reportin futurepapers.
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Figure 5 - ILLUMINATED PERFORMANCE OF CELL NA-9
EVALUATION OF LDEF EXPERIMENT
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SUMMARY
Thermal control coatings, solar ceils and micrometeoroid capture ceils developed under government
contract have been flown on the experiment to investigate both the behavior of these components
under space conditions and to collect micrometeoroids and debris.
The visual inspections, electrical and thermooptical measurements as well as chemical and
metallurgical investigations conducted on the complete experiment as well as on individual
components are described, analysed and discussed.
The postflight results of the thermal control coatings proved to be in good accordance with
laboratory results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Thermal control coatings, solar cells and micrometeoroid capture ceils developed under government
contract were flown on LDEF - Experiment $1002 to investigate the behavior of these components
under space conditions and to collect micrometeoroids and debris. After a over 5 1/2 years mission in
a low earth orbit (LEO) the experiment was back on earth in January 1990 for data acquisition and
- analysis and for investigation of components.
2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
On LDEF the experiment was located on the trailing edge, position E3.
The complete experiment consisted of
- the coatings/solar cells experiment, Lnte_ated in the Experiment Exposure Control Cmister
(EECC) and shown on the left side of Figures 1 and 2.
- the measuring electronic box belonging to the coatings/solar cells experiment as well as
the micrometeoroid experiment comprising 77 capture ceils on the honeycomb plate and
shown on the right side of Figures 1 and 2.
In Figure 3 the experiment is presented with honeycomb plate removed and with EECC - drawer
open, where the coatings/solar cells experiment (Figure 4) is located.
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3. EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENT
Theevaluationof theexperimentconsisted of the following activities:
- activities on the complete experiment such as data acquisition and - analysis as well as visual and
thermooptical investigations of components,
- investigation of individual components such as visual inspections, electrical and thermooptical
measurements as well as chemical and metallurgical analyses.
3.1 Investigated Components
3.1.1 Micrometeoroid Capture Cells
9 capture cells from the honeycomb plate and 2 capture cells from the coatings/solar cells experiment
were deintegrated and delivered to the Technical University of Munich for further investigations.
3.1.2 Complete Experiment
Visual inspections and thermooptical measurements have been conducted on
- Tray
- Honeycomb plate
- EECC cover
- EECC harness
3.1.3 Individual Components
The coatings/solar cells experiment was deintegrated into individual components. Investigations con-
ducted on individual components are summarized in Table 1. The cross sections of the individual
components are shown in Figures 5 to 14.
3.2 Results
The results are based on the following environmental conditions:
The complete experiment was exposed to a LEO for over 5 1/2 years and was irradiated by about
11000 equivalent sun hours.
The coatings/solar ceils experiment was exposed to a LEO for about 9 months and was irra-
diated by about 1440 equivalent sun hours and about 7x1011 equivalent 1 MeV electrons for
solar ceils.
3.2.1 Visual Inspection
3.2.1.1 Complete Experiment
The anodized surfaces exposed to space turned to yellow colour. This is caused by contamination of
the surfaces by contaminants from the space environment. This is highlighted by the particularly in-
tensive yellow colouring of areas, where residues of adhesive from glueing activities were not re-
moved totally. (Figures 15 and 16). Yellow colouring occurred also on transparent harness
components by formation of colour centers and by contaminants.
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After a over5 1/2yearsmissionin a LEO only a few micrometeoroids/debrisimpactscould bede-
tected,but theexperimentcontainedthelargestimpactthatoccurredonLDEF (Figures17to 20).
3.2.1.2 Individual Components
Coatings,solarcells, QCM - calorimeterand QCMs did not show significant changesexcept the
SSM/IF/LScoatingwhereunregularlydistributedbrownareaswerevisible (Figures21 and22).This
is due to thecomplexandnot yet fully harmonizedcompositionof thiscoating.The spaceexposed
surfacesof the anodizedcalorimetersupportturnedto yellow colour, which is causedby contami-
nantsfrom spaceenvironment.
On eachof the GEOSsolarcell modules3 of the4 interconnectorswerecracked,but anelectrical
contactwasstill available.Oneof the3 interconnectorfingerson aGEOSsolarcell hadacrack.All
silver interconnectorsturnedto darkcolour(Silversulfide)
3.2.2 ElectricalMeasurements
3.2.2.1 ElectricalResistance
The I1"1203 - layers on the SSM/IF/LS and on the GEOS solar cells show good electrical behaviour.
The square resistance is in the kf2 range.
The increase of the e!ectricN resistance in air is maximum 40% for the GEOS solar cells and maxi-
mum 400% for the SSM/IF/LS. The reason for this difference may be the fact that the SSM/IF/LS
has a flexible substrate causing cracks in the In203 - layer during alternating loads which increases
the electrical resistance by itself and by formation of conduction restraining bulk defects. The results
are presented in Table 2.
3.2.2.2 Frequencies of QCMs
The QCM frequences increased during the mission. The frequency of the QCM (ZnS) increased rel-
atively strong by 225 Hz and of the QCM (In203 ) by 33 Hz only (column 3 of Table 3). Assuming a
diameter of 3/;, for organic radicals and a density of 1,2 g/cm3 and taking into account a change of
8 Hz per monolayer of the QCM frequency the contamination on the QCM (ZnS) is about 28 mono-
layers ( about 8rim ) and on the QCM (In203) about 4 monolayers ( about lnm ). The thickness of the
contamination is in the same order as found on the coating SSMBF/LS and on the calorimeter sup-
port by XPS - analysis in chapter 3.2.4. It must be assumed, that a contamination of this range is de-
posited on all coatings and solar cells.
3.2.2.3 Solar Cell Characteristics
A degradation of short circuit current Isc respectively open circuit voltage Voc by 3% respectively
1,5% for the OTS solar cell module and by 5% respectively 1% for the GEOS solar cell modules was
not expected due to the low space environmental loads.
The reason for this behaviour is the type of solar cells used. The OTS solar cells as well as the GEOS
solar cells are lff2cm cells and were produced by floating molten zone recrystallization method. Solar
cells of this type are sensible to space radiation. The IV-characteristics of the solar cell modules are
shown in Figures 23 and 24.
3.2.3 Thermooptical Measurements
3.2.3.1 Complete Experiment
The yellow colouring of the anodized surfaces did not cause a change of the EH - values within the
error of measurement, while the _ s" values increased by up to 25%. This increase is caused by con-
tamination.
The results of the thermooptical measurements on the complete experiment are presented in Table 4.
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3.2.3.2 Individual Components
Theresultsof thethermoopticatmeasurementson individualcomponentsareshownin Table5.
Thoughacontaminationlayer of 1 to 8 nm is expected on the single components the effect on the E H
- values is negligible and very low on the a s - values. The increase of the 0t s - values after the mis-
sion is within the error of measurement except the dark yellow areas on the calorimeter support.
The SSM/IF does not show any changes in the ots -value and is thermooptically very stable
The a s - value of the SSM/IF/LS is 0,03 higher compared to the SSM/IF, due to the In203 -layer.
During mission the increase of the a s - value turned out as the highest of all coatings. The reason
for this behaviour are the unregulary distributed brown areas on the surface with a shift of the
interference filter reflection maximum to longer wave lengths, which is caused by a not yet identi-
fied disharmonic behaviour of the interference filter. By this fact the amount of reflection of the
interference filter in the solar maximum is decreasing and as a consequence the PMMA intermedi-
ate layer, the FEP foil and the silver reflector cannot be protected sufficiently anymore. Thus in-
duced degradation leads to increased absorption.
On the yellow coloured sulfuric acid anodized surface of the calorimeter support the a s - values
increased up to 5%. This is caused by the above mentioned contamination layer which creates a
higher effect due to the porosity of the surface material.
The OTS - and GEOS solar cells did not show any change in the o_s - values, though this can be
expected due to the degradation of the Isc - values. This fact is confh-ming the assumption that the
Isc degradation is caused by the type of solar cells itself.
The reference coatings SSM, ORS and Chemglaze Z 306 show very low changes in the a s -
values.
3.2.4 Chemical Investigations
The EDX - and XPS - analyses indicate contamination layers on coatings, solar ceils, QCMs and cal-
orimeter support, containing mainly Si and C. From this it can be supposed that the contamination is
composed of silicones. The XPS - analyses indicate a contamination layer of <lnm on the
SSM/IF/LS and of < 3 nm to > 3nm for the yellow coloured surfaces of the calorimeter support de-
pending on the intensity of the yellow colour. The intensity of yellow colour is increasing with layer
thickness.
IR - analyses on SSM/IF/LS indicate no chemical change of PMMA - and FEP - layer during the
mission, which can be deduced from the nearly identical spectrum of control and flight samples. It
seems, that the unregularly distributed brown areas are formed in the interface between the In203 -
and ZnS - layer, which leads finally to a shift of the interference f'flter reflection maximum to longer
wave lengths.
In the micrometeoroid craters on the smaller EECC cover no foreign material from space could be
detected.
3.2.5 Metallurgical Investigations
Microfractographical investigations were conducted on a broken loop interconnector of a GEOS so-
lar cell module using a raster electron microscope. On the fracture a series of fine, parallel grooves
can be detected, the so called oscillatory bands, which indicate the step by step advance of the delam-
ination front under an oscillatory load and which characterize the microfractographical criterion of a
fatigue fracture.
The solar ceils were bonded to an aluminum structure and not to a carbon fiber sheet on a honey-
comb structure usually used for solar panels. Thus thermal cycles caused a larger gap variation and
thus imposed a higher mechanical load on the loop interconnectors. Therefore the fractional behav-
ior of the loop interconnector is not fully representative for practice.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Theconclusionsfrom theresultsof theLDEFexperimentevaluationare:
Completeexperiment
Thecompleteexperimentwasexposedto aLEO environmentfor over5 i/2 years.All spaceex-
posedanodizedsurfacesturnedto yellow colourwith arespectiveincreaseof solarabsorptivity
ots( A cxs < 0.07 ). A particularly intensive yellow colouring can be detected on areas, where resi-
dues of adhesive have not been removed totally ( A 0_s < 0.12). The g H - values did not change
within the error of measurement. On the one hand the increase of ots of anodized surfaces has to be
considered in thermal analysis; on the other hand attention must be paid to the fact that residues
of adhesives have to be removed totally. Anodized surfaces are very sensitive to contamination.
A low number of micrometeoroid impacts could be detected. The diameters of the impacts are
mostly between 0.1 to 0.5 mm. Only one large impact of lx3 mm in dimension could be detected
and was probably caused by a piece of debris. No atomic oxygen degradation could be detected.
This was due to the experiment being located on the trailing edge of LDEF.
Individual components
The individual components of the coatings/solar cells experiment were exposed to space in a LEO
for about 9 months.
QCM measurements and physical surface analyses indicate a contamination layer between 1 and
8 nm on all space exposed surfaces.
The contamination does not influence the thermal emissivity EH, while the solar absorptivity c_s is
increased for most components by a small amount. An influence of the contamination on the elec-
trical conductivity of the In203 layer could not be detected.
• Developed Coatings
SSM/IF and SSM/IF/LS were developed under government contract and are designed to be
space qualified.
o SSM/IF
This coating shows excellent behavior. Laboratory results (Ref 1) are confirmed.
o_s = 0.11; A O_s= 0
E H = 0.77; A E H = 0
o SSM/IF/LS
This coating shows good behavior, as far as thermooptical characteristics and electrical con-
ductivity are concerned. Laboratory results (Ref 1) are confurmed.
c_s = 0.14; A ots = 0.02
E H = 0.75; A E H = 0
R(In203) ---6 kf2
• SSM, ORS and Chemglaze Z 306
The coatings SSM and ORS served as reference coatings for SSM/IF and SSM/IF/LS. SSM and
OSR show very good behavior.
The same holds for Chemglaze Z 306 which served as a relative sun sensor.
o SSM:
a s =0.10; A a s=0.01
EH = 0.77; A EH = 0.01
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o OSR:
_xs = 0.08;A _ = 0.01
E H = 0.78; A EH = 0.01
o Chemglaze Z 306:
cxs = 0.96; AS s = -0.02
EH = 0.90; AE H = 0.01
• Anodized surfaces
The space exposed sulfuric acid anodized surfaces of the calorimeter support show yellow col-
ouring and increased absorptivity o_s ( Acc s < 0.02 ). This increase has to be considered in ther-
mal analysis.
• Solar Cells
The GEOS solar cells were also developed under government contract. The electrically conduc-
tive layer on the solar cells and the pertaining interconnections are designed to be space qualfied.
o GEOS solar cells
The electrically conductive layer on the cover glasses shows excellent behavior. Concerning
the power the solar cell proved to be fairly stable only.
R(In203) = 4 k f2
AIsc = - 5%; A Voc = -1%
o OTS solar cells
This solar cell served as a reference for the GEOS solar cell. Concerning the power the solar
cell proved to be fairly stable only.
A Isc = -3%; A Voc = - 1,5%
- General remarks
In general the results of the LDEF-Experiment S 1002 are interesting and important but not spec-
tacular.The coatings and solar cells investigated exhibited good behavior under space con-
ditions in a LEO.
Considering both laboratory results (Ref 1) and results of the LDEF mission it can be concluded
that the components investigated are space qualified.
5. REFERENCES
(Ref 1) L. Preuss et. al., Qualifikation flexibler SSM hoher Laufzeitstabilit_it,
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Table 1: Single Components and Investigations
!Components Figure Visual Electrical Thermoopt. Chem. Metallurg.
Nr. Inspection Measurements Measurements Investigations Investigations
SSM/IF
SSM/IF/LS
SSM
OSR
Chemglaze Z306
5 x
6 x
7 x
8 x
9 x
Calorimeter Support
GEOS-SoI.Cell Module
OTS-SoI.Cell Module
QCM (ZnS)
I QCM (In2Oa)
10
11
12
13
14
SSM
IF
LS
OSR
Second Surface Mirror
Interference Filter
Conductive Layer (In203)
Optical Solar Reflector
Chemglaze Z306
QCM
GEOS, OTS
Black Coating
Quartz Crystal
Microbalance
Satellites
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Table 2: ElectricalResistanceof In203- Layers
Date
Conditions
Sample
Flight -
SSM/tF/LS
i Control -
SSM/IF/LS
Flight - GEOS-
Solar cell module11
Flight - GEOS-
Solar cell module 12
Control - GEOS -
Solar cell module 10
Control - GEOS -
Solar cell module 1
23.03.79
under
Atmosphere
29.11.83
EECC
dosed
under
Atmosphere
12.03.90
EECC
closed
under
Vacuum
18.05.90 22.05.90 30.05.90
EECC
closed
under
I Atmosphere
EECC
0 _ell
under
Atmos _hete
Electrical Resistance R ( k.Q
6,2
0,85
4,2
4,8
3,9
4,7
8,4
5,0
3,6
4,6
4,6
5,2
7,6
4,2
5,5
21,8
0,9
4,4
6,9
4,6
5,2
Table 3: Frequencies of QCMs
Column 1 2 3 4 5 6
Date 23.03.79 29.11.83 12.03.90 18.05.90 22.05.90 30.05.90
EECC EECC EECC EECC
under closed closed closed openConditions
Atmosphere under under under under
I Atmosphere Vacuum Atmosphere Atmosphere
Sample Beat- Frequency (Hz)
QCM (ZnS) 1120 1027 1252 1252 1326 1339
QCM (Ir_O3) 2444 2322 2355 2377 2452 2473
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Table 4: ThermoopticalCharacteristicsof CompleteExperimentComponents
Component
I Tray - Rim
- space exposed area
- area covered by bracket
Honeycomb Plate
- space exposed contaminated dark-
yellow area
- space exposed middle-yellow area
- space exposed light-yellow area
- area covered by micrometeoroid cap-
ture cells
EECC - Cover large
- space exposed area
- values before flight
EECC - Cover small
- space exposed area
- values before flight
5 5
0,38 + 0,03
0,33 + 0,03
0,60 4-_0,03
0,53 + 0,03
0,49 + 0,03
0,48 4-0,03
I
0,36 + 0,03
0,29 + 0,03
0,36 + 0,03
0,29 4-0,03
Aas(%)
15
0
25
10
2
2
24
0
24
0
_. A_H(%)
O,22 +_O,02 0
O,22 +_0,02 0
0,65 _+0,04 3
O,64 + O,O4 2
0,63 + 0,04 0
O,63 4- 0,04 0
0,19 +_0,02 -5
0,20 _+0,02 0
0,20 4-0,02 5
0,19 4-0,02 0
Table 5: Thermooptical Characteristics of Single Components
Component
Flight - SSM/IF 1
Flight - SSM/1F 2
Control - SSM/IF 1 and 2 mean value
Flight - SSM/IF/I..S 3
Flight - SSM/IF/LS 4
Control - SSM/IF/LS 5 and 6 mean vat.
Flight - SSM 5
Control - SSM 9
Flight - OSR 6
Control- OSR 10
Flight - Chemglaze 7
Control- Chemglaze 12
Calorimeter supporl
- space exposed dark-yellow area
- space exposed middle-yellow area
- Control area protected from space
- Flight - OTS - Solar cell module 13
- Control - OTS - Solar cell module 5
- Flight - GEOS - Solar cell module 12
- Flight - GEOS - Solar cell module 11
- Conlr. - GEOS - Solar cell module 10
- Contr. - GEOS - Solar cell module1
oc$
0,11 - 0,02
0,11 - 0,02
0,11 - O,02
0,16 - 0,02
0.16 - 0,02
0,14 - 0,02
0,11 - 0,02
0,10 - 0,02
0,09 - 0,02
0,08 - 0,02
0,94 + 0,01
0,96 + 0,01
0,40 4-0,01
0,39 4-0,01
0,38 + 0,01
0,83 4-0,01
0,82 -t-0,01
0,81 + 0,01
0,81 _+0,01
0,81 + 0,01
0,81 +_0,01
A%(%)
0
0
0
14
14
0
10
0
13
0
2
0
EH _,% (%)
0,77+ 0,04 0
0,77 4-0,04 0
0,77 4-0,04 0
0,75 + 0,04 0
0,75 ± 0,04 0
0,75 ± 0,04 0
0,78 4-0,04 1
0,77 4- 0,04 0
0,79 ± 0,04 1
0,78 4-0,04 0
0,89 ± 0,05 1
0,90 4- 0,05 0
0,76 _ 0,04 0
0,76 4-0,04 0
0,76 4-0,04 0
0,79 _+0,04 0
0,79 + O,04 0
0,77 ± 0,04 0
0,77 ± 0,04 0
! 0,77 4-0,04 0
0,77 4-0,04 0
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LDEF SP-HVDE(SPACE PLASMA-HIGH VOLTAGE DRAINAGE EXPERIMENT) POST-
FLIGHT RESULTS : LEAKAGE CURRENT AND DISCHARGE
J.Y. YAUNG, W.C. Wong, B.K. Blakkolb
L.E. Ryan, J.E. Chedotte & W.W.L. Taylor
TRW, Space & Technology Group
One Space Park
Redondo Reach, CA 90278
Phone: 213/812-7176, Fax: 213/812-1277
SUMMARY
TRW designed and fabricated two identical SP-HVDE trays which
were flown in the NASA LDEF(Long Duration Exposure Facility) for
five and three-fourth years in the LEO(Low Earth Orbit)
environment. One tray was placed near the leading edge and one near
the trailing edge, and investigations have been performed to
compare the environmental interactions on the dielectric samples
of the two trays. Each tray consisted of six assemblies with
Kapton dielectric samples of varying thicknesses (i.e., 2 mils, 3
mils, and 5 mils) biased under +/- 300 V, +/- 500 V, and +/- i000
V. The original objective has been successfully achieved by
measuring the first in-flight average leakage current through the
samples. Less than 5% of the post-flight coulometers behaved
anomalously. The data should be valuable to the design and
evaluation of spacecraft with high voltage systems. M/D
(Micrometeoroid and Debris) impacts over the dielectric samples
were examined using a SEM(Scanning Electron Microscope) and an
EDS(Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer). These impact sites were
sprayed by silver which were most likely caused either by the
impact or a "local ESD" (Electrostatic Discharge).
INTRODUCTION
TRW's SP-HVDE on LDEF provides the first in-flight
investigation of current through biased dielectric films.
The LEO environment is characterized by cosmic rays,
ultraviolet light, high energy positive ions and electrons,
micrometeoroids and debris(M/D), atomic oxygen, and molecules. The
PRECEDit_G PAGE BL.Af_,IK NO_ i-ILIV_:D
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leading-edge surface of the SP HVDE saw micrometeoroids and debris
as well as energetic atomic oxygen, whereas the trailing-edge tray
saw no energetic atomic oxygen and only a small flux of space
debris, relative to the leading-edge tray. Both trays were
exposed to UV, cosmic rays, and ionizing radiation (less at the
trailing-edge).
The LDEF trapped proton and electron environment is available
in reference I, where the plasma environment was calculated
through the following codes : AP8MIN and AP8MAX (ref. 2) and AE8MIN
and AE8MAX (refs. 3 & 4). The plasma environment contributes the
major source of the leakage currents. The cosmic rays cause much
less impact to the experiment since they tend to penetrate the
samples. The electromagnetic radiation environment is also of minor
interest, for it will induce insignificant leakage current through
photoabsorption process in our experimental samples.
The M/D and atomic oxygen combined play an important role in
degrading the characteristics of the key materials which
subsequently affect the average leakagecurrent data. For example,
the M/D impacts will degrade the dielectric material which would
cause more leakage current. Also, possible local ESDs will cause
additional power loss to high voltage systems deployed in the LEO
space environment. Atomic oxygen can erode surface material as
demonstrated in the samples of the leading-edge tray. Since the
TRW SP-HVD Experiment was performed during the first 233 days of
the mission, dielectric material thickness reduction caused by
atomic oxygen during that time should be less than a quarter mil
which would not make any significant impact.
EXPERIMENT HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
LDEF consisted of 57 experiments. TRW designed and fabricated
two experiment trays which were flown with other experiments for
the unexpected five and three-fourth years in the LEO environment.
By placing the two identical trays with one near the leading edge
(D-10) and the other near the trailing edge(B-4) (fig. I), average
leakage currents were obtained for two different exposure
geometries. The experiment was designed to investigate the long
term leakage of dielectric materials under high voltage bias. Other
benefits such as material degradations caused by the LEO
environment and functional degradation of high voltage systems can
be investigated. The material investigation related to the two
experiment trays was reported in another paper(ref. 5).
Each tray is a combination of three thicknesses of kapton
dielectric samples (2 mils, 3 mils, and 5 mils) coated on one side
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with Vapor Deposited Aluminum(VDA). The VDA side of these samples
were bonded to the glass/epoxy substrate with Eccobond 57C, which
is a 60 wt% silver loaded epoxy (figure 2). Figure 3 shows the
electrical configuration. The long-term average leakage currents
are determined by using coulombmeters via a matrix of
dielectric samples of different thicknesses and biases comprising
21 dielectric samples per tray. The average leakage currents (figs.
4-5) show significant contrasts between the leading-edge and
trailing-edge trays.
Figure 3 depicts the SP-HVDE coulombmeter current and voltage
integration configuration. These Plessey coulometers had been
,lated to i0,000 mA * sec by the manufacturer. They can record
irrents flowing in either direction by either deplating or plating
the electrode. The coulombmeter was used as either a leakage
current time integrator or a bias voltage time integrator. Of the
152 coulombmeters, six showed anomalies during data retrieval,
indicatinga failure percentage less than 5%. The anomalies among
the six coulometers are : i) Three of them were "open circuit" such
that our readout equipment would not deplate the coulombmeter. 2)
The other three were "short circuit" and showed no sign of
completion of deplating.
A detailed analysis of a dielectric sample was performed using
a Cambridge S-360 SEM(Scanning Electron Microscope) System
configuration with a Kevex EDS (see figures 6 & 7). The surface
morphology of a large pit and a small pit shows light color
deposits scattered around the vicinity. The elemental composition
of the light color deposits determined by EDS is mainly silver
which may be from the Eccobond adhesive.
POST-FLIGHT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From these coulombmeter data, the average leakage currents
were obtained for various samples on the two trays. The data (see
figs. 4-5) show significant contrasts between the leading-edge and
trailing-edge trays. Two mil thick samples seem to have the
smallest average leakage current.
For positively biased samples(fig. 4), the leakage currents
collected during ground tests increase with biasing voltage. One
group of data follows the trend of ground test data(refs. 6-7),
i.e., currents collected at the 3-mil trailing-edge sample and at
the 2-mil leading-edge sample. The other group of data (i.e., the
data with other thicknesses) shows an unexpected decreasing trend
for data biased at 500 V and i000 V.
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For the samples with negative biases(fig. 5), the data show
strong dispersion at -300 V (especially those of the trailing-edge
tray) and reach a plateau at -i000 V for both trays. The results
showing leakage current limitation at -i000 V and overall lower
leakage currents compared to those collected at the positively
biased samples is consistent with ground test data. Discharges
were observed in the ground tests(refs. 6-9) and may be used to
explain the limiting of leakage currents collected at the samples
with high voltage biases.
SEM/EDS CHARACTERIZATION
A dielectric sample (6" x 7" size) from the top left corner
of the leading-edge (DI0) tray (i.e., the sample with I000 V bias)
was characterized using SEM/EDS. The sample was removed from the
tray by cutting through the glass/epoxy support structure using a
CO 2 laser. Examination of charred edges showed no apparent heat
effect on the adjacent dielectric material, which consisted of a
2 to 5 mil thick Kapton layer on top of 0.i micron thick Vapor-
Deposited-Aluminum (VDA) film. This dielectric material was bonded
to the glass/epoxy substrate with Eccobond 57C, which is a 60 wt%
silver loaded epoxy.
Visual examination of the surface of the dielectric layer
(after almost six years in LEO) revealed that nearly all of the
Kapton layer was lost for the leading edge tray samples due to
atomic oxygen erosion, leaving partially etched VDA film exposed
directly to the environment. There were three large pits about I0
mil in diameter and several small pits of about 1 mil in diameter
on the outer surface of VDA film.
A detailed analysis of the sample was performed using a
Cambridge S-360 SEM and a Kevex EDS system. The surface morphology
and feature of a large pit and a small pit are shown in figures
6 and 7, respectively. They are typical of pits that have been
analyzed. The feature in figure 6 consists of a central pit with
light color deposits in the vicinity. The elemental composition
of the light color deposits determined by EDS is mainly silver(Ag).
The most likely source of Ag is from the Eccobond adhesive.
Foreign matter of cosmic sources was not detected inside or in the
vicinity of the pit. The silver deposits were most likely caused
by either a hypervelocity impact by micrometeoroid/debris or
possibly by a local ESD. The continuous glass fibers of the
support structure are clearly visible inside the pit. The coverage
of VDA film is discontinuous with dark patches distributed randomly
throughout the surface. The EDS spectrum for the dark patches is
comprised of carbon(C), oxygen(O), chlorine(Cl), aluminum(Al) and
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silver(Ag) which may be Eccobond adhesive. Figure 7 shows the
unusual morphology of a small pit. The sponge-like structure of
deposits is most likely caused by the selective erosion of organic
componentsof the Eccobond adhesive by atomic oxygen at inclined
angles.
CONCLUSIONS& RECOMMENDATIONS
I . The leakage current data were retrieved from more than 95% of
the coulometers. The failed coulometers are candidates for
functional failure testing and analysis.
• The average leakage current through 2-5 mil Kapton films
when biased between 300 V and I000 V was about 52-70 _A/m_
The average leakage current through 2-5 mil Kapton films
when biased between -300 V and -i000 V was about 9-18 _A/m_
, The data derived from the two trays needs further analysis.
End-to-end analysis associated with computer modeling and
simulation should be performed to investigate the generation
and collection of leakage current for high voltage systems in
the LEO environment.
. The differences and similarities between the first long-term
flight data and ground test data should trigger further
studies for better understanding the environmental
interactions under combined space environment.
5 . Combined energetic atomic oxygen, micrometeoroid and
debris exposure has the potential of degrading spacecraft
surface materials. Even in the absence of atomic oxygen
effects, surfaces may be adversely affected by
hypervelocity particulate impacts. Molecular contamination can
even complicate the surface physical properties. System
impacts of M/D with or without atomic oxygen and contamination
on high voltage systems should be studied.
, The hypervelocity particulate impact phenomenology should
be studied. Through a controlled ground experiment
and computer simulation, one can better understand the
mechanism of the silver spreading phenomenon and further
investigate possible existence of local ESDs through M/D sites
for high voltage systems in the LEO environment.
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SUMMARY
The Low Temperature Heat Pipe Flight Experiment (HEPP) is a fairly complicated thermal
control experiment that was designed to evaluate the performance of two different low temperature
ethane heat pipes. A total of 388 days of continuous operation with an axially grooved aluminum
transporter heat pipe and an axially grooved stainless steel heat pipe diode was demonstrated before
the EPDS batteries lost power. Preliminary post flight tests showed that the heat pipes are still
functioning. This paper presents a summary of the flight data analysis for the heat pipes and the
related support systems.
INTRODUCTION
A schematic of the HEPP is presented in Figure 1. This system contains an axially
grooved aluminum constant conductance transporter heat pipe (THP) and a stainless steel axially
grooved liquid trap diode heat pipe. Both heat pipes use ethane as the working fluid for operation
in the range of 150 to 250°K. The condenser of each heat pipe is thermally coupled to a radiant
cooler system. A phase change material (PCM) canister is integrated with the radiator to provide
temperature stability at its 182°K melting point. The PCM is n-hcptane and it is used to provide a
27 watt-hr latent heat capacity for constant temperature operation during transport tests.
A schematic of the total HEPP Experiment System is presented in Figure 2. The HEPP
assembly also includes a stainless tubular structure, an electronics module for signal conditioning
and power sequencing, multi-layer insulation (MLI) blankets, and kapton foil heaters, platinum
resistance temperature sensors (PRTs) for low temperature data and thermistors for ambient
temperature measurements. The HEPP and its EPDS which is used for data acquistion and data
recording were flown in Tray F12. The HEPP EPDS also recorded temperature data from six
thermocouples and two thermistors from the THERM (P0003) and 6 thermistors from the
CVCHPE (A0076) experiments. HEPP subsystems and components are summarized in Table 1.
Heat pipe designs are listed in Table 2 and thc PCM design is presented in Table 3.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Powerto theHEPP'selectronicsmodulewasprovidedby aDirect Energy Transfer (DET)
Power System which included a 12-ampere-hour, 28 VDC Nickel Cadmium battery, four solar
array panels and power system electronics. The DET was installed into Tray H1 and connected by
power cables to the HEPP in Tray F12. Analysis of the flight data shows that the power system
provided nominal operation without any anomolies over the 388 days of recorded data. Nominal
DET operation was also demonstrated prior to deintegration from LDEF at KSC. A detailed
discussion of this system is presented in Reference 1.
Finally 5 sets of 65 thermal control coatings samples were attached to trays F12, H1 and
F9 for evaluation with the HEPP. Flight results for these samples are presented in Reference 2.
The LDEF and its extended mission provided a unique opportunity for the long term
evaluation not only of the ethane use in heat pipes but also the various space flight subsystems that
were needed to support the HEPP. This paper summarizes results obtained to date for the heat
pipes, electronics module and instrumentation, and the EPDS.
Flight Results
Operation of the HEPP commenced upon deployment of the LDEF when the HEPP
radiator system began to cool down. Also, upon execution of the LDEF initiate, power from the
DET is transferred to the HEPP electronics module which was preprogrammed to apply 1.2 watts
and 1.0 watts to the evaporator heaters of the THP and diode heat pipes, respectively. This power
level is consistent and in fact exceeds heat loads that would be experienced with detectors that are
currently proposed for operation from 200°K down to cryogenic temperatures as low as 60°K. In
future applications, the heat pipe could be used to transport these heat loads and the local thermal
heat leaks to a remote radiator or active cooler system.
Figures 3 and 4 show the transient cycling of the evaporator section of the THP and diode
heat pipe, respectively. The temperature cycling is due to changes in the external environment that
affect the net cooling capacity and correspondingly the heat rejection temperature of the HEPP
radiator. The temperature drops across each heat pipe are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
These results show that both heat pipes are operating continuously over the range of 1920K
to 260°K throughout the 390 days of recorded data. In flight, the diode average temperature drop
is 2.5°C whereas ground tests show more than a 15°C temperature drop at the diode's evaporator
when it is "dried-out" and not operating at an adverse tilt. A 10°C drop was observed in the THP
when it was "dried-out" versus the average 0.6°C drop recorded in flight.
Post flight ambient tests show that both heat pipes are still operating. Thermal vacuum
tests will be conducted before year end to evaluate any degradation to their performance.
In addition to demonstrating successful heat pipe operation, the HEPP demonstrated
successful performance of the electronics module, and associated instrumentation. The HEPP's
EPDS and its MTM and lithium batteries also performed without any difficulty. The HEPP's
battery power supply also performed as designed. Each of these subsystems showed nominal post
flight performance.
The one problem that the HEPP experienced was its failure to cool below 190°K. This
prevented the freezing and subsequent melting of the n-heptane PCM canister. Also, since the
HEPP electronics had a preprogrammed test sequence that was set for activation when the PCM
cooled below 180°K, transport tests with the THP and diode could not be conducted and the diode
reverse mode shutdown could not be demonstrated.
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Thereasonfor theinabilityto cool below180°Kin flight shouldberesolvedwhenthermal
vacuumtestsareconducted.At thattimevariouspossibilitieswill besimulatedtoestablishwhy
theHEPPexperiencedalowerthanexpectedheatrejectioncapability.Also,transportestsand
freeze/thawcycleswill beperformedtoestablishtheeffectsof longtermspaceexposure.These
resultswill bereportedastheybecomeavailable.
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Table 1
HEPP SUBSYSTEMS/COMPONENT SUMMARY
THERMAL
1. ETHANE/ALUMINUM AXIALLY GROOVED HEAT PIPE
2. ETHANE/STAINLESS STEEL AXIALLY GROOVED/LIQUID TRAP DIODE HEAT PIPE
3. n-HEPTANE/ALUMINUM PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL CANISTER
4. LOW TEMPERATURE RADIATOR/SHIELD SYSTEM INCLUDING SILVER TEFLON OPTICAL
SURFACES
5. PLATINUM TRANSDUCERS (33 PRTs)
6. KAPTON/FOIL RESISTANCE HEATERS
7. MLI BLANKETS, VELCRO FASTENERS, PHENOLIC SNAPS AND FASTENERS
8. BONDING COMPOUND FOR PRTs AND TAPE FOR BLANKETS
9. THERMAL ISOLATORS
10. ATOMIC OXYGEN EXPOSURE THERMAL CONTROL SAMPLES
Table 1
HEPP SUBSYSTEMS/COMPONENT SUMMARY
(CONT'Dj
ELECTRICAL
1. ELECTRONICS MODULE INCLUDING SIGNAL CONDITIONING AND POWER SEQUENCING,
COMMAND LOGIC
2. EPDS INCLUDING LITHIUM BATTERY, DATA ACQUISITION, POWER CONDITIONING AND
TAPE RECORDER
3. HEPP POWER SUPPLY
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY
SOLAR ARRAY (4 PANELS)
POWER CONVERSION & CONDITIONING
4. CURRENT AND VOLTAGE SENSORS
5. CONNECTORS AND HARNESSES
MECHANICAL
1. HONEYCOMB BASEPLATE AND BOND MATERIALS
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Table 2
TRANSPORTER HEAT PIPE (TPHP) DESIGN SUMMARY
Wick configuration ATS extruded
axial groove
Working fluid Ethane
Material 6063 aluminum
Geometry in. cm
o.0. _7_ "E.59
Lengths
Overall 50.8 129.0
Evaporator 6.0 15.2
Adiabatic 26.8 68.1
Condenser 18.0 45.7
Effective 38.8 98.6
Internal pressure @ 270C 630 psia
Burst safety factor @ 27=C 7.1
Transport capacity 33 W-m @ 180=K
(0-g)
Conductance 5.0 W/=C
LIQUID TRAP DIODE HEAT PIPE DESIGN SUMMARY
Wick Configuration
Heat pipe
Liquid trap reservoir
Material
Working Fluid
Operating temperature
Geometry
Heat pipe O.D.
Heat pipe lengths
Overall
Evaporator
Adiabatic
Condenser
Effective
Reservoir O.D.
Reservoir length
Axially grooved 20 grooves
30 mesh cylindral slab, lO0 mesh
bridges, circumferentially
grooved wall
Stainless Steel
Ethane - 9.0g
180OK
in. cm
.413 1.05
46.85 119.0
4.0 10.16
24.45 62.10
18.40 46.74
35.65 90.55
1.00 2.54
4.00 ro.16
Internal pressure
Burst safety factor @ 70°C
630 psia
12.3
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Table 3
PCM CANISTER DESIGN SUMMARY
Envelope
Core
PCM
Heat storage capacity
Minimum thermal
conductance
TIG welded 6061-T6
aluminum assembly
3/16-in. cell by
O.O02-in. thick 5052
aluminum honeycomb
753-g of n-heptane
27 W-hr
8 W/°C
HEAT PIPE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE (HEPP)
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HEPP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
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LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY 
LOW-TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE b 2 qq0 POWER SYSTEM RESULTS 
Smith E. Tiller and David Sullivan 
Space Power Applications Branch 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Phone: (301) 286-6489, Fax (301) 286-2717 
This paper presents an overview of a self-contained Direct Energy Transfer Power System which was 
developed to provide power to the Long Duration Exposure Facility Low-Temperature Heat Pipe Experiment 
Package. The power system operated successfully for the entire mission. Data recorded by the on-board 
recorder shows that the system operated within design specifications. Other than unanticipated overcharging 
. of the battery, the power system operated as expected for nearly 32,000 Low Earth Orbit cycles, and was 
still operational when tested after the LDEF recovery. Some physical damage was sustained by the solar 
array panels due to micrometeoroid hits, but there were no electrical failures. Future papers will present 
results from post-flight characterizahon and Destructive Physical Analyses (DPAs) performed to evaluate the 
internal physical properties of the power system components. 
Figure 1: Location of power system tray on space end of LDEF 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF') Low-Temperature Heat Pipe Experiment Package (MEPP) 
Power System was developed to autonomously provide the power required by the HEPP experiment 
(designated S1001) during the LDEF mission. The power system tray was located separately from the 
HEPP experiment tray, and can be seen in Figure 1 on the space end of the LDEF structure in position HI. 
The system was designed as a self contained Direct-Energy-Transfer power system, in which the solar 
arrays are directly connected to the battery and main power bus. The power system tray is shown in Figure 
2 with the solar array protective covers installed. The system consisted of four solar array panels, one 18- 
cell, 12 ampere-hour, nickel-cadmium (NiCd) battery, and a Power System Electronics (PSE) unit. Figure 3 
shows an inside view of the power system tray, as well as the protective thermal blankets lining the inside of 
the tray and the aluminum baseplate (30 in.x 30 in.x 314 in. / 76.2cm x 76.2cm x 1.91cm) to which the tray 
was mounted for mechanical stability and thermal control. 
Figure 2: Power system tray with solar panel protective covers 
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Figure 3: Interior of power system tray 
POWER SYSTEM DESIGN 
The power system was designed to utilize the available sun's energy to charge the battery, provide power 
to the HEPP as required, and recharge the battery when depleted, repeating the cycle indefinitely. A 
simplified block diagram of the power system is shown in Figure 4. During the mission the power system 
performed two main functions, the first of which was to provide power to the HEPP experiment whenever 
the battery was fully charged. The battery contained two cells manufactured with an additional electrode 
("third-electrode") that provided an output voltage proportional to the generation of oxygen when the cell 
approached a full state of charge. The PSE automatically switched on the main power bus to the HEPP 
experiment whenever either of the third-electrode voltages reached 250rnV. During cold temperatures (-30°C 
to +lO°C), the rate of the third electrode reaction slows down and may fail to respond adequately. A second 
detector was incorporated in the PSE to sense battery full state of charge during these cold temperature 
periods. This detector was designed to switch on the main power bus when the battery voltage reached 27V 
and began shunting excess solar array current. The second function of the power system was to remove 
power from the HEPP experiment if either of two conditions occurred: the battery voltage dropped below 
18V (indicating the battery was fully discharged), or a delta of 0.5V or greater was measured between the 
top and bottom halves, or 9 cell groups, of the battery (indicating unbalanced cell voltages). 
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Figure 4: Block diagram of power system
PRE FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
Prior to launch the power system components were tested at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) and Kennedy Space Center (KSC). The solar panels were tested in the Solar Array Test Facility at
GSFC, and it was determined that each panel had the capability to produce 0.4A peak power at 25V, which
was more than sufficient to provide the power necessary to maintain battery charge. The battery was tested
in the GSFC Battery Laboratory using a profile similar to that predicted for the LDEF mission, i.e. LEO
cycling, and was also tested for battery capacity. Results of these tests indicated that the battery capacity
ranged from 9.1 to 16.5 ampere-hours at temperatures -30°C to +20°C, sufficient to power the HEPP
experiment with the predicted load profile. The Power System Electronics unit (PSE) was tested extensively
in accordance with "LDEF/HEPP Power System Long Form test procedure, LDEF-GSFC-347." The
complete power system was tested with the HEPP experiment at GSFC and KSC to verify compatibility
between the systems prior to launch. These tests verified that all systems were acceptable for flight.
FLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS
Data recovered from the on-board tape recorder indicates that the system operated within the design
limits during the first 388 days of the mission. The LDEF was not expected to remain in orbit longer than
this, and so data was not recorded for the remainder of the 69 month mission. We assume, however, that
the power system operations followed the same trends throughout the mission. The battery voltage and
current data is shown in Figures 5 and 6. The voltage ranged between a minimum of 23.98V and a
maximum of 26.72V, with an average of 25.83V. The current ranged between a minimum of -0.14A and a
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maximum of 1.29A, with an average of 0.126A. The positive current values indicate that the battery was
charging, and the negative current reflects the discharge current used by the HEPP Heater and the power
system electronics during eclipse periods of the orbits. The current profiles shown in Figure 6 and the
temperature profiles shown in Figure 7 closely correlate with the LDEF solar illumination profile. The
battery temperature was passively controlled within the allowable limits of -30°C to +35°C by using a 67 lb
(30.39 kg) aluminum baseplate, thermal blankets and thermal control paint. The battery temperature data is
shown superimposed on the baseplate temperature data in Figure 7. The battery temperature ranged between
-29.5°C and +14.2°C, with an average of-0.08°C, while the baseplate temperature ranged between -32.9°C
and +16.1°C, with an average of -4.3°C. These voltage, current and temperature values fall within the
ranges predicted prior to launch.
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Figure 5: Battery voltage for first 388 days
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For safety reasons the battery was launched in a completely discharged condition, with the HEPP
experiment switched off-line. The flight data, however, indicates that the battery was supplying load current
when the data acquisition was initiated. This indicates that the battery had reached a full state of charge and
that the PSE had switched on the main power bus to the HEPP experiment prior to deployment of the LDEF
from the shuttle payload bay. Since the solar array panels were directly connected to the battery, the battery
stared charging as soon as the LDEF space end achieved sun acquisition. After reviewing the mission log,
it wa_ confirmed that the LDEF space end had indeed been exposed to the sun in the shuttle bay for an
extenlded period of time before deployment. Although this was not expected, charging of the battery had no
adverse effect on subsequent power system operations.
The power system was designed to provide 2 to 3 amps of load current to the HEPP experiment, but
from the flight data it was found that this load did not materialize due to the reduced flight activities of the
HEPP experiment. Because of the reduced power demand, and because the power system did not contain an
active charge controller, the battery's recharge ratio remained high, causing the battery to be constantly
overcharged during the entire mission. The overcharge eventually used up the battery's chemically built-in
overcharge protection, causing generation of gas and an excessive build of of pressure in the cells, which
resulted in cell bulging and physical damage to the battery structure. This was found upon visual inspection
of the battery when the tray was disassembled.
POST FLIGHT VISUAL INSPECTION
Power System Tray
A post-flight visual inspection of the LDEF HEPP power system tray external components (baseplate,
solar panels and connectors) was initiated on March 23, 1990, approximately 3 months after the LDEF
recovery. There were no signs of major physical damage noted, such as warping, cracks or fatigue of any of
the power system components that were exposed to the space environment. The bottom edge of the tray
exterior contained a shiny gloss or oily appearance. Samples were taken by the LDEF inspectors, and the
evaluation is currently in progress. With the exception of micrometeoroid strikes on the exposed surfaces,
and the areas of discoloration, all components appeared to be in the same physical condition as that observed
during final inspection of the system prior to launch.
The power system baseplate had small traces of Apiezon H (thermal conducting compound
manufactured by Apiezon Products Limited), used during final assembly of the power system that apparently
bled into the baseplate's paint. Counter-bored bolt holes in the external surface of the baseplate had a dark
coating on the trailing edge (during flight) of each hole. This may also have been caused by thermal grease
bleed off and exposure to the space environment. Other physical damage noted were pin holes in the top
plate's painted surface that were apparently caused by micrometeoroid hits.
Solar Panels
During an in-depth visual inspection of the four solar array panels, 99 hits were recorded of which 29
hits apparently caused cover glass cracks. Fifteen additional cover glass cracks were found that could not be
directly attributed to micrometeoroid hits. One of the cell interconnects was slightly damaged by a
micrometeoroid hit. Other visual findings were a small bubble in the structure surface, a small spot of
burned residue on panel #223, a small area of debris on panel #200, and adhesive spread on the edges of all
of the panels. Chips and pits on the solar cells can be observed in Figure 8. The solar array panels also had
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small traces of Apiezon H that apparently bled into the edges of the panels.The Solithane compound, 
1 
manufactured by Morton Thiokol, used to protect the wiring and diode terminations on the solar panels h 
turned darker after being exposed to the space environment (see Figure 9). However, it should be noted 
the solar panels were manufactured during 1971 and 1972, and were already showing some affects of a 
prior to launch. 
rpical micro- 
leteoroid hits 
Figure 8: PI/4icrometeoroid damage on one of the solar panels 
. Darkened Solithane 
Figure 9: Darkening of the solithane on the solar panels 
Upon visual inspection of the power system battery, it was immediately apparent that several of the cells 
had bulged and deformed the battery structure in several places. The most severe bulge is shown in Figure 
10. This cell bulging confirms the fact that the battery was overcharged during the mission. When the 
battery was disassembled and the individual cells examined, it was found that all 18 cells were affected, 
although the four adjacent to the end plates showed the most bulge. These end cells measured 0.200 to 
0.336 inches (0.508cm to 0.853cm) above manufacturer's specification thickness, with edge measurements 
ranging from 0.010 to 0.048 inches (0.025cm to 0.122cm) above specifications. The sides of the remaining 
14 cells measured an average of 0.130 inches (0.330cm) above manufacturer's specifications, whereas the 
edge measurements were flat and did not show signs of bulging. The Cho-Them thermal transfer sheet, 
manufactured by Chomerics, Inc., under the battery was found to be in good condition except for the areas 
under the mounting tabs which showed signs of cold flow. 
Battery 
bulge 
Figure 10: Bulging of the battery case 
Power System Electronics (PSE) 
The connectors on the PSE also looked comparable to the pre-flight conditions, especially the uralane 
protective coatings. Figure 11 is a good illustration of the clear coating on the PSE connectors after flight. 
All of the connectors were located inside the power system tray and not directly exposed to the space 
environment. Visual inspection of the interior will be performed during the DPA of the PSE. 
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coating 
Figure 11: Clear uralane coating on PSE connectors 
1. 
Thermal Blankets 
Figure 12: Thermal blankets inside the power system tray 
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POST FLIGHT TEST AND EVALUATION
Operation of the power system before removal from the LDEF structure at KSC after recovery indicated
that the power system was completely operational and performed as expected with the HEPP experiment.
Except for the solar array current, which was simulated by Ground Support Equipment, the power system
and experiment were tested together in flight configuration. After tray removal, tests were performed
separately on the power system components at GSFC.
The power system was found to be in an excellent mechanical condition. Most screw and bolt torque
values were found to be higher after flight than values measured prior to launch. This condition was
expected due to the fact that all screw and bolt threads were coated with solithane prior to final insertion and
torque. The measured re-torque values of 150 screws (#4-40, 6-32, 8-32, and 10-32) were found to be 24
percent higher than the values measured prior to launch. Measured values of eight 1/4-20 size bolts were
found to be 20 percent higher. The exception to the rule was the value of screws torqued against plastic
inserts such as the ones used to anchor the thermal blankets. These values were found to be 60 percent
lower than the initial values. Epoxy added to screw and bolt heads in preparation for pre-launch vibration
tests was found to be intact during the post-flight visual inspection. This was also true where uralane was
used to provide additional bonding to the connector clamp screws.
Solar Array Panels
The solar array panels were tested at GSFC to measure the current versus voltage (I/V) output
degradation of the four solar array panels. These tests were conducted during May, 1990, approximately
five months after the LDEF retrieval. The data indicates that the solar array panels' current and voltage
output capabilities had degraded an average of 1.5% and 3.3% respectively, compared to pre-launch data.
Data acquired during the testing of solar array panel #132 before and after space flight is shown in Figure
13. Since the data shown represents typical data acquired from all four panels, only the data from one panel
will be included in this paper. It can be seen that the panel's output capability has degraded only a small
amount since the testing in 1985 before launch of the LDEE Testing of a fifth panel (S/N 100), identical to
the power system panels, but which had been stored in a closed container at GSFC since the LDEF launch,
indicated that the panel's output current and voltage capabilities had degraded only 0.27% and 0.6%,
respectively.
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Figure 13: Pre- and post-flight I/V curves for solar array panel #132
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It is believed that most of the flight degradation of the solar array panels was due to charged particle
radiation, darkening of the cover adhesive, and micrometeoroid damage, while little degradation can be
attributed to degradation of the solar cells due to thermal cycling.
Battery
At KSC, and later at GSFC, the battery was tested to determine its electrical characteristics. At GSFC
the battery was charged at a C/10 (1.2A) constant current rate following a complete discharge, and a
comparison of the pre- and post-flight data curves is shown in Figures 14 and 15 respectively. As evident in
Figure 15, the cell voltages failed to "roll over" after the complete charge, and instead climbed until cell #10
reached the maximum allowable limit of 1.52V, and the test was terminated. It is concluded that at least
some of the cells have lost their overcharge protection. We assume loss of cell overcharge protection when
cell voltages diverge as the cells reach full charge and continue to increase in voltage. Continued charging
under these conditions causes excess gas to be generated in the cell and consequently the pressure to increase
within the cell. Cells containing sufficient overcharge protection can be overcharged, at low rates, for
extended periods without causing detrimental cell voltage divergence or pressure build up.
SEQUENCE # 54 DATE: 12/_2/83
g 15 t
 1.°1
> 1.41 I .----
1.35 r I
0 2 4 6
CHARGE- CONSTANT CURRENT (C/10), Ambient
TIME STARTED: 13:30:00 TEST UNIT: POWER SYSTEM
J
J
8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Elapsed Time (hours)
Figure 14: Pre-flight Capacity Charge
SEQUENCE # 86
""t,
1._-!
CHARGE - CONSTANT CURRENT (C/10), Ambient
DATE: 06/04/90 TIME STARTED: 20:00:00 TEST UNIT: POWER SYSTEM
1
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Elapsed Time (hours)
Figure 15: Post-flight Capacity Charge showing loss of overcharge protection
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To determine the post-flight capacity, the battery was then discharged at a C/4.8 (2.5A) constant current
rate until the test was terminated when the first cell dropped below 1.0V. The resulting discharge profile
closely matches the pre-flight profile shown in Figure 16, when the battery capacity was 16.46 ampere-
hours. Figure 17 shows the post-flight discharge profile, and the battery capacity was found to be 14.5
ampere-hours. Following the discharge each battery cell was let-down with a one ohm resistor for 16
hours. The resistive let-down was followed by an open circuit recovery test (Figure 18) where all cells
except cell #10 recovered within a 24 hour period to a value above the acceptance level of 1.17V. Cell #10
is the cell that was bulged most during the mission; this is also the cell that terminated the charge due to high
voltage and the first cell to fall below 1.0V during the discharge. Note that the battery was evaluated several
times at KSC and in the battery lab at GSFC. The data shown in Figures 14 through 18 are representative
samples.
>
SEQUENCE # 55
DISCHARGE- CONSTANT CURRENT (C/4.8), Ambient
DATE: 12/03/83 TIME STARTED: 09:00:00 TEST UNIT: POWER SYSTEM
't
4
7
17
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Elapsed Time (hours)
Figure 16: Pre-flight Capacity Discharge
>
SEQUENCE # 78
1.3 _..,_ _._._.....,...._
1.2
1.1
1
E).9
D.8
0
DISCHARGE- CONSTANT CURRENT (C/4.8), Ambient
DATE: 05/25/90 TIME STARTED: 08:10:00 TEST UNIT: POWER SYSTEM
"%_ 182
10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Elapsed Time (hours)
Figure 17: Post-flight Capacity Discharge
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OPEN CIRCUIT RECOVERY, Ambient
SEQUENCE # 89 DATE: 06/07/90 TIME STARTED: 08:00:00 TEST UNIT: POWER SYSTEM
17
10
0 5 10 15 20 25
Elapsed Time (hours)
Figure 18: Post-flight Open Circuit Recovery Test
Despite the obvious bulging of some cells, loss of overcharge protection, and the failure by cell #10 of
the open circuit recovery test, the battery still has the capability to provide output current in excess of the cell
manufacturer's rated capacity of 12.0 ampere-hours. Having been exposed to over 32,000 LEO orbits, this
is a major accomplishment even with today's battery technology. The only apparent difficulty is the inability
to charge the cells under a normal charge regime. Since the loss of overcharge protection is apparent, a
modified charge profile is now required to prevent excessive overcharge and associated build up of pressure.
Power System Electronics
The PSE was tested using the same long-form procedure as that called out previously for the pre-flight
tests. During the post-flight tests all circuits worked correctly when input signals were simulated, i.e. third
electrodes, battery voltage and shunt-dump current. All functions performed as recorded during pre-flight
testing with no differences noted.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
The power system automatically operated electrically to design specifications. Temperatures of the
battery, solar arrays, PSE, and structural baseplate were maintained within limits established by computer
modeling during design of the system. Post-flight inspections indicated that the power system withstood the
rigors of launch, over 32,000 LEO cycles, and recovery by the space shuttle without showing any flight
electrical anomalies. However, the battery case did show damage, caused by excessive cell pressure build
up. Comprehensive Destructive Physical Analysis (DPA) of selected battery cells is needed to confirm loss
of overcharge protection and to determine the extent of cell degradation. Micrometeoroid impacts and some
minor discolorations were noted around the solar panels and baseplate, apparently caused by creep of
thermal compounds. Analyses of these materials are in progress.
The power system design proved successful and could be flown again as-is, but minor changes could
enhance operations and improve performance. One suggested change would be to incorporate a minimum
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load,suchasashunt-dumppanel,tosupportanadequatebatterycharge/dischargeprofile (i.e. 10%depth-
of-discharge)to helpminimizethepossibilityof batteryovercharge.
Theplannedfuturetestsareasfollows: (1)characterizationtestingof batterycellpacksattheGSFC
BatteryLabandlife cycletestingat NWSCCrane,(2)DPAof batterycellsat NWSCandCOMSAT,and(3)
DPAof thePSEelectroniccomponents,solarpanelsandcellsbyGSFCQualityAssurance.Resultsof these
tests will be presented in future papers.
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RESULTS FROM THE LDEF/A0076 CASCADED VARIABLE
CONDUCTANCE HEATPIPE EXPERIMENT
Michael G. Grote
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Laser And Electronics Systems Division
Mail Code 1067307
St. Louis, Missouri 63166
Phone: 314-234-8452, Fax 314-232-3393
SUMMARY
The A0076 Variable Conductance Heatpipe Experiment (CVCHPE) on the Long Duration
Exposure Facility (LDEF) demonstrated temperature control better than + 0.3°-C during fifty days of on-
orbit data collection in a widely varying external environment . The experiment used two series
connected, dry reservoir variable conductance heatpipes which require no electrical power for operation.
The heatpipes used a central artery design with ammonia working fluid and nitrogen control gas. The
LDEF was in orbit for almost six years rather than the planned one year mission. Although no additional
data were taken during this extended period, post-test data indicated that the set point drifted upward less
than 1-°C per year. There were significant changes to the appearance of all external thermal control
surfaces primarily due to atomic oxygen degradation, and one small anomaly in the electronics. These
changes, though, had little effect of the CVCHPE performance.
INTRODUCTION
Precision temperature control which requires no electrical power for operation can be beneficial in a
number of spacecraft applications for controlling temperature sensitive components. Reference 1
describes the development and testing of a cascaded Variable Conductance Heatpipe (VCHP) that
fulfilled the needs for such a system. This concept used two series connected dry reservoir VCHPs to
maintain temperatures within a +0.3-°C control band in a simulated thermal wtcuum environment. The
heatpipes used ammonia as the working fluid and nitrogen as the control gas. (Reference 2 and 3 present
a more detailed description of the theory of operation of VCHPs. ) In a dry reservoir, as shown in
Figure 1, the control gas in the reservoir is isolated from ammonia in the heatpipe. The gas reservoir is
thermally tied to the evaporator to maintain the noncondensible gas above the evaporator temperature
and to maintain the reservoir at a constant temperature. In initial analysis, a single VCHP could not
maintain a precise temperature control in the widely ranging heat loads and environments, but could
easily maintain a control of +3.0-°C. A second,series connected (i.e. cascaded) VCHP was added to
provide precise temperature control. Using the _+3.0°-C control of the "coarse" control VCHP as the sink
temperature, the "fine" control VCHP could provide +0.3-°C control without requiring an excessive
reservoir size.
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The key to the successof the dry reservoir conceptis to keep the ammoniavapor out of the
noncondensiblegasreservoir.If ammoniaentersthereservoir,thetemperaturesetpoint will rise.The
uniquefeatureof theCVCHPEconceptwastheinclusionof a longcapillarytubebetweentheheatpipe
and thereservoir to preventdiffusion of ammoniainto thereservoir. Reference1 showedthat the
conceptworkedovertheshorttimeperiodof athermalvacuumtest,buta longterm spacetestwasstill
requiredto determinethelongtermdrift in setpointdueto diffusion.
NASA LangleyResearchCenter's(LaRC)LongDurationExposureFacility (LDEF), Reference4,
providedanidealmeansof economicallytesting thesystem.McDonnell-Douglasprovidedthedesign
andfabrication of theCVCHPEwhich is describedin Reference5. TheLDEF program providedthe
experimenttray, theflight batteries,andthemissionsupportfunctions. GoddardSpaceFlight Center
agreed to record the CVCHPE data using a data systemon their Low TemperatureHeat Pipe
Experiment,Reference6.
CVCHPEDESCRIPTION
Figure2 showsa schematicof theCVCHPE,andReference5 presentsacompletedescriptionof
the CVCHPE. The VCHP does not require electrical power to operate,but doesrequire a heat
throughput(e.g. equipmentwasteheat). On the LDEF, we useda black chromesolarcollector to
provideheatinput anda silver/Teflonradiatorfor heatrejection.Althoughthesolar collectorwasused
to simulateanequipmentheatload,it alsoillustrateshowthissystemcouldbeusedtopreciselycontrola
totally quiescentsystemaslong astherewasalimited amountof solarexposure. The CVCHPEwas
locatedon theleadingedgeof thegravitygradientstabilizedLDEF, thusprovidingsomesolarexposure
oneachorbit, butalsoproviding ahighlyvariedexternalenvironmenthatrangesfrom full solarto full
shade. Analysispredictedthat the solarcollectorwouldprovide from 3 to 30 wattsof heat,andthe
effectivespacetemperatureof theradiatorwouldrangefrom 0-°Cdownto -100°-C.TheCVCHPEwas
designedto control to a nominalsetpointof 14.0+3.0°-Con thecoarseVCHPand23.0+0.3°Con the
fineVCHP.ThecoarsecontrolVCHPcondenserendwasattachedto theradiatorandtheevaporatorend
is in thecoarse-to-fineheatexchangerblock.ThefinecontrolVCHPevaporatorendis attachedto aplate
whichradiatesto thesolarcollector.Thereservoirswereconductivelytied to theirrespectiveevaporator
sections.Apiezon-Hgreasewasusedin all thermalinterfacejoints. Theexperimentwasisolatedfrom
the experimenttray andLDEF by mounting it on fiberglassstandoffsand using internal insulation
blankets.Theoutsideof theCVCHPEwascoveredwith a multilayerinsulation(MLI) blanketexcept
for thecollectorandradiatorareas.Theoutsidelayerof theMLI was.076mm thick Kapton.Figure3
shows the assembledCVCHPE. The two patcheson the external blanket were atomic oxygen
experimentsamplesthatwereaddedby NASA/GSFC.
Figure 4 showsthe CVCHPE fluid system. EachVCHP hasa heatpipe,a manualfill valve,a
solenoidvalve,a 12meter(40 ft.) long capillarytubeanda gasreservoir.Theheatpipeswerecentral
arterytypewith screenwall wicks. Thesolenoidvalveswererequiredto isolatetheammoniafrom the
gasreservoirprior to the start of on-orbit operations.The openingof the valveswascontrolled by
electronicsonboardthe CVCHPE. When thecoarsecontrol VCHPcools to -6-°C,thecoarsecontrol
solenoidvalve wasdesignedto open and start a timer. Twenty-five hours later, the fine control
solenoidvalvewasdesignedto open.Bothsolenoidvalveswere"borrowed"from thegassystemon the
old SKYLAB vehicleon displayat the SmithsonianAir andSpacemuseum. The 2.4 mm diameter
capillary tubewaswoundarounda spool to fit into acompactsize. Thereservoirswerecommercial
samplecylinders.Thecoarsecontrolreservoirhadavolumeof 490cc (30cubic inches),andthefine
control reservoirwas980 cc (60 cubicinches). Figure5 showstheassembledfluid systemprior to
installationin theexperimentray.
Figure 6 presentsa schematicof the electrical / data system. The flight data consists of six
thermistors on the CVCHPE. The electronics box contains the circuits for the thermistors and the
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control logic for opening the solenoid valves. The actual thermistor data that comes out of the
electronics box is recorded in the data system of an adjacent experiment. There was one thermistor on
each of the coarse and fine control reservoirs, one on the coarse control heatpipe, two on the fine control
heatpipe and one on the backside of the solar collector.
Although the VCHPs do not require power, both the thermistor circuits and the solenoid valves
require electrical power for operation. Two Lithium batteries were supplied by the LDEF program office
for the CVCHPE. The 28 VDC battery was used to power the solenoid valves, and the 7.5 VDC
battery was used to power the thermistor circuits.
The LDEF was launched on the space shuttle and deployed from the cargo bay in April, 1984.
Figure 7 shows the on-orbit pictures taken just before the LDEF was released from the manipulator arm.
All external surfaces on the CVCHPE were in excellent shape.
FLIGHT RESULTS
The LDEF mission was to be in earth orbit for about one year before it was to be retrieved by the
space shuttle. Thus, most active experiments were designed to collect data over this time period. Due to
delays in shuttle operations and the suspension of shuttle activities after the Challenger accident, the
LDEF was not retrieved until January, 1990. The flight data for the CVCHPE experiment were
successfully recovered from the tape recorder on the Reference 6 experiment. The CVCHPE data
were reduced and printed in engineering units by NASA GSFC based on pre-flight thermistor calibration
data. The extended mission, though, did provide very valuable data on the long ten'n effects of the space
environment on the external surfaces of the CVCHPE which were on the leading edge (i.e. ram
direction) of the LDEF.
Figure 8 shows the data from the initial start-up sequence. The coarse control VCHP temperature
initially cooled down until it reached about -6oc. When the solenoid valve opened, the coarse control
started operating in the VCHP mode. The temperature gradually rose for about four hours until it
reached its set point, and then controlled at this set point for the remainder of the mission. The fine
control heatpipe continued to operate as an ordinary heatpipe until its solenoid valve opened (25 hours
after the coarse control), and in about two hours it was controlling within its control band. Within a day
and a half after LDEF initiation, both VCHPs were controlling in the VCHP mode.
Figure 9 shows data plotted for an initial period where the LDEF was in a low Beta angle orbit to
show the orbital fluctuations. Data were taken approximately every two hours. Thus, there was only
one data point per orbit, but since the data period was slightly longer than the 94 rain. orbit period, the
data plotted over a few days provided a good indication of the orbital variations. The solar collector
went through orbital swings as the surface was exposed to varying degrees of solar exposure from full
sun to full shade. In spite of this widely varying environment, both VCHPs maintained almost constant
temperature, although one can see very slight variation in the fine control temperature in response to the
varying solar collector input.
Figure 10 presents the LDEF orbit angle (i.e. "Beta" angle) and the calculated incident flux on the
CVCHPE (tray F9). This information was provided by the LDEF program office based on the actual on-
orbit data. Figure 11 shows the corresponding variation in the solar collector temperatures. For clarity,
only the maximum and minimum solar collector temperatures per day were plotted, and thus represents
typical orbital variations in that time period. Between day 10 and 20, the temperatures reach minimum
values corresponding to the decreased incident flux, and the orbital variations are slightly smaller
(corresponding to the longer periods in the sunlight at the higher Beta angles). The greatest orbital
variations correspond to the low Beta angles. During this period, the leading edge CVCHPE experiment
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sawconditionsfrom full sunlight to full deepspaceexposure.Post-flightanalysisindicatedthat the
solarcollectorshouldhaveprovidedfrom two to 15wattsof orbit averagedheatinto thefine control
VCHPduringthe45daysof datacollection.
Figure 12 shows the data for the coarsecontrol VCHP. The VCHP temperaturewas nearly
constant, with its minimum value betweenday 10 and 20 which correspondsto the minimum
environmentalconditions.Thereservoirtemperaturewascloselycoupledto theheatpipe,andhadvery
little temperaturechangethroughout the mission. Maintaining the reservoir at a nearly constant
temperaturejust abovethe setpointtemperatureis key to maintaining temperaturecontrol in a dry
reservoirVCHP.Theflight datashowedthatthis "bootstrap"typeof designworkedextremelywell in
therealorbitaloperatingconditions.
Figure 13showsthedatafor thefine controlVCHP.Thefine controlheatpipehadathermistoron
the backend of the evaporator(T1) andone on theheatpipebetweentheevaporatorand condenser
sections(T2). T2 is the bestdatafor the actualheatpipe(i.e. vapor)temperature.Even in preflight
tests,T1 wasalwaysabout2-°Chigher thanT1 due to its closerthermaltie to the warmermounting
plate. ThereservoirtemperaturewasataboutthesamelevelasT1, andwasvery constanthroughout
themission. Thereservoirtemperaturemay bemoretypical of thetemperaturecontrol thatcould be
providedto a hardwarecomponentin arealoperatingsystem.Thereservoirwascontrolledwithin a+
I°-C control band.
Figure 14 shows that the coarse control VCHP remained with a +0.25°-C control band and the fine
control VCHP remained within a + 0.3-°C control band. The fine control band was almost identical to
the preflight calculations, but the coarse control was significantly better than predicted. The smaller on-
orbit heat load would have some effect, but it was still exposed to the to the wide variations in the on-
orbit environments used in the pre-flight calculations. The flight data would indicate that for small
loads, fine temperature control can be obtained with only a single dry reservoir VCHP.
One of the key goals of the flight experiment was to determine if there would be a long term upward
temperature drift due to diffusion of ammonia into the reservoir, but the data indicated no major
temperature changes. Both VCHPs reached their minimum temperatures between day 10 and 20 and
then rose slightly through day 45, but it was impossible to determine if this very slight increase was due
to a very small amount of diffusion or due to the warmer environment as shown in Figure 11. The very
successful operation during the 45 days of data recording showed that the capillary tube did a very good
job of preventing ammonia from entering the reservoir, but a significant amount of additional data would
be required to extrapolate to see if there exists a small temperature setpoint rise over an extended
mission.
Figure 15 shows that data gradually ended after about 45 days. Although the VCHPs do not require
power to operate, the thermistor circuits do require power to operate. The 7.5 Volt lithium battery was
simply drained of all its energy, causing the voltage to fall off and the apparent readings of the
thermistors to gradually drop until the minimum (0 VDC) value was reached. Post flight test showed
that the batteries were completely drained, and measurements of the power draw from the data circuits
showed that the batteries should have supported 40 to 50 days of operation.
POST-FLIGHT TESTS
The LDEF retrieval in January 1990 was supposed to "reset" all experiments. For the CVCHPE,
the reset would close the solenoid valves, maintaining the end of orbit conditions in the VCHPs. The
retrieval sequence did not reset the LDEF, and thus the CVCHPE valves were not closed. (Note: even if
the CVCHPE were reset, the valves probably would not have closed because the batteries were drained
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dueto theextendedmission).Thevalveswereopenduringthehotreentry,theferry flight backto KSC,
andduringall theprocessingstepsatKSC. Thevalveswereclosedjust prior to thetray removalfrom
theLDEF in Marchof 1990.A shortfunctioncheckatKSC showedthatall thethermistorcircuitswere
still opeJ,,tingproperly. Both batterieswerecompletelydrained.Usingtestbatteries,we conducteda
shortfunctionaltestat KSC,andbothvalvesopenedandclosedproperly.Theonly smallanomalythat
wasfoundwas that Valve 1 (coarsecontrol VCHP) openedwhena simulatedinitiate commandwas
sent.This waslatertracedto thefailureof a smalltransistor,but thefailurehadnoeffecton theonorbit
datacollection.
Post-flight performancetestsof theCVCHPEwererun at MDESCin Marchof 1991to determine
anychangesin VCHPperformanceor setpoint.It is notpossibleto determine,though,if temperature
shifts weredueto ammoniadiffusion during the six yearsin orbit or if ammoniawaspushedinto the
reservoirduring the post-flight activities whenthe valveswere still open. During theperiod from
retrieval until the valveswereclosed, the temperaturewasabovethe setpointof the VCHPswhich
increasesthepotentialfor forcingamnloniainto thereservoirs,especiallythelower temperaturesetpoint
coarsecontrol VCHP.
The CVCHPEwassetup for a benchtestusinga liquid coldplateto simulatea sink temperature
,'_ ofrom 0°-C to -.0-C at a 10 Watt heat load The bench test results are shown in Figure 16. The fine control
VCHP set point increased by 5'-'C and the coarse control VCHP set point change by almost 9-°C in the
post flight tests. Since we do not know if the shift was due to in-flight diffusion or post-flight activities,
we cannot project the data to provide very long life performance estimates. The setpoint, though, was
stable in the + 0.3eC control band for the fine control VCHP and +x.x-°C for the coarse VCHP. These
tests were run for heatloads of 5 to 15 watts, and sink temperatures from -30-°C to 0-°C. Some tests were
repeated about a month later, and showed an addition 2-°C to 3-°C setpoint shift which indicates that
ground handling can have a significant effect on the setpoint. Conservatively, we can say the drift was
less than I'-'C per year, but believe that the actual on-orbit set point shift was much less. The
temperature control band was essentially the same after the six year flight as during pre-flight tests.
CHANGES TO EXTERNAL COATINGS
The change in the external materials of the CVCHPE over the nearly six years in orbit was dramatic
as shown in a comparison of the pre-launch and recovery pictures, Figure 7 and 17. The CVCHPE
was on the leading edge or "ram" direction, and thus it received the greatest amount of erosion due to
atomic oxygen degradation. The entire outer Kapton layer on the MLI was eroded away, but this was
expected. The black chrome solar collector had numerous areas of discolorations. Figure 18 shows a
close-up of the experiment after it was removed from the LDEF.
Figure 19 shows one section of the MLI blanket after removal after flight. Some of the Kapton outer
layer can be seen along one edge, but this was the edge that was "tucked-in" along the edge of the
experiment, and thus was not exposed to direct impingement. All of the Kapton that was exposed to
direct atomic oxygen impingement was eroded away, but the second layer which was double aluminized
Kapton, was still intact. Kapton is very susceptible to atomic oxygen, and it was no surprise that it was
eroded away in the low LDEF orbit. Aluminum, though, will not be significantly eroded by atomic
oxygen. Figure 20 shows a close up of the edge of the Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) that was tucked
into the edge. The various degrees of erosion on the Kapton can be clearly seen in Figure 20. The small
Kel-F button on the MLI was clear on the protected side, but the erosion can be seen on the exposed
side.
Figure 21 shows a close-up of the black chrome solar collector. The black chrome that was exposed
had a duller, matted finish. Note that the large stain is almost identical in shape to to the MLI flap seen
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coveringthe collector in Figure 17.The colored"stains"aroundtheedgesandon theone sidewere
originally believedto be sometype of interactionwith theKapton,but post-flight testsconductedat
BoeingAerospaceandElectronicsCo. showedno tracesof Kapton.We now believethestainswere
causedbyhigh temperaturesresultingin achangein theoxidationstateof theblackchrome.Whenthe
atomicoxygenstrippedoff the Kapton,barealuminumwasexposed.The aluminumhasa very high
absorptivity/emmisivityratio andavery low mass.Thus,in direct sunlightthis thin layercouldreach
veryhightemperaturescausingthetemperature ffectson theblackchrome.Figure22showsthepost-
flight measurementsmadebyBoeing. Theonly significantdegradationwasin thestainedarea,buteven
in thisareathepropertyrationwasabove8.0whichstill makesanexcellentsolarcollector.
Figure23 showsapictureof thesilver/Teflonradiatorafter theflight. Thesurfaceappearedto be
"milky" whitein appearancedueto smallamountof erosionon theoutersurface.Silverteflon is much
lesssusceptibleto atomicoxygenerosionthanKapton.Theradiatorwassentto McDonnell-Douglas
SpaceSystemsCo. for evaluation.Theyfoundthat 0.03mm of thetotaloriginal0.13mmthicknessof
Teflonwaserodedawayandthesolarabsorptivitywas0.11whichwaslessthan0.02degradationover
preflight values. Theemmisivity decreasedfrom 0.81to 0.79asaresult of thethinningof theTeflon
layer.Thus,eventhoughtheappearancewasremarkablydifferent, theactualopticalpropertychange
wasrelativelysmall.
The micrometeorite impact group from NASA/JSC inspectedall surfaceson LDEF. On the
CVCHPEtheyfound 388 micrometeoriteimpacts:221 wereunder0.5mm in size,andtherestwere
over 0.5 ram. Figure 24 showsoneimpact (2.8 mm dia) on the silver Teflon radiator. The shock
wavesfrom this impact could beseenin theTeflon overa 50 mm diameter,and we suspectsome
delaminationof theTeflonin thisareabutadditionaltestsmuststill beconductedtodeterminetheextent
of thedelamination.In spiteof thenumerousexternalimpacts,therewasnoevidencethatanypenetrated
to the interioror compromisedthepressureintegrityof theammoniaVCHP
ELECTRONICSANOMALY
All the electronicsanddatafunctionsworkedproperly in thepost flight checkoutexceptfor one
smallanomaly.Whentheexperimentwasresetandtheinitiatecommandwasapplied,Valve 1opened
eventhoughT3 wasnot below-6-°C.Theflight datashowedthatthis functionworkedpropertyduring
thein initial flight sequence,but nolongerworkedin postflight tests.Whenweopenedtheelectronics
box, we found onefailed transistoranda burned-outresistorasshownin Figure25. Apparently,the
transistorshortedto groundwhichcausedalargercurrentdraw whichburnedout theadjacentresistor.
The componentswere sent to Boeing for future evaluation,and they confirmed the failure mode.
Although weknow thefailure mode,westill donotknow why thefailureoccurred,andwhy thehigh
temperaturedamageto the transistorwassosevere.We hadanidenticalcircuit for Value2, but this
circuit showednoanomaliesin post-flighttests.Theshortedtransistorwouldhavedrainedthe28VDC
batteryin afew days,but it shouldnothaveaffectedthe7.5VDC batteryusedfor thedatasystem.The
twodamagedcomponentswerereplaced,andthesystemoperatedperfectlyduringcheckout.Thecircuit
only neededto operateonceto openthevalves,andtheflight datashowedit did operateproperlyduring
this initial sequence.Thus, we can only concludethe damageoccurredduring the valve opening
sequence.
CONCLUSIONS
The CVCHPEexperimentsuccessfullydemonstratedtemperaturecontrol of + 0.3-°Cusingadry
reservoirVCHPconceptin awidelyvaryingenvironmentof a low earthorbit. Theflight dataindicated
that only oneVCHP wasrequiredto maintainprecisetemperaturecontrol. Post-flighttestsindicated
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upwardshiftsin bothVCHP setpoints, but it wasuncertainwhethertheseshiftswerecausedby on-
orbit diffusion or post-flight activities. Although thesetpoint shifted,theVCHPsstill maintainedthe
+0.3-°C control in post flight tests. Even if all the shift accrued in orbit, the average drift rate was less
than I°C per year. The LDEF mission was extended to almost six years in orbit, which produced a
significant amount of erosion on the external surfaces, but the effects of the erosion on the performance
of the experiment were minor. One small anomaly occurred in the electronics, but this had no effect on
the operation or data from the A0076 experiment.
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TRANSVERSE FLAT PLATE HEAT PIPE EXPERIMENT
David Shular
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL 35812
Phone: (205) 544-8734
ABSTRACT
The Transverse Flat Plate Heat Pipe is a thermal control device that serves the dual function
of temperature control and mounting base for electronic equipment. In its ultimate application, the
heat pipe would be a lightweight structural member that could be configured in a plattorm or
enclosure, and provide temperature control for large space structures, flight experiments, and
equipment. The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the zero-g performance of several heat
pipe modules. Performance assessment will include: (1) the systems heat transport capability,
(2) temperature drop between evaporator and condensor and, (3) the ability to maintain temperature
over varying duty cycles and environments. Additionally, performance degradation, if any, will be
monitored over the length of the LDEF mission. The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate
that a self-regulated heat pipe thermal control system can maintain hardware temperatures within
tolerances of +/- 9 ° F or less with varying heat inputs, independent of vehicle/payload orientation.
INTRODUCTION
The use of heat pipes as a thermal control system in industrial, military, and space
applications has increased in the past two decades. Applications cover a wide range of
temperatures from cryogenic and ambient to high temperature systems, and employ working fluids
such as methanol and ammonia to liquid metals. Heat pipes are employed in everyday uses such as
circuit board cooling and pipeline de-icing systems, as well as tactical missiles,battlefield
communications systems, and spacecraft electronics.
The operational performance of heat pipes has also increased with expanded
applications. Early generation heat pipes could transport 50-100 watts of power only a few feet at
ambient temperatures. Currently, artery wick heat pipes can transport 1000 watts of power up to
distances of 10 feet or more with temperature drops in the range of a few degrees. Heat pipes are
also incorporating variable conductance features and diode functions to maintain heat source
temperatures at a constant level while the heat input increases up to 200 percent or more.
The application of heat pipes as a thermal control system offers many advantages over a
conventional pumped fluid loop or cold plate. Due to the nature of their design, heat pipes have an
inherent reliability since they possess no moving parts. Since the Enthalpy of Vaporization for a
fluid is generally quite large, heat pipes have the capability of transporting heat energy over
relatively large distances with very little temperature drop. This results in very efficient operation.
Also, since heat pipes are driven by the pressure differences between the fluid and the vapor, no
external power is required. These features, along with the variable conductance capability to
provide temperature control over wide variations in source heat loads, make heat pipes a highly
attractive option for waste heat management of on-orbit systems and spacecraft.
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OBJECTIVE
The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate that a self-regulated heat pipe thermal
control system can maintain hardware temperatures within tolerances of +/- 9 ° F or less (+/- 5" C)
with varying heat inputs independent of vehicle/payload orientation. The concept of this
investigation is to utilize current heat pipe technology to design and fabricate a heat pipe thermal
control experiment, demonstrate the hardware capability and performance in the low earth orbital
environment, and correlate the retrieved flight data with data from thermal vacuum ground testing.
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
LDEF Experiment S 1005 "The Transverse Flat Plate Heat Pipe Experiment" consists of
three transverse flat plate modules mounted together to form a panel 34 inches wide by 50 inches
long. The structure was then installed within a 12 inch deep LDEF experiment tray (see Figure 1)
Support channel
Heat Pipe __ Support Tee (2)
Module (3)
' re
Batteries (6)
EPDS Data
System
12" LDEF Tray
Figure 1. LDEF S1005 Experiment Tray
Heat is supplied to the evaporator side of the test modules via electrical strip heaters which
simulate heat rejection by electronic equipment. Power is supplied by Lithium Monoflourographite
batteries, the particular types are Eagle Picher MAP 9036. The heat from the condensor region of
the heat pipe modules is radiated to space from the outboard facing radiator surface. The heater
duty cycles are pre-timed to provide load inputs at discrete mission times. Power and temperature
data are recorded on magnetic tape, (Lockheed Electronics Flight Data Recorder) with all timing
and relay functions controlled by an Experiment Power and Data System (EPDS).
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, the manufacturer of the heat pipe modules for LDEF
experiment S 1005, was granted a patent for the transverse concept ( Reference 1). Originally
configured in a cylindrical geometry (Reference 2), it was developed to reduce the problem of gas
bubble artery blockage found in conventional artery wick designs. This blockage by generated
non-condensible gases limits the operating capacity in the variable conductance mode to small
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loads. The transverse flat plate concept flown on LDEF is shown in Figure 2. In this design,
liquid returned to the evaporator from the condensor in a direction perpendicular (i.e., transverse)
to the vapor flow. Variable conductance temperature control is achieved by using non-condensible
gas (Nitrogen) which is contained in a reservoir seperate from the heat pipe module. The
configuration of the heat pipe is described in greater detail in AIAA Paper 78-429,"Transverse Flat
Plate Heat Pipe" (See Reference 3).
ACTIVE CONDENSOR
CONDENSOR / RADIATOR
BLOCKED
CONDENSOR
RESERVOIR
VAPOR GAS
LIQUID
4----- VAPOR FLOW
U'RN I
EVAPORATOR SURFACE
Figure 2. Liquid/Vapor Flowpaths
DESIGN
A set of design guidelines was established for the experiment which would meet the
program objectives of demonstrating the flight performance of the transverse flat plate heat pipe
concept.
The following guidelines were established for the experiment:
• Overall Experiment Size: 50" x 34" x12" to be compatible with the LDEF experiment tray
• Weight of Experiment: 190 pounds total
• Data Acquisition: Self-contained, data to be retrieved along with experiment for subsequent
inspection, reduction, and analysis after orbital lifetime
• Heat Load: The waste heat load for the radiator panel shall be at least 13.4 watts/ft^2
• Local Heat Load: The maximum local heat load shall be 23.3 watts/ft^2
• Control power: None
• Thermal Environment: The exterior radiator will be exposed to one solar constant, deep space
and near earth inputs consistent with an orbital altitude of 270 nm and an inclination of 28.5
degrees with respect to the equatorial plane
• Control Temperature: The equipment mounting face of the heat pipe panel (i.e., the evaporator)
shall be maintained at a nominal value of 68 +/- 10 ° F (20 +/-5 ° C)
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•Oround T_SI; The design of tile transverse fiat plate modules will allow ground testing of the
experiment in some preferred orientation
CONFIGURATON
The basic experiment configuration consists of the following major components:
• Three transverse flat plate heat pipe modules
• One Experiment Power and Data System (EPDS)
• Set of instrumentation
• Six heater batteries
• Heater elements
• Master relay box
EXPERIMENT TIMELINE
The experiment timeline is shown in Figure 3. Three identical experiment on-times were
utilized during the mission. Each on-time lasted for 8.6 orbits with this period sub-divided into
two 4.3 orbit heater input sub-periods (approximately 6.45 hours/sub-period). The initial on-
period occurred 30 days after deployment of the LDEF facility, the second period occurred 67.5
days later with the third and final on-period 67.5 days after the second. The three identical on-
periods at different times of the LDEF mission allow the identification of any performance
degradation that may occur during the orbital lifetime. The power input to the heat pipe modules
during the experiment on-periods is shown in Figure 4 .
30,_.._Lj 67.5 ,_1_._- 67.5 _ I
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Figure 3. Experiment S1005 Timeline
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TOTAL POWER
80 WATTS
40 W ._ 0W
Figure 4. Heater Power Input
PRE-FLIGHT THERMAL VACUUM TEST
Four flat plate modules were built by Grumman Aerospace Company of Bethpage, New
York. Three of the modules were used for the flight experiment with the fourth being a flight
spare. A thermal vacuum test was performed on the flight spare by Grumman at their facility.
Figure 5 shows test data of the mounting surface temperature as a function of heat input load
under different environments. At an environment of -130 ° F, the mounting surface remains
between 68 +/- 9" F while the load input vmies between 25 and 42 watts. At power levels below
25 watts, the evaporator temperature drops below 59 ° F as residual conduction losses become an
appreciable portion of the total load. It should be noted that even at power levels of 25 watts, there
is sufficient capability to keep the equipment mounting surface at 60 ° F. This compares to a
temperature of 0 ° F that would result from a fixed area radiator of equivalent size.
Between the environments of -40 ° F and -130 ° F, evaporator surface temperature is maintained at
68 +/- 9 ° F at a relatively constant load of 26 watts. In actual use,larger equipment load variations
can be tolerated since the operating range for most electronics is greater than the design parameters
of the heat pipes modules. For example, most spacecraft electronics can easily tolerate a control
temperature of 68 +/- 18 ° F. The flat plate modules can maintain this temperature zone at an
environment from -130 ° F to -40 ° F while the heat load varies between 22 and 39 watts.
The performance of the heat pipe module at a fixed heat load of 40 watts under four
different environments (-200,- 130,-70,&-40 ° F) was also assessed. For these cases the mounting
surface temperature varies 15 ° F as compared to a variation of 56 ° F that would result if a fixed area
radiator of equivalent size were used. At ambient environments greater than -40 ° F, the variable
conductance heat pipe would behave as a fixed area radiator since the the condensor is fully open.
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FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
Temperature and power input data retrieved from the experiment's flight data recorder are
shown in Figures 6-11. The power inputs to the heater elements, which are located on the
evaporator, are plotted with the radiator temperatures. This is done to more accurately assess
flucuations in the radiator surface temperatures with changes in the heater power input levels. It
should be noted that the data does not represent the actual evaporator and condensor temperatures
of the heat pipes. The heat pipe modules consist of a heat pipe that is sandwiched between two
pieces of aluminum honeycomb structure that is then wrapped in an aluminum skin. The data
plotted represents the temperature of the outer aluminum skin.
Heat Pipe Unit "C"
The heat pipe module designated "Unit C" is characterized by a heater input of 15 Watts
during the first heater input sub-period, and an additional 15 Watts during the second period.
Heater performance was better than expected during the early phase of the LDEF mission. No type
of active power control was utilized on the experiment, and heater performance was typically 15%
above nominal. Figures 6 & 7 show the orbital performance of this heat pipe during the first
experiment on-time. During the first sub-period, the heat pipe is operating in a heat-sink mode
since 17.5 Watts of power is below the amount necessary to fully activate the module. As the
second heater period is initiated, the module becomes fully operational as the total power input
rises to 35 Watts. Analysis predicts that 22-25 Watts is necessary to fully activate the heat pipes.
The transition of the heat pipe module from the heat sink mode to full operation condition can be
seen in Figure 7.
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Heat Pipe Unit "B"
The "Unit B" heat pipe is characterized by a nominal power input of 40 Watts during the
first sub-period, and a no-load (i.e., zero power input) condition for the second period. Figures 8
& 9 show the performance of this module during the second experiment on-time. As can be seen
in Figure 9, the evaporator region exceeds the design objective of 20 +/- 5 ° C by approximately 4 °.
The cause of this deviation is most likely due to non-uniform thermal contact between the
evaporator heater surface and the heat pipe evaporator, which are separated by a bonded
honeycomb structure.
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Heat Pipe Unit "X"
The heat pipe module designated "Unit X" is characterized by the primary design objective of
maintaining the equipment mounting surface at 20 +/- 5 ° C while the heat input load varies from 25 to 50
Watts. Figures 10 & 11 show data taken from the second and third experiment on-times. Figure 10 is an
excellent example of the heat pipe's variable conductance feature in operation. Note the plot of the 43"
thermistor location, which is located at the top of the heat pipe module(i.e., near the reservoir). During the
first sub-period the temperature is colder than the rest of the radiator surface. This is due to the fact that this
area has been "shut-off.' from being an active condensing region by the nitrogen gas bubble. As the heat
load increases during the second sub-period, the increased pressure of the methanol vapor forces the
nitrogen gas to retreat into the reservoir. The region has now become an active condensing surface and the
temperature response of the thermistor indicates that this portion of the heat pipe is in full operation.
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By comparison of Figures 7,9,&11 it can be seen that the reservoir temperature of Unit X
was higher than the evaporator temperature during the first sub-period. This was unexpected since
the reservoir is located in a non-heated region of the heat pipe module.The reservoir is attached
however to the equipment mounting surface of the evaporator and is heated by conduction through
the mounting plate. The reservoir is also shielded against radiation heat transfer that is emanating
from the on-board experiment electronics. It is possible that all the heat conduction paths to this
module may not have been completely isolated, and further testing and analysis will be performed
to locate the source.
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SUMMARY
GtJ-orbitperformanceof the"TransverseFlatPlateHeatPipeExperiment"wasconsistent
with thepre-flightthermalvacuumtestdata.Theability of thevariableconductanceheatpipedesign
to maintainheatsourcetemperatureswithin thespecifiedtolerances,withvaryingheatinputs,was
clearlydemonstrated.Thetwodiscrepanciesnotedareattributedto assemblyproceduresandnot
theheatpipedesign.Post-flightthermalvacuumtestingof thethreeheatpipemodulesis planned
for thenearfutureto documentanyperformancedegradationthatmayhaveoccurredwhileon-
orbit.
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Abstract
Infrared optical-multilayer filters and materials were exposed to the
space environment of low Earth orbit on LDEF. This paper summarizes the
effects of that environment on the physical and optical properties of the
filters and materials flown.
Introduction
The University of Reading experiment (A0056) onboard LDEF (I) was an
exposure of the particular optical materials and filters known to be useful in
atmospheric and planetary remote sensing satellites. Longterm we are
manufacturers / suppliers of filters for those types of spaceflight radiometer
instruments which measure IR emissions from the major atmospheric gases,
pollutants and aerosols, and from the sea or land surface. Progress in the
general science of radiometry from space has been rapid, having now evolved to
the extent that Global change is considered observable; currently, as a
contribution to GCRP, radiometers are being planned to fly in the EOS/ERS/POEM
satellites capable of monitoring parameters such as structure, atmosphere
dynamics and composition in situ. Further, EOS accuracy is intended to be
sufficiently good for valid deduction of temperature gradient, mixing /
transport of the gases, surface flux etc. As with the earlier radiometers
spectral bands are defined by optical filters for the selection of the
particular molecular species of interest. The spectral width and resolution of
filters, together with the stability and durability of their materials and
processes, therefore remains especially significant in the science. The study of
those aspects of optical filters (as supplied for spaceflight) has been our
main preoccupation since the mid 1960's;anopportunitytoparticipate in LDEF
was therefore timely for us and, as it is turning out, particularly relevant.
Temperature-sounding has been a feature of meteorological satellites
since their inception in the NIMBUS, TIROS and ITOS radiometer series, from
which the criteria for spectral resolution of interference filters was
initially defined.
The Reading University experiment was intended to expose infrared
multilayer interference filters of novel Design, High Performance,
Construction and Manufacture to space radiation. The spectral behaviour of
these filters when in space was unconfirmed previously, but crucial to
filter performance.
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High-performance, in this context, relates to the precision and
discrimination with which the emission spectra of important atmospheric
gases can be resolved.
Experiment Construction
The University of Reading experiment comprised 46 individual components
divided between an Earth facing tray number GI2 and leading edge tray number
B08 (Figs. 1 & 2). Each was designed to maximize the exposure at full
aperture to the complete range of space radiations and temperature excursions
received by LDEF. We occupied i/4th of tray GI2, and i/6th of tray B08.
Each of the components were housed in aluminium holders (2) designed for
mechanical stability and thermal contact, to ensure uniform temperature across
the exposed aperture.
Samples were retained in their holders with disc springs and circlips
located behind a chromic-anodised BS.L93 aluminium backing piece. Thermal
contact was ensured by Pb washers located either side of the substrate. The
holders were retained in the base plate using a disc spring and circlip
located in a recess on the outside of the holder. A small pressure release
hole was located in the centre of each backing piece to minimize the pressure
differential across the substrate and to prevent flexing or deformation.
Infrared Materials
The Samples were subdivided into three categories :-
a) Uncoated crystals and materials
b) Soft-multilayer coatings and substrate materials
c) Hard-multilayer coatings and substrate materials
Equivalent samples were placed in both experiment trays to assess
performance differences between the two LDEF exposure sites. They represented
a cross-section of component materials currently being flown in IR radiometer
instrumentation.
Materials sample List
Holder Nos. Substrate Coating Diameter/Thickness (mm 1
1,5 MgF 2 - 30.0 / 3.175
2,6 CaF 2 - 30.0 / 3.175
3,7 KRS-5 - 30.0 / 3.175
4,8 KRS-6 - 30.0 / 3.175
9,15 CdTe - 15.0 / 1.05
i0 Si - 23.0 / 0.98
23 Ge - 25.4 / 0.98
46 AI203 - 23.0 / 1.05
Ii Y-Quartz - 15.0 / 0.20
12 Z-Quartz - 15.0 / 0.26
13,14 KRS-5 As2S3/KRS-5 15.0 / 0.15
As2S3/KRS-5
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16,17 KRS-6 ZnS/KRS-5 15.0 / 0.15
ZnSe/KRS-5
18,19 KRS-5 CdTe/KRS-5 15.0 / 0.15
As2S3/KRS-5
21,22,26-32,36-43 Ge PbTe/ZnS 23.0 / 1.00
24,25 AI203 Ge/SiO 25.4 / 1.00
33-35 Ge PbTe/ZnSe 23.0 / 1.00
44 ZnSe PbF2/PbF 2 23.0 / 1.00
47 Si SiO 23.0 / 1.00
Uncoated Crystals and Materials
The following uncoated crystals and materials were distributed between
the two tray locations :-
Substrate Exposed Number
Diameter off
Calcium Fluoride (CaF2) 27.0 2
Magnesium Fluoride (MgF2) 27.0 2
Germanium (Fig 4) (Ge) 23.0 1
Silicon (Fig 4) (Si) 13.0 1
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) 13.0 2
Sapphire (A1203) 21.0 1
Y-cut Quartz 13.0 1
Z-cut Quartz 13.0 1
KRS-5 (TIBrI) 27.0 2
KRS-6 (TICIBr) 27.0 2
These materials were selected for their long-wave (Reststrahl)
absorption properties, and as typical substrate materials (See fig. 4).
Soft Substrate / Coatin_ Materials
Soft materials comprised principally KRS-5 (TiBrI)-based multilayers
deposited on KRS-5 or KRS-6 (TIClBr) substrates. These were designed to
utilize (by multilayer interference), long-wavelength Reststrahl blocking
properties. All of them were originally fabricated for the GALILEO Jupiter
probe (3) : and exposed with an aperture diameter of 13.0 mm.
Substrate
KRS-5
KRS-6
KRS-5
Coating
61-1ayer AS2S3/KRS-5
33-1ayer ZnS/KRS-5 & ZnSe/KRS-5 (Fig 3)
61-1ayer CdTe/KRS-5 & AS2S3/KRS-5
Post-flight visual and spectral analysis of the Soft Substrate / Coating
material samples showed less degradation had occurred in the Earth-facing tray
(GI2) than in the leading-edge tray (S8) as shown in Fig. 3.
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Hard Substrate / Coating Materials
Hard materials comprised spectral filters from then-current atmospheric-
sensing, weather forecasting, research, and planetary satellites (4) viz; NIMBUS
4, 5, 6, 7, ITOS, TIROS-N, PIONEER and GALILEO; each was exposed with an
aperture diameter of 21.0 mm.
Substrate Filter Wavelength HBW% No. of Cavity-Layers Description
Coatings
Ge PbTe/ZnS/ZnSe 7.4 5.0 3
Ge PbTe/ZnS 5.7 6.0 -
AI203 Ge/SiO 4.5 3.5 2
Ge PbTe/ZnS/ZnSe 14.5 0.7 1
Ge PbTe/ZnS 14.5 0.7 1
Ge PbTe/ZnS 8-12 - -
Ge PbTe/ZnS ii.0 i0.0 3
Ge PbTe/ZnS 15.0 i0.0 3
Ge PbTe/ZnS 10.6 2.5 2
ZnSe PbF 2 10.6 - -
Ge PbTe/ZnS 9.2 2.5 2
Si SiO 4.4 - -
L-Spaced THW BP
Twin-Peaked BP
DHW BP
L-Spaced FP BP
Split-spacer FP BP
Cut-on edge filter (Fig 5)
H-spaced THW BP
L-spaced THW BP (Fig 6)
H-spaced DHW BP
Antireflection
H-spaced DHW BP
Antireflection
The level of exposure expected on LDEF exceeded the operational amount
expected by these 'internal' radiometer filters. External exposure therefore
provided a better indication of the long-term performance and stability.
Multilayer Design
Eight generic designs were selected for LDEF. They represented a cross-
section of the different types used in radiometer instrumentation, providing
an indication of the general changes to be expected :
a. Low index-ratio quarter-wave "stacks" (for blocking) (6 off).
b. Single spacer bandpass (4 off).
c. Double half-wave narrow band designs (3 off).
d. Blocked and unblocked triple half-wave bandpass designs (8 off)
e. Unblocked split-spacer Fabry-Perot bandpass designs (6 off).
f. Twin-peaked bandpass design (I off).
g. Optimized Tschebychev low-pass edge filter extraction (i off)
h. Single layer, single wavelength antireflection coatings (2 off).
Three material combinations were employed in the low-contrast quarter-
wave blocking stacks; viz: KRS-5 with a choice of As2S3/CdTe/ZnS or ZnSe as
alternate layer materials. Each combination was highly transparent through the
NIR/IR, showing periodic fringes, but ending at long-wavelength (- 40_m) in a
deep Reststrahl absorption.
The multilayer designs were classic "stacks" of alternating quarter-
wavelength (A/4) layers reproduced regularly and in multiple periods.
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Such stacks show a characteristic multilayer-interference spectrum,
containing a reflection zone (notch) where the layer interferences add
destructively; the width of the zone being dependent on the index ratio of the
materials. The zone is particularly sensitive to thickness, index or
absorption changes (Fig. 3)
The single spacer narrowband design flown is the simplest narrowband
filter available. Its spectrum consists of a narrow transparent peak bounded
by regions of low transmission (blocking). The structure contains a central
spacer layer (A/2), positioned between quarter-wave (A/4) reflecting stacks.
Substrate (Ge)/LHLHLHLLHLHLH
where LL is the central spacer layer (A/2).
Beyond the immediate bandpass spectrum there are broad regions of
transparency, also sensitive to changes in the multilayer structure.
The double half-wave (or two cavity) filter designs contained two high-
index spacer layers. The advantageous index contrast between Lead Telluride
(n = 5.5) and Zinc Sulphide (n = 2.2) permitted a minimum of quarter-wave
layers between the spacers, extending the blocking widths outside of the
passband, and improving the profile in the passband.
The basic form:-
Reflector/Half-wave/Reflector/Half-wave/Reflector
is therefore realized as the following with HH spacers :-
Substrate (Ge)/LHLHHLHLHLHHLHL
This design was chosen because the bandpass peak is sensitive to
absorption, or changes of refractive index in the structure.
Three triple half-wave designs were flown on LDEF, containing either H or
L spacer layers (Fig. 5). The configurations were the same as the double
half-wave designs but with an added spacer, producing a steeper, flatter and
more rectangular passband. Three cavities also deepen the adjacent blocking.
The three designs were :-
i)
ii)
iii)
Substrate (Ge)/LHLHLLHLHLHLLHLHLHLLHL
Substrate (Ge)/LHHLHLHHLHLHHL, and
Substrate (Ge)/XLLHLHLLHLHLLX
where X is a simulated matching stack positioned at the surfaces of the
design core and particularly spectrally sensitive.
The split-spacer filter design flown was similar to the single cavity
Fabry-Perot. However, in this version, the single cavity is sub-divided into
three, supposedly for better stability and microstructure.
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In consequence, the broad region of transparency between the first and
third order peaks is divided by periodic reflection zones, the peaks
themselves remaining unaltered.
The configuration is therefore :-
Substrate (Ge)/LHLHLH L H LHLHL
222
The twin-peaked narrow passband design creates a novel spectrum
comprising two narrow peaks separated by a common rejection band. Transmission
at shorter-wavelengths is attenuated by internal interaction.
A low-pass edge filter design flown contained all non quarter-wave
(fractional) layers (5) throughout and was fully blocked (Fig. 6). The exposed
surface comprised a 19-1ayer principal stack antireflected for the 8-12#m
broadband region, with its 50% point located at 7.7Mm. The rear surface
comprised a 17-1ayer subsidiary stack for continuity of short wavelength
blocking, and to assist with the broadband antireflection.
Fractions are obtained by Tschebychev extraction, optimized for maximum
transmission over a broad spectrum. This design was flown to assess changes
over a wide transparent spectrum.
Two single wavelength antireflection samples were flown to assess
individual layers after exposure. Each was a single quarter-wave layer (k/4)
index-matched for maximum transmission on a particular substrate.
A single PbF 2 layer was deposited to antireflect zinc selenide at -10.6_m
wavelengths, and silicon monoxide was deposited to antireflect silicon at
-4.4_m wavelengths.
Changes in the single layer arising from exposure could affect its
thickness, refractive index or absorption and thereby either attenuate or
displace the antireflected profile.
S_ectrophotometers
Two spectrophotometers were used to measure the spectral characteristics
of the samples flown on LDEF. Exposed and control samples were originally
measured (1979-1983) with a Perkin-Elmer PE457 grating infrared
spectrophotometer in transmittance / reflectance from 2.5 to 40Bm: Localized
features of interest were then re-measured in high resolution across a narrow
waveband. For post-flight analysis the same spectral regions were measured for
comparison on a Perkin-Elmer PE580A spectrophotometer. This latter equipment
measures between 2.5 and 50_m, and has been fitted with a data acquisition
system to record, store and compare spectral measurements.
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Pre-Fli_ht PE457 Measurements
The PE457 is a double-beam optical-null spectrophotometer, recording
linear transmittance versus linear wavenumber through an f/5 monochromator.
The monochromator comprises a reflecting optical system employing planar and
aspheric (parabolodial) mirrors and two plane replica gratings mounted back-
to-back (i00 and 25 lines per mm). Unfortunately it is designed with pre-
sample chopping, and is incapable of suppressing re-radiation from the sample
or reference beam at low temperature. The following accuracy and repeatability
is quoted (6) :
Wavenumber
Accuracy
Repeatability
4000 to 250 cm "I
<-4 cm "I between 4000-2000 cm "I
<-2 cm "I between 2000-200 cm -I
<2 cm "I from 4000 to 2000 cm "I
<i cm "I from 2000 to 250 cm "I
Transmission
Accuracy
Repeatability
0 to 100% linear
-1% of full scale
Within 1% of full scale
Post-Flight PE580A Measurements
The PE580A is a double beam grating spectrophotometer containing an
f/5.7, 4 grating Littrow type monochromator. It is fitted with post-sample
dual chopping, eliminating measured re-radiation from sample or reference beam.
Wavenumber measurement accuracy is quoted (7)
-1.5 cm "I decreasing linearly to -i cm "I from 4000 to 3500 cm -I
-I cm "I over the range 3500 to 2000 cm "I
-i cm "I decreasing linearly to -0.5 cm "I from 2000 to 1450 cm °I
-0.5 cm "I over the range 1450 to 180 cm "I
Wavenumber repeatability is :
-0.5 cm "I from 4000 to 2000 cm -I
-0.25 cm -I from 2000 to 180 cm "I
Transmittance accuracy from proprietary charts is :
-0.4% between 4000 cm "I and 700 cm "I , and
-0.7% between 700 cm "I and 180 cm -I
With both spectrophotometers deviations can occur as instrumental drift,
the accuracy and repeatability given here is the best performance after
calibration.
Measurement Accuracy Analysis
Comparative accuracy and repeatability of the infrared spectrophotometers,
indicates the wavelength and transmission deviations to be expected when they
are used together. The general guideline of manufacturer's accuracies
immediately after service and calibration is :-
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PE457 PE580A Total
Wavenumber accuracy (cm "I )
4000-3500 cm "I -4
3500-2000 cm "I -4
2000-1450 cm -I -2
1450-250 cm -I -2
Wavenumber repeatability (cm "I )
4000-2000 cm "I -2
2000-250 cm -I -I
Transmission accuracy (%)
4000-700 cm "I -i
700 -250 cm "I -i
-1.5 to -I -5.5 to -5.0
-i -5.0
-i to -0.5 -3 to -2.5
-0.5 -2.5
-0.5 -2.5
-0.25 -1.25
-0.4 -1.4
-0.7 -i. 7
Such summation of errors are our spectral limitations and should be
regarded as an envelope of transmission accuracy and wavenumber accuracy, over
the full spectrum 2.5 to 50 microns.
We considered samples to be unchanged in their spectrum if, as a result
of the exposure, the following criteria are met :-
i)
2)
3)
4)
Exposed samples which remained spectrally stable, but their controls
become displaced and/or deformed, are considered unaffected by the
space environment and indicate that space is more benign than storage
in a normal laboratory, (viz: shelf life).
The exposed and control samples (both) are displaced and/or deformed
identically.
Where no control sample exists the exposed sample remains spectrally
unaltered on the expectation of its known material properties and in
the absence of a control.
Both exposed and control samples remain spectrally unaltered.
Spectral changes are only considered a valid result of exposure if they
then meet the following criteria :-
i)
2)
Representative controls have remained stable, whilst exposed
samples are displaced and deformed beyond the tolerance envelope.
Where no control samples exist, exposed samples are spectrally
changed beyond the expectations of that material durability.
Spectral Comparisons
Spectra were compared for average transmission (in coincident regions),
and for wavenumber correlations (of equivalent spectral features).
For average transmission correlations, the samples were subdivided to
compare similar materials and coating types independently.
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I) Exposed crystals (hard, uncoated) 2.5 - 50_m
2) Exposed soft (volatile) materials (such as KRS-5, KRS-6), 2.5-50_m
3) Exposed hard-coated samples, 2.5-50_m
4) Control/Unexposed hard-coated samples, 2.5-50_m
5) Exposed localized bandpass profile comparisons (expanded)
6) Control/unexposed localized bandpass profile comparisons (expanded)
For each category, average transmission was extracted from coincident
spectral regions. This enabled any changes to be quantified over the full
spectrum, giving changes in component throughput as a result of the exposure.
Expanded bandpass profiles (Fig. 7) were compared by centre wavenumber
and 50% half-power points, and correlating wavenumber displacements (if any).
All the spectral features were corrected for instrument calibration prior to
analysis.
Correlations of pre/post flight average transmissions (where coincident),
were analyzed statistically to ensure the changes were seen in the context of
their equivalent samples. Statistical comparisons between pre and post flight
data use the correlation coefficient (r), mean deviation and standard
deviation (SD).
Uncoated crystals
Correlation of average transmittances for the hard uncoated crystals
gave a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.9962. The mean deviation,
however,indicated a consistent loss in transmission of -0.765%; this was
sufficiently close to zero to infer no change within the transmission accuracy
envelope permitted. Controls for these crystals were unavailable.
Soft (Volatile) Materials
Comparisons of pre and post flight average transmittance values were made
between the soft (volatile) exposed samples from both sites, the correlation
coefficient (r) was -0.168, indicating no general correlation between pre/post
flight spectra for these sample types. This was also evident from visual
inspections, where gross physical degradation / delamination of the coatings
and substrate materials having occurred as a result of excess exposure and the
effects of Atomic Oxygen bombardment.
Hard-Coated Materials (Fig 8)
Pre and post flight comparisons were well correlated. Included in this
group were all those multilayer interference filters in which we specialize
(normally associated with atmospheric remote-sensing applications,
particularly spectrally selective by their design).
Correlation was very high at 0.9967 from the exposed samples, compared
with the equivalent controls, where a correlation coefficient of 0.9988 was
obtained, verifying the correlations as valid and well matched.
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The mean deviations for exposed and equivalent controls were -1.376% and
-1.302% respectively, indicating a small and consistent loss in transmission
for both, within the accuracy envelope. These samples are therefore
considered stable and show no degradation from the exposure.
Localized Correlation vs Wavenumber (Fig 9)
Temporal stability of IR spectrum was considered important in assessing
the LDEF exposure, for the forseeable future, spectrally-selective filters
will continue to be used in planetary remote-sensors not permitting re-
calibration of their instruments after launch, and of long duration. It is
therefore important to quantify spectral drift in LDEF samples (if any), so
that in new missions spectral displacements might be anticipated and perhaps
compensated.
The following radiometer filter types were measured in detail :
Sample No.
B8-27, B8-28
B8-30-34, G12-35
Sample type
14.5_m 0.7% HBW Fabry-Perot bandpass filter
14.5_m 0.7% HBW 'Split spacer' bandpass filter
Equivalent controls were also measured. Correlations were made of centre
wavenumber and half power wavenumbers from the narrowband profile, and
comparing wavenumber displacements pre/post flight.
Correlation (r) for exposed and control data sets is very high at 0.99811
and 0.99819 respectively, indicating excellent spectral comparison. Mean
deviation however indicates displacement to shorter wavelength of +0.6 cm "I
for the exposed, and +0.98 cm "I for controls, but within the accuracy envelope
this is considered vanishingly-small shift in location. Because the control
and exposed samples are displaced to the same (but small) extent the
difference between them is negligible. We consider that, over time and
after exposure, the shift in spectral location is vanishingly small : we therefore
confirm that the samples are inherently stable.
PbTe/ZnS-based sample 88-37 was cleaned in l,l,l-Trichloroethane and
Propan-2-ol to establish whether its surface was contaminated. The spectrum
remained unchanged and we deduce that the surface was not contaminated by
exposure to space; its loss of transmission therefore must be ascribed to
another mechanism.
Visual examinations
Visual examination and photographic recording have been crucial in
observing the effects of change in many of the optical samples flown.
Inspections have been made at all stages of LDEF; from initial manufacture,
pre-flight, to post-flight were inspected.
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De-integration of individual samples from their assemblies was carried
out in the SERC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory clean room where a detailed
photographic log was made of each sample. Obvious changes in chromic
anodizing, degradation of KRS-5 and KRS-6 samples, and distributed impacts
were all observed confirming preliminary observations.
Space-facing location B08 provided some of the best examples on LDEF of
secondary ejecta from impact sites, and their various effects on a variety of
samples.
Several impacts occurred into the sides and edges of sample holders,
leaving secondary ejecta spray patterns on the base-plate, experiment samples
and experiment-tray walls. Impacts into many of the coated specimens created
deep well-like depressions in the centre of the impact feature with a highly-
defined outer spallation region.
Although complete fracture occurred from an impact onto one uncoated
sample, most other impacts produced only localized coating delamination around
the periphery of the impact site.
One impact occurred into the side of our base-plate (in the crack between
the experiment base-plate and NASA's tray wall), and created an ejecta spray
pattern onto the inside of NASA's tray wall across from the crater. This
impact occurred -19 mm down the side of our base-plate; the opening between
the base-plate and tray was -5 mm. This crater is one of only a few found on
LDEF which could be geometrically shown to have been produced by a highly
oblique impact.
The impact on the calcium fluoride sample (B8-2) occurred near to the
edge of the sample holder. The impact crater was -i mm diameter with a
spallation zone diameter of -5.5 mm. The substrate cleaved in two directions
outwards from the crater site to the opposite sides of the sample, and at an
angle of -75 ° , breaking the sample into three pieces (Fig i0).
Although other samples had impact craters of this size with large
spallation diameters and small fractures, this was the only sample which
showed evidence of complete fracture, verifying the fragile and brittle nature
of calcium fluoride as a substrate material, whilst remaining optical
functional. The crater itself consists of finely shattered material, and
contains no residual impact debris.
Conclusions
The effects of space exposure on the high-performance filters we flew on
LDEF were negligible. No significant changes were found either in transmission
or spectral position of any hard coated II-VI / PbTe-based multilayers on
Germanium substrates, or in uncoated crystal substrates.
The softer materials were adversly affected in their physical and optical
properties by the long exposure in space, from a reduced transmission to a
complete opacity.
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Although impacts by micrometeorites damaged some samples, these did not
detract from their function and performance as an optical component. Likewise,
atomic oxygen and space radiation caused no spectral effects we could detect,
other than in soft material samples which were exposed beyond that intended.
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PASSIVE EXPOSURE OF EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT COMPONENTS
LDEF EXPERIMENT AO-147: POST-FLIGHT EXAMINATIONS AND TESTS
John R. Hickey
The Eppley Laboratory Inc.
P.O. Box 419, Newport, RI 02840
Phone: 401/847-1020, Fax: 401/847-1031
SUMMARY
The flight spare sensors of the Earth Radiation Budget (ERB)
experiment of the Nimbus 6 and 7 missions were flown aboard the LDEF.
The preliminary post-retrieval examination and test results are
presented here for the sensor windows and filters, the thermopile
sensors and a cavity radiometer.
INTRODUCTION
The PEERBEC experiment of the LDEF mission was composed of
sensors and components associated with the measurement of the Earth
Radiation Budget from satellites. These components included the flight
spare sensors from the Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) experiment which
operated on the Nimbus 6 (ref. i) and Nimbus 7 (ref. 2) satellites.
The Nimbus 7 instrument is still returning data as of this date (July
1991). The i0 solar sensors were mounted in LDEF tray B-8 along with
i0 (non-ERB) interference filters supplied by Barr Associates (ref.
3). The 4 earth-flux sensors were mounted in LDEF tray G-12 on the
earth facing end. A cavity radiometer, similar to channel 10C of
Nimbus 7 was included as part of the Advanced Photovoltaic Experiment
(APEX) which was mounted in LDEF tray E-9. While PEERBEC was a passive
experiment APEX was active. This report describes the experiment
components and materials as well as the pertinent background and
ancillary information necessary for the understanding of the intended
mission and the results. The extent and timing of the LDEF mission
brought the exposure from solar minimum between cycles 21 and 22
through the solar maximum of cycle 22. The orbital decay, coupled with
the events of solar maximum, caused the LDEF to be exposed to a
broader range of space environmental effects than had been
anticipated. The mission spanned almost six years concurrent with the
12 years and 8 months (to date) of Nimbus 7 ERB operation.
Here, we present preliminary information (i) on the changes in
transmittance experienced by the windows and interference filters, (2)
on the results of retesting of the thermopile sensors, which appear to
be relatively unaffected by the exposure and (3) the results of the
recalibration of the APEX cavity radiometer.
This work supported by NASA Langley Research Center under contract
NASI-15350 and NASA Lewis Research Center under contract NAS3-25958
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BACKGROUND
The reason for proposing this experiment was to help explain the
results which were obtained by the ERB of Nimbus 6. As the LDEF
mission was delayed the matching experiment was launched on Nimbus 7
and started returning data. The Nimbus ERB experiments contained 10
solar radiation measurement sensors (channels) and 4 earth-flux
measurement sensors. The solar sensors were mounted on the leading
edge of Nimbus and the earth-flux sensors were looking down. The
characteristics of these sensors are listed in table I. The specific
components for each channel are given in Appendix A. Channel 10S of
Nimbus 6 (a UV sensing channel) was replaced by a cavity radiometer
for total solar radiation measurements for the Nimbus 7 mission.
Nimbus 6 was launched in June, 1975 during the decline of solar cycle
20. After initial measurements, the solar channels having filters
showed a slow degradation. Nimbus 7 was launched in October, 1978 , as
the peak of solar cycle 21 was approaching. After allowing for a
period of protection from outgassing contamination, the ERB solar
channels were opened and started measurements on November 16, 1978.
After initial measurements, the solar sensing channels having filters
or windows, exhibited a major degradation. With the increase in solar
activity of solar cycle 21 there was a major recovery of the signal
for these channels. Figure i. shows the relative output for first 9
solar channels for the 12 year period from November, 1978 through
November, 1990. These data are normalized to the first day readings of
each channel respectively. The major degradation and recovery event
can be seen near the beginning of the plot in late 1978 and early
1979. Note that channel 3S is the only curve on this plot for a sensor
without any windows or filters. When the recovery was experienced for
Nimbus 7, it was found that the Nimbus 6 sensors (then more than 4
years in orbit) had also recovered (ref. 4). After the initial events
the response of the various channels differed. Channel 6S and 9S
measured levels higher than their initial readings, while the other 2
interference filter channels (7S and 8S) showed steep declines. The
channels with fused silica windows acted differently. While channel 2S
showed a decline with only partial recovery, the normally shuttered
channel IS showed very little change until later in the mission when
its shutter was left open. When channel IS is open channel 3S is
shuttered, accounting for the gap in the channel 3 data in the 1984 and
1985 period where channel IS shows a decline which almost equals the
decline of matching channel 2S near the end of 1988. As solar cycle 22
approached maximum most of the channels exhibited some measure of
recovery. Notably different are channel 7S which appears to keep
degrading and channel IS whose recovery was delayed since it was again
mostly shuttered. When it was again left open, in 1990, its recovery
was dramatic. The noise on some of the channel plots in 1986 and 1987
is due to periods of special operations of the Nimbus project.
It can be seen that quite a lot of information on the
contamination of the ERB filtered channels could be gained from the
Nimbus data. Nimbus 6 apparently suffered degradation due to its own
outgassing and then was cleaned off once by AO. The Nimbus 7 record,
shown here, shows a much greater initial degradation due to
contamination and a remarkable recovery due to AO cleaning. But the
degradation of some channels, with only partial recovery due to AO
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cleaning at the next solar maximum, requires further explanation.
Figure 2 is the same as figure 1 for the period 1984 through
November, 1990, corresponding to the LDEF mission plus some time on
either end. The extra 1990 data, beyond LDEF recovery, shows the late
recovery of channel IS.
The interpretation of the results for the total solar irradiance,
as measured by a self-calibrating cavity radiometer has become a much
higher priority. A cavity radiometer, of the same type, but not the
same field of view, as the Nimbus 7 cavity was included as the
radiation reference in the APEX experiment (ref. 5) on LDEF which is
active. There was no flight spare for channel 10C of Nimbus 7 for
inclusion in this (PEERBEC) experiment package. The channel i0 slot
was filled with the spare channel 10S of Nimbus 6. One reason for
employing cavity radiometers is that the effect of degradation should
be much less than on a flat plate sensor. Figure 3 is a plot of the
total irradiance results (solar constant) as measured by the Nimbus 7
cavity. The variation over the solar cycle is approximately 0.1% peak
to peak. The dips in the plot are caused by large sunspot groups. The
initial decline of the irradiance, especially when coupled with the
degradation event experienced by the other solar channels, aroused
suspicion among solar physicists and climatologists. However, when
results from the ACRIM experiment (an ACR type cavity radiometer)
aboard the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite, launched in 1980,
exhibited similar behavior, the small change in the solar "constant"
over the solar cycle appeared to be confirmed. The results of the 2
experiments tracked rather well through solar minimum and into the new
cycle. When both experiments measured increasing radiation with
increasing solar activity, most observers believed that the
experiments were tracking true solar changes. There still remains some
question about the relatively higher values in the early Nimbus 7
results (1979). The SMM/ACRIM was not in orbit at that time. The SMM
reentered the atmosphere shortly before the retrieval of LDEF. The
Nimbus 7 ERB continues to return solar data.
AUXILIARY INFORMATION
The solar sensors were mounted in a Nimbus ERB solar array block.
Since the B-8 tray was 30 ° off the ram direction, the solar block was
tilted to face forward. The Barr Associates filters were mounted flat
to the front plate. The cavity sensor, in tray E-9, was on the leading
edge. The earth flux sensors were mounted in tray G-12 looking
earthward.
These flight spare ERB sensors underwent the same pre-flight
processing as the ERB flight sensors according to the procedures of
the Nimbus project. Relevant here are the following:
i. All thermopiles and other painted surfaces underwent vacuum
bakeout.
2. All sensor modules underwent thermal vacuum testing.
3. All interference filters were burned in (in vacuum) using a
xenon arc solar simulator at 1 solar constant level;
channels 6,7 and 8 for 500 equivalent UV solar hours
channels 9 and 10 for 800 equivalent UV solar hours
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4. The Suprasil W fused silica windows and hemispheres were not
burned in.
5. The 4 mm thickness of front windows of broad band channels and
front substrates of the interference filters was chosen to act
as a particle blocker.
6. The rear windows, 2 mm thick fused silica, were IR blockers
mounted behind broad band glass filters and interference
filters.
INITIAL OBSERVATIONS
The white paint on the solar tray cover had changed consistency
as noted for other LDEF surfaces. It came off rather easily. The black
marks on this cover, as seen in the in-flight retrieval pictures, were
caused by spallation of debris from the aluminum side plate which was
impacted. The ERB solar channels appeared very clean on initial
inspection. The front polished aluminum, and the baffle anodize
appeared to be unaffected by exposure. The front surfaces of the front
filters (those visible) appeared very clean, possibly cleaned by
AO.
The front surfaces of the thermopiles in channels I, 2 and 3 were
intact and apparently unaffected. Channel 3 was the only one not
protected by a filter. All the readily visible mylar washers had
turned brown. There were AO shadows next to the filter holders of the
Barr filters indicating previous contamination of the front surface.
Microscope inspection of the front surfaces of the solar channel
filters, before removal, showed some small amounts of contamination,
including the aluminum flecks and a yellow haze which may have been
the residue of previous contamination. The front surface, baffles,
aperture and cavity of the cavity radiometer in tray E-9 appeared to
be clean and unaffected.
The white cover of the earth end tray had brown contamination as
seen elsewhere on LDEF. Despite this, the earth flux sensors appeared
very clean. The outer filter hemispheres were clean. The 2 exposed
thermopiles had no apparent damage to the painted receivers. The
exposed Z306 black paint on the channel liE baffles appeared
unaffected. The thermopile of channel 13E, visible through the clear
domes appeared unaffected. The mylar cushions of the hemisphere
holders had turned brown.
After partial disassembly it was noted that the mylar washers
which were mounted deeper in the channels, or behind filters had
remained white. There was a ring of the brown LDEF contamination
around the front mounting plate of the cavity radiometer.
The mounting hardware for the tray B-8 and tray G-12 were left
with the LDEF project for further study. The Barr Associates filters
were removed and delivered to the investigators.
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INITIAL TEST RESULTS
Solar Channel Module Exposure Tests
These modules were tested using a dedicated standard lamp as
source. The lamp is a 1000 watt type FEL, serial number ES-8301. This
lamp and a dedicated laboratory thermopile, serial number 16623-E6 had
been stored since the pre-flight testing. The exposures were performed
at a distance of 50 cm, the distance being reset using a special rod
constructed for that purpose. The repeat result of the lamp-thermopile
configuration was
PRE-FLIGHT January 17, 1983 30.5 mW/cm_
POST-FLIGHT April i0, 1990 30.6 mW/cm 2
This repeatability of 0.33% was better than expected and serves as the
basis for judging the repeat sensor exposures. Modules for channels
6S, 7S, 8S, 9S and 10S had to be tested with the interference filters
removed. Channels 4S and 5S were tested with the colored glass filters
mounted. Results are listed in Table II. While channels IS and 2S are
identical these results show a 1.6% increase in channel IS and a 0.7%
decrease in channel 2S response. Channel 3s, the only channel with no
filters, shows an increased response by 0.6%. These test results
indicate that there have been no major changes that can be detected
using this method. This indicates that the thermopiles have remained
stable and that the window materials have not changed much in the
spectral region of the tungsten lamp emission.
Thermopile Resistance Tests
These thermopiles were fabricated in 1972. The post-flight
measurement of resistance gave repeat values in 1990 with changes;
less than 2 ohms for the 8 N3 type thermopiles
less than i0 ohms for the 2 K2 type thermopiles
The HF type thermopile of the cavity radiometer repeated within
measurement resolution.
Filter Spectral Transmittance Measurements
The spectral transmittance of the fused silica windows was
measured. A witness sample, from the same boules and of the same
thickness as each flight sample was available from the original ERB QA
repository. The transmittance for the 2 mm thick front windows of
matching channels IS and 2S over the range from 200 to 400 nm is shown
in figure 4. The transmittance of the witness sample is at the top of
the plot. It can be seen that the 2 front windows have degraded in the
UV by close to 11% at 200 nm and lesser amounts out to 330 nm. A 2 mm
thick sample was also included in the APEX experiment (ref. 5). This
sample, which was contaminated, has suffered a much greater
degradation over the whole UV range. Figure 5 shows the ratios of the
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transmittance of the 2 front windows and the 2 rear windows to that of
the witness sample. It can be seen that there is not much difference
between the effects on like windows. However, The front windows show
greater degradation. The rear windows exhibit degradation over the
same spectral range, 200 to about 330 nm, as the front windows to a
lesser degree. The transmittance change of the only 4 mm thick fused
silica window, from channel 5S, is shown in figure 6. The degradation
region is extended out to about 400 nm. At 200 nm transmittance is
only 70% of the witness sample or pre-flight value. Since the
transmittance returns to pre-flight values before 695 nm the
degradation did not affect the module exposure test result. The 4 mm
front fused silica window was missing from channel 4S. The OG 530
glass transmittance is shown in figure 7. Only a slight difference is
seen between it and the OG 530 witness sample. This is a surprising
result based on the ERB project testing. The RG 695 red glass
transmittance was also measured. The transmittance shows no meaningful
difference from its witness sample.
It should be noted that no attempt at cleaning the windows or
filters has been made to this time. The transmittance measurements
will be redone after cleaning. While microscope examinations have
shown no large amounts of contaminant, like that on the APEX sample,
cleaning was postponed awaiting further information on other LDEF
results.
The spectral transmittance of the interference filters was also
measured. These results were compared with the pre-flight results. The
pre-flight results were obtained prior to the LDEF integration and are
not the original values from 1972 when the ERB filters were made. The
results are shown in figures 8 though 12. The preflight curves are
designated by boxes and the post-flight curves by crosses for filters
6S though 10S. Filter 6S shows very little change with a possible
broadening of the band. The peak transmittance is almost unchanged.
Filter 7S exhibits a decay in transmittance and a narrowing of the
band, especially at the long wave end near 450 nm. Filter 8S shows a
decrease in transmittance near the peak but little change in band
shape. Filter 9S shows a decrease in transmittance and a narrowing of
the band on the shortwave side. There is indication of a shift to
longer wavelength coupled with the decrease in transmittance. Filter
10S exhibits a similar band shift to longer wavelength with a smaller
decrease in transmittance than 9S.
The task of relating these changes to the ERB results from Nimbus
7 will continue. The post-cleaning transmittance values must be
obtained first. The spectral transmittance of the IR blockers must
also be completed before final analysis can be performed.
Cavity Radiometer Tests and Comparisons
The cavity radiometer (pyrheliometer) was mounted in the APEX
experiment in tray E-9, on the leading edge. Initial examination
discovered one small piece of the aluminum contaminant had entered the
instrument. Under intense illumination it could be seen that the
interior cavity paint (Z302) exhibited some "puckering" The Z306
baffle paint appeared to be unaffected. The following resistance
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checks were performed:
i. Cavity heater resistance unchanged at 152.2_
2. Cavity heater plus current sense resistor unchanged at 162.2_
3. Thermopile resistance 354.7_ up 0.3_ from the preflight value
The precision aperture (invar) was removed and remeasured. No change
was measured. The sensor was tested for power sensitivity at
atmospheric pressure and in vacuum. The vacuum to air ratio changed -
0.16% from the preflight value. This indicates little change in the
thermal properties of the sensor.
The sensor field of view was reconfigured to allow
intercomparisons in direct sunlight with local and international
pyrheliometric standards. Initial results showed agreement at Newport,
RI of ±0.1% against standard SN 14915 under less than ideal viewing
conditions. Both these devices were included in the International
Pyrheliometric Comparisons (IPC VII) at the World Radiation Center in
Davos, Switzerland in October 1990. Since these comparisons are held
every 5 years, it was fortuitous that the returned instrument was
available. The results (ref. 6) of the intercomparison give the
following ratios to the World Radiation Reference (WRR) as embodied in
the World Standard Group (WSG) of cavity radiometers.
APEX/LDEF Instrument SN21185 1.00069
EPLAB reference SN14915 1.00002
Measurements of the cavity reflectance were also performed by the
staff of WRC/PMOD during the time of the intercomparisons. Initial
results indicated reflectance values of
250 ± 80 ppm for the APEX/LDEF cavity
270 ± 80 ppm for a new cavity of the same type
The method employs a laser source and a shaped pyroelectric detector.
Similar measurements, performed at NIST many years ago, on a similar
cavity yielded a cavity reflectance value of 300 ± 80 ppm. It appears
that the change in the cavity paint has not affected the performance
of the sensor within the level of uncertainties of these tests.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of preliminary testing of the ERB components exposed
aboard the LDEF indicate the following. Thermopile sensors were
virtually unaffected by the space exposure, including the painted
receivers of the directly exposed units. The filter and window
materials experienced changes in spectral transmittance, some due to
contamination and some due to UV exposure or other factors.
Identification of the amounts due to each cause is under
investigation. There appeared to be a contamination with later
cleaning by atomic oxygen of most of the exterior, exposed components.
Very little of the LDEF contaminant was found on the sensors discussed
here. The cavity radiometer performance appears to be unaffected
within our ability to assess change even though there is visible
change to the cavity coating.
It remains to relate the LDEF results to the results of the
Nimbus ERB missions in a quantitative manner. These results should be
useful to those planning similar future measurements from space.
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TABLE I. ERB SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
CHANNEL FILTER SPECTRAL BAND THERMOPILE
NUMBER _m
SOLAR SENSORS
IS fused silica 0.18 to 3.8 N3
2S fused silica 0.18 to 3.8 N3
3S NONE (total Rad.) <0.2 to >50 N3 FLAT PLATE
4S OG-530 glass 0.526 to 2.8 N3
5S RG-695 glass 0.698 to 2.8 N3
6S Interference filter 0.395 to 0.510 N3
7S Interference filter 0.344 to 0.460 N3
8S Interference filter 0.300 to 0.410 N3
9S Interference filter 0.285 to 0.365 K2
10S Interference filter 0.250 to 0.320 K2
10C NONE (total Rad.) <0.2 to >50 HF CAVITY
EARTH-FLUX SENSORS
liE NONE (total Rad.) <0.2 to >50 N3 FLAT PLATE
12E NONE (total Rad.) <0.2 to >50 N3 FLAT PLATE
13E fused silica hemispheres 0.2 to 3.8 N3
14E RG-695 glass hemisphere 0.695 to 2.8 N3
NOTES
Channel IS and 2S are identical
Channel IS is normally shuttered on Nimbus (reference channel)
Channel 3S is shuttered when Channel IS open on Nimbus
The front 4 mm fused silica window of channel 4S-03 was
missing, so that the OG-530 glass was exposed directly
Channel 10S is on Nimbus 6 only
Channel 10C is on Nimbus 7 only
The cavity sensor on LDEF is in the APEX (S0014) experiment
Channel liE and 12E are identical on Nimbus 6
Channel liE of Nimbus 7 has black painted baffles (also on
LDEF)
Channel lIE is normally shuttered on Nimbus (reference channel)
Reference channels have no shutters on LDEF
All thermopiles are wirewound plated types, copper on
constantan
All thermopiles have receivers coated with 3M 401-CI0 black
paint over a primer coat of Chemglaze Z306
The HF cavity interior is coated with Chemglaze Z302 black
paint
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TABLE II. ERB SOLAR CHANNEL MODULE EXPOSURE TEST RESULTS
ERB SIGNAL (mV) RATIO
Channel pre-fliqht post-fliqht
%CHANGE
IS-03 2.267 2.304 1.016
2S-03 .1.989 1.975 0.993
3S-03 2.795 2.811 1.005
4S-03 2.154 2.148 0.997
5S-03 1.543 1.558 1.010
6S-03 2.539 2.555 1.006
7S-03 2.754 2.760 1.002
8S-03 2.814 2.819 1.002
9S-03 16.552 16.399 0.991
10S-03 19.731 19.700 0.998
1.63
-0.70
0.57
-0.28
1.00
0.63
0.18
0.18
-0.92
-0.16
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APPENDIX A: COMPONENTS BY ERB CHANNEL
Nimbus/ERB Flight Spare Sensors were designated set 03
SOLAR SENSING CHANNELS
All have body/baffle parts of aluminum; Nickel Sulfide anodized
Channel IS and Channel 2S (these channels are duplicates)
Type N3 thermopile sensor
Front window: 2mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Rear window: 2mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Window retainers: Mylar washer and beryllium copper wave
spring washer
Channel 3S (an open channel with no windows or filters)
Type N3 thermopile sensor
Channel 4S and Channel 5S (colored glass window channels)
Type N3 thermopile sensor
Front window: 4mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Intermediate window:
Schott OG-530 yellow glass for channel 4S
Schott RG-695 red glass for channel 5S
Rear window: 2mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Window retainers: Mylar washer and beryllium copper wave
spring washer
Channel 6S, 7S and 8S (small interference filter channels)
Type N3 thermopile sensor
Front window: interference filter
Front substrate: 4mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Rear substrate: 2mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Spacer: aluminum ring
Layer Materials: Thorium Fluoride
Silver
Zinc Sulfide (6S and 7S only)
Rear window: 2mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Window retainers: Mylar washer and beryllium copper wave
spring washer
Channels 9S and 10S (large interference filter channels)
Type K2 thermopile sensor
Front window: interference filter
Front substrate: 4mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Rear substrate: 2mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Spacer: aluminum ring
Layer Materials: Thorium Fluoride
Aluminum
Rear window: 2mm thick Suprasil W fused silica
Window retainers: Mylar washer and beryllium copper wave
spring washer
EARTH-FLUX SENSING CHANNELS (aluminum bodies)
Channels lIE and 12E (these channels are duplicates)
Type N3 thermopile sensor with 0.25" dia. black paint
Channel 13E (clear dome channel)
Type N3 thermopile sensor with 0.25" dia. black paint
Inner and outer hemispheres of Suprasil W fused silica
Channel 14E (red dome channel)
Type N3 thermopile sensor with 0.25" dia. black paint
RG-695 glass hemisphere between 2 Suprasil W hemispheres
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Figure I.
Figure 2.
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ERB Nimbus 7 Channel 10C Cavity Results. Nov'78-Nov'90 
 
LDEF MISSION 
MISSION DAY: day 1 = Nov. 16. 1978 
Figure 3. Total solar 'irradiance measured by the cavity radiometer 
(channel 10C) of Nimbus 7 for the same time period as in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 4. Transmittance of Suprasil W fused silica windows from the 
front of channels 1s and 2s shown with the plots for a 
witness sample and a contaminated sample from the APEX 
experiment. All are 2 mm thick. 
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Figure 5. Ratio bf the transmittance values of 2 front Suprasil W 
fused silica front windows and 2 rear windows from channels 
1s and 2s to the value for the witness sample. All are 2 mm 
thick. 
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Figure 10. Spectral transmittance of interference filter 8s 
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Figure 12. Spectral transmittance of interference filter 10S 
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TRANSMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF ULTRAVIOLET AND VISIBLE
WAVELENGTH FILTERS FLOWN ABOARD LDEF
Phone:
Thomas A. Mooney
Ali Smajkiewicz
Barr Associates, Inc.
2 Lyberty Way
Westford, MA 01886
508/692-7513, Fax: 508/692-7443
INTRODUCTION
Barr Associates provided a set of ten interference filters to The Eppley Laboratory
to be mounted in their Tray Number B8, Experiment Number AO-147 of LDEF. The
results of spectral transmission measurements before delivery and after recovery are
presented here. Included are descriptions of the construction and materials included in
the filters. Additional results from photographic microscopic and surface analytical
observations are being gathered and will be presented at a later date.
APPROACH
Our intent was to measure changes in transmission of our typical interference filter
coatings due to the space environment. We limited the study to coating materials for the
UV and visible/NIR region, and two optical cements. There were a total of two metals
and six dielectric coating materials employed (Table 1). These were some of the more
common materials used by Barr at the time, but not necessarily present-day materials of
choice. All coatings were multi-layers consisting of alternating layers of two or more
materials. No single layer samples were included. All the coatings were produced in the
February 1983 time frame.
All filter substrates and cover plates were the same material, as were all the filter
housings and sealing materials. We looked at two cements, one of which (APCO R313,
manufactured by Applied Plastics Company) we commonly used for ground-based filters
and another (Epon 828, manufactured by Shell Chemical Company) which had been
approved by JPL for use in the Galileo SSI filters.
PRECED!NG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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FILTER CONFIGURATIONS
Two configurationswere usedasillustrated in Figures1 and 2. Most of the filters
were air-spaced(Figure 1); that is, therewasno cementin the optical path between the
coating and cover plate. An aluminum ring separatesthe filter substratesand cover
plate. The substrate,cover plate and spacingring were sealedinto an anodizedalumi-
num sleevewith low out-gassingepoxy. All substratesand coverplates are 3 mm thick
Amersil TO8 (manufacturedby HeraeusAmersil Inc.) fusedsilica material.
A secondconfiguration wasusedfor the cementedfilters (Figure 2). The only
differenceswere that the spacerwaseliminated and the two fusedsilica plates were
cementedtogether; that is, there wasa thin layer of cementin the optical path.
All filters are 25 mm diameter by approximately7.5mm thick. On LDEF, they
were mounted to the outer surfaceof the tray usinga washerand clamping ring such that
an area about 18mm diameter on one surfacewascompletelyexposed.
RESULTS
The plots show as-deliveredand post-retrievalspectral measurements.The raw data
was taken at one nanometerspectralresolution with a Cary/Varian 219or 2400spectro-
photometer. Wavelengthaccuracyis better than 0.5 nm and photometric accuracybetter
than 3%. Raw data wasdigitized at 2 nm increments,so someresolution is lost near
sharp features on the plots shownhere. An aperture of 1 centimeter diameter centered
on the filter wasused.
Details of the results are shown in the plots. The coatings survived with little
change in spectral profile. Changes did occur in transmission. There were at least three
categories of change which can be summarized as:
• Increase in transmission due to pinholes in some of the metal-dielectric
coatings (Filter No. 3 and 7).
• Slight increase in transmission due to an apparent reduction in the
extinction coefficient of ZnS (Filter No. 6).
• Decrease in transmission due to increased absorption in the lead
compounds (Filter No. 8 and 9).
We also saw a greater than expected reduction in transmission (increased absorp-
tion) in the filter cemented with Epon 828.
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We tried to model the transmissionloss in the filters containing lead compounds.
Simply increasingthe extinction coefficient of the lead compound producesresults similar
to those measured. Figure 3 illustratesthe result of usinga k value (extinction coeffi-
cient) of 0.07 for the PbC1in Filter No. 8. Figure 4 showsa similar result for Filter No.
9 (PbFz). This plot causedus to question the assumptionthat a simple increasein
absorption occurred. The actual measuredresult showsfine structure in the transmission
curve,while the predicted result doesnot. Looking againat Figure 3, a similar condition
existsbut to a lesserdegree. Note the lossof structurenear 430nm. We are presently
trying to identify the causewhich might be explainedby an absorbingdeposit on the filter
_urface.
CONCLUSIONS
With the exception of the lead compounds, the coatings survived very well. The
Epon cement degraded somewhat at 500 nm (other wavelengths are masked by the
filter). Failure mode (degradation) of the lead compounds was a wavelength-indepen-
dent increase in absorption with no change in spectral characteristic. In an instrument,
signal would be lost but spectral stability maintained. These materials, however, are no
longer being incorporated into space-borne filters, so the results may be academic except
that there may be some filters incorporating lead compounds still flying aboard opera-
tional spacecraft. We have seen similar reductions in transmission in filters containing
lead chloride when subjected to elevated temperatures, so the effect may be primarily a
thermal one.
In the case of filters containing aluminum layers, the transmission increases can be
attributed to the pinholes which developed during exposure. This form of failure would
reduce signal-to-noise but would not influence spectral band position or width. The
reason for development of pinholes has not been established by Barr. One possibility is
that defects or contamination in the coating caused local heating due to increased
absorption which, in turn, caused coating removal.
FUTURE WORK
Barr will continue with additional tests to try to resolve the pinhole issue. Also
planned are various suface analyses of the substrates.
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Table 1. Metal and Dielectric Coating Materials
Coating Materials Cements Substrates/Covers
Fused Silica (Amersil TO8)Zirconium Oxide
Zinc Sulfide
Thorium Huoride
Cryolite (Sodium Aluminum Fluoride)
Lead Fluoride
Lead Chloride
Epon 828 with Versamid 140 Hardener
APCO R313
LDEF Filters, Air-Spaced Construction
Exploded
a b c d e e
a) Filter Substrate: Amersil TO8 Fused Silica, 3 mm
b) Uncoated Cover Plate: Amersil TO8 Fused Silica, 3 mm
c) Spacer: Aluminum, 1 mm
d) Plotting: Epon 828 with Versamid 140 Hardener
e) Mounting Ring: Black Anodized Aluminum
Figure 1
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LDEF Filters, Cemented Construction
Exploded
a b c d e e
a) Filter Substrate: Amersil TO8 Fused Silica, 3 mm
b) Uncoated Cover Plate: Amersil TO8 Fused Silica, 3 mm
c) Cement Layer: Epon 828 or APCO R313, 0.05 mm
d) Plotting: Epon 828 with Versamid 140 Hardener
e) Mounting Ring: Black Anodized Aluminum
Figure 2
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RADIATION SENSITIVITY OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS EXPERIMENT
FOR THE LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY (LDEF)
J. S. Ahearn and J. D. Venables +
Martin Marietta Laboratories
1450 S. Rolling Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21227
Phone: 301/247-0700, Fax: 301/247-4939
ABSTRACT
Factors determining the radiation sensitivity of quartz crystal oscillators were studied on
NASA's Long Duration Exposure Facility. Quartz materials were examined in the transmission
electron microscope (TEM) and classified as to their sensitivity to radiation damage by estab-
lishing the rate of damage caused by the electron beam in the microscope. Two types of mate-
rials, i.e., swept premium Q quartz and natural quartz were chosen because clear differences
were observed in their response to the electron beam in the TEM studies. Quartz resonators
were then fabricated from them, tested for frequency stability over a >6 mo. period and flown on
the LDEF satellite. After retrieval (>6 years in space) the stability of the resonators was again
determined. All of the space-exposed resonators fabricated with swept premium Q material
exhibited a frequency shift above that of the control resonators; none of the resonators fabri-
cated from the natural quartz materials exhibited such a shift. The significant differences
observed between the two types of materials in both the ground-based TEM studies and the
space radiation induced frequency changes suggest that there may be a correlation between
the two observations.
INTRODUCTION
It has long been known that radiation produces shifts in the resonant frequency of quartz
crystal oscillators which may be as large as 400 parts per million. The need for high-precision
quartz oscillator clocks (and filters) for communication satellites, missiles, and space probes
makes it necessary to improve the radiation stability of materials used for these applications.
Experiments performed at Martin Marietta Laboratories (ref. 1) and elsewhere (ref. 2)
demonstrate that the technique of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) provides a powerful
method for studying the effect of radiation on crystalline quartz. When suitably thin samples of
o_-quartz are examined by TEM, it is observed that defect clusters form at a rapid rate within the
material even when the incident electron energy is as low as 20 keV. Recent evidence indi-
cated that the clusters may actually be small amorphous regions in the crystalline material that
grow larger with time under the electron beam created damage (ref. 2). The strain clusters
most probably form from displaced atoms which condense at impurity sites (because the clus-
+ Retired
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ter concentration appears to be impurity dependent); and the clusters induce large strain fields
in the lattice surrounding them, as evidenced by their paired black-dot images. The strain con-
trast that develops is caused by the strain associated with the misfit of the amorphous cluster
and the crystalline matrix.
Two factors suggest the observed damage may be related to the radiation-induced fre-
quency drift associated with irradiated quartz resonators. First, the piezoelectric properties of
quartz are most likely modified because the elastic properties of amorphous quartz are markedly
different than that of crystallinequartz, and because of the presence of the strain field associ-
ated with the clusters. Second, both phenomena appear to be sensitive to the impurity concen-
tration in the quartz material. These facts suggest that TEM can be used to classify grades of
quartz according to their suitability for use in radiation-hard resonators. Moreover, using this
technique it may be possible to identify the impurities that are responsible and thereby effect an
improvement in the stability of quartz resonators.
The objective of the LDEF experiment is to determine whether there is a correlation
between the damage produced in the electron microscope for different grades of quartz as
revealed by TEM and the electrical stability of quartz resonators exposed to the complex radia-
tion associated with an orbital LDEF environment.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
To accomplish the objectives of the experiment, several grades of single-crystal (z-quartz
containing a wide range of impurity concentraitons were examined by TEM to determine differ-
ences in their susceptibiltiy to radiation damage during electron irradiation. Based on the
sensitivity of the quartz materials to radiation as determined by TEM, two grades of quartz were
selected for fabrication into resonators to maximize the differences in radiation sensitivity of the
chosen materials. The electrical properties of the resonators were established by measuring
their resonant frequency before insertion into orbit. Two pre-flight measurements of each res-
onator were made; one in 1979, the other in 1982. A third series of electrical measurements
were made on the resonators to determine variations from the preflight data. Below we com-
pare changes in the electrical data to the TEM results to determine whether TEM observations
are relevant to the study of the stability of quartz resonators in a space environment.
The experiment hardware consisted of one-sixth of a 3-in.-deep peripheral tray located in
tray D2 with 14 5-MHz fifth-overtone AT-cut resonators mounted on an aluminum plate (Fig 1).
Bliley Electric fabricated the resonators from two materials (synthetic swept premium Q manu-
factured by Sawyer Research Corporation, and Brazilian natural quartz) selected because the
TEM technique indicates large differences in their radiation sensitivity. Four resonators (two
from each grade of material) were used as controls in the LDEF tray and shielded from radia-
tion. The remaining ten resonators (five from each grade) were exposed to the space radiation
environment. In addition, two resonators (one from each grade) were kept in the laboratory as
additional controls. By comparing the frequency drift of the resonators before and after the
flight it was possible to separate the natural frequency drift from that induced by the space
radiation and to correlate with the TEM observations.
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TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE RESULTS
In the pre-flight TEM analysis several grades of quartz materials were examined. Following
sample preparation to achieve electron transparent material suitable for examination in the
microscope, the materials were examined by subjecting them to the electron beam and moni-
toring the development of strain centers over a specific exposure time.
We quantified these observations so that we could classify the materials based on their
behavior in the TEM and therefore choose two materials for fabrication into flight resonators for
LDEF. Careful TEM observations were made by first setting the accelerating voltage to 100kV,
fixing the magnification to 33,000 or 100,000 times and adjusting the flux of electrons in the
absence of a sample to a fixed value. Radiation damage of the sample was initiated by moving
it into the path of the electron beam. A series of micrographs was taken to record the result of
the electron exposure as a function of time. In all samples strain centers formed after a short (5
min) exposure to electrons. However there was a marked difference between the different
materials in (1) the cluster density and (2) the size of the strain centers after a given radiation
dosage. It was possible to quantify the differences in cluster density for various grades of
quartz with the results shown in Table I. No similar quanitification of the cluster size after a
fixed electron dose was made, but qualitatively the swept premium Q quartz exhibited the
largest clusters whereas the natural quartz exhibited the smallest clusters. Because the swept
premium Q and the natural quartz materials exhibited extremes in both cluster densities and
also in cluster size for a given amount of radiation, they were chosen for fabrication into res-
o nat o rs.
QUARTZ RESONATOR FREQUENCY DRIFT MEASUREMENTS
The resonators were 5th overtone AT-cut resonators fabricated by Bliley Electric Company
(Bliley Type BG61AH-5S). Aging of the resonators was undertaken twice for each set prior to
integration into the LDEF tray and once after retrieval. In all cases the resonators were held at
75°C over the entire period of the aging tests. Examining the aging data we found that the
shielded swept premium Q resonators showed the same drift rate before and after the flight.
However, the unshielded swept premium Q resonators exhibited a larger frequency drift in all
of the post-flight aging tests than in the pre-flight tests. An example of the aging data for the
swept premium Q resonators for the shielded and unshielded post-flight cases is shown in Fig
2. The magnitude of the frequency shift is 2.1 x 10 -8 Hz for the unshielded case compared to
6.1 x 10 -9 Hz in the shielded case.
In the case of the natural quartz resonators, all of the pre- and post-flight aging tests were
similar within the scatter of the experimental data. In addition, all of the natural quartz res-
onators, and the pre-flight and shielded post-fight swept premium Q resonators behaved in a
similar manner within the scatter of the experiment. All of our aging data is summarized in
table II where we report the total frequency drift observed in the aging tests for each sample
and condition category and Table III where we report the average frequency drifts observed.
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DISCUSSION
Our data has demonstrated a marked effect of the space radiation environment on the
magnitude of frequency drift observed in post-flight aging tests of the swept premium Q res-
onators and no effect on the resonators fabricated from the natural quartz materials.
Examining the analysis of the radiation environment experienced by LDEF (ref. 3) we esti-
mated the total dose given to the resonators in the shielded and unshielded condition. The fre-
quency drift observed in the unshielded swept premium Q resonators was 2.1 x 10-8 Hz during
the aging tests. We associated this with a total dose of 1 x 103 rads. Recent literature on
ground based experiments has indicated that a dose as low as 1 rad causes changes in quartz
resonator frequency so that the total radiation dose and frequency shifts we have observed in
our spaced based experiment are consistent with these measurements. (ref. 4)
It is important to realize, however, that there is a significant difference in the way we have
conducted our LDEF experiment relative to more typical ground based observations of radia-
tion effects on quartz resonators. In our case the resonators experience the radiation environ-
ment in a passive state, i.e., the resonators were at ambient temperature and not under power
during radiation exposure. In a typical ground based experiment, the resonators are held at an
elevated temperature (70-80°C) and are continuosly powered up to monitor the frequency
during the irradiation process. From the estimates of the ambient temperature range experi-
enced by the LDEF satellite (ref. 5) during the mission, the resonators most likely did not expe-
rience a temperature excursion above 30°C, significantly cooler than the temperature used in
the post-flight aging tests. Thus we interpret our observation of a frequency drift in the swept
premium Q resonators as caused by accumulation of radiation damage during the passive
LDEF mission that only anneals out during the 75°C aging tests, effectively recovering to the
original pre-flight condition over the 6-month aging period. This is consistent with the general
observation that AT-cut resonators experience a decrease in frequency under a radiation envi-
ronment that retains its original value upon annealing. In our experiment, we suggested that
the damage that was created during the LDEF flight was annealed out during the aging tests
causing the observed increase in resonant frequency. We expect to confirm this interpretation
by conducting a second aging test of the resonators in which we would not expect to observe
any difference in the shielded and unshielded cases for both the swept premium Q and natural
quartz resonators.
The marked contrast in behavior between the swept premium Q resonators and the natural
quartz resonators correlates with our pre-flight TEM observations. The TEM observations
revealed a difference in behavior of the swept premium Q and natural quartz, with the premium
Q quartz exhibiting a lower density of strain centers than in the natural quartz but with a more
rapid development and larger size of the strain centers after a given electron dose. However at
least two interpretations can be given to the apparent correlation. First, the strain developed in
the quartz lattice during the formation of the strain centers produces a change in the resonant
frequency through a small mixing of the elastic vibration modes of the crystal. In this case,
because the dose experienced by the unshielded resonators is only ~1 x 103 rads whereas
the dose in the electron microscope that causes visible strain center development is much
higher, then the strain center effect must occur at a very early stage of strain center formation,
prior to the strain centers becoming visible under conventional bright field imaging conditions.
In this case the difference in behavior of the two materials may be related to an impurity that
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acts as a sink for point defects (probably interstitial Si) created during the irradiation. The con-
centration of such defects affects the density and rate of growth of the strain centers.
A second interpretation invokes the homogeneous production of a disordered quartz lattice
under the radiation environment that leads to lattice expansion, a small decrease in the elastic
constants, and a reduction in the resonant frequency of the resonators. In this case the produc-
tion of disordered material would be related to the production of the point defects (again inter-
stitial Si) that create the disordered lattice. The production of point defects may be related to
the hydroxyl ions in the quartz as discussed by others (ref. 6) so that the difference in the
behavior of the two quartz materials is related to their hydroxyl ion concentrations.
In either scenario, the change in resonant frequency during the post-retrieval aging test of
the swept premium Q material is interpreted as annealing of the damage created during the
LDEF mission: strain centers in the first instance and homogeneous disorder damage in the
second instance. The absence of an effect in the natural quartz resonators is not understood
but further experiments designed to clarify the issues are underway.
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TABLE I STRAIN CENTER DENSITY IN SYNTHETIC QUARTZ SUBJECTED
TO INDICATED FLUENCE 100 keV ELECTRONS
Experiment #1
Experiment #2
Material
lx106 Q
Surface Density of
Strain Centers (cm -2)
1.2 x 1011
Electron Fluence
(electrons/cm -2)
3.3x 109
3 x 106Q 3.0 x 1010 3.3 x 1019
Swept Premium Q 3.4 x 1010 6.1 x 1018
Swept Premium Q 4.6 x 1010
2.7 x 1010
7.9 x 1010
Swept Premium Q
Natural
3.3 x 1019
9.5 x 1018
9.5 x 1018
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TABLE II. DRIFT IN RESONANT FREQUENCY AFTER 5 MONTHS AGING
27 Series
(Swept Premium Q)
Resonator #
2782O
27821
27822
27823
27824
27825
27826
27827
Absolute value
Ave (non-irradiated)
Ave (irradiated)
Pre-Flight
79 82
170 40
40 36
40 0
12 20
-2 148
3O 136
0 -40
-84 48
47 ± 53 59 ± 50
Post-Flight
90 Remarks
35
40
235
315
170
160
115
250
78.3 ± 57
217 + 69
Shielded
Shielded
Unshielded
Unshielded
Unshielded
At MML
Unshielded
Unshielded
All resonators
57 ± 54
217±69
28 Series
(Natural)
Resonator#
28125
28126
28127
28128
28129
28130
28131
28132
Absolute Value
Ave (non-irradiated)
Ave (irradiated)
Pre-Flight
79 82
4 36
30 32
28 72
-8 32
12 52
-32 64
60 -6
136 --
39 ± 40 42 ± 21
Post-Flig ht
90
-3O
0
-150
5O
8O
90
135
110
Remarks
Unshielded
Unshielded
Shielded
Unshielded
Shielded
Unshielded
All resonators
52 + 42
61 ±47
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113±29
61 ±47
Unshielded
At MML
TABLE III. SUMMARYOF AGING DATA
SWEPT Premium Q
Sample Type Aging Rate/ Total Freq. Shift upon Aging
(Hz/Day) (Hz)
Shielded 3.2 x 10-11 6.1 x 10-9
Unshielded 1.1 x 10-10 2.1 x 10-8
NATURAL
Sample Type Aging Rate/ Total Freq. Shift upon Aging
(Hz/Oay) (Hz)
Shielded 3.4 x 10-11 6.5 x 10-9
Unshielded 3.2 x 10-11 6.1 x 10-9
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Figure 2. Post-flight aging results showing the change in resonant frequency as a function of
time for Bliley Type BG61AH-5S resonators fabricated from Sawyer Swept
Premium Q material. Aging temperature = 75°C. Shielded and unshielded
resonator shown.
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ABSTRACT
Following LDEF retrieval, the Systems Special Investigation Group (SIG) participated
in an extensive series of tests of various NASA and experimenter electronics, including the
NASA provided data and initiate systems. This paper discusses the post-flight test
program objectives and observations, and the "lessons learned" from these examinations.
It also includes results of an evaluation of electronic hardware flown on Boeing's LDEF
experiment. Overall the electronic systems performed remarkably well, even though most
were developed under budget restraints and used some non-space-qualified components.
Several anomalies were observed, however, including some which resulted in loss of data.
Suggestions for avoiding similar problems on future programs are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The year and a half following LDEF recovery has been a busy period for everyone
associated with the program, but planning for these activities began long before recovery.
We were all trying to anticipate every possible eventuality, without knowing.what to expect
of LDEF's condition. As the recovery date approached, we were prepanng a series of
"Test Plans" with lots of blanks to be filled in when the time came. The real work began
after the excitement of watching the recovery operations, when these plans had to be
completed and implemented. This paper will summarize these activities in the Electronic
Systems area and discuss the results and "lessons learned".
OBJECTIVES
The extended duration of the LDEF flight presented a unique opportunity to learn more
about the effects of low earth orbit (LEO) on a wide variety of electrical and mechanical
systems. There have been very few occasions when such systems have been retrieved
more-or-less intact, particularly from the very low altitudes encountered during the last few
weeks of the LDEF orbit. The Systems SIG was formed to insure that all systems would
be carefully examined, rather than only those which were integral to the objectives of the
various experiments.
* Work performed under NAS 1-19224, Task 15.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Theoriginal charterwasto "investigatetheeffectsof thenearlysix yearexposurein
spaceon LDEF andexperimentsystems",and to "coordinatethe data ....into a single
LDEF systemsdatabase"(Ref.1). Thespecificobjectiveswere:
o IdentifyappropriateLDEFandexperimentersystemsfor
examinationandanalysis.
o Developinspection, handling, testing and reporting plans
and procedures.
o Coordinate with and support the LDEF Project, other SIGs,
and Experimenter activities.
o Define, collect data and establish a Systems Data Base
containing both LDEF and experimenter systems data.
Note that experimenter systems were included. Many experiments utilized electronic
systems and components (and many different materials) which were incidental to the
primary purpose of the experiment, but which had the potential to yield valuable
information from their orbital exposure.
PRE-RECOVERY PLANNING
An early task was to identify the electronic systems which were available for
examination by the System SIG. Initially these were limited to those NASA-supplied units
which were independant of individual experiments or which would be separated from them
relatively soon after return to experimenter laboratories. Two primary systems were
identified: the Experiment Initiate System (EIS) and the Experiment Power and Data
Systems (EPDS). The EIS consisted of a single control "box" (plus batteries and cabling),
located within the LDEF structure. It was expected to have been well shielded and held at a
relatively stable temperature. In contrast, there were seven similar EPDS units, located
within experimenter trays at various locations on the spacecraft, and thus potentially
exposed to different conditions. Other components of interest included the batteries
provided by NASA and the LDEF wire harness. This connected all active experiments
with the EIS, and included some inter-experiment cabling for power, data and control
purposes. Since the wire harness went to almost every section of LDEF, it was exposed to
most of the conditions existing within the structure.
During the planning phase, it was not certain if any experimenter electronic systems
would be available for study. Generic test plans were developed for optional use by
experimenters, as well as for those NASA-owned LDEF systems which would be
available. These basic test plans covered the following areas:
o Electrical systems and subsystems: functional testing
o Circuit board evaluation
o Component examination and failure analysis
o Power systems: batteries
solar cells
power management and control components
high voltage insulators and dielectrics
o Wire harnesses.
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Their purposewas to provide a set of general guidelines for use in planning more
detailed test and analysis plans for all LDEF systems, recognizing that some experimenters
had already developed very detailed plans while others may not have thought much about
these "subsidiary" components at all.
In the Test Plans, we recommended the following approach:
o Develop a specific plan for testing the system prior to actual measurements,
including thorough documentation of all steps taken. During the planning phase,
collect and review original design and test documents, and attempt to collect spare
or reference (control) components.
. Document the condition of the system prior to any actions which might disturb
that condition, including appropriate electrical measurements prior to and during
first application of power.
. Document any indications of failure or other abnormal behavior, and review pre-
and post flight test data before proceeding.
4. Investigate all failures, and at the component level.
5. Investigate significant parametric shifts, even if not technically failures.
A few systems were inspected and tested at the Kennedy Space Center facility (SAEF-
2) during deintegration. Most testing was the responsibility of the individual
experimenters, with Systems SIG assistance available if requested. During and following
deintegration, a number of other areas were identified in which our assistance was
requested and provided. These will be discussed below.
KSC ACTIVITIES: TEST AND RESULTS
1. Surface Voltage Measurements and Related Findings
We were requested to measure the surface voltage on the Plasma-High Voltage
Drainage Experiment (A0054), to insure the system had turned itself off and no damaging
voltages were present. The measurement needed to be totally non-contact under the ground
rules then in effect. The actual testing was straightforward, using an off-the-shelf static
voltmeter (although we did have to make one point of contact on the LDEF frame). As
expected, the experiment was off and no surface voltages were present. However, in
running through the procedures in SAEF-2, we noted significant static voltages on table
tops, gloves, bags, trash cans and on most other surfaces. We then realized that none of
the tables and few of the work platforms were grounded.
This led to a decision to provide static protected work surfaces on a number of the
tables, and a general review of grounding procedures on the various work platforms and
tray transporters. Some of the procedures, such as grabbing the platform rails before
touching anything (to discharge the gloves) must have been considered a nuisance to the
guys "just trying to get the job done", but we ended up with a workable system to minimize
the possibility of static discharge damage to the experiments.
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2. EIS Relays and Status Indicators
The original LDEF flight plan called for resetting all experiments to their unpowered
state when the shuttle retrieved the spacecraft, utilizing the active grapple fixture to trigger
the reset operation of the EIS. Due to the extended mission length and consequent
uncertain state of batteries, and the desire not to disturb the final state of certain
experiments, it was decided not to reset the systems. All experiment initiate relays were
therefore expected to remain in their "SET" state throughout recovery and deintegration.
We wished to verify this prior to tray removal or any other activities which might.change
that state (including mechanical shocks associated with transportation to expenmenter
laboratories). Planning for this verification test, to take place on LDEF early in the
deintegration phase, required not only an approved test plan but also the permission of all
experimenters utilizing the EIS. We were able to contact all but one experimenter and all
those contacted approved the procedure. We therefore proceeded with the test on all those
experiments with approval.
A technical concern was expressed by NASA that we limit test voltages to very low
levels, to insure detection of any high contact resistance conditions as well as to prevent
any possibility of activating the relays. We also had to utilize portable equipment which
could be easily cleaned and brought from Seattle to the SAEF-2 clean room. We utilized a
pair of digital multimeters, with a resistive shunt to keep their terminal voltages below 0.1
volts. One measured the resistance, while the other monitored the terminal voltage.
Measurements were made at the cable connectors which mated to the EIS box, and thus
included the resistance of the initiate wire harness and connectors at the experiment trays.
All the initiate relays which were checked were still in their SET state, and contact
resistances appeared to be normal (within the limitations of the measurement).
A related task conducted early in the deintegration phase was to inspect and document
the state of the visual indicators on the EIS control box. These small electromagnetic
devices rotate a ball to display either black or white sides through a window. One was
used for each active experiment. The signal to set the indicator to white came through a
separate set of contacts on the experiment initiate relay. These could only be reset using
ground support equipment (GSE), so a white indication was a reliable record that the relay
had been set. Six of the indicators were located adjacent to the active grapple fixture, and
were used by the astronauts to verify system operation after LDEF was placed in orbit. As
expected, all the indicators associated with experiments were white at the time of this initial
post recovery inspection.
3. EPDS Test Activities at KSC
The second NASA-provided electronic system of interest was the Experiment Power
and Data System (EPDS). Seven of these were flown on six different experiments, located
at various positions on the LDEF structure (see Table 1). The EPDS components were not
directly exposed to the exterior environment, being protected by their mounting plate and
by external thermal shields. All the EPDS units were similar, consisting of a Data
Processor and Control Assembly (DPCA), a tape recorder (the MTM, Magnetic Tape
Module), and two LiSO2 batteries, all of which were attached to a mounting plate designed
to fit into the experiment tray. There were differences in their programming (by jumpers on
several cards in the DPCA), and in the mix of analog and digital data channels, but all
shared a number of identical circuit cards.
Two experiments (M0004 and S1001) utilizing EPDS were tested at KSC. The
Systems SIG had provided the generic Electrical Systems Functional Test Plan and the
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moredetailedEPDSTestProcedure,PR-EPDS-A(1), bothof whichsuggesteda number
of measurementsandtestsassociatedwith initial power applicationandtesting. Their
purposewasto documentthecondition of the EPDSprior to andduringapplicationof
power,in casesomeabnormalconditionhaddeveloped.Had therebeenmajor failures,
suchasinternalshorts,thesemeasurementsmighthavebeenimportantin diagnosingthe
problemsor preventing damage.
One of the suggested tests was to monitor the power supply currents when power was
first applied. In addition to simply recording the DC current level, we suggested use of
either a storage oscilloscope or a "Visicorder" (Hewlett Packard) fast chart recorder to
capture the turn-on transient. Use of the Visicorder on the S10001 initial test proved to be
exciting, due to its 160 inches per second chart speed. We did capture these first
transients, which proved to have characteristic shapes. Subsequent tests on other systems
(generally using storage oscilloscopes) produced similar results (with a lot less paper),
indicating generally similar timing and normal operation.
Both experiments, including the EPDS, functioned properly. As these were the first
electronic systems tested after LDEF recovery, their successful operation was especially
welcome. However, one system (M0004) exhibited two apparent anomalies: a higher than
normal EPDS standby current, and chattering in an experiment relay which was driven by
the EPDS. Subsequent testing demonstrated that these were not due to failures within the
EPDS (see Post-Deintegration Activities section).
4. LDEF Cable Harness Inspection and Removal
The LDEF wire harness was absolutely essential to the success of all active
experiments, as it carded the initiate signals from the EIS. It had been assembled in-place
on the LDEF frame, using Teflon insulated wire and nylon cable ties. Much of the harness
also was protected by shielded braid and an outer Teflon jacket. The majority of the
harness was well shielded from direct exposure to the external environment. Our first
objective was to perform as much inspection and testing as feasible prior to any disruption
of the harness and associated connectors.
The initial inspection took place during the tray removal activity. As the LDEF
structure was rotated, all accessible wiring of the primary structure and of the experiment
trays was visually examined with five power magnification. Later, as more of the system
became accessible, continuity measurements were made, and finally insulation resistance
measurements at 500 Volts DC were made after all the trays were removed. We also
measured disconnect forces (torque) on all connectors possible during their initial removal.
During the visual inspection, several punctures were observed in the Teflon jacket, in
some cases severe enough to expose the shield braid. However, these were attributed to
the hand layup method of construction, rather than to the orbital exposure. None of these
punctures was caused by or led to any failure of the electrical system.
All connectors were found to be properly coupled, and disconnect torques were within
specified limits. There was no degradation of dielectric components, interfacial seals or
finishes on any of the connectors examined. The wiring remained flexible with no
indications of insulation cracking or other degradation within the primary structure.
Electrical tests (continuity and insulation resistance at 500 VDC) showed the circuitry to be
intact, with no observed insulation degradation.
The connectors supplied by the LDEF project to the experimenters were space rated,
and had been subjected to vacuum bakeout. It was noted that many of the other connectors
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usedby experimenterswere Mil-Specor equivalentcommercialvariants,andwere not
spacerated.Most were not subjectedto a vacuumbakeoutprocessprior to assembly,
which would havereducedoutgassingin a low pressureenvironment. Most did not
contain strain relief adaptorsor cable clamping devices. A silicone encapsulating
compound(possiblyProductsResearchCorp.PRC1535)hadbeenappliedat thepointthe
wiringexitedtheconnectors.Theencapsulantremainedflexible.
Theprimarywire harnesswasattachedto thespacecraftwith glass-fillednylon cable
clamps,andwire bundleswereheldtogetherwith nylon cableties. Theonly evidenceof
failureof thesedevicesoccurredon theexteriorof anexperimentrayin conjunctionwith a
cannister(EECC). Someof thesecableties hadfractured,and manywere blackened
(normallytheyarebeigeor white). It is thoughtthefailuresoccurredfrom stressesapplied
during the opening and closing of the canister, following damagefrom exposureto
ultravioletradiation.
Theonly evidenceof connectorcomponentdeteriorationwasfoundon thefour traysof
the Interstellar GasExperiment (A0038). The interfacial sealsof uncappedcircular
connectorswereshriveled,andthesilver platingon MHV coaxialconnectorbodieswas
severelytarnished.Bothof theseconnectorsweremountedin thespace-sideof thetrays.
POST-DEINTEGRATIONTESTSAND OBSERVATIONS
Following trayremovalandreturnto theexperimenters,theSystemsSIGparticipated
in a numberof systemstests,and maintainedcontactwith experimentersto developa
listing of observationsandanomalies. Most of theexperimenteresultswill bereported
independantly,but testswith SystemsSIGparticipationarediscussedbelow. A summary
of knownanomaliesin electricalorelectronicsystemsis givenin Table2.
1. ExperimentInitiateSystem
Shortlyafter removalof theEIS from LDEF, it wastestedat KSC usingtheoriginal
GSE. Although the EIS had apparentlyworked flawlessly in turning on the active
experiments,it hadnot beenreseton recovery. Theplanwas to exerciseboth functions
(SET andRESET),followed by the internal visual inspection,looking for any signsof
degradation.
Theinitial RESETfunctionaltestwascompletelysuccessful:all indicatorswhichhad
beenSET(white) wereobservedto RESET(black). TheEIS alsocontaineda numberof
unusedindicators,which remainedin their original RESETcondition,asexpected.The
systemwasthengivenits first SETtest,exercisingall circuits includingthosewhichhad
not beenused(not connectedto anexperiment). It wasnotedthat oneof thepreviously
unusedvisual indicatorsfailed to shift from black to white, althoughits associatedrelay
circuit functionedcorrectly. Ontwo subsequentRESET/SETcycles,this indicatorshifted
properlyto whitewhenexercised.Powersupplycurrenttraceswerenormal,with changes
indicatingcorrecttiming of thevarious relay drive operations.
It was tempting to consider the faulty indicator a "nuisance" item, of no great
significance, since it had not actually been used during flight. However, the astronauts
used identical indicators to verify proper functioning of the EIS during its initial
deployment. Failure of one of those units at that time would have caused concern and
possibly costly delays. For this reason, as well as the general plan to analyze all failures,
the faulty indicator and three others were removed and carried to Boeing for analysis.
Results are discussed under Failure Analysis Activities.
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TheEIScontrolboxwasthefirst electronicsystemwhichcouldbeopenedandinspected,
soit wasof interestasanindicatorof anypossibledeteriorationwhichmighthaveaffected
othersystemsandexperiments.Fortunately,nodeteriorationof anyof the internalcircuit
boardsor othercomponentswasfound. Therewerea few minor anomalies(assemblyor
inspectionoversights),butnoareasof concern.
2. EPDSTestingandApparentAnomalies
Although simple compared with today's data systems, the EPDS contains many
elements common to most such systems, including various control and "handshake" lines,
programmable data formats and timing (via jumpers on circuit cards), and a data storage
system (CMOS memory, with periodic data transfer to the MTM tape recorder). Each was
furnished with a set of support equipment for ground checkout and operation with the
experimenter's system, including a Data Display Box (DDB), a computer tape system for
transcription of the MTM data, an MTM controller, and the various interconnecting cables.
Typically, these had been boxed up and placed in storage during the LDEF flight. In some
cases, the individuals most familiar with their use were no longer associated with the
project. In all cases, personnel had to refamiliarize themselves with the system prior to
post flight testing.
Systems SIG interest in the EPDS continued through initial testing in the experimenter
laboratories. We were able to witness the initial tests at four facilities (in addition to the
KCS tests), and provided technical assistance in setting up and conducting some of those
tests. All seven EPDS's functioned normally during and after the LDEF flight. Apparent
anomalies proved to be due to GSE or to interactions with experiments, rather than failures
of electronic systems. The only significant problems involved the MTM's. Observations
are summarized below.
M0003: Aerospace Corporation used two EPDS, and set up both systems for test
using the NASA-supplied "Kennedy" computer tape system as well as their own computer-
based tape readout system. One of the two systems performed properly during all in-lab
tests. The other seemed to be operating properly during a multi-hour test. However, after
returning from lunch, we found the unit was latched into a continuous data scan and tape
record mode. The condition was not corrected by reinitializing the system. Examination of
the tapes showed the condition to have begun at the time of the first programmed data
readout. Attempts to diagnose the problem at Aerospace were not successful, and schedule
commitments precluded further efforts at that time.
The unit was subsequently sent to Boeing for analysis, along with its GSE, cables,
etc. Initially, it operated correctly in all modes. Almost by accident, it was found that one
of the GSE cables had an intermittent short inside a connector, which could be activated if
the cable was flexed in "just the right way". The failure of the GSE cable was completely
independent of the EPDS itself, and caused no loss of data.
M0004: Two anomalies had been observed during initial post-flight testing at KSC.
The EPDS standby current was higher than normal (2 mA, compared with the normal 0.5
mA), and chattering of an experiment power supply relay (driven by a signal from EPDS)
was noted during the final KSC test (but not earlier). The higher standby current was of
particular interest, as it might have indicated changes in the CMOS components.
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Testing at the experimenter laboratory (AFWL, Albuquerque, NM) revealed that the
EPDS was functioning normally, and that the apparently high standby current was caused
by a previously unrecognized experiment activation which occurred when the system was
first initialized. The cause was a known characteristic of the original EPDS controller
board, which provided "erroneous pulses during the initial powering up" on the four
pulsed signals to the experimenter (Reference 2: EPDS Manual, page 23). An optional
modification to eliminate these signals had not been made. Since the first programmed data
scan did not occur for some time after initialization, the early activation resulted in no loss
of data. The chattering relay was also found to be due to test setup conditions (time
between system tests), rather than a failure of the EPDS or experiment electronics. Both
anomalies point up the fact that subtle characteristics of the interaction of different systems
can cause confusion.
MTM's: Two anomalies have been reported, and were investigated by the MTM
manufacturer, Lockheed Corporation. Prior to LDEF recovery, it was decided to return the
MTM's to Lockheed for inspection and data recovery, rather than assume they would
operate normally using experimenter GSE. During these inspections, it was noted that the
magnetic tape on all but one unit had taken a "set" where it was wrapped around the
phenolic capstan. The exception was the single unit which had operated periodically
throughout the flight. The MTM's were backfilled with dry nitrogen prior to flight. Upon
exposure of the tapes to controlled humidity, the mechanical set gradually disappeared.
Evidently some level of humidity is necessary in the sealed units to avoid this problem
under long term, inactive storage. Interestingly, it has been reported that a different type of
tape (cassette) used in the Polymer Matrix Composite Materials Experiment (A0180) did
not encounter this problem even though it too had been backfilled with dry nitrogen. The
reason has not yet been conclusively determined, but it has been speculated that outgassing
of some other material in the case prevented excessive drying of the tape [3].
One significant MTM failure resulted in loss of some experiment data on the Thermal
Control Surfaces Experiment (S0069). This was the only four track MTM used, and the
experiment did not use an EPDS. The relay which should have switched track sets (from
tracks 1 or 3 to tracks 2 or 4) failed to operate during the flight. Consequently, portions of
the early flight data on track 1 were overwritten and lost. During testing at Lockheed, the
relay was exercised and operated normally. Such behavior is not unusual, in that contact
contaminants may prevent one or more switching operations and yet be dislodged in
subsequent activations, restoring normal operation. If anticipated, such failures may
sometimes be overcome by sensing correct operation and arranging for reactivation if
necessary. However, this was not a feature of the affected unit.
3. Batteries
The Systems SIG has also assisted in organizing the LDEF battery investigation. Four
organizations are currently studying the lithium sulfate batteries: Aerospace Corporation,
Naval Test Laboratories, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and SAFI" Corporation (manufacturer
of the batteries). The objective of the study is to identify degradation modes of the
batteries, and to provide information useful to future missions. This study is still
underway, with only preliminary results thus far reported. It has been determined that
unused batteries retained a significant portion of their charge - generally 80 to 90 percent of
their original capacity. It is believed that this applies to both ground stored batteries and
flight batteries which saw minimal use. These batteries are among the very few which will
retain their capacity over time without periodic recharging, and their good retention on
LDEF is of particular relevance to the Galileo mission which is also using this type of
battery.
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Testing of LiCF and NiCd batteriesis also planned. Some NiCd batteries were
reported to have developed internal pressure, resulting in bulging of their cell cases
(S1001). This may have been caused by continuous charging from the solar cell panel
used to maintain power (there was apparently no automatic shutoff at full charge). The
batteries were still functional, however. Venting of LiCF after four years operation was
also reported, resulting in a "bad odor" in the experiment container (S0069). This is
considered normal for these batteries, and occurred on similar grounds units.
THE BOEING ELECTRONICS EXPERIMENT
Most electronics carded on LDEF were used to support experiments, rather than being
flown as part of an experiment. An exception was the Boeing Electronics Experiment, a
company-funded investigation of the effects of LEO on inexpensive, commercial quality
components. These included a number of plastic packaged integrated circuits and discrete
components (transistors, resistors, capacitors, and diodes), and a fiber optic experiment.
They were mounted on a pair of circuit boards using standard assembly techniques, with
half the components conformally coated, using Hysol PC18. The experiment was flown as
part of the Space Environment Effects on Spacecraft Materials Experiment (M0003).
A list of components flown is shown in Table 3. Half the electronic components and
the fiber optic experiment were powered up during data collection periods, determined by
the timing of the M0003 EPDS. All components were mounted behind a metal cover plate,
and had no direct exposure to external conditions (other than vacuum). Temperatures were
moderate, as determined from on board thermistors, ranging between +5 and +30 degrees
C for the fiber optics experiment. Postflight data was compared with pre-flight data on a
part-by-part basis.
There were no component failures and no parametric shifts which exceeded the part
specification limits. No degradation was observed on any of the circuit board elements or
components, other than some darkening of nylon cable ties on a small portion of the power
and data cable which received external exposure. The fiber optic components continued to
be fully functional, with no significant changes in performance. These results support the
conclusion that commercial components, if properly tested, assembled and shielded from
temperature extremes and other damaging exterior conditions (e.g. atomic oxygen and
ultraviolet radiation, etc.), can survive the space environment and continue to function for
extended periods.
FAILURE ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES
Failure analysis was strongly recommended for all system or component failures, even
if no loss of experiment data or other problems resulted. This was not only to look for any
possible orbit-related effects, but also to try to determine what additional part selection or
testing requirements might have prevented such failures. Failure analyses performed by the
Systems SIG are discussed below.
1. EIS Status Indicator Failure
This small electromechanical device, discussed earlier, consisted of a rotating ball (half
white, half black) which indicated the SET or RESET state of the various experiment
initiate relays. The single failure of an unused unit on the EIS control box was
investigated, comparing the electrical performance of the intermittent unit with three others
which had not failed. Two of the three extra units had not been connected and therefore
had not been exercised during any of the flight or post-flight testing. One had been
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connectedbut wasunused,similar to the faulty unit. All units were subjected to marginal
voltage testing at the minimum specified operating pulse width (40 milliseconds). The
three "spare" units all functioned consistently at 5-6 volts. The faulty unit, however,
exhibited highly variable behavior, operating twice at 9.4-10.3 volts, and a third time at 5.6
volts. This type of intermittency is characteristic of contamination, and indeed the failure
was found to be caused by a small particle (probably plastic) which could jam the magnet.
Particle contamination is an all-too-common problem with small electromechanical devices,
including relays.
It should be noted that the failing unit often operated normally during testing of the EIS,
or under normal voltages and with long input voltage on-times. It is often necessary to
subject components to testing at the limits of the manufacturer's specifications (voltage,
temperature, pulse widths and timing, etc.) to detect marginal parts. Many of the
components used on LDEF were MIL-STD-883, Class B, and did not receive such
testing.
2. A0076 Experiment Transistor.
Although the experiment control circuitry operated correctly during the LDEF flight, it
was found during post flight testing that one valve opened immediately upon initiation
rather than at a preset thermistor temperature. Further investigation disclosed a failed
transistor and resistor, used to open one of the two experiment valves. These were to have
operated for only a very short time (about 2 milliseconds) during flight. Analysis of the
flight data confirmed that the valve driven by the failed transistor had opened correctly,
after the thermistor cooled down to its preset temperature. The circuit had been tested many
times during preflight checkout, but always at atmospheric pressure. Failure analysis
showed the 2N2222A transistor had shorted internally and overheated, ultimately melting
the emitter ball bond and adjacent lead. Excessive current through the short overstressed
the resistor as well. Internal examination revealed poor quality die attach. Although the
cause of failure could not be determined with certainty, it is speculated that the part had
been marginal even during pre-flight testing (some unexplained current leakage had been
detected). It may have continued to function in spite of drawing some leakage current
under laboratory conditions, but failed when powered up in a vacuum. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that an identical circuit on the same board did not fail. The system
had never been subjected to thermal-vacuum testing prior to the LDEF flight.
Lack of thermal-vacuum testing was common among experiment systems. Such testing
is expensive and time consuming, but can often detect problems which may never show up
otherwise.
3. A0038 Interstellar Gas Experiment Failures
A0038 was one of the most complex experiments on LDEF. It also experienced the
most extensive electronic systems failure. Seven "cameras", each containing five copper-
beryllium foil plattens, were to collect gas atoms. The plattens were to be sequentially
rotated out of their exposed position by firing pyrotechnic "squibs" when pulsed by their
electronic sequencer units. After return of LDEF to KSC, it was found that only one of the
35 plattens had rotated during flight. Portions of the electronic systems were sent to the
Systems SIG at Boeing for failure analysis. This analysis is not yet complete, but some
observations are discussed below.
Failure Analysis Observations: The experiment systems were activated by the EIS
system, which operated a single master initiate relay. This was found to be activated
("SET"), and six of the seven slave relays (activated from the master relay) were SET. One
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slaverelay did notactivateduring flight andits sequencer(tray F6) wasneverturnedon.
Intermittent operationof theF6 slaverelay hasbeenconfirmedin the laboratory. The
remainingsix systemshadbeenactivated(confirmedby datafrom E-cell coulombmeters,
asdiscussedbelow).
TherewasanLDEF requirementthatelectronicsystemsbe isolatedelectricallyfrom the
LDEF structure. However,at leasttwo experimentswereevidentlydesignedto usethe
LDEF asagroundreference(A0038andA0054). TheInterstellarGasExperiment(IGE)
electronicswereindeedisolatedfrom thetray structure,but thevariouschassisboxesand
thecamerabox structurewasbolteddirectly to the tray. This madethe tray the ground
referencepoint for oneof thecamerainternalgrids. Neitherelectricalterminalof thehigh
voltagepowersupplywasconnectedto thetray, resulting in uncertaintyasto theactual
voltagebetweenthecameragridsandthecamerabody. Also, in a latepre-flightchangefor
thermal control purposes,all the sequencerchassiswere isolated from the trays by
insulatingwashers.
Despitethegroundingconfusion,all electricalsystemshadgroundreturnleadsin their
cabling,which completedthecircuits and allowedthemto function. Testingat Boeing
confirmedthatall sequencersandhigh voltagesuppliesfunctionednormally,usingflight
cablesandacceleratedclock timing. Confh-mingactivationof thetrays,all batteriesexcept
thatof thetraywith thefaulty initiaterelay(F6) werefully discharged,asexpected.
The experimentalsoused"E-cell" micro-coulombmeterunits to recordthelengthof
time high voltage had beenapplied to the cameragrids. A numberof theseE-cells
apparentlyleaked,destroyingtheir socketswith thecorrosiveinternalelectrolyte. Similar
units were usedin one otherexperiment(A0054), and six of thoseE-cells alsoleaked
(approximately4%). Apparentlythesecomponentswerenot"spacerated"andhadnever
beensubjectedto thermal-vacuumtesting. It is quitepossiblethata4%failure rateis not
unusualin the absenceof suchtesting. Perhapsthosemarginalunits might havebeen
detectedandreplacedprior to flight, with amoreextensivetestprogram. It wasnotedthat
the leakingE-cellson theA0038experimentwereall locatedin highvoltagepowersupplies
whichreceivedsomedirectsolarexposure,soheatingmayhavebeenafactor. Nodetailed
studyof theseunitshasyetbeendone.
Readoutof the integratedcurrentsrecordedby theE-cells confirmedthat the power
supplies had been turned on for an extendedperiod, consistentwith their intended
programming. Since this would have occurredcoincident with electronic sequencer
operationsintendedtofire squibsto rotatetheplattens,it suggeststhatthesequencerswere
alsoturnedon andoperatingproperly.
In laboratorytesting,all theflight sequencersandhighvoltagepowersuppliesworked
normally (in spiteof somecircuit boardstainingfrom the leaking E-cells). Whenone
systemwas reassembled,usingflight cablesand simulatedsquibs(flash bulbs), timing
wascorrectandtheflashbulbfiredatthecorrecttime.
Subsequently,theflight squibsandotherspareunitswereexaminedatJohnsonSpace
Center. Someof theseunitswere test fired. All thosetestsindicatethe squibswerein
goodconditionandfirednormally. Theanalysisis still in progress,andit isplannedto test
fire somesquibsusingacompleteexperimentsystem.It ispossiblethattheexactcauseof
failurewill neverbeknown.
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4. A0187-1Chemistryof MicrometeoroidsExperiments
This experimentutilized sets of foil collector plates hinged along one side and
controlled to open or close in a clam shell fashion. They were launched in the closed
position. During flight they were to open for 300 days,and then closed. On recovery they
were found to be open. Preliminary analysis shows there was no stop designed into the
timer sequence, since the original LDEF mission was to have only lasted 18 months. It
appears that there was sufficient battery life to operate the clamshells more than once, and
they happened to be open at the time of recovery due to the programmed open-close time
periods. Failure analysis is planned to verify this failure mode.
This anomaly illustrates the need to anticipate changes in mission plans and durations,
and to provide for controlled shutdown (or repetitions if desired) of systems, rather than
rely upon the original planned duration.
CONCLUSIONS: LESSONS LEARNED
In spite of the few notable problems, most systems performed very well. Actual
failures were few, and these appear to be caused by traditional culprits: design and testing
limitations, and/or component or assembly problems. The following conclusions are meant
to suggest areas of improvement and to serve as reminders of certain well known
principles, rather than as new findings.
1. Although shielding from extended exposure to atomic oxygen and other environmental
effects is important, no failures occurred which indicate any new, fundamental limitations
to extended mission lifetimes. The key requirement (in addition to following good design
practices) seems to be the system test plan. Testing of components at temperature, voltage
and timing limits, and extensive testing of systems (including thermal-vacuum and noise
tolerance testing) is essential. This must include thorough documentation, particularly of
the interfaces between systems, and special efforts to detect unanticipated noise or spurious
signals which can affect system timing or operation.
2. Extensive outgassing and atomic oxygen effects were observed on many experiments
and on the LDEF structure. Use of metallized Teflon and other films resulted in quantities
of loose, conductive material which could cause problems in some systems. This area
requires considerably more investigation, including long term degradation studies and
controls on allowable materials for long mission lifetimes.
3. Relays are a continuing problem area, well known in many production situations.
Efforts have been made in some systems to eliminate them entirely, substituting solid state
switches or other design approaches (e.g. redundancy, error detection and provision for
reset, etc.). There does not seem to be any magic answer, but certainly a part of the
program to minimize such problems is to use well qualified vendors with a proven "track
record" of supplying high reliability parts. In addition, testing at the component and the
system level is essential.
4. Many low cost, non-space-qualified components performed quite well, with no
problems at all. The question of whether to permit use of commercial or MIL-STD parts in
space applications is far too complex to discuss here, involving many longstanding
policies. However, it is evident that such components can survive in some space
applications, and that their use may often be justified for low cost systems when failures
would not result in safety concerns or other major mission costs. Key to use of such
components is conservative design and testing.
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TABLE 1. EPDS UNITS AND LOCATIONS ON LDEF
Experiment No. and Title
A0201
M0003
M0004
S0014
S1001
S 1005
Interplanetary Dust
Space Environment Effects
Fiber Optics
Advanced Photovoltaics
Low Temp. Heat Pipe
Transverse Heat Pipe
Tray
Organization Location
NASA LaRC E9
Aerospace D4
AFWL F8
NASA LeRC E9
NASA GSFC F12
NASA MSFC B 10
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TABLE 2. ELECTRICALSYSTEMSANOMALIES,ARRANGEDBY TYPE
RelaysandOtherElectromechanicalDeviceAnomalies:
A0038:
S0069:
EIS:
MTM's:
A0180:
onetrayinitiaterelayfailed
MTM 4-trackchangeoverrelayfailed
oneunusedstatusindicatorfailed
magnetictapetookmechanicalset
magnetictapeoxidelostadhesionin dry N2
SystemAnomalies:
A0038: onlyonepyrocablecutterfired
A0076: prematureshutoff
A0187-1:Clamshellsnotclosedon retrieval
S0014: Gultondatasystemfailedafterretrieval
ComponentAnomalies:
A0038:
A0054:
A0076:
M0004:
S0069:
S1001:
E-cellcoulombmetersleaked(5of 70: 7%)
E-cellcoulombmetersleaked(6of 152:4%)
Transistor/resistorfailed
Onefiberopticcableseveredbymicrometeoroid
impact
DAC: bit 25 latchedhigh
NiCdbatterycellsbulging(mayhavebeen
overcharged).
TABLE 3. BOEINGELECTRONICCOMPONENTEXPERIMENT:PARTSFLOWN
A. PlasticEncapsulatedDevicesExperiment
Quantity PartType
20
20
100
100
50
100
CD4068BE8-inputNAND gate(CMOS)
DM54LS30N8-inputNAND gate(low powerSchottky)
1uf, 50Vceramiccapacitors
10MegOhm,1/4watt, 1%resistors
2N2222A-typetransistors
1N4005diodes
Bo Hybrid Integrated Circuits Experiment
This contained 63 miscellaneous hybrids, including assorted circuits,
resistor test patterns (CrSi, NiCr, thick films), and
assorted substrates (A 1203, Be0, etc.)
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EFFECT OF SPACE EXPOSURE OF PYROELECTRIC INFRARED DETECTORS
James B. ROBERTSON
NASA, Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA
Introduction
Pyroelectric detectors are one of many different types of
infrared radiation detectors. The pyroelectric detectors are of
interest for long-term space use because they do not require
cooling during operation. Also, they can detect at very long
wavelengths and they have a relatively flat spectral response. A
disadvantage is that the radiation must be chopped in order to be
detected by a pyroelectric detector.
The objective of the experiment was to determine the effects
of launch and space exposure on the performance of commercially-
available pyroelectric detectors.
The approach was to measure certain detector parameters
before and after flight and try to determine the amount and cause
of the degradation. The experiment was passive: no data was
taken during flight.
Experiment
A total of twenty detectors were flown on LDEF and another
seven were kept on the ground as controls. There were three
different types of detector based on the type of pyroelectric
material used: lithium-tantalate (LTO), strontium-barium-niobate
(SBN), and triglycine-sulfide(TGS). The detectors were mounted
on tray E-5, which was a slightly-trailing-side location. The
tray was covered with a perforated aluminum plate for thermal
control. The plate blocked 504 of incident radiation. Four of
the twenty flight detectors were further shielded by a solid
aluminum plate which blocked their view of space but left them
exposed to space vacuum.
The detector parameters measured before and after flight
were signal strength, noise, and detectivity which is calculated
from signal and noise data. The three detector types were treated
as three separate experiments.
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Results
Visual observations:
There was a brown discoloration on the outer surfaces of the
detectors similar to the "tobacco stain" that was found on much
of LDEF.
A much more noticeable effect was the existence of
white/metallic regions either in or on the surface of the
detector windows which were made of KRS-5 (thallium-bromide-
iodide). Other window materials were flown: Irtran II and
germanium, but the effect was seen only in the KRS-5. Similar
damage was noted in two other LDEF experiments which exposed KRS-
5 in flight. The surfaces of flight and control detector windows
were analyzed by electron spectroscopy. The analysis showed a
silicate over all of the flight windows and a higher
concentration of thallium in the damaged regions of flight
windows than in either the control window or in less damaged
regions of the flight windows.
Detector data:
There were no survivors among the TGS detectors, therefore
no post-flight detector data was taken. However, all of the TGS
control detectors failed also; therefore the demise of the flight
TGS detectors cannot be ascribed to space exposure.
The LTO and SBN detectors held up very well. In fact, the
differences between the pre-flight and post-flight detectivities
for both types were within the error bounds of the measurement.
Conclusions
At this point in the study, we can say that lithium-
tantalate (LTO) and strontium-barium-niobate (SBN) are suitable
materials for pyroelectric detectors for long-term space
applications. Based on the results of detectors from one
manufacturer, we cannot recommend triglycine-sulfide (TGS)
because of its apparent short shelf life.
Window and lens materials are of major importance. In space
use, a detector will be part of a detection system and located
behind a lens or window of some sort, and damage to the lens or
window will most likely play a larger role than damage to the
detector in the degradation of the system performance.
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LDEF MECHANICAL SYSTEMS*
W. Steve _ and Harry W. Dursch
Boeing Defense & Space Group
Aerospace & Electronics Division
P. O. Box 3999, MS 73-09
Seattle, WA/ 98124-2499
Phone: (206) 773-0527, Fax: (206) 773-4946
SUMMARY
Following LDEF retrieval, the Systems Special Investigation Group (SIG) has been
involved in a number of investigations of mechanical hardware and structure flown on
LDEF. The primary objectives are to determine the effects of long-term space exposure on
1) mechanisms either employed on LDEF or as part of individual experiments, 2) LDEF
structural components, and 3) fasteners. Results from examination and testing of LDEF
structure, fasteners, LDEF end support beam, environment exposure control canisters,
experiment tray clamps, LDEF grapple fixtures, and viscous damper are presented. The
most significant finding to date is the absence of space exposure related cold-welding. All
instances of seizure or removal difficulties initially attributed to cold-welding have been
shown to have resulted from installation galling damage or improper removal techniques.
Widespread difficulties encountered with removal of stainless steel fasteners underscore the
need for effective thread lubrication schemes to ensure successful application of proposed
orbital replacement units onboard Space Station Freedom.
INTRODUCTION
The delayed recovery of LDEF presented a unique opportunity to investigate the effects
of low earth orbit space exposure on satellite systems and components that normally would
not have had any engineering interest. The charter for the Systems SIG LDEF mechanical
systems is to investigate and evaluate the effects of long-term space exposure on 1)
mechanisms utilized as part of LDEF or individual experiments, 2) LDEF structural
components and 3) fasteners. Specific areas of interest are evaluation of post-flight
functional performance of mechanisms, including such items as motors, bearings, seals
and lubricants, and the condition of LDEF structural components with respect to erosion,
wear, possible weld degradation, and microstructural changes. Fastener concerns include
determination of whether relaxation or cold-welding occurred during flight.
One of the most important objectives is to evaluate the potential for space exposure
generated cold-welding of structural materials and fasteners to be used in assembled
structures. Successful Space Station Freedom (SSF) design depends critically upon
avoidance of cold-welding since specific components to be used on SSF, such as orbital
replacement units (ORU), will require periodic replacement or repair. Any bonding or
adhesion of ORU fastener assemblies will make on-orbit removal difficult. Information
obtained from LDEF fastener studies will be of great help in the development of proper pre-
flight installation practices and thread lubrication schemes that will minimize the subsequent
risk of galling and cold-welding.
* Work done under NAS1-18224, Task 15
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Hardwareexaminedby or for the SystemSIG sinceLDEF deintegrationincludesthe
environment exposurecontrol canisters,the primary LDEF structure and fasteners,
experiment fasteners,LDEF end support beam (which bound on its spindle during
removal),experimentrayclampsfor evaluationof possiblenaetallurgicalchanges,grapple
fixtures andviscousdamper. Examinationsof the last two itemswereperformedat the
original vendorsandfundedby JohnsonSpaceCenter(JSC). Resultsand significant
observationstodatearediscussedbelow.
MECHANICAL SYSTEMSRESULTSAND DISCUSSION
EnvironmentExposureControlCanisters
Five environmentexposurecontrol canisters(EECC) were flown on LDEF. These
canisterswere usedby individual experimentersfor controlledexposurestudiesof the
effects of low earth orbit (LEO) on various structural, thermal control, and optical
materials. Figure 1 showstheS0010experimentEECCasmountedin theB9 tray. The
EECCis essentiallya sealeddrawerin whichsmallsamplesweremountedfor controlled
spaceexposure; typically the canisterswere programmedto open two weeks after
deploymentandcloseoneweekprior to theoriginallyanticipatedretrievalof LDEF. The
drawerisopenedby ascrewdriveactuatordrivenbya28VDC electricmotor. Thedrawer
is sealedby abutyl rubberseal.
Dr. SteveSpearof the SystemsSIG and Dr. Dave Brinza of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratoryparticipatedin theopeningof theM0006,S0010andthetwo M0003canisters.
Technicalsupportwasprovidedfor openingof theWestGermanS1002canisters.Initial
canisterpressuresjust prior to opening,canisterleakrates,internalgassamples,drawer
openingtimesanddrive motorcurrentswereobtainedfor mostof thecanisters.Only the
draweropeningtime andmotorcurrentswereobtainedfor theS1002canister.A portable
gassamplingmanifoldwith pressuregagesandasorptionvacuumpumpwasutilized for
the gasmeasurements.A stripchart recordermonitoringthevoltagedrop acrossa0.25
ohmresistancein serieswith themotorwasemployedtorecordthedrivecurrentssupplied
by theEECCgroundsupportequipment.
Dataobtainedduringthecanisteropeningsis summarizedin TableI. Theinitial pressure
of theM0006canisterwasnotobtainedbecausetheEECCpurgevalveloosenedandleaked
duringhook-upof thegassamplingmanifold. However,it wasnotedthatthecanisterwas
belowatmosphericpressure,which is consistentwith themeasuredleakrateandlengthof
time afterLDEF retrieval. The S1002experimentersreportedthatapressuredifferential
betweenthecanisterandatmospherewasnotapparentatthetimeof opening.Thetypical
pre-flight leakratesfor thecanisterswerearound1.3torr/day. Thepost-flight leak rates
for theM0006andM0003/D4canisters,2.7and 1.9torr/day,flown at or adjacentto the
trailing edgeon LDEF arecomparableto pre-flight values. The higherleakratesfor the
S0010andM0003/D8canistersflown ator neartheleadingedgein comparisonto thoseat
thetrailingedgearesuggestiveof thedifferencesbetweenatomicoxygenexposurelevels
andpossiblecorrespondingdamageto or contaminationof thedrawerseals.
Typical drawer opening time was around 17minutes. Motor currentsoscillated
betweenthe limits shownin Table I during eachrevolution of the drive screw. This
behavioris illustratedin Figure2wherethestripcharttracescorrespondingto steadyrun
openingcurrentsarecomparedfor theM0006 andS0010canisters.Thelongeropening
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time of theM0006canisterandhigherthantypicalcurrentdrawareconsistentwith noise
indicationsof higher torqueloadingof themotornotedduring opening. Damageto the
drive screw(warping)or to its dri-film lubricationarepossiblecausesto accountfor the
degradedperformance.The low motorcurrentof theS0010canistercorrespondedwith
observationsof a smoothand steadydrawer opening. The S0010 canister was the
prototype S/N 001 EECC and, as such, its good performanceis likely the result of
"breakingin" of themechanismduringextensiveoperationduringdevelopmenttesting.
Test plans for additionaldetailedexaminationand testingof the EECC'sarebeing
developedby the SystemSIG for coordinationwith investigatorsatThe AerospaceCo.,
Wright-PattersonAFB andNASA LaRC. Theplanincludesinvestigationof thecausesof
theobservedperformancedifferencesbetweencanistersandtheirrelationto thedifferences
in thespaceexposureconditionsduringflight.
PrimaryLDEF StructureandFasteners
Aluminum Primary Structure
The LDEF primary structure is constructed of welded and bolted aluminum 6061-T6
rings, longerons, and intercostals. The welds were inspected by dye penetrant and eddy
current techniques at KSC following deintegration of the experiment trays. The welds
were found to be nominal with no evidence of any flight related degradation.
The potential for space exposure effects on the microstructural or mechanical properties
of the aluminum structure was investigated by metallurgical analysis of the 6061-T6
aluminum experiment tray clamps. Examination of the clamps avoided removal of any
structural components for analysis. The tray clamps are completely representative of the
primary structure and were distributed uniformly around the spacecraft. Clamps from near
leading edge (El0) and near trailing edge (E2) were cross-sectioned and prepared for
microstructural examination by standard metallographic techniques. As-etched, near
surface microstructures from areas that were either directly exposed or protected by an
overlaying shim are displayed in Figure 3 for both clamps. The microstructures are typical
for 6061-T6 aluminum. The lack of any differences between the samples illustrates that
space exposure has no discernible effect on the bulk microstructures of typical structural
metals. Mechanical property changes are precluded in the absence of microstructural
changes. Surface analysis investigations including scanning electron microscopy of the
anodized surfaces of the clamps did, however, show some not unexpected smoothing or
erosion effects on exposed areas near the leading edge.
Primary Structure Fasteners
All primary structure fastener assemblies were re-torqued to pre-flight values at KSC
following experiment deintegration. The fastener assemblies consist of stainless steel bolts
ranging in diameter from 1/4 to 7/8 inch with silver-plated locking nuts. Only 4% or 119
of the 2,928 assemblies had relaxed. Nut rotations required to re-establish pre-flight torque
levels for those that relaxed ranged from 5 to 120 degrees. The small number of relaxed
fastener assemblies suggests that the reliability of bolted joints in space applications is very
high. This conclusion must, however, be tempered by the fact that LDEF was exposed to a
rather benign thermal environment with minimal thermal swings as indicated by review of
the on-board thermocouple data.
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IntercostalFastenerAssemblyCross-Section
An undisturbed,as-flownintercostalfastenerassemblyshownin Figure4 wasremoved
from the LDEF structureto investigatethepossibility of cold-weldingof the structure
fastenerassembliesduringspaceexposure.Thefastenerwasselectedrandomlyandnot
becauseof anyevidenceof cold-weldingof it or othersimilarfasteners.Thestainlesssteel
bolt/aluminuminterfacesandbolt/nut faying surfaceswereexaminedfor indicationsof
cold- (or solid state-)welding. Closeupsof theseareasareshownin Figures5 and 6.
Examination of the bolt shankinterface revealsno metallographicevidenceof cold-
welding. The threadfaying surfacesalsoshowno evidenceof cold-welding; however,
someminorgalling andsmearingof thesilver platingon thenut is evident. Thebehavior
of theplatingisas-expectedsinceit is specifiedtoactasalubricantduringbothinstallation
andremovaltopreventgallingandseizureof thenuton thebolt.
TrayClampandExperimentFasteners
Tray ClampFasteners
The experimenttrays wereheld in thestructureopeningsby aluminumclamps. The
clampswereattachedto thestructurewith 140ksiA286 stainlesssteelhex-head1/4"-20x
0.75" boltshavingapassivatedfinish. The bolts,with alodinedaluminumwashersunder
thehead,wereinstalledintoself-lockinghelicoilson theprimarystructure.Theboltswere
cleanedwith alcoholandpatteddry prior to installationwith apre-flight torqueof 75_+ 5
in-lb.
During deintegration of LDEF, all 2, 232 tray clamp fastener breakaway torques were
determined using a dial gage torque wrench. Running or prevailing torques were obtained
for every third bolt. A database was created that contained all the breaking and running
torques as a function of location on LDEF.
The breaking torques averaged 72 in-lb and ranged between 10 and 205 in-lb. The
averages of the twenty lowest and twenty highest values were 31 and 175 in-lb. The
average breaking torques were similar throughout LDEF indicating no pronounced effect of
varying space exposure conditions on bolt torque behavior.
The prevailing torques averaged 17 in-lb and ranged between 2 and 132 in-lb. The
average of the twenty highest running torques was 58 in-lb. There was no correlation
between high running torques and high breaking torques. Only one bolt possessed both
one of the twenty highest running and one of the twenty highest breakaway torques.
Optical examination at 8 to 40X magnification of more than 50 of these bolts including
samples displaying average or extreme breaking or prevailing torque values revealed thread
conditions ranging from "like-new" with only slight burnishing of the threads to complete
stripping. High prevailing torques typically correspond with severe thread damage.
However, no clear correlation has been made thus far between thread condition, washer
condition and breakaway torques. Many bolts have smears or deposits of aluminum on the
grip (unthreaded) portion of the shanks which suggests that there was a hole misalignment
between the clamp and the structure. No evidence of cold-welding was observed. All
thread damage was consistent with galling damage.
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ExperimentA0175Fasteners
Dr. Richard Vyhnal of Rockwell International, Tulsa Division reported severe
difficulties with seizureandthreadstrippingduring removalof fastenersusedto locate
graphite-reinforcedcompositetestpanelsof theA0175experiment.Theexperimentrays
wereflown at the AI andA7 positions. Thefastenerassembliesconsistedof NAS1003-
5A, passivatedA286 CRESboltsinstalledintoBACN10JN3CM,A286CRESself-locking
nutplateswith AN960-C10Lwashers.It wasreportedthatthenutplateshadtheoriginal
molybdenumdisulfide dri-film lubricantremovedby acid strippingprior to installation
becauseof concernswith possiblevolatilizationandcontaminationwhile in orbit. Cetyl
alcohol wasusedas an installation lubricant. It was initially speculatedthat the A286
fastenersmayhavecold-weldedon-orbitbecauseof insufficientlubricationprovidedby the
cetyl alcohol.
Breakingandrunning torqueswereobtainedfor the majority of the fastenersby the
Rockwell Internationalgroup. Somefastenerswereleft undisturbedfor analysisby the
SystemSIG. Examinationof oneof thetraysat Boeingrevealedthatsomeof thenutplates
hadnot beenstrippedof dri-film lubricant. As shownin Figure7, bolts removed(with
difficulty) from acid-strippednutplatesdisplayedseverethreaddamageincludingstripped
threads,whereasthoseremovedfrom nutplateswith intact lubricationwerenotdamaged.
Inspectionof exposedthreadson undisturbedbolts mated to acid-strippednut plates
indicatedthatthethreadsweredamagedbygallingduringoriginal installation.Threadson
bolts inserted into nut plates with intact MoS2 were undamaged. Cross-sectionsof
undisturbedbolts, displayedin Figure 8, confirmed that threaddamageoccurredon
installation. Fouriertransforminfraredspectroscopy(FTIR) foundnopost-flight tracesof
cetylalcoholremainingin thethreads.
Correlationof the Rockwelltorquedatawith thelubricationconditionsof thenut plates
showedthattheaveragerunningtorquesassociatedwith MoS2were15in-lb asopposedto
64 in-lb for barenutplates.Theaveragebreakingtorqueswerethesamefor bothcasesat
31in-lb, from which it is concludedthat spaceexposuredid notcausecold-welding. The
removaldifficulties aredirectlyattributableto the lackof adequatelubricationandgalling
damagethat occurredon original installation. Additional galling on removal resultedin
seizureandthreadstripping.
EndSupportBeam
The end supportbeam(ESB),Figure 9, is an 18 ft. long welded6061-T6aluminum
trussthatholdstwo endtrunnionsthat supportedoneendof theLDEF within theshuttle
bay. The ESBwasdesignedto allow a+1.5 degree rotation about a 5 in. diameter 17-4
PH stainless steel spindle to accommodate potential misalignment of the LDEF structure
and permit reberthing into the shuttle bay. Deintegration of LDEF at KSC required that the
ESB be removed. A great deal of difficulty was encountered during removal. The ESB
seized on the spindle and use of a gear puller was required to complete removal. Since no
similar difficulties had been reported during pre-flight testing, there was concern that cold-
welding had occurred between the ESB and spindle during flight.
As seen in Figure 10, the spindle bore of the ESB was damaged by severe galling and
scoring. Discussions with the LDEF deintegration staff indicated that the ESB slid easily
off approximately the first inch of the spindle at which time it bound onto the spindle.
Review of the video documentation of the ESB removal operation confirmed this
observation and revealed that the hoist used to support the ESB caused it to cock and jam
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on the spindleasthebeamclearedtheinner landof thespindle.Figure 11illustratesthe
detailsof thebinding. Uncontrolledandexcessiverotationof thejammedESBaboutthe
spindlein anunsuccessfulattemptto freeit causedthedeepcircumferentialscoringvisible
on the boreof theESB. The two circumferentialscoremarksarethewidth of theouter
landof thespindle.
Examination of the spindle revealedcorrespondingminor galling and transfer of
aluminumonto its outer land. Metallographiccross-sectioning(Fig. 12)of thespindle
throughthe adheredaluminumrevealeda discreteinterfacebetweenthe aluminumand
stainlesssteel which confirms that cold-welding did not occur during flight. Shear
deformationsof theadheredaluminumareconsistentwith theremovaloperations.Axial
scoringof theESB bore,Figure 10,occurredwhentheadheredaluminumon thespindle
gougedtheboreasthebeamwasremovedwith thegearpuller.
GrappleFixtures
Both therigidize sensing(active)andtheflight standard(passive)grapplefixturesare
undergoingpost-flightevaluationto provideinformationabouttheiron-orbitperformance.
Therigidize sensinggrapplewasdesignedto turn the LDEF experimentinitiate system
(EIS)onor off via theremotemanipulatingsystem(RMS)with theLDEF still in theshuttle
bay. The flight standardgrapplewasusedto deploy andretrieveLDEF via the RMS.
Both grapplefixtureswerereturnedto JSCfor examination.Tungstendisulfidelubricant
and paint samplesare being evaluated. All surfaceshave beenexamined by the
micrometeroidand debris SIG. Microswitcheshavebeenremovedfrom the rigidize
sensinggrappleandsent to thevendorfor evaluation. Thegrapplesarecurrently at the
originalequipmentmanufacturer,SparAerospace,wherefunctionaltestingof therigidize
sensinggrapplewill beperformed.
MagneticallyAnchoredViscousDamper
Located on the centerline of the spaceend internal structure,the viscous damper
providedattitudestabilizationof LDEF from spinning,tumblingor oscillationscausedby
deploymentor otherexternallyappliedforces. On-flight performancewassatisfactoryas
thesatellitewasstablewhenapproachedfor retrieval. Post-flighttestingof thedamperhas
beencompletedby the manufacturer,GeneralElectric, Valley Forge,PA. Test results
showednoanomalies.Thedamperwill bereturnedto LangleyResearchCenterin flight
readycondition.
CONCLUSIONS
Fastenerremoval difficulties havebeenrelatedto galling damageduring pre-flight
installation andpost-flight removal. No indicationsof spacecausedcold-weldinghave
beenfound. Becausestainlesssteelfastenersarevery susceptibleto galling damage,
successfulapplicationof suchfastenerson ORU's will requirehigh threadquality and
effectivelubricationschemesor surfacemodifications.
Cold-weldingrelatedto spaceexposureis apparentlynotof concern. No evidenceof
cold-weldinghasbeenobserved;all suspectconditionsthusfar havebeenshownto bethe
resultof installationorremovalgallingdamage.
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The LDEF primary structurewasunaffected,otherthanby micrometeroidanddebris
impacts.Dyepenetrantandeddycurrentinspectionof thestructurerevealednoanomalies.
No bulkmetallurgicalchangesoccurredin thestructuralmaterials.
Themechanicalbehaviorof theEECC'swasgenerallynominal. Wideswingsin motor
currentduringopeningof theM0006canister,drawersealsandlubrication will receive
furtherstudy.
The reliability of electromechanicalsystemsunder LEO conditions appearsto be
generallysatisfactory.
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Table L EECC Performance Data
Expedment
number
M0006
(Air Force)
S/N 003
S0010
(LaRC/SLEMP)
S/N 001
S1002
(West German)
S/N 002
M0003
(Aerospace)
S/N 004
M0003
(Aerospace)
S/N 005
LDEF
location
C3
(trailing)
B9
(leading)
E3
(trailing)
D8
(oft-leading)
D4
(off-trailing)
Initial pressure
TORR
<1 atm
642
1 aim
1 atm
282
Leak rate
TORR/day
2.7
12.3
12.6
* (1.9)
Opening
time
minutes
19.5
16.9
16.8
15.4
Motor
run current
mA
130-230
110-120
150-180
150-190
Days EECC
opened after
LDEF returned
to earth
6O
102
122
149
150
*" Purge valve would not reseal after initialopening. Calculated leak rate based on initial pressure is
shown in parentheses
*" Opening time and motor current not obtained due to ground support equipment problem
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Figure 1. SO010 EECC as Mounted in B9 Tray 
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Fgure 2. Motor Current Traces During Initial Opening of MOO06 and SO01 0 EECCs 
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Unexposed Exposed 
top surface 0.002 in. top surface 
of tray clamp of tray clamp 
Figure 3. As-Etched MicrostmG%ures of 6061-76 Aluminum Experiment Tray Clamps 
From Near-Leading and Near-Trailing Edge of LDEF. Covered Areas of 
the Clamps Were Protected by an Overlying Shim 
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Figure 4. Unassembled intercostal Fastener Assembly 
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Figure 5. Close-up of Shank interface Area Indicated in Figure 4 
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Figure 6. Close-up of NuVBolt Thread Faying Surfaces as indicated in Fgure 4. (Note 
Smearing of Ag-Plating Which Acts as a Lubricant Between the Nut and Bolt) 
No MoS2 MoS2 No MoS2 MoS2 
F ~ u r e  7. (Left) - Comparison of Thread Conditions of A01 75 Tray Bolts Removed From Nut Plates. 
Undisturbed Assemblies Were Cross-Sectioned as Shown in Figure 8. Note Thread 
Galling Damage on Fastener That Had MoS2 Removed (Center). 
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FWr8 9. E d  S u ~ r t  Beam (ESB) as Installed on LDEF 
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Figure 10. Close-up of ESB Spindle Bore Showing Scoring Damage Observed 
Afler Removal From Spindle During De-Integration 
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Figure 11. Schematic Illustration of Cause of ESB Seizure During Removal 
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Fbure 12. Galling and Adhesion of ESB Aluminum on Spindle 
ON-ORBIT COLDWELDING
FACT OR FRICTION?*
N92-27115
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ABSTRACT
An investigation into the potential of on-orbit coldwelding occurring has been completed.
No instances of coldwelding were found during deintegration and subsequent testing and
analysis of LDEF hardware. This finding generated wide interest and indicated the need
to review previous on-orbit coldwelding experiments and on-orbit spacecraft anomalies
to determine whether the absence of coldwelding on LDEF was to be expected. Results
show that even though there have been no documented cases of significant on-orbit
coldwelding events occurring, precautions should be taken to ensure that neither
coldwelding or galling occurs in the space or pre-launch environment.
INTRODUCTION
Spacecraft mechanisms are required to operate in the high vacuum of space for extended
periods of time. A significant concern to the designer is the possibility of metal-to-metal
coldwelding or significant increases in friction. As insightfully stated in a 1973 report,
this coldwelding phenomenon is of great interest to the manned space effort because such
procedures as repeated orbital docking and assembly may be affected by coldwelding
(Ref. 1). Coldwelding can occur between atomically clean metal surfaces when carefully
prepared in a vacuum chamber on Earth. The question is whether coldwelding will occur
in on-orbit service conditions. This paper presents the results of the LDEF System
Special Investigation Group investigation into whether coldwelding had occurred in any
LDEF hardware or experiments. The results of a literature search into previous on-orbit
coldwelding experiments and a review of on-orbit spacecraft anomalies is also discussed.
COLDWELDING DEFINITION
Coldwelding is defined as the solid state metallic bonding between atoms on opposing
surface layers of similar or dissimilar metals (Ref. 2). Contamination free surfaces are
required for bonding to occur. The presence of contaminants such as naturally occurring
oxides, contaminants contained within the atmosphere, or organic films will effectively
prevent adhesion.
* Work done under NAS 1-18224, Task 15
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These contaminants (lubricants) could be removed, pre-flight or on-orbit, by fastener
installation/removal, during sliding contact, or if located on the spacecraft exterior
surface and exposed to the combined effects of the space environment. If the surface
contaminants are removed on-orbit, they will reform very slowly, if at all, in the vacuum
of space. The susceptibility of materials to coldweld is also dependent on compressive
stresses between mating surfaces, temperature, abrasion, and time. In extreme cases, the
contamination films on metal surfaces can be penetrated under unusually high contact
stresses, resulting in coldwelding of asperity contacts. The susceptibility for dissimilar
metals to coldweld is enhanced by like crystal structures, similar atom sizes, or mutual
solubility.
Galling is defined as a wear condition whereby excessive friction between high spots
(asperities) results in localized welding with subsequent metal tearout or metal transfer
and further roughening of the mating surfaces.
The difference between coldwelding and galling is an important distinction. The
symptoms or results of seizure are the same independent of whether they were caused by
galling or coldwelding. In both cases, photo-micrographs of a cross section of the seized
joint would show solid state metallic bonding between the mating surfaces. The
difference is that coldwelding is caused by contamination free surfaces resulting in metal
adhesion where as galling is caused by excessive friction ( due to poor tolerances,
insufficient or improper lubrication, or improper material selection) between mating
surface asperities resulting in metal adhesion. Another important distinction is if seizure
could have developed under terrestrial operating conditions, galling, not coldwelding, is
the cause of the seizure. An example is a loss of lubrication leading to a bearing failure
caused by galling between mating surfaces. This failure would have also occurred in
space, but not because of coldwelding.
POSSIBLE ON-ORBIT ANOMALIES CAUSED BY COLDWELDING
The following four cases concern instances of on-orbit equipment malfunctions that
were, at the time of malfunction, attributed to coldwelding. It should be noted that all
four of these malfunctions occurred in the 1960's, back when coldwelding was thought to
be more of a design consideration than it has proved to be. Also, none of the hardware
was recovered to verify that coldwelding had occurred. No references to any spacecraft
anomalies attributed to coldwelding were found for spacecraft launched after 1966. All
four of the following anomalies were summarized in a 1966 publication (Ref. 3).
Surveyor_l (Ref. 4) - During the operation of Surveyor 1 on the lunar surface, a
potentiometer that was used to indicate the position of the azimuth axis showed signs of
failing after operating for about 100 hours. Because of outgassing problems with
lubricants in the lunar environment and because of its proximity to the camera mirror, the
potentiometer was not lubricated. Failure presumably occurred due to seizure of the
wiper contact to potentiometer winding, after numerous operations. Improved
potentiometers with a dry, non-outgassing lubricant were used on later Surveyor
spacecraft.
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Ai_.._rForce _ Satellite (Ref. 5) - During the flight of an Air Force research satellite,
the signal strength from the satellite was lower than expected and the spin rate was high;
however, over a period of several week s, the signal strength increased, the spin rate
decreased, and satisfactory performance was eventually obtained. These malfunctions
were traced to the apparent failure of a gold-plated antenna to unfold when orbit was
attained. During launch, the rolled-up antenna was stowed in a retaining cup. As the
result of extended vibration during launch, the antenna rubbed against the retaining cup,
and some of the plating was worn away. Cold welding was thought to have developed at
various locations along the antenna when the satellite entered space. After deployment,
the welds opened gradually to permit unfolding of the antenna. The improvement in
signal strength correlated with such a process, and the data was later verified by
laboratory tests.
4 (Ref. 5) - During the Gemini 4 flight, the astronaut's hatch door jammed
momentarily during extra-vehicular activity. The jamming could have been caused by
seizure of the hatch hinges. One hinge member was made from titanium, while hard-
coated aluminum was used for the other member. A dry film lubricant was applied to the
rubbing surfaces to prevent seizure. There was evidence that the lubricant had been
inadvertently removed before launch.
West Ford Experiment (Ref. 6) - In 1961, the Air Force attempted to orbit 50 pounds of
fine copper wires or needles at an altitude of 2000 miles in an experiment called West
Ford. The experiment was not successful, possibly because the needles coldwelded to
each other. It was reported that benzene was used as the adhesive to hold the 10E-6
mm diameter needles together during the preliminary phases of the experiment. It was
expected that the benzene would vaporize in space, leaving the separate needles ready for
deployment. This premise was validated in laboratory tests conducted in a vacuum of
10E-6 torr. However, after the failure of West Ford, the tests were repeated in a vacuum
of 10E-10 torr. Under these conditions, the needles adhered to each other. Since the
pressure associated with an altitude of 2000 miles (about 10E-1 "_torr) is lower than the
test vacuum, adhesion was the apparent cause of failure.
Orbital Anomalies in G0ddar0 Spacecraft - Annual reports present orbital anomaly data
for Goddard spacecraft active in-orbit during the previous year. This reporting began
with coverage of spacecraft that were active in 1982. On the average, Goddard has 20-30
spacecraft each year for which they are responsible. The major feature of these reports is
a log of all anomalies occurring during the report period which provides a description of
the anomaly and its time of occurrence. Each anomaly is classified according to
criticality, type, subsystem, and other relevant criteria.
While several of the spacecraft anomalies are attributed to bearing failures, it is believed
that the cause of the bearing failures was improper lubrication or lubrication migration.
None of the anomalies have been attributed to coldwelding. The current author of these
reports believes that there have been no on-orbit spacecraft anomalies attributed to
coldwelding since the 1960's. During the 1960s on-orbit coldwelding was thought to be a
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majordesignconsideration.Sincethen,thefrequencyof coldwelding being suspect in
on-orbit anomalies has considerably decreased.
ON-ORBIT COLDWELDING EXPERIMENTS
A very widespread and costly effort was undertaken to investigate the problem of
coldwelding under laboratory simulation of the space environment. In the 1960's, a count
showed that approximately 100 groups (both government and industry) had been
studying coldwelding. In contrast to the extensive laboratory investigations (using
techniques that may or may not have given valid data), very little data was obtained in
the actual space environment (Ref. 1). Seven spacecraft were flown during the 1960's and
1970's to determine the effect of exposure to the space environment. In all cases, data
was telemetered back to Earth. The following summarizes the experiments flown, the
materials tested, and the results.
Rn_a_0.g_1 & 2 (Ref. 3)- In 1961, the coefficients of friction for several lubricated and
unlubricated metallic and nonmetallic couples were measured in the space environment
during flights of Ranger 1 and Ranger 2. The friction experiment was designed to obtain
data at altitudes corresponding to vacuums of 10E-12 to 10E-16 torr; however, because
of spacecraft malfunctions, these altitudes were not attained. Nevertheless, valuable
friction data was acquired and analyzed.
Twenty disk specimens were spaced along a drive shaft. The drive shaft rotated at 28
revolutions per minute. Strain gauges were used to measure the frictional force during
testing. Detachment mechanisms were attached to the specimen assemblies, so that
individual assemblies could be lifted in case seizure occurred or friction became
excessive. Materials included in this experiment include typical structural alloys used in
spacecraft hardware, electrical contact materials, and a number of lubricants. Ground
based friction data was obtained for comparison with the spacecraft data.
Ranger 1 did not reach its programmed orbit because of a malfunction in the second
stage. The spacecraft was placed in a low-altitude orbit instead of the desired elliptical
orbit with a very high apogee. Data was received for orbits on the following day with
data transmission ending when the experiment was turned off at a predetermined low-
battery voltage level. This occurred after the 19th orbit (this was a very short lived
experiment). The results show that PTFE sliding against metals and ceramics, as well as
metals sliding on metals with MoS2, had a low coefficient of friction averaging 0.04.
Unlubricated metals sliding on metals showed moderately high coefficients averaging
0.5, but some metal couples had coefficients in excess of 0.7. There was no evidence of
coldwelding.
A coefficient of friction experiment was also programmed for the Ranger 2 flight.
However, malfunction in the second stage of the space vehicle occurred and Ranger 2
was placed into a low-altitude orbit. Only a very limited amount of friction data was
received from the spacecraft, and it was insufficient to be analyzed.
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Environmental Research Satellites 15 & 16 (Ref. 7) - In 1966, two Air Force satellites
(designed and built by TRW) were launched to determine the effect of material
coldwelding in space. The achieved orbital parameters of 100 mile perigee for the initial
satellite (ERS 16) did not satisfy pre-selected perigee requirements. An orbit of 500
miles or higher had been the pre-selected perigee requirement primarily due to the
vacuum at that level. While the spacecraft and experiments performed at the attained
orbit, the low perigee resulted in the necessity to launch the back-up spacecraft (ERS 15)
in order that the desired environmental exposure condition could be obtained.
Each satellite performed four valve experiments and eight supplemental ball contact
experiments. The four valve experiments consisted of four solenoid valves in which
different material combinations were incorporated as the seat-poppet contacts. Each of
the valve experiments were cycled periodically from a normally closed position, opening
for approximately one second every five minutes. The four valves represented an actual
engineering configuration and as such permitted the results to be directly extrapolated to
applications such as a main propellant valve of a space propulsion system. The same
solenoid arrangement was used for the supplemental 1/8" diameter ball contact
experiments. The geometry of the ball contact experiment was such that the balls were
exposed to solar UV and radiation which may have contributed to the removal of
contaminants. While the valve experiments were normally closed, the ball contact
experiments were normally open. Valve actuation and any occurrence of cold welding
was detected by monitoring solenoid currents.
On ERS 16, the valve tests included a simulated propellant flow (camphor vapor) to
determine what effects a contaminant might have. The vapor was turned off after the first
44 days with the valves continuing to operate to determine the effect of the vapor. The
data showed that, in this case, the residual surface contamination was sustained even
after repetitive mechanical contacts and extended space exposures which precluded the
development of sufficient areas of clean metal contact which is necessary for significant
coldwelding. ERS 15 was launched without simulated propellants since no coldwelding
was observed on ERS 16.
The on-orbit experimental data showed no significant coldwelding to have occurred even
after many tens of thousands of mechanical contact cycles and extended space
environment exposures of over six months. As with the valve experiments, no general
evidence of significant coldwelding was noted with the supplemental ball specimens.
One contact pair of the eight pairs flown on ERS 15, tungsten carbide on tungsten
carbide, exhibited sticking forces of a very low magnitude. Both flight experiments
showed the presence of gross contamination, incurred during the period of integration on
the launch vehicle prior to launch. This was determined because upon attainment of orbit,
a majority of the ball contact pairs showed high electrical resistance. After cycling and a
brief space exposure, the gross contamination was eliminated as determined by the
attainment of nominal resistance values. Following this cleanup, the majority of the
contact pairs did not display any increase in contact resistance
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Environm_n_l Research Satellit_ 19 & 20 (Ref. 8) - In 1967 and 1968, two Air Force
satellites (designed and built by TRW) were launched to determine the effect of friction
in space. ERS 20 was launched in April 1967 and achieved a planned elliptical orbit
ranging from a 4600 miles perigee to a 60,000 mile apogee. Data was acquired over a
fourteen month period. The second friction experiment spacecraft, ERS 19 was lost in an
unsuccessful launch in August of 1968.
The experiment was designed to permit direct comparison of results obtained in a
laboratory vacuum chamber versus on-orbit results. The flight experiment used two
friction modules to produce reciprocating sliding motion between 16 pairs of frictional
surfaces, each a different material combination. The friction surfaces were mounted in
such a way that they extended out of the ends of the spacecraft and therefore received
maximum exposure to the deep vacuum of space, while having maximum isolation from
outgassing of other spacecraft elements. Reciprocating motion was selected in preference
to continuous rotary motion.
Four general categories of materials were selected: metals and alloys, thin film
lubricants, inorganic compounds, and polymers. The orbital test plan called for both
intermittent and continuous run profiles. The purpose was to examine the effect of
intermittent versus continuous run effects on the friction behavior. Sliding friction data
was obtained under simulated space vacuum, controlled environment degraded vacuum,
and satellite orbital test (ERS 20) conditions. Individual test results illustrated that the
microfrictional processes between different material combinations are sensitive to
different aspects of a test environment. This was demonstrated by a good correlation
found between some of the test combinations and a lack of correlation demonstrated with
others. No evidence of a friction dependence on orbital altitude and no evidence of
coldwelding was found. This report does an excellent job in discussing the results of on
orbit friction coefficient for a wide variety of materials. However, this data was beyond
the scope of the present investigation and is not discussed.
Orbiting Vehicl_ 1-13 (Ref. 1) - In 1968, the OV-l-13 satellite was launched to
determine the effect of the space environment on friction, coldwelding, and wear of
widely used spacecraft materials. A secondary goal was to verify or disprove laboratory
results. Materials tested included mutually soluble, partially soluble, and insoluble metal
combinations.
The friction-test mechanism consisted of a hemispherical tipped rider sliding on a flat
face of a disk which was rotating at a constant velocity. The normal preload for the gold
vs silver samples was one pound; all other metal couples were preloaded to two pounds.
Strain gages were used to measure the friction force, normal force, and displacement of
the rider due to wear. In the event that the friction force on a particular pair of materials
reached a level such that excessive power was required, the rider could be removed from
contact with the disk by means of a sealed pyrotechnic actuator. Six different material
combinations (shown below) were tested. Two samples of each combination, for a total
of twelve pairs, were flown. No lubrication was used. Great care was employed in
designing and constructing the experiment to minimize the possibility of contaminating
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thematerialcouples.Designof theexperimentwasmadewith theobjectiveof
minimizing outgassing.
Thefriction andweardevicewasoperatedon-orbit throughoutthe 18month life of the
OV-l-13 satellite.During these18months,thepinsanddisksremainedin contactwith
eachother,unlessseizureoccurred.Seizurewasdefinedasafriction coefficientin excess
of 3.0.Theexperimentwasturnedon (disk rotated)anddatarecordedanaverageof one
orbit perweek.Thetotal runningtimeof theexperimentfor the 18monthswas
approximately25hours.Indicationof coldwelding(operationof theoverload
pyrotechnicactuatorsoccurringwhenthefriction coefficientexceeded3.0)occurredfor
threeof thetwelvepairs.Thesepairsandthetime afterlaunchwheneacheventoccurred
were;
1)Gold andsilver, 33hoursafterlaunch
2) Be-Cuandstainlesssteel,2250hoursafterlaunch
3) Stainlesssteelandstainlesssteel,3720hoursafterlaunch
Theon-orbit resultsaresummarizedbelow:
Gold andSilver - Thesemetalsaremutuallysolubleandwereexpectedto
coldweld.Onesampleapparentlyweldedalmostimmediatelywhile thesecondsample
ranat avery high andslowly increasingfriction level (1.0- 2.0) for thedurationof the
test.However,thesecondspecimendid notseize(exceedacoefficientof 3.0).
Aluminum andStainlessSteel- Bothsamplesranvery smoothlyatanalmost
constantfriction valueof 0.5.
StainlessSteelandStainlessSteel- Onepair weldedafter3720hourswhile the
otherranat arelativelyhigh friction level (0.6-0.9)for thedurationof thetest.
StainlessSteelandNitrided Steel- Bothsamplesranat an intermediatelevel ata
friction level 0.7for thetestduration.
StainlessSteelandCarbonSteel- After an initial rise,bothsamplesranatan
intermediatefriction levelof 0.6 for thetestduration.
Be-CuandStainlessSteel- Thesemetalswereexpectedto form anadhesive
bond.Onesampleapparentlyweldedafter2250hours;theothersurvivedinitially high
levelsandoperatedfor theremainingtimeat arelatively low level.
In thecaseof thecoldweldedgold-silverandstainlesssteel-stainlessteelcouples,
seizingoccurredat the initial turn-onof thespecificorbit.Thelast friction readingsof
theprecedingorbit werenot unusuallyhigh.In thecaseof theBe-Cuandstainless-steel
couple,seizureoccurredatthefifth turn-onof thespecificorbit. Thefriction level had
beenhigh (0.8to 1.45)during theearlierintervalsof theorbit, butnot ashighasit had
beenthepreviousweek.Thus,it appearsthatseizuresof this typeoccursuddenlyand
cannotbeanticipatedevenwith knowledgeof thehistoryof thefriction coefficientfor
theparticularmetalcouple.
Oneof themoststriking observationsis thatafterthefirst month,thecoefficientsof
friction for all of thematerialsremainedat analmostconstantlevel exceptfor the
samplesthat seized.Noneof thesamplesworetheamountrequired(0.045inches)to
give an indicationon theweartransducer.
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SPACECRAFT HARDWARE RETRIEVED FROM SPACE
Surveyor 111Hardware Retrieved tL2 _ XI1 (Ref. 9) - Surveyor 111was the second of
five Surveyors to land successfully on the surface of the moon. This soft landing took
place on April 20, 1967. All subsystems operated successfully throughout the first lunar
day except for some minor anomalies. Surveyor's television camera took more than 6000
photographs during the first lunar day. Attempts to revive the spacecraft on the second
lunar day were unsuccessful. However, this was not surprising as Surveyor was not
designed to survive the lunar nights.
Two and a half years later, the lunar module of Apollo XI1 landed 500 ft from Surveyor
111.The Apollo astronauts retrieved the Surveyor television camera, the scoop from the
soil mechanics/surface sampler, painted and unpainted sections of the aluminum support
tubing of Surveyor, and sections of external cabling and of their Teflon wrapping. One of
the main objectives in retrieving the hardware was to determine if any coldwelding had
occurred.
During the evaluation of the television camera at JSC, a great deal of difficulty was
encountered during removal of one of the wire harness connectors. This connector was
finally forced out by twisting and applying considerable force by hand, and a loud
popping or breaking sound was heard in the process. Visual inspection of the connector
and microscopic examination indicated surface deformation in a small area at the base of
the external thread of the connector, which had made contact to the inner edge of the
mating camera shroud. Based on the results of the analysis, it was concluded that a
strong possibility existed that some coldwelding had taken place. This occurrence was
not a primary effect, as it was made possible by faulty installation with a loose retaining
nut. A loose fit of the connector permitted excessive rubbing to take place, wearing away
the thin iridite coating applied over the aluminum connector. This led to coldwelding
between the two aluminum mating surfaces. No other connectors, screws, or fasteners on
the returned camera showed any evidence of coldwelding.
Solar Maximom Mission (Ref. 10) - The SMM was launched in February, 1980. The
SMM repair mission was performed by the same crew that deployed LDEF (STS flight
41-C, April 1984). The SMM was the first spacecraft designed to be serviced and
repaired in space by the shuttle crew. The Modular Attitude Control System (MACS)
module was designed to be an orbital replacement unit, but the instrument repair was
more complex because the Main Electronics Box (MEB) was not designed to be repaired
or replaced in orbit. Initial attempts by the astronauts using the Manned Maneuvering
Unit to dock to the spacecraft and to stop its rotation failed. These docking attempts
imparted to the spacecraft uncontrollable roll, pitch, and yaw rates. After the spacecraft
was stabilized using specially uplinked software, the spacecraft was grappled by the
Orbiter's Remote Manipulator System and placed in the Orbiter Bay. The MACS module
was removed from the SMM and the new module mounted. This entire replacement
process took less than an hour. No difficulties were encountered. The replacement of the
MEB was the next repair operation. Discussions were recently held with the astronaut
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(Dr. George Nelson) who assisted in replacement of the MEB. Removal and installation
of the new MEB required disconnecting and then reconnecting eleven wire harness
connectors along with approx 30 small fastener assemblies. Even though this box was not
designed for orbital replacement, no difficulties were encountered during removal.
DuratiQn Exposure _ (Ref. 2) - LDEF was a bus sized, passive (no telemetry
to Earth), gravity-gradient stabilized satellite retrieved on January 12, 1990 after 70
months of exposure to the low Earth orbit (LEO). LDEF was originally scheduled for a
9 month mission, but due to the Challenger explosion and reprioritizing of other
missions, the retrieval was slid to 70 months after deployment. LDEF was in a constant
orientation relative to the ram (leading edge) direction throughout its entire mission. This
resulted in an excellent opportunity to map the effects of the various space environments
on the systems and materials flown on LDEF. The 70 month orbit caused LDEF to
undergo over 34,000 thermal cycles. However, the temperature environment was
relatively benign. Thermocouples monitored interior surface spacecraft temperatures for
the first two years of orbit (after two years, the batteries became sufficiently discharged
to cause the temperature monitoring to terminate). The maximum and minimum
temperatures were approximately +130F and +40 respectively. While exterior surface
temps are a function of absorptance/emittance ratios, maximum and minimum
temperatures were expected to be +150F and -20F, respectively. Ground based
coldwelding experiments have shown a temperature dependence in susceptibility of
metals to coldweld. However, the benign temperatures seen by LDEF should have had
no effect on the likelihood of coldwelding occurring.
The only coldwelding related experiment flown on LDEF was a French experiment titled
"Microwelding of Various Metallic Materials" The materials tested included AI alloys,
Cu alloys, Ti alloys, and stainless steel. Selected combinations of materials were chromic
or sulfuric anodized. Other combinations used MoS2 and Molykote Z lubricants. All
specimens were alkaline cleaned and then arranged into eight columns of six pairs each.
All pairs of each column were loaded together by use of Belleville disc springs. Contact
pressures were ranged between 25 to 135 MPa. Ground based control specimens were
kept under vacuum for the 70 months LDEF was in orbit. This was a rather "simple"
experiment with no active monitoring of data and no sliding motion between specimens.
The materials tested are actually used on spacecraft for sliding electrical contacts,
antennas, and deployable solar panels. Therefore, these material combinations were
selected so coldwelding would not occur. To date, all specimens have been analyzed and
only a gold/gold control specimen showed signs of coldwelding.
A considerable amount of testing and analysis has been performed on fasteners and other
metallic hardware flown on LDEF. Observations of high removal torques and extensive
thread seizure or stripping problems were widespread for various stainless steel fasteners
flown on LDEF. While this hardware was not flown as part of any coldwelding
experiment, the 70 month exposure to LEO has resulted in an ongoing, comprehensive
study to determine if any coldwelding had occurred (this activity is being performed by
Boeing personnel under a broader NASA contact). The following paragraphs summarize
these activities.
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LDEF Tray Clamp Fasteners - During deintegration of LDEF, all tray clamp fastener
breakaway torques (there were 2,232 tray clamp fasteners) were determined. These bolts
were 1/4" - 20 x 0.75", A286 stainless steel bolts inserted into self-locking helicoils. A
database was created containing all breakaway and running torques. The torques were
then examined as a function of their location on LDEF. The average torques were similar
to the pre-flight installation torques and are also similar throughout LDEF. However,
there was a large scatter in values. The database identified the bolts that were the twenty
highest and twenty lowest values. These bolts and washers then underwent visual
examination. Visual examination revealed a variety of bolt thread conditions from
threads that appear to be unused to such severe galling as to entirely remove several
threads. Visual examination of the mating washers also revealed varying degrees of
scoring, burnishing, and galling on both sides. It was speculated that upon pre-flight
installation, the underside of the bolt head and top side of the washer head or the bottom
side of the washer and the top surface of the tray clamp would, in some cases, smear
together. This could have caused a disruption of the oxide (contaminant) layer, which
could have led to coldwelding during the 70 month space exposure. However, no
evidence of coldwelding has been found (this is an ongoing investigation). To date, no
significant correlation has been found between thread condition or washer condition to
explain the high removal torques in some of the fastener assemblies. The evidence
indicates that coldwelding was not the cause of the higher removal torques.
End Support Beam. - The end support beam (ESB) was an 18 ft long aluminum frame
that held two of the four trunnions. These four trunnions support LDEF in the shuttle
cargo bay. It was designed to have a plus or minus 1.5 degree rotation about a 5.0"
diameter stainless steel spindle (the spindle was fixed to the LDEF structure) to
accommodate potential misalignment on the LDEF structure and still permit berthing in
the shuttle cargo bay. A great deal of difficulty was encountered during removal of the
ESB from its spindle during deintegration of LDEF at Kennedy Space Center. The initial
cause of removal difficulty was thought to be coldwelding. After investigation, the
apparent cause of this removal difficulty was misalignment during removal. No evidence
of coldwelding was found This investigation included metallographic cross-sectioning of
the spindle and ESB. This showed no solid state or metallurgical bonding between the
aluminum and the stainless steel.
Unassembled Fastener - An unassembled, undisturbed stainless steel fastener assembly
was cross-sectioned to investigate the possibility of cold-welding without the
complications of removal effects. This fastener assembly was cross-sectioned because of
its availability, not because of any evidence that coldwelding had occurred. Photo-
micrographs of the bolt shank interfaces (stainless steel/aluminum) revealed no evidence
of coldwelding. The stainless steel nut exhibited some minor galling and some smearing
of the silver plating (specified for lubrication), but no coldwelding.
Additional Fasteners - Visual examination of a number of stainless steel bolts indicated
that removal difficulties were related to installation damage. Cross-sectioning of seized
bolts confirmed this explanation. Galling damage was clearly visible on the exposed
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portions of the bolt threads. This galling is more pronounced than what would be caused
by being cycled through the self-locking feature contained within any nut or nutplate.
Several fastener assemblies, possessing sheared bolts caused by attempted removal, have
been analyzed. It was determined that all failures were the result of galling caused by
pre-flight assembly and/or post-flight removal attempts.
Metallurgical Analysis - One of the LDEF tasks was to determine if space exposure
caused any microstructural and/or mechanical property changes of metals. To date,
metals examined are 606 l-T6 aluminum, Ti-6AI-4V titanium, and stainless steel. Except
for the titanium, all the metals examined for microstructural changes were mounted on
exterior surfaces of LDEF and therefore saw direct exposure to atomic oxygen and/or
UV radiation. To date, the results show no microstructural changes caused by long term
space exposure.
CONCLUSIONS
Most metal surfaces exposed to only the vacuum of the space environment are not likely
to become sufficiently clean enough for coldwelding to occur in a practical mission
lifetime, unless the rate of removal of surface films is accelerated by some form of
electrical or mechanical means. Oxide and contamination removal/deposition rates for
metals on exterior surfaces of spacecraft are a more complex issue due to effects of
atomic oxygen and/or UV radiation exposure. Many factors influence these
removal/deposition rates including location on spacecraft, shadowing by adjacent
hardware, spacecraft altitude, proximity to outgassing by nearby materials, and material
selection.
There have been no documented cases of a significant on-orbit spacecraft coldwelding
event occurring. Several anomalies have been caused by seizure of mechanisms but these
were due to vibration caused fretting or galling caused by loss of lubricant. In all cases,
the space environment was not a necessary requirement to cause these seizures. There
have been a few documented cases of seizure occurring during on-orbit coldwelding
experiments. However, the seized materials had been selected for the experiment because
of their susceptibility to coldweld. This susceptibility was increased by following
stringent pre-flight cleanliness procedures.
The results of this investigation indicate that if contact is made between two mating
surfaces in a preflight environment and these surfaces are left undisturbed during the
mission, no coldwelding will occur while the spacecraft is on-orbit. This applies, in
particular, to fastener assemblies. If the correct materials, tolerances, and lubricants are
used such that galling does not develop during fastener installation or removal, or during
the launch environment, and the fastener remains undisturbed while on-orbit, no
difficulty will be encountered during post-flight removal. This also applies to an on-orbit
replacement. No difficulty due to coldwelding will be encountered if a non-galled
fastener assembly is removed on-orbit. However, repeated on-orbit removals and
installations of orbital replacement units will require the use of appropriate lubrication
schemes and the correct design of self-locking nuts to ensure that no thread or lubricant
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damageoccurs.Eventhoughtherehavebeennodocumentedon-orbit coldwelding
related failures, precautions still should be taken to ensure that not only does coldwelding
not occur in the space environment, but that seizure does not occur in the pre-launch or
launch environment.
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•_e Thermal Cuntrol Surfaces Experiment (TCSE) is the most ccmplex system
(other than the _ with its experiments) retrieved after long term space
exposure. The TCSE is a microcosn of cc_lex electro-_tical payloads being
developed and flown by NASA and the DoD including SDI.
objective of the TCSE on the LDEF _as to determine the effects of the
near-Earth orbital envi_t and the LD_ induced envircrm_t on spacecraft
thermal control surfaces.
The TCSE _s a cc_ive experiment that ocmbined in-space measumm,ents
with extensive post-flight analyses of thermal ccntrol surfaces to determine the
effects of exposure to the low earth orbit space envi_t. The TCSE was the
first space experiment to measure the optical properties of thermal control
surfaces the way they are routinely measured in the laboratnry.
TCSE FLIG_f _
The TCSE is a ccmpletely self-ccntained experiment package; providing its c_n
power, data system, integrating sphere reflectcmeter, and pre-progr_ ccntroller
for automatically exposing, mcrdtcring, and measuring the sample materials. The
TCSE was developed as a protoflight instrurent where one instrument _as built, made
to work within required specificaticns, tested, and flown. _vi_tal qualifi-
cation testing was performed at _ that included vibraticn, thermal vacuum, and
elec_gnetic interference (EMI) tests.
The TCSE _s built in a 305 mm (12 in. ) deep LD_ tray (see Figure 1). _ 25
active and 24 passive samples were mounted in a se_circ_ pattern on a cir_
carousel. The active and passive test samples differed in that the space effects
on the passive test samples were determined only by pre- and post-flight
evaluation. The optical properties of the 25 "active" samples _ measured in-
space as well as in pre- and postlflight analysis. The carousel is tilted at 11
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degrees from the outer tray surface to allow a 115 mm (4.5 inch) diameter
integrating sphere to fit between the deep end of the carousel and the outer
_. _nis design satisfied the _ requirement to remain within the cuter
edges of the tray and also provide a field of view of space greater than 150
degrees for the samples. This design maintained mechanical simplicity and inherent
reliability. Figure 2 sh:ws the basic specifications for the TCSE flight hardsare.
Sample Carousel
The TCSE sample carousel design enabled the test samples to be either pro-
tected from cr exposed to the space env_t as wall as to be positioned for
optical measurement. In the exposed ocnditicn, the samples experienoed space expo-
sure far approximately 23 1/2 hours each earth day. During the protected period of
time (_tely I/2 hour), calorimetric _te of emit_ were made.
The protected env_t also prevented exposure of the experiment test samples to
ground processing and launch ccntaminaticn.
The _ subsystem _as comprised of the carousel assembly, a stepper motor
controlled by the DACS to effect movement of the carousel assembly, a geneva drive
assembly, and an emissivity plate. The geneva drive enabled precise repeatable
angular rotation such that the same spot an each flight sample was measured.
Pre-flight testing proved the inherent reliability of the geneva drive assembly and
the positicrdrg accuracy of each sample. The emissivity plate, ocmbined with
calorimeters, was used far the emittance measurements.
Radicmeters
Three radiometers were used to monitor the irradiance from the sun (direct
solar), earth a/bedo (reflected), and earth IR (emitted) incident on the TCSE. The
radicmeter data enabled calculation of solar abscrptance and total emittance when
combined with calorimeter temperature data. The radiometers were muunted ca the
carousel and were rotated with the flight samples. The three radicmeters used
thermopile detectors painted flat black and domed collection optics to measure the
energy flux on the TCSE. The direct solar radicmeter _s installed with a field-
of-view equal to the flight samples. A quartz lens was used for the spectral
region of 200 to 3000 rim. _his region contains cwer 98 percent of the sun's
electric energy. Like the direct solar ralicmeter, the earth albedo
radicmeter used a quartz lens. However, the earth IR radicmeter used a germanium
lens for the infrared spectrum from 2000 to 20000 rim. Xhe earth albedo and earth
IR radiometers ware installed with oovers such that they had a clear view of only
the earth. Data frcm the radicmeters were recorded at minute intervals over a two
hour period each day of the active mission.
Calorimeters
Calorimeter sample holders provided a simple method to determine the solar
abscrptance (u s ) and total emittance (_T) of the active flight samples. This
calorimetric technique measured the inputs to the heat ba/ance equation and calcu-
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lated solar abscrptance and total emittance for the flight samples. The in-space
measurements required for this calculation were the temperature of the test sample
and the external heat inputs as meammed by the irradiance monitors. The cal-
orimeters were designed to isolate the flight sample material thermally from the
TCSE to minimize errors caused by radiative and ccmductive losses. The TCSE cal-
orimeter design _as developed originally Space Flight Center (GSFC)
and flc_a_ on the ATS-1, ATS-2, and OAO-C satelli
The calorimetric _t procedure used ca the TCSE is an improvement over
past experiments for determining total emittance. Previous experiments determined
total emittance when the calorimeter viewed deep space only (i.e., no view of the
sun or earth). This orientatica was difficult to insure, and the time spent in
this orientatica was, at times, too short to provide accurate measur_,ents. The
procedure, however, rotated the samples inside the instrument, where they
viewed only a heavy, black "emissivity" plate. This geometry greatly simplifies
the heat balance equation and removes any sun or earth effects.
Reflectnmeter Subsystem
The TCSE reflectcmeter optical design, illustrated in Figure 3, is one that is
used routinely in the laboratory to measure spectral reflectance. Two light
sources, tungsten and deuterium lamps, are used with a sca_ prism mcr_chrc_atcr
with selectable slit widths to provide the munoc/_n3matic energy for the spectral
measur6_ent. A 115 mm (4.5 inch) diameter integrating sphere collects both the
specularly - and diffusely - reflected light from a wall mc_nted sample to provide
the angularly integrated measurement capability. Figure 4 illustrates the inte-
grating sphere geometry. Kodak Barium Sulfate (BaSO4) was used for the sphere
coating because it _as easy to apply, durable enough to withstand the launch en-
vi_t, and had good optical properties. A UV enhanced silicon _x)todiode de-
tector and a lead sulfide detector were used with the integrating sphere for the
required 250 to 2500 nm spectral range.
Data Acquisition and O3ntrol System
The TCSE Data Acquisition and Control System ([I%CS) is shown in Figure 5 and
controls all aspects of the TCSE operation. The heart of the DACS is an RCA 1802
(]_DS microprooessor with associated memory and input/control ports. A 12-bit
analog-to-digital (A-D) converter and analog multiplexer are used to read meas-
urement data.
A low-p r, 25-bit real-time clock _as used to keep mission elapsed time.
Toe real-time clock _s the only TCSE subsystem that ran cont_ly from the I/3EF
"start" signal through battery depletion. The clock subsystem turned ca the E_CS
once each 24 hour day of the active TCSE mission. The DACS, in turn, looked at its
internal _e to determine what functions were to be done that day. At the
completion of the day's measurements, the DACS turned itself off, leaving only
the real-time clock operating.
qluere were two measurement cycles that the data system controlled, the "daily"
n_asurements and the "reflectance" measurements. The daily measuremsnts were per-
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formed once each day after the initial turn-cn delay period. The reflectamee
measurements were perfc_ at intervals varying from once a week at the begimling
of the missim to once a mmth after three mmths as defined by the stored program
in the data system.
In the daily measurement sequence (with the carousel in the exposed pcsiticn),
each of 64 analog channels were sampled once each 64 secunds for 90 minutes. The
daily data included calorimeters, radiometers, and housekeeping data. The
_s then rotated to the protected positicn and the measuremsnts continued for
another 30 minutes. At the end of this cycle, the canm/sel rotated the samples to
the exposed position.
In the reflectance measurement sequence, each sample was positicr_d in-turn
under the integrating sl_ere twice for reflectance _ts. Each sample,
beginning with sample one and ccn_ through sample 25, was positicmed under
the integratir_ sphe_ and the ultraviolet (UV) portion of the measurmm_ taken.
This sequence _s then re_eated, only in reverse order (sample 25 through sample
one) for the visible and infrared (IR) _eas_r_. At the ccmpleticn of this
sequence, the _ rotated the samples to the exposed position.
The reflectcmeter electrcnic subsystem is shown in Figure 6. _he D_CS con-
trols the _tcr _avelength and slit width, selects the _te detector
and lamp, and measures the reflectance values. Phase S_sitive Detecticn (PSD)
techniques are utilized with analog and digital MultSple Time Ave_ (MEA)
m/n/mize the effects of stray light, drift, offset, --/f noise and _hite noise.
TCSE MISSION _IMMARY
The _ was placed in low earth orbit by the Shuttle Challenger on
April 7, 1984. _ _as retrieved by the Shuttle on January 12, 1990 after
5 years 10 months in space. The orbit had a 28.5 ° inclination and an initial
altitude of 463 km (250 N mi). The orbit degraded over the 5 year 10 month
mission to an altitude of 330 km (178 N mi). This _/TCSE orientation and
mission duration provided the following exposure en_t for the TCSE:
Total space exposure _
Atcmic oxygen fluence _
Solar UV expcsure*
Thermal cycles
Radiation (at surface) 4
5 _ears I_ months
8.0 x 1Ok."atnmsla."
I.0 x 104 ESH
3.3 x I0.4 cycles
3.0 x 10_ r-ads
When the _ was placed in orbit by the Shuttle, a "start" signal was sent by
I/_ to the %X_SE to er_ a relay and turn on t_ TCSE power. The RX_SE was
prepr_ to wait for ten days before exposing the semples to allow the initial
cutgassing load to diminish. The TCSE was launched aboard the _ with the
canmmel rotated to the "_osed" position to protect the samples from ground
processing and the lam_ _t.
On mission day 10, the initial daily and reflectance measur_m_ were per-
formed. The _ was rotated to the _ position to expose all test samples.
The dauily measurements were repeated every day until mission day 582 (19.5
months) when the TCSE batteries were depleted. The reflectance measurements on
* Berrios, W.M., Jones, J. and Kinard, W. ; ' 'Long Duration Exposure
Facility Post-Flight Thermal Analysis, Orbital/Thermal Environment
Data Package, ' ' NASA LaRC, Hampton, VA, October 3, 1990.
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the test samples ware repeated once a week for four weeks, then once every two
weeks for eight weeks, and finally once a month until battery power _s expended.
The TCSE batteries were sized to provide a 50% margin of additional energy for the
rnminal 9-12 month _ mission.
The TCSE operated for 582 days before battery depletion. The battery power
was finally expended while the sample carousel _s being rotated. This left the
carousel in a partially closed position. Figure 7 is a phot_ taken during the
LDEF retrieval operations showing where the carousel rotation stripped. This
carousel position caused 35 of the samples to be exposed for the complete
mission (69.2 mcnths), and 14 exposed for only 582 days (19.5 mcnths) and therefore
protected from the space env_t for the subsequent four years.
TCSE SYST_ _
The TCSE flight hardware system performed very well during the _ mission. 5
A post flight functional test was performed and the TCSE remains functional. A few
_ies have been detected in post-flight data analysis, inspection, and func-
tional tests. The systems analyses performed is only the initial effort required
to fully characterize the effects of the long term space exposure. Perf_ of
the TCSE system and operaticr_l anomalies discovered to date are described in this
section.
Recorder
The TCSE data system utilized a Lockheed Electrcrdcs Ocmpany (I_C) model MIM
four-track tape recorder to store the flight data. The flight reocrder _s removed
and handcarried to the _ Electrcr/cs Company for transcription of the flight
data and an analysis of the ccndition of the reocrder.
Upon opening the recorder it _s determined that a relay in the track switch-
ing circuit had failed with the wiper on one set of ocntacts stuck in an in-betw_m
state. This condition prevented the relay from receiving additional track switch-
ing cc_mands and resulted in the overwriting of one of the three tracks of data
collected by the TCSE. The LEC eng_s manually energized the relay ooil and the
relay contact latched _ly. This relay and the complete recorder system per-
formed within specification for the check-cut tests and flight data playback.
The MTM tape recorder is a four-track unit that reocrds tracks 1 and 3 in the
forward direction and tracks 2 and 4 in the reverse direction. At the ocmpleticn
of the TCSE mission, the recorder stopped with the tape positicr_d near the end of
track 1. _, it _as determined that track 3 data was written over track 1
data. Because the MIM recorder uses a saturation recording method, track 3 data
was reoovered. Track 2 data _s recovered with no problems. Some ta-ac_ 1 data _s
apparent in gaps between track 3 data blocks and may be recovex-able. This failure
and its cause will be investigated further in later studies. The L_C and NASA/LaRC
perscrmel provided a very valuable service in this analysis and in the recovery of
the TCSE flight data.
The recovered TCSE flight data was decoded and separated into data sets. By
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analyzing the clock data in each data set, it was determined that the TCSE operated
for 582 days (19.5 months) after LDEF deployment. Data ware recovered for the last
421 days of this operational period. The overwriting of track I data by the re-
corder resulted in the loss of data for the first 161 days of the TCSE mission.
The recovered data included eleven reflectnmetry data sets and 421 daily data sets.
Reflectnmeter
The analyzed flight data shows the reflectnmeter performed very wall. The
measurement repeatability over several months is demonstrated in Figure 8 and is
generally within 1 to 2 percent. This excellent performance indicates that sample
property changes measured by the TCSE reflectcmeter were accurate and did occur.
Late in the active TCSE mission the reflectnmeter UV data became noisy. The
reflectometer remains functional and operated normally during post-flight testing.
The optical data from the functional tests ware acceptable from 2500 nm through 500
nm but were suspect below 500 rim.5 Further tests are performed to better
characterize the condition of the reflectcmeter.
Batteries
Four standard lithium range safety batteries were used to power the TCSE.
These batteries were developed for the Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) range
safety system. The batteries were selected based on their high energy density
and ready availability at MSFC. These batteries had a predicted life of greater
than 15 months from calculated power requirements. The actual battery life ex-
tended through 582 mission days (19.5 months). Each battery _as rated at 28
Volts Direct Current (VDC) and self-ccnta/ned in a two-part Nylafil case. An
ethylene _ler_ o-ring _as used to seal the case. Due to the characteristics
of the lithium electrolyte, each cell was designed to vent into the cavity when
overpressurizaticn occurred. During an overpressurizaticn condition, a small dia-
phragm on each cell balloons out and is pricked by a metal pin to relieve pressure.
The escaping gas is then ccntained within the Nylafil case by the ethylene prcpy-
lene o-ring.
During the initial post-flight deintegraticn, a noticeable odor _as evident
inside the TCSE. The source of odor from inside the TCSE _as identified as the
electrolyte from the lithium batteries. The batteries were _ from the TCSE
and bagged. Each of the four batteries in the TCSE had this odor. One battery _as
cut open to check the cell diaphrag,s and the battery o-ring. All cells had
vented, noted by punctured diaphragas. In addition, the battery o-ring had a com-
plete ccmpressicn set allowing the electrolyte gas to escape from the batteries.
Flight data revealed the battery temperatures ranged from 13 to 27°C and the
voltage ranged from a ncminal 36 Volts at the start of the mission to 25 Volts at
battery depletion.
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Sample Canmmel
Post-flight analyses of the recorded TCSE data show that the canmsel sub-
system q_erated as designed nrst of the time, but indicate an intermittent ro-
taticrk31 problem. From the reocrded flight data, the carousel drive mechanism
experienced some difficulty in rotating reliably from sample position 25 to sample
24 during the reflectance _. This difficulty appeared to be more
prominent towards the erd of the useful battery life. This problem was investiga-
ted briefly during a post-flight function check-out test. Attempts were made to
sin%date the problem by adjusting the battery supply voltage (and energy
levels) from 28 to 21 volts as well as energizing the lamps and other ccmpcr_nts of
the reflectcmeter subsystem to simulate increased energy recg/ire_ts on the power
system. Unfortunately, the carousel rotation anum31y could not be r_ in
these in/tial ground tests. All other post-flight carousel functional tests were
nominal.
Data Acquisition and Control System
The initial analysis of the TCSE flight data shows that the DACS performed
very well during the active TCSE mission. Post-flight functional tests show that
the DACS remains functional after the extended dormant period in space. The clock
data on each recorded data buffer showed that the DACS started a measurement
sequence precisely on 24 hour increments as measured by the TCSE clock. The daily
sequence was repeated for 582 days until the batteries were depleted. Because of
the recorder malfunction, only 421 days of data were recovered.
The data from the post-flight functional tests were analyzed to check the
ocncliticn of the analog measurement system. There were five reference channels
among the 64 analog channels. These provided a calibration fc_ thermistors and
platinum thexmcmeters. The values of these readings depend on current sources in
the measurement circuits, precision reference resistors, scaling amplifiers, and
the A-D ccn_. For four of these ref_ channels, the range of values
over the two hour test exactly ma_ the pre-flight and in-flight
values. The fifth measurement _s off one count in 900 or just over 0.I%. This
test verified that the analog measurenent system remains within design
specificaticns.
Only one ancmaly has been _ in the DACS c_eraticn. The 25th clock
bit appeared to be set to a logical "1" too early and remained in that ccnditicn
throughout the mission. This bit _s also set to "I" during the post-flight
testing -- indicating a failure. This condition was not a problem in the data
analysis because the sequential nature of the data allowed recovex_ of the full
clock data.
Thermal
The TCSE thermal design and analysis considered worse case ccnditicns for the
LDEF and TCSE mission. Some yaw (x-axis) instability was expected for the gravity-
gradient stabilized _ and was ccnsidered in the _ analysis. This resulted
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in wide variations in the predicted temperatures of the TCSE. Hcwever, little yaw
occurred, and the satellite proved to be very stable--resulting in medea-ate
temperatures.
The TCSE used 2 rail silver Teflon as the outside (exposed) surfaoe coating
and black painted aluminum for inside and back surfaces. The top cover (shroud)
was thexmally isolated from the TCSE structure. The TCSE _s thermally coupled to
the LDEF structure for passive thexmal control, and was dependent upon this en-
vi_t for thermal stability.
The temperatures of selective components on the TCSE were monitored throughout
the active TCSE mission. Figure 9 oompares predicted data to measured data for
selected components. The measured data temperature ranges represent the lowest and
highest temperatures recorded by any of the applicable sensors. Figures 10-12
represent typical daily thermal excursions experienced by selected TCSE ccmpcr_nts.
The performance of the TCSE flight system on the _ _as excellent. The few
anomalies that were experienced did not prevent the TCSE from meeting its design
and experimental goals. _ne performance of the TCSE confirms that low cost,
complex experiment packages can be developed that perform well in space. There
remains much to learn from the TCSE hardware about the effects of long term space
exposure on systems. This initial analysis only begins the process to derive these
benefits from the TCSE.
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Figure 1 - TCSE Assembly
Size
Weight
System Controller
Battery Capacity
Data Recorder
-Capacity
Reftectometer
-Wavelength Range
-Wavelength Resolution (L.k_/,\)
-Reflectance Accuracy
-Reflectance Repeatability
Calorimetric Measurements
-Solar Absorptance
-Total Emittance
1.24m x .84m x .30m
(48.75 x 33 x 12 in.)
80.5kg (177 Pounds)
1802 MicroProcessor
72 Amp Hours
at 28 VDC
Lockheed 4200
54 x 108 Bits
250 to 2500 nm
! 5%
2%
1%
Accuracy - 5%
Accuracy - 5%
Figure 2 - TCSE Flight Hardware Specifications
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Figure 5 - TCSE Data and Control System
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Figure 6 - TCSE Reflectometer Subsystem
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Figure 7 - TCSE Condition during LDEF Retrieval 
293 White Paint (uncorrected data) 
Three in-space measurements, each two months apart 
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Wavelength (nm) 
- Flight, Alpham.154 - Flight, Alpha-.157 - Flight, Alpham.154 
Figure 8 - Flight Reflectometer Performance 
Predicted Temp. Llmlt Measured Temp. Llmlt"
Component Mln (cO) Max (cO) Mln (°C) Max (sO)
Integrating Sphere -25 41 6 19
Batteries -23 43 13 27
Electronics (DAC8) - 27 41 17 29
Emissivity Plate -25 40 -2 17
Radiometers 14 39
Passive Sample Hldre. 15 43
i Shroud (Front Cover) -43 5
• Preliminary Data
Figure 9 - TCSE Predicted vs. Measured Thermal Data
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TCSE Daily Flight Data
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Figure 10 - Battery Temperature
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TCSE Daily Flight Data
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Figure 11 - DACS Internal Temperature
TCSE Daily Flight Data
Front Cover Temperature #3
Temperature ('C)
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550 600
Figure 12 - Front Cover Temperature
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FRENCH COOPERATIVE PASSIVE PAYLOAD (FRECOPA)
SYSTEM RESULTS
Christian Durin
CNES RA-DP EQ/QM
18, av E. Belin Toulouse FRANCE
Phone (33) 61 28 14 39 Fax (33) 61 27 47 32
SUMMARY
The fact that the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) satellite mission was extended resulted in
CNES forming a group of experts to study FRECOPA system elements. These tests were run on
materials, electronics, wiring and motors-drives. It is worthwhile studying these elements as they have
been exposed to the low earth orbit (LEO) for nearly six years whereas the experimental specimens were
exposed for ten months.
INTRODUCTION
rll begin this paper by presenting FRECOPA and the objectives of the experiments. Next, the
laboratories which worked with us, and a list of the materials studied will be discussed. This will be
followed by preliminary results observed before de-integration and then a four point synthesis. The first
of these is working order tests, mechanism, electronic and materials behaviour. The second is physical
and chemical ageing. The third is damage induced by impacts and erosion and the fourth is contamination
by material outgassing, rll finish with the work in progress and the conclusion at the present time.
FRECOPA Presentation
FRECOPA was located on the trailing edge (tray B3) of LDEF. Its environment was comprised of
numerous thermal cycles, about 34000 orbits from - 22 C ° to 66 C °. The exterior surface saw a low
atomic oxygen flux, compared to the leading face, low electron and proton quantities and ultra violet
radiation. We also had a very good vacuum (trailing effect) and numerous micro-meteoroids and space
debris impacts.
The Objectives
We are trying to determine the effects of space environment on FRECOPA system materials and
components including the effect of pollution and ageing, six years of life versus one as planned and
also, to give a ruling on the use of components and materials not especially made for space projects.
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TheLaboratories
Manyof theappraisalswereperformedin our facilitiesin CNES (Toulouse). But for some special
jobs, we worked with industrials, universities and with manufacturers who ran particular tests on their
materials.
Mechanical system configuration
Three canisters contain the experiments. A view of the canister in the closed position is shown in
Figure 1. Each canister is made of an aluminium alloy and a butyl seal bonded to one of the face-plates
provides vacuum tightness. The support structure is used for mounting the canisters and the open/close
mechanism. It supports 4 locking arms which through DELRIN® rollers provide a compression force on
the seal of the canister in the closed position. This adjustable force thanks to metallic elastic SCHNORR
type washers contributes to the mechanical cohesion during the ground storage period, the launch and
return phases. The open and close mechanism consists of one step motor driving two screw-nut bolts by
means of a double six-stage reduction gear chain. The up or down movement opens or closes the
canister. An aluminium rigid shield is also used to protect the butyl seal in the open position, and
numerous metallic fasteners and non-metallic fixtures are used as glues and velcro tapes to adhere the
thermal blankets. To protect it, the support structure is anodized and we use alodine on the rigid shield.
Thermal system configuration
Two _periy,_lations (MLI) are used on the battery sets. On top are two thermal shields in teflon
glass faoric with aluminized MYLAR® sheet. Below four thermal blankets are used with the same
composition but with a black painted aluminized MYLAR® face.
Electrical system configuration
The electronic unit is composed of a timer providing open and close commands at programmed
times and a motor-drive unit supplying the motor in either the forward or reverse direction. The timer is
continuously powered by a 7.5 volt battery during the in-orbit mission. The time base is provided by a 2
KHz Rc oscillator followed by two divide-by-214circuits. CMOS reliable technology is used to meet the
low consumption requirements. The motor-drive unit includes voltage regulators, a current limiter, a
power driver and a step counter. It is only powered during the open/close sequences. The power supply
for the LDEF mission is 28 Volt and 7.5 Volt Li/SO2 type batteries specially developed by NASA.
An exploded view of FRECOPA is shown in Figure 2.
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Preliminaryresults
During observations at KSC and before FRECOPA de-integration in CNES we noted very good
system behaviour and the status indicators showed opening and closing of the three canisters. If we
observe the pictures taken before and after flight, we can see very large cracks and several smaller tears
on the MYLAR® of the thermal blankets and many color changes for exposed materials, alodine from the
rigid shields, anodization of the main structure (two views in Figure 3 & 4), DELRIN® rollers,
MYLAR® and on the velcro tapes. We can also see three impacts with the big one through a rigid shield
with a thickness of 0.8 ram. Another highly interesting phenomenom is the shadow of a canister
observed on only one side of the tray. We can explain this by the outgassing of polymeric materials under
thermal cycling, condensation on cold surfaces during the night and polymerization at sunrise under UV
radiation on the surfaces which are the most quickly heated (a view is given in Figure 5).
Synthesis 1: Working order tests
On the subject of the kinematic chain, we noted no cold welding, no resistant torques (no sticking)
when we opened the canisters, the step motors were still in good condition and during disassembly all
screw torques were nominal. We concluded that it exhibited very good behaviour in space environment.
Now, about the electronic chain, we observed that the functions time divisor open and close order
were nominal both on reference and flight samples. Current was the same as during integration tests.
Electrical tests (continuity, isolation, contact resistance) were performed on the complete harness and no
anomalies were observed. So all the electronic and wiring developed in 1978 is still operating correctly
in 1991.
For pressure inside the canisters it can be said that before flight, initial pressure was 0.66 mBar
equivalent nitrogen. And after flight, canister 3; 1.6 mBar, canister 4; 4.1 mBar, Canister 5; 4.5 10 .2
mBar. It's important to note that canisters 3 and 4 contained polymeric materials. Our hypothesis for
explaining this difference is the outgassing of materials and/or seal leakage. Additional studies are
required.
Synthesis 2: Ageing
Physical ageing
We ran tension tests on rigid shields, MLI, NOMEX® thread, contact insertion for connectors and
wiring. We noted no significant variations. For teflon glass fabric, we measured a decrease of 10% in
tensile strength probably caused by thickness variations, no change in Young modulus. For MYLAR®
from the upper shields we couldn't perform tests because it was very brittle. All tests were run on both
flight and reference samples which were stored in laboratory conditions.
As far as thermal and optical properties are concerned we found, for flexible shields (MYLAR®
and teflon glass fabric) no significant variation in infra red emission, an increase of 20% in solar
absorption induced by the erosion of teflon matrix and a decrease in transparency for teflon glass fabric.
For alodine on rigid shields, no significant variations of I.R. emission, an increase of 15% in absorption
induced by pollution and ageing on the "space" face. For MYLAR®, there was an increase of 53% in
solar absorption caused by complete change of material and a low increase in I.R. emission.
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Now theresultsof thermo-mechanicalanalysis.For Solithane113 from the electronic units, there
were no significant variations. For MYLAR from the MLI and from the thermal blankets there was an
increase of 30% in the thermal expansion coefficient. On the other hand there was a decrease of 30% in
C.T.E. for the teflon glass fabric.
Chemical ageing
We used differential scanning calorimetry to evaluate the change in transition temperature. For
teflon glass fabric, DELRIN®, Solithane 113, no significant variations were observed. For MYLAR®
there was a decrease of 4% in the melting point. For Nomex thread an increase of 12.5 % in glass
transition temperature was observed.
In conclusion, for physical ageing we observed some significant variations particularly for thermal
and optical properties. For chemical ageing, low variations were observed. Parameters of the damage
were primarily U.V. radiation and thermal cycling.
Impacts
Synthesis 3: Damage
We observed about 90 impacts per square meter of more than 50 ima and maximum diameter was
1.6 mm through a rigid shield. We also observed some impacts on the thermal blankets with breaking of
the glass fibers and some delamination around the crater. A view of an impact on a rigid shield is given in
Figure 6.
Erosion
We observed erosion on the teflon glass fabric. At the fabric node, the teflon matrix was absent and
the glass fibers were bare (a view is given Figure 7). We estimated damage to be about 10 Bm. In the
inter-fiber area, there were many cracks and the matrix was frothy (a view is given Figure 8). For
DELRIN® about 30 lam of erosion was measured in the exposed area (a view is given Figure 9).
In conclusion no functional damage was induced by impacts and there were no electrical or
mechanical system failures. Erosion caused a decrease in optical and mechanical properties and a
possibility of malfunctions for many uses in particular for the DELRIN®.With the low atomic oxygen
flux, we think that these erosions were induced by U.V. radiation and thermal cycling which damaged
polymeric materials through the scission of molecular chains.
Synthesis 4: Contamination
We used analytical facilities such as X-RAY analysis, E.S.C.A. (electron spectroscopy for
chemical analysis) and R.B.S. (Rutherford back scattering). We found, for MYLAR®, teflon glass
fabric, teflon buttons and DELRIN, no significant pollution. For Nomex thread and velcro tapes a
pollution induced by C, O, Si, F and trace of Sn was observed. For silvered bolts an oxidation, S and Sn
was observed.
In conclusion, damage was induced by the outgassing of polymeric materials under thermal
conditions. The probable origin of pollutions was Si from seals and painting, F from teflon glass fabric,
Sn from electronic units (soldering) and S from atmospheric pollution or perhaps leakage from the LiSO2
battery.When we observed LDEF,we noticed that there was a high quantity of outgassing and pollution
from other experiments.
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Work inprogress
We arecurrentlyworkingon butyl sealageing.We arestudyingthermalandopticalpropertiesof
coatings.We arerunningmechanicaltestsonVelcro tapes.We arestudyingcontaminationin canisters
andduring storage.We aretryingout newfacilities such asF.T.I.R. andR.B.S.on organicmaterials.
Simulationshall beperformedusingU.V radiation,thermalcyclingandvacuumon DELRIN®, teflon
glassfabric, nomex threadand MYLAR® to evaluatethe importanceof theseparameters.We are
appraisingkinematicchainandsoldersof themain structure.We aretrying to correlatewith previous
worksonmaterialsageingandwewould like to exchangematerialsandresultswith otherSIGmenbers.
CONCLUSIONS
First, we arevery happywith the correct behaviourof the mechanism,materialsand the low cost
components.We haveobservedno functional damageinducedby impactsor erosion.A decreasein
thermal,opticalandmechanicalpropertiesfor DELRIN® andteflonglassfabricinducedby erosionand
thermalenvironmenthasbeenobserved.Themost importantdamageparametersin our situationare
U.V. radiationandthermalcycling. We alsonotedacontaminationby SI andF. We cannow saythat
throughtheseexperimentswehavea betterideaof thereal damageof materialsandcomponentsin a
spaceenvironment(L.E.O.),andwehavenewinformationto introducein materialdatabanksfor future
spaceprojects.
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EFFECTS OF ULTRA-VACUUM AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT
ON CONTACT OHMIC RESISTANCE
LDEF EXPERIMENT AO 138-11
Jean-Pierre Assib
Aerospatiale
Space and Strategic Systems Division
06322 Cannes-la-Bocca, France
Phone: (33) 92 92 72 49, Fax: (33) 92 92 71 90
Alfred Perotto
Aerospatiale
Space and Strategic Systems Division
06322 Cannes-la-Bocca, France
Phone: (33) 92 92 72 00, Fax: (33) 92 92 71 90
SUMMARY
The FRECOPA experimentation of chemical resistance of electrical connector contacts, as
described in this paper, has evidenced the detrimental time variations of nickel-plated conductors and
gilded copper contacts, irrespective of crimping storage or metal-peening conditions.
With a view to reorient aluminum technology a silvered aluminum conductor/gilded aluminum
contact solution has been evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an experiment within the framework of the FRECOPA project on chemical
resistance of electrical connector contacts.
The experiment was aimed at checking compatibility of aluminum conductors with convention-
al conductors and contacts under different conditions of production(mechanical or magnetostrictive
crimping) and storage (laboratory or long-duration space vacuum)
The objective is to optimize weight of spacebome harness/wiring using aluminum conductors.
The test approach consists in comparative, pre- and post-flight measurement of on-ground and flight
samples.
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GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT
\
(Original photograph not available.)
Flight samples stored in orbit for 9 months in the open FRECOPA box, plus 5
years in the closed box .
Ground samples' storage time: 6 years in standard laboratory conditions.
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SAMPLESDISPLAYED
CANNON cONTACTS
SCC 3401_)S-01
__::___ DEUTSCN CONTACTS
1841-1-5616 AA
16 X SAMPLES ,/:, GILDED CU
/
4 x SAMPLES
COMPATIBILITY
\\
4 x SAMP_
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Spaceborne harness, all configurations
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TEST
I
VOLTAGE VARIATION
CURRENT=IA
o...,
Crimping resistance measurement method
EVOLUTION OF SAMPLES' CHARACTERISTICS
TECHNOLOGY
NEW
CURRENT
CONDUCTORS
AI Ni
CuAg
Cu Sn
CRIMPING
TYPE
MAGNE_
:MECHAN.
MAGNET.
MECHAN.
MAGNET.
MECHAN_
VARIATION
OF
ELECTRICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
t MIN.
,::MAX.
, MIN.
( MAX.
i MIN.MAX.
; MIN.
t MAX.
_! MIN.
:' MAX.
MIN.
MAX.
FLIGHT GROUND
0.3 14%
0.6 35%
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CONCLUSIONS
TECHNO.
NEW
CURRENT
CONDUCTORS
Nickel plated AI.
Silvered Cu.
Tinned Cu.
R. OHM VARIATION
TEST RA.
MEASUREMENT RECOMMENDATION;
UNALLOWABLE
EXCELLENT
ALLOWABLE
CONTACT
TYPE
NO
VARIATION CAUSES
STORAGE
ORBIT ] GROUNDI
EQUIVALENT
MATERIALS'
INCOMPATIBILITIES
NO
The electrical characteristics of connections built from nickel-plated conductors and gilded copper
contacts have been noted to vary over the duration of the experimenL These variations are unrelated
with the crimping or storage conditions or with metal pairing (nickel-plated aluminum/tinned or
silvered copper). Such evolutions, howbeit slight, are detrimental to connection quality.
The same observations hold for some like eormections subjected to long-duration thermal cycles
(15,000 cycles, - 100°C, + 130°C). Therefore, work on aluminum technology has been reoriented
toward a silvered aluminum conductor/gilded aluminum contact solution. The first evaluation tests
performed according to this definition have yielded satisfactory results.
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MICROWELDING (OR COLD-WELDING) OF VARIOUS METALLIC MATERIALS
UNDER THE ULTRA-VACUUM LDEF EXPERIMENT AO 138-10
Jean-Pierre Assi_
Aerospatiale
Space and Strategic Systems Division
06322 Cannes-la-Bocca, France
Phone: (33) 92 92 72 49, Fax: (33) 92 92 71 90
Eric Cond6
CNES-CST (SST/SE)
31055 Toulouse, France
Phone: (33) 61 27 30 90, Fax: (33) 61 27 40 99
SUMMARY
The FRECOPA experimentation, as part of the LDEF mission, of mechanical and electrical
parts of spacecraft in space ultra-vacuum has demonstrated freedom from any cold-welding
including microweld effects. This, as theorized, is due to integrity in space of the earthly-grown
oxygen layer.
A further experiment, a dynamic one this time, could provide a wealth of _ientific data,
yielding reliable material-selecting criteria.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an experiment, within the framework of the FRECOPA project, on the
microwelding (or cold-welding) of spacecraft mechanisms.
Examples of spacecraft mechanisms:
- Pointing mechanisms (antennas, instruments)
- Focussing mechanisms (optical components)
- Deployment mechanisms (antennas, solar arrays)
- Hinges, drive mechanisms (mechanical parts of solar arrays)
Slip rings (electrical parts of solar arrays)
In a space vacuum environment, the microwelding of two contacting metal parts of the same
mechanism are liable to sustain irreversible effects, detrimental to satellite mission.
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F 
MOLECULES OXYGEN 
(LIKE A LUBRICANT) 
AND/ OR 
MOVING MECHANISM 
OXf DlZED SURFACES 
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MICROWELDS 
v 
PRESENCE 
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HAZARDS 
OVER TIME 
STATIC-CONTACT 
OR SINGLE-SHOT 
MECHANISM 
\J 
SEE EXPERIMENT 
A0 138-1 0 
Microwe3ding phenomena between two contacting metal parts 
The objective is to optimize materials' choice to avoid microweld induced damage to spacecraft 
mechanisms and electrical parts (slip rings). 
Intended result is to check the metal surfaces representative of metals, treatments, lubricants, 
for microwelds after extended space exposure, and evidence microweld phenomena on static samples. 
The test approach is to statically compare ground samples in terms of aspect, adhesion, 
microwelds. 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
- Simulation on varioux metallic washer couples of different contacts used in static or single-hot 
space mechanisms and slip rings: 
- Quite a few parametem tested on many materials: 
. metal 
. surface 
. treatment 
. lubrication 
. pressure 
Remark: Static samples reflecting the passive LDEF FRECOPA FLIGHT. 
Experiment washer couple
GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT
I
TORQUE
C=51bf-ft
FRECOPA-BOX _ _,_
INTERFACE
2 SPRING
WASHERS
I
Final spool assembly
- SAFETIED
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STAlNbESS - STEEL 
AL. 2024 A286 
WASHE W 
- - -  - - - - GLASS FIBER ( WASHER 
I I--- 1 DECOUQLlNG 
MULTI-COUPLE 4 I 
1 STACKfffi I i I 
' I---?- \  Tm k- COUPLE OF 
TEST MATERIAL 
-- . - 
?+l 
i \ I - - -  
1 j~ MAY ~ 1 1 4 "  
I 4 I p-= STAIMILESS STEEL 
I / /  81286 
THREAD 
Exploded view 
Sannglw integrated within FRECOPA box 
A 138-6 plate exp&iment
J
1
Layout of the 8 washer "spools" within the box.
In-orbit storage: 9 months in the open FRECOPA box plus 5 years in the closed box (underneath
another experiment, the AO 138-6 plate).
On-ground storage: 6 years in standard laboratory conditions for mechamical parts, and 6 years in
FRECOPA box under ultra-vacuum for electrical parts.
I METAL ALLOYS TESTED ] IREFERENCE COUPLES]
1 ALUMINUM ALLOYS._
AL 7075 + Cr Anodiz
AL 7075
AL 2024 + Cr Anodis
AL 2024
Aluminum (A5)
2 TITANIUM ALLOYS
3
TI-6 A1. 4V Annealed
TI-6 A1.4V Tempered
COPPER ALLOYS
(Be 1.9 Cu.)
(UN 3S)
4 STAINLESS STEEL
A 286
A 151 321
A 431
TEST ON
ALL LIKE MATERIAL
AND
DIFFERENT-MATERIAL
PAIRS
$
NOMICROWELD ]
HIGH SOLUBILITY
HIGH DIFFUSIVENESS
GOLD/GOLDAg/Ag} DEPOSIToNAg old 7075 A1.
Cr/Cr WASHER
$
I NOMICROWELD
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LUBRIFICATION INFLUENCE
l With mqlykote Z powder
Be 1.9 Cu on Be 1.9 Cu
2 With MOS2 P,V.D. ---)
Be 1.9 Cu
Be 1.9 Cu
Ti-6 AI. 4V + Sulf Anodiz
A1. 2024 + Cr Anodiz
A1 2024 + Cr Anodiz
---) [ No microweld
No microweld ]
on AL. 7075 + Cr. Anodiz
on Ti-6 A1.4V + Sulf. Anodiz
on Ti-6 AI. 4V + Sulf. Anodiz
on Ti-6 AI. 4V + Sulf. ANodiz
on A1. 2024 + Cr ANodiz
MECHANICAL PARTS
INFLUENCE OF CONTACT PRESSURE
MATERIAL 1 PRESSURE MATERIAL 2
Be-l.9 Cu
Ti-6 A1.4V
PI= (3.6 Kpsi) 25 MP2
P2= (9.4 Kps) 66 MP2
P3= (18.8 Kpsi) 132 MP2
PI= (3.6 Kpsi) 25 MP2
P2= (9.4 Kpsi) 66 MP2
P3= (18.8 KPSI) 132 MP2
Be-l.9 Cu
Ti-6 A1.4V
.STANDARD PRESSURE PEENING ON SPACE MECHANISMS = 3.6 TO 25 KPSI
ESTIMATED, EXCEPT FOR GEARS.
• CONTACT EFFORT = 6000N, OR F= 15N (SLIP
RINGS)
• CONTACT SURFACES =VARIABLE
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TESTS ON ELCTRICAL PARTS' MATERIALS
USED ON L-SAT, TV-SAT, SPOT SATELLITES
COMMERCIAL REF.
['_"] Ag 900 - 178
['_Au 715 - 520
['_'] Pd/ag 500/265
I'd'-] Ca 9734
['5"] Ca 9970
['6"] Berylco 25 H
['_ ANTI CORODAL 112
tTONTACTS TESTED
['i"] - ['_ 8xCOUPLES,
['_ . _ 4xCOUPLES,
COMPOSITION
Ag 90 % - Cu 10 %
Gold 71.5 % - Cu 15.3 % - Ag 3.8 % - PT 8.3 %
Ag85 %- Mo $2 12 %- C 3 %
Ag 82.5 %- Mo $2 15 %- Cu 2.5 %
Cu-Be Alloy with Co, Ni,Fe
A1 alloy with Si, Fe, Cu, Mg, Zn, Ti, Cr
["i"] _ 4x COUPLES,
['ff"] 2 x COUPLES,
[_-]4 x COUPLES
Data analysi_
The first finding from A0-138-10 is that no cold welding ever occurred, and no microweld affected
even the reference (i.e. presumably microweld prone) pairs of metals consisting of gold, silver and
chromium.
The scientific disappointment from these results must be tempered by the notion of a static AO-138-
10 experiment reflecting the passive character of the global LDEF flight.
Cold-welding has been hitherto theorized as arising from peeling of the earthly-created oxide layer
in such environment as prevents such layer from growing any more.
In fact, such stripping of the oxide layer supposes relative motion of the contacting materials.
Failing such motion, as in our case, oxidation will preserve its integrity and continue to prevent
microwelding.
More bewildering is the non-microwelding of the reference pairs, contrary to common admission,
so far, that the enormous diffusiveness and very low oxidation rate of metals like gold, silver and
chromium (hence the shine or glitter) was a sure road to microwelding. Furthermore, solubility
between the contacting washers was all the more expectable with like materials.
High diffusiveness and solubility, which seemed so far to rule out use of gold, silver and chromium
in spaceborne mechanisms, even static ones, have just been proved by the AO-138-10 experiment not
to induce any microwelds when there is no relative motion of parts.
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Even though AO-138-10 failed scientific expectations, as did the LDEF structure with cold
welding, the positive, functional aspect to be borne in mind is the safe operation of single-shot
(appenage-releasing and/or latching) mechanisms, unhindered by microwelding in space vacuum, as
now demonstrated by the statically representative pairs of materials, forgetting the prediction-failing
reference pairs.
To preserve space mechanism representativity, even clearly at the expense of vacuum-microweld-
ing, the parts had received none but the routine surface treatments, hence the traces of machining, of
chlorine and sodium chlorine, and the (damageable) fingerprints. The likelihood of the scientific
phenomenon was thus traded off with functional representativity.
Thus, the technological success of the metallic pairs' freedom from any cold welding phenomenon
does vindicate the theory: for lack of any relative motion of the metallic parts, the oxygen layer grown
on earth will not deteriorate, building up a diffusive barrier that limits occurrence of the vacuum-bred
microwelding phenomenon.
A similar, albeit dynamic experiment could provide highly interesting scientific results as well as
new selection criteria for materials.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Satisfaction as no-coldweld, no-adhesion findings vindicate choices of space
maehanisms materials.
2. No-microweld assumption confirmed for metal pairs' oxidized surfaces.
(LAYERS NOT PEELED, OWING TO STATIC EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS EVEN THE
HIGHLY SOLUBLE, HIGHLY DIFFUSIVE REFERENCE COUPLES)
3. Other potential microweld-hindering factors.
• MACHINING TRACES
• POLLUTION (BY SOME PARTICLES BETWEEN THE SURFACES)
Continuing technological studies: work on dynamic contact between a couple of metals.
See literature, NASA' EXPERIMENT IN THE 70'S (OV1 satellite).
OTHER POST-FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS
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1 FRECOPA BOX
NO RESITIVE TORQUE WHILE REMOVING THE 12 X SPOOLS, WHICH
DEMONSTRATES ABSENCE OF MICROWELDS AT THE FOLLOWING INTERFACES:
-STAINLESS STEEL THREAD ALUMINUM FRECOPA BOX
-STAINLESS STEEL NUT ATOP SAME AXIS.
2 FRECOPA CANISTER SYSTEM
STRUCTURE ]
MECHANICAL PARTS
ELECTRICAL PARTS. J
NO MICROWELD
LITERATURE
"In flight and laboratory vacuum friction test results"
E.I. Devine and A.E. Evans
W.A. Leasure NASA 1973
Nasa's launch, in the 70's, of the experimental satellite OV1
(months 18, vacuum 10-12 Tort.)
with a dynamic contact between a couple of metals.
GOLD/SILVER ]
Be-Cu: STAINLESS STEEL }---)
STAINLESS STEEL/STAINLESS STEEL J
ALUMINIUM/STAINLESS STEEL ]
MILD STEEL: STAINLESS STEEL }---)
NITRIDE-TREATED STEEL/STAINLESS STEEL J
SEIZURE
NO SEIZURE
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SEEDS IN SPACE EXPERIMENT
Jim A. Alston
Park Seed Company
Greenwood, SC 29648-0031
Phone: 803/223-8555, Fax: 803/223-6999
SUMMARY
Two million seeds of 120 different varieties representing 106
species, 97 genera and 55 plant families were flown aboard the Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). The seed were housed in one
sealed canister and in two small vented canisters. After being
returned to earth the seed were germinated and the germination rates
and development of the resulting plants were compared to the
performance of the control seed that stayed in Park Seed's seed
storage facility.
There was a better survival rate in the sealed canister in
space than in the storage facility at Park Seed. At least some of
the seed in each of the vented canisters survived the exposure to
vacuum for almost six years. The number of observed apparent
mutations was very low.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the experiment was to evaluate the effects of
prolonged space exposure on the survivability of a diverse group of
seed stored in space under sealed and vented conditions and to
determine possible resulting mutations and changes in mutation
rates. Both flower and vegetable seed were represented in the
experiment. Seed have been flown in space a number of times, but not
in these quantities and not with maximum exposure for the duration
that LDEF was in space.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Canisters
The sealed canister, designated as #6, was milled from Aluminum
and dome shaped. The dome was 0.051 inch thick, thus allowing for
maximum radiation penetration. The interior was 4 inches deep and 12
inches in diameter, thus having a capacity of 1/3 cubic foot. The
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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exterior of the canister was painted white. The dome portion of the
canister and the base portion were fitted together with an '0' ring
to form the seal.
The vented canisters were also made of Aluminum. One vented
canister was on the top side of the experimental tray and the other
vented canister was on the bottom. The top one was painted white and
was cylindrical in shape, being 4 inches tall and 4 inches in height.
The bottom canister was painted black and was rectangular in shape,
being 1 inch deep, 4 inches wide and 12 1/2 inches long.
The canisters were thermally isolated from the experimental
tray hardware with Fiberglas insulators and a thermal cover was
placed over the tray. This was done in an attempt to maintain
temperatures within the seed at a point well below I00 ° F.
Passive maximum temperature indicators were placed on the
inside of the dome of the sealed canister. Passive radiation
detectors were placed between the layers of seed and maximum
temperature indicators were also placed in the packs containing the
radiation detectors.
Seed Packaging
The seed were placed into Dacron cloth containers before being
placed in the canisters. Within the sealed canister, each Dacron bag
was one inch thick so that four layers were possible. The layers
were designated as _A', _B', _C', and _D' with layer _A' being
toward space and layer _D' being toward the interior of LDEF. It was
theorized that layer _A' would receive twice the radiation that
layer _D' received. There were four wedges of equal size that
constituted each layer. There was only one Dacron cloth bag for each
of the vented canisters.
The seed (table I) were mixed together within each of the
wedges so that the smaller seed could occupy the spaces between the
larger seed. There were 83 seed items that were packed in each of
the 4 layers. The same kinds of seed were placed into identifiable
wedges and the wedges were rotated 90 ° in each layer to facilitate
packing. The remaining 37 items were used as filler seed in the
different wedges and were only packed in one of the layers. Each of
the vented canisters contained the same I0 seed items and these i0
items were also in the sealed canister. The weight of each kind of
seed was recorded as it was put into its cloth bag. The seed size of
some of the items greatly limited the number of seed that could be
flown.
The canisters were filled and integrated onto the experimental
tray during the fall of 1983. This process was conducted in the
controlled environment of Park Seed's seed storage facility which is
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maintained at 70 ° F and 20% RH. The experimental tray also carried
the _Space Exposed Experiment Developed for Students' (SEEDS) (ref.
i) and was placed in the F-2 position on LDEF.
The control seed were held in Park Seed's seed storage facility
in non-sealed containers.
Return of the Seed
The SEEDS tray was removed from the LDEF on February 23,1990,
and was returned to Park Seed the next day. On March i, 1990, the
seed were removed from the canisters, left in the Dacron cloth bags
and placed into glass gallon jars with tight fitting lids. By mid
April the SEEDS project had progressed to the point that the
processing of the Seeds In Space Experiment could be started.
Because the packaging process involved mixing the seed within
each wedge, the first task was to separate and identify the seed.
Weights of the seed were recorded after the separation process.
Germination testing was started on May i, 1990, and as many as
possible of the seedlings were grown to maturity. Plant development
was evaluated and mutations were noted when observed.
Land Grant University systems in each of the states were
contacted and seed from this experiment were offered for research
opportunities.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Germination
with one exception, at least some of the seed of each of the
items in the sealed canister germinated. The control seed for the
one crop that did not germinate only germinated 8%. There were 7
items that the space seed germinated and the control seed did not
germinate. Table II presents data that shows that the germination
percentage of seed of 115 items in the sealed canister averaged 15%
higher than the control seed. The survivability of the seed in the
sealed canister was better than the control because of the closed
environment. If the control seed had been in a sealed environment,
there may not have been any difference.
At least some of the seed of all i0 items in the vented
canisters germinated (table III); however the sunflower in the
bottom vented canister did not germinate. The average germination
of the vented canisters was approximately 13% less than the control.
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From personal experience, the seed with the highest oil content
(soybean, sunflower, and corn) were expected to be dead. Onion is
usually a short lived seed, but over 80% of the seed survived the
vacuum of space.
Weight Change
The weight change of the seed within the sealed canister was
not consistent. But it must be remembered that the seed had time
during the two months between canister opening and weighing to reach
equilibrium with the moisture in the air. The 115 items that were
used for the germination test showed a 0.29% weight gain (table II).
This figure was derived from the total weights of the 115 items and
is not a grand average of the individual averages. This small gain
could be the result of exposure to the environment in which the seed
were handled.
A comparison of the i0 items from the vented canisters and the
same i0 items from the sealed canister (table III) shows that the
seed from the vented canisters lost 35 to 40 times more weight than
the seed from the sealed canister. Since all the seed were handled
in the same manner it becomes clear that the seed in the vented
canisters lost more than free bound water. Tightly bound water and
oils were outgassed. Oil deposits were observed around the vented
canisters.
Radiation
The radiation information is contained in Dr. Benton's paper
(ref. 2).
Temperature
The temperature detectors that were on the inside of the domes
all registered I00 ° F. The temperature detectors that were with the
radiation detectors did not register at their lowest reading
point, 95 ° F. This indicates that the hardware warmed up during
re-entry, but that the temperature was not high enough or the
duration long enough to heat the seed to 95 ° F. Also the germination
performance of the seed indicates that the temperature within the
seed stayed close to 70 ° F. Accelerated deterioration of seed occurs
when it is exposed to temperatures above 90 ° F. for more than a few
hours.
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Possible Mutations
One plant of Eucalyptus cinerea had variegated foliage. A red
Allium cepa was observed in the population, but could have been the
result of a seed mix. One of the Anti_onon leptopus plants was
dwarf. There were two variegated plants of Polygonum capitatum.
Several chlorophyll deficiencies were noted in Zoysia japc _ica. The
Zea may_{ seed produced a variegated plant and also a plant that
produced seed that were different from the other plants.
Seed have been collected from as many _space' plants as
possible for the purpose of second generation studies. This seed has
not yet been planted.
Other Investigators
Thirty professional investigators have requested and received
seed for their own research. One stipulation of receiving the seed
was that the investigator would submit a paper for publication and
if it was not accepted for publication, a copy would be sent to
Park Seed and NASA for reference purposes.
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TABLE I. LIST OF SEED
Thunber_ia alata, 'Susie'
Alstroemeria aurantiaca
Allium Cepa, Onion
Asciepias tuberosa
Impatiens Wellerana, 'Kiss'
Begonia x Semperflorens, 'Basel'
Symphytum x uplandicum, 'Russian'
Cleome Hasslerana, 'Pink Queen'
Dianthus superbus, 'Lace Mix'
Spinach oleracea, 'Melody'
Platycodon 9randiflorus
Chrysanthemum x morifolium
Gerbera Jamesonii, 'Happipot'
Lactuca sativa, 'Crispy Sweet'
Parthenium ar@entatum, 'Guayule'
Tagetes patula, 'Janie Yellow'
Zinnia elegans, 'Big Red'
Sedum supurium, 'Coccineum'
Brassica oleracea, 'Emerald'
Lobularia maritima
Citrullus lanatus, 'Seedless'
Cucumis sativus, 'Bush Whopper'
Cucurbita pepo, 'Gourmet Globe'
Cyperus alternifolius
Euphorbia epithymoides
Achimenes, 'Breeders Mix'
Saintpaulia ionantha
Streptocarpus x hybridus
Zoysia japonica, 'Lawn Grass'
x Pardancanda Norrisii
Nepeta cataria, 'Catnip'
Ocimum basilicum, 'Cinnamon'
Ocimum basilicum, 'Picollo'
Arachis Hypogaea, 'Peanut'
Lathyrus odoratus, 'Royal Mix'
Pisum sativum, Pea 'Sugar Bon'
Pueraria lobata, 'Kudzu Vine'
Hemerocallis, 'Extra Select'
Lagerstromia indica, 'Myrtlettes'
Hibiscus Moscheutos, 'Disco Bell'
Mirabilis Jalapa, 'Jingles'
Fuchsia x hybrida, 'Fancy Lady'
Papaver nudicaule
Limonium sinatum, 'Heavenly Blue'
Anti_onon !eptopus, 'Coral Vine'
Rheum Rhabarbarum, 'Victoria'
Cyclamen persicum, 'Matador'
Aquilegia caerulea, 'Columbine'
Ranunculus asiaticus
Mesembryanthemum Chrystallium
Celosia cristata, 'Apricot Brandy'
Catharanthus roseus, 'Vinca'
Impatiens hybrid, 'Sweet Sue'
Impatiens Wellerana, 'Tango Orange'
Anchusa capensis, 'Blue Angel'
Cactus, 'Genera Mix'
Dianthus Caryophyllus
Beta vul_aris, Beet
Tradescantia vir_iniana
Chamaemelum nobile, 'Chamomile'
Coreopsis tinctoria, 'Sunray'
Helianthus annuus, 'Piccolo'
Lactuca sativa, 'Mission'
Rudbeckia hirta, 'Orange Bedder'
Tagetes patula x erecta
Ipomoea purpurea, 'Heavenly Blue'
Brassica oieracea, 'Darkri'
Brassica oleracea, 'Green Dwarf'
Citrullus lanatus, 'Bush Baby'
Cucumis sativus, 'Burpless Bush'
Cucurbita pepo, 'Creamy'
Cucurbita pepo, 'Kuta'
Scabiosa caucasica, 'Pincushion'
Pelargonium x hortorum, 'Cascade'
Columnea interspecific hybrids
Sinnin_ia speciosa, 'Gloxinia'
Zea May_, 'Corn Butterfruit'
Nemophila Menziesii, 'Blue Eyes'
Mentha spicata, 'Spearmint'
Ocimum americanum, 'Basil Lemon'
Ocimum basilicum, 'Licorice _
Ocimum Sanctum, 'Basil Holy'
Glycine max, Soybean 'Picket'
Lupinus texensis, 'Bluebonnet'
Pisum sativum, Pea 'Sugar Snap'
Asparagus officinalis, 'Paradise'
Lobelia Erinus, 'Blue Cascade'
Abelmoschus esculentus, Okra
Eucalyptus cinerea, 'Silver Dollar'
Nymphea Lotus, 'Lily of the Nile'
Oenothera missourensis, Primrose
Papaver orientalis, 'Allegro'
Phlox Drummondii, 'Twinkles'
Polygonum capitatum, 'Magic Carpet'
Portulaca @randiflora
Primula x polyantha, 'Julian Red'
Delphinium elatum, 'Blue Fountains'
Fra_aria x Ananassa, 'Sweetheart'
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TABLE I CONTINUED - LIST OF SEED
Astilbe x Arendsii, 'Spiraea Mix'
Calceolaria crenatiflora
Capsicum annuum, 'Midnight'
Lycopersicon Lycopersicum,
Tomato 'Better Bush'
Petunia x hybrid, 'Ultra Red'
Salvia splendens, 'Hotline'
Solanum tuberosum, 'Explorer'
Anethum @raveolens, 'Dill'
Daucus carata, 'Nandor'
Verbena x hybrida, 'Amethyst'
Viola Wittrockiana, Pansy
Antirrhinum majas, 'Kolibra Mix'
Capsicum annuum, 'Early Thickset'
Capsicum annuum, 'Sweet Pickle'
Lycopersicon Lycopersicum,
Tomato 'Park's Whopper'
Salpiglossis sinuata
Solanum melon_ena, 'Beauty'
Tropaeolum majus, 'Whirlybird'
Coriandrum sativum, 'Coriander'
Valeriana officinalis, 'Marine'
Viola cornuta, 'Pride Scotch'
Rosa interspecific hybrids, Rose
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TABLE II. - COMPARISON THE SEALED AND VENTED CANISTERS
I I
I GERMINATION I
I I
[ I I I
I CONTROL i FLIGHT 1% POINTS i WT
I I i CHANGE I CHANGE %
I I I I
SEALED
115 ITEMS
TOP VENTED
i0 ITEMS
I I
51.61% i 66.76% [ +15.15
I i
I i
I I
61.00% I 48.60% I -12.40
I I
I I
BOTTOM VENTED
i0 ITEMS
I I
61.00% I 47.60% I -13.40
I I
I I
+0.29%
-4.50%
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N92-27121
Space Exposed Experiment Developed for Students
(SEEDS)
(P0004-2)
Phone:
Doris K. Grigsby
NASA/AESP
Oklahoma State University
405/744-7015, Fax: 405/744-7785
Nelson J. Ehrlich
NASA/AESP
Oklahoma State University
Phone: 405/744-7015, Fax: 405/744-7785
SUMMARY
SEEDS, a cooperative endeavor of NASA Headquarters, the NASA Langley Research Center, and
the George W. Park Seed Company, resulted in the distribution, by the end of March 1990, of
approximately 132,000 SEEDS kits to 64,000 teachers representing 40,000 classrooms and 3.3 million
kindergarten through university students. Kits were sent to every state, as well as 30 foreign countries.
Kits contained Rutger's tomato seeds that had flown on LDEF, as well as seeds that had been stored in a
climate-controlled warehouse for the same time period. Preliminary data indicates the germination rate for
space-exposed seeds was 73.8% while Earth-based seeds germinated at a rate of 70.3%. Tests conducted
within the first six months after retrieval indicated space-exposed seeds germinated in an average of 8.0
days, while Earth-based seeds' average germination time was 8.3 days. Some mutations (assumed to be
radiation induced) reported by students and Park Seed include plants that added a leaf instead of the usual
flower at the end of the flower frond. Also, fruit produced from a flower with a variegated calyx bore
seeds producing albino plants, while fruit from a flower with a green calyx from the same plant bore seeds
producing green plants.
INTRODUCTION
The Space Exposed Experiment Developed for Students (SEEDS), a cooperative project between
NASA Headquarters, NASA Langley Research Center and the Park Seed Company of Greenwood, South
Carolina was developed to generate interest in science and to provide students with experimental
opportunities using materials flown in space.
Twelve and one-half million Rutgers tomato seeds were placed in five canisters sealed at one
atmosphere pressure and 15 percent humidity. These canisters were then placed in a tray and installed on
the LDEF. Each of the five canisters contained four Dacron TM bags, layers A through D, with layer D
being closest to the LDEF interior. Passive dosimeters were placed above and below each layer to
measure radiation layers. Thermal sensors were also placed in one canister to measure the maximum
temperature attained during the mission. Preliminary radiation counts of 725 rads on the A layer and 350
rads on the D layer were reported.
Upon retrieval of LDEF, the space-exposed Rutgers tomato seeds were packaged in a kit
containing a package of earth-based control seeds, a teacher's guide, and an activity booklet. By the end
of March, 1990 approximately 132,000 SEEDS kits had been mailed to participating classrooms in all fifty
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states,aswell asthirty foreign countries. Over 64,000teachersreceivedthe kits. Teachersfrom 83
foreigncountriesrequestedkits, with mostrequestscomingfrom Canada,Australia,EnglandandWest
Germany.Importregulationskeptmanyrequestsfrom beinghonored.
EnthusiasticteachersandstudentsconductedtheNASA-designedexperimentandreturneddatato
beanalyzed.Additionalstudent-designedexperimentsweredevelopedandledto a greaterunderstanding
of thescientificprocess.It will be impossibleto makecomparisonsbetweenmuchof thedatasubmitted
becauseof the lack of controls. However,programobjectiveswere met asa greatdealof interestin
scienceandin the spaceprogramhasbeengenerated.Manyclassesareconductingsecondandthird
generationstudies.
Preliminaryfindingssummarizedfroma samplingof datasubmittedbyparticipantsareasfollows:
TOTAL GERMINATION AVG DAYSTO AVG DAYS TO
PLANTED RATE (%) GERMINATION FRUIT
Grades5-9 (100databooklets)
FlightSeeds 3795
ControlSeeds 4623
68 9.1 93
65 9.0 94
Grades10-12(100databooklets)
LayersAB 2688
LayersCD 3142
Control 3940
73 8.0 84
75 8.0 83
71 8.0 83
TOTAL
PLANTED
GERMINATION
RATE (%)
AVG DAYSTO
GERMINATION
AVG DAYSTO
FRUIT
College(100databooklets)
LayerA 2083
LayerB 2395
LayerC 2375
LayerD 2241
Control 3673
77 8.0 93
73 8.0 90
75 7.0 92
76 8.0 93
75 8.0 92
OverallResults
(Preliminaryfrom
300databooklets)
Flight Seeds 18,719
ControlSeeds12,236
73.8 8.0 89.7
70.3 8.3 89.6
There are no confirmed mutationsexpressedby seedlingsdevelopingfrom the flight seeds;
however, thereare severalsuspects. Two experimenters(including one scientist at the Park Seed
Company,Greenwood,SC)reportedplantswithvariegatedpigmentation.ParkSeedhorticulturistsfound
thatfruit from flowerswith variegatedsepalsbearseedsthat,in turn,producealbinoplants. Seedsfrom
normallypigmentedareasof the sameplant producenormal-appearingplants. Theoriginal variegated
planthasbeenmaintainedthroughcuttings.Anothersuspectmutationproducedalong,centralstalkwith
highly deformedleaves.Additionally, experimentershavereportedtear-dropshapedfruit, spottedfruit,
an inflorescenceterminatingin a leaf ratherthana flower, shortplantswith numerousleavesandno
flowers,andtall plantswith little floweringor branching.
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SURVIVAL OF EPIPHYTIC BACTERIA FROM SEED STORED ON
THE LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY (LDEF)
Andrew C. Schuerger
and
Bret L. Norman
The Land, EPCOT Center
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830
Joseph A. Angelo, Jr.
Science Applications Intemafional Corporation
Melbourne, FL 32901
ABSTRACT
Microbial contamination in American spacecraft has previously been documented (Appl. Microbiol.,
1973, 26:804-813 and Ann. Rev. Microbiol., 1974, 28:121-137). However, potential risks to plants
and humans in future space-based controlled ecological life support systems (CELSS) have yet to be
addressed directly. The current study was designed to determine the survival of microorganisms exposed
to the relatively harsh conditions found in low Earth orbit (LEO).
Seed of com, sunflower, canteloupe, zucchini, bean, pea, and pumpkin cultivars were packaged in two
18 × 2.5 cm aluminum tubes; wall thickness of each tube was 1.33 ram. One seed tube was attached to
payload M0006, tray C-2; a second tube was stored at room temperature in a lab on Earth. Five lithium
fluoride thermoluminescent dosimetry wafers (TLD-100 wafers) were placed in each aluminum tube.
The total mean dosages for flight and ground-control TLD wafers were 210.2 and 0.9 rads, respectively.
Seed were washed for 2 hrs in a phosphate buffered saline solution. Bacteria were isolated by plating
samples of the seedwashings onto dilute tryptic soy agar. Pure isolates of morphologically distinct
bacteria were obtained by standard microbiological procedures. Bacteria were grouped according to
colony-type and preliminary identification was completed using a fatty-acid analysis system (Can. J.
Microbiol., 1986 32:796-800). Bacillus spp. were the primary microorganisms that survived on seed
during the experiment. Bacterial diversity and relative abundance were similar for the ground and flight
seed. Bacillus subtilus, B. pumilus, B. licheniformis, B. polymyxa, B. megaterium, and B. pabuli were
isolated most frequently. Members of the genera Kurthia, Listeria, Micrococcus, and Arthrobacter
were also isolated from flight and ground-control seed. Results support the hypothesis that terrestrial
microorganisms can survive long periods of time in the relatively harsh LEO environment.
Experiment number M0006
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INTRODUCTION
TheexperimentFreeFlyerBiostackis partof a radiobiological research program which has been designed to get
more inforInation about the biological effectiveness of the different radiations present in space, especially on the ef-
fects of single heavy cosmic panicles of high energy loss (HZE-particles), the combined effects of space radiation
and other spaceflight factors, such as microgravity, and the documentation of the actual nature and distribution of
the radiation field at the surface or inside spacecrafts.
These objectives will be achieved by using hermetically sealed aluminium cannisters, which contain a series of
monolayers of selected biological material, each of which is sandwiched between several types of nuclear track de-
tectors. This arrangement - known as Biostack concept - allows localizing the trajectory of each heavy ion in the
biological layer and identifying the side of penetration inside the biological object. The precision obtained for the
reconstruction of the geometric relation between panicle trajectory and test organism depends on the latter and
could be pushed as low as 0.2 txm for the smallest object (bacterial spores, approx, diameter 1 I.tm) in previous Bio-
stack experiments. These experiments comprised a widespread spectrum of biological objects, such as bacterial
spores, plant seeds, shrimp eggs, and insect eggs. These species have different organization levels and different ra-
diation sensitivity. They are well known and showed at least one typical genetic or somatic radiation effect. All ob-
jects were exposed in resting state and were tested to survive the period of experimental procedure. The radiation
effects under investigation comprised changes in cellular and organic development, damages to cell nuclei and
other subcellular systems, and induction of mutations leading to somatic or genetic changes of biological signifi-
cance. The results of the Biostack experiments on Apollo 16 and 17, ASTP, SL1, D1, and Biocosmos 8 and 9 de-
monstrated for the first time with high precision and unequivocally that single HZE particles can engender serious
damages in practically all test organisms. This comprises induction of somatic mutations in plant seeds, of reduced
hatching and of anomalies in insect and salt shrimp embryos, and of cell death in bacterial spores. Further quanti-
tive results revealed that currently established physical theories modelling the reaction mechanisms cannot fully
account for the observed effects.
In the Biostack experiments, complementary studies at accelerators represent a mandatory pan of the program. It
has been shown that, for bacterial spores, the accelerator experiments quantitatively conform with the findings from
space experiments. However, in more complicated systems, not all radiobiological effects observed in space could
be duplicated at accelerators.
The biological systems used in the Free Flyer Biostack experiments include spores of Bacillus subtilis and Sordaria
fimicola, dry seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana, Nicotiana tabaccum, Zea mays, and Rice and encysted eggs of the tiny
brine shrimp Anemia salina, one of the most primitive crustaceans. The nuclear track detectors cellulose nitrate
(CN) and silver chloride (AgC1) will be used for the localization of the path of each heavy particle through each
biological specimen.
Besides the radiobiological data, evaluation of the Biostack experiments will yield information on the composition
of the radiation field in the path of the spacecraft. The combination of various detector systems which complement
each other in their recording characteristics provided for a rather complete dosimetry. The use of thermolumine-
scence dosimeter (TLD), nuclear emulsions, silver chloride and plastic detectors allows measuring the absorbed
dose and estimating the neutron contribution, the number of nuclear disintegrations, and the panicle fluences and
its spectral composition with respect to charge, energy and linear energy transfer (LET).
Although the Biostack experiment on LDEF was designed for a long-duration flight of only 9 months, most of the
biological systems show a high hatching or germination rate. Some of the first observations are an increase of the
mutation rate of embryonic lethals in the second generation of Arabidopsis, somatic mutations and a reduction of
growth rates of corn plants and a reduction of life span of Anemia salina shrimps. The different passive detector
systems are also in a good shape and give access to a proper dosimetric analysis. The plastic detectors have been all
etched and the AgC1 detectors have been processed. Evaluation of the TLD gives us the total dose received in the
Biostacks in different depths of the stacks. The results of the experiment on LDEF will contribute to obtain the em-
pirical data base needed to evaluate the radiobiological consequences of space radkition.
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Thedominantappliedaspectof theBiostackexperimentsconcemstheproblemof protectionof managainstradia-
tionin space.Radiobiologicalnddosimetricdatahaveto becollectedin spaceasbaselineinformationfor estima-
ting radiationrisksto manin futurespacemissionsandfor establishingradiationstandardsfor manin space.
Scientificandtechnicalcoordinationof thisprogramconstitutesasignificantportionof theexperimentalpproach
whichhasto berealizedwithinstill restrictiveconstraintsof spacemissions.
TheBiostackprogramis performedin a multidisciplinaryandinternationalcooperationbetweenmanyindepen-
dentinstitutesandinvestigators.Thisreporthereforegivesthepreliminaryresultsof theLDEFBiostackin four
independentreports.Theresultsfrombiological objects and detector systems not presented in this report will be
published later.
Four biostack reports follow this introduction; they are as follows: Preliminary Total Dose Measurements On
LDEF; Total Dose Effects (TDE) Of Heavy Ionionizing Radiation In Fungus Spores And Plant Seeds-Preliminary
Investigations; Preliminary Results Of The Anemia Salina Experiments In Biostack On LDEF; and Long-Term
Exposure Of Bacterial Spores To Space.
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PRELIMINARYTOTAL DOSE MEASUREMENTS ON LDEF
G. Reitz
DLR, Institute for Aerospace Medicine, Biophysics Division
Linder Htihe, 5000 Ktiln 90, Germany
ABSTRACT
,/
(
/
After spending nearly six years in Earth's orbit twenty stacks consisting of radiation detectors and biological objects
are now back on Earth. These stacks (Experiment A0015 Free Flyer Biostack (ref. 1)) are part of the fifty-seven
science and technology experiments of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) of NASA. The major objec-
tives of the Free Flyer Biostack experiments are to investigate the biological effectiveness of single heavy ions of
the cosmic radiation in various biological systems and to provide information about the spectral composition of
the radiation field and the total dose received in the LDEF orbit. The Biostacks are mounted in two different lo-
cations of the LDEF. Up to three layers of Lithiumfluoride thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLD) of different
isotopic composition were located at different depths of some Biostacks. The preliminary analysis of the TLD
yields maximum absorbed dose rates of 2.24 mGy day "1 behind 0.7 g cm -2 shielding and 1.17 mGy day -1 behind
12 g cm "2 shielding. A thermal neutron fluence of 1.7 n cm-2s -1 is determined from the differences in absorbed
dose for different isotopic mixtures of Lithium. The results of this experiment on LDEF are especially valuable and
of high importance since LDEF stayed for about six years in the prospected orbit of the Space Station Freedom.
There is no knowledge about the effectiveness of the space radiation in long-term spaceflights and the dosimetric
data in this orbit are scarce.
INTRODUCTION
The data on radiation levels in orbiting spacecrafts so far are limited and are not sufficient to serve as a solid base
for an accurate prediction of the radiation environment in future space missions. One of the reasons is the highly
complex radiation environment in space which comprises electromagnetic radiation and charged particles from the
Earth's radiation belt and of solar and galactic origin. Photons and particles with energies of some eV up to 1018
eV are present. This radiation field is modified by the Earth magnetic field and the solar cycle, resulting in a
change of flux by orders of magnitude and it is depending on the spacecraft's altitude and inclination. Interaction of
the radiation with shielding material further increases the complexity of the radiation field inside spacecrafts.
Measurements of fluence rates and spectra and absorbed doses have to be performed behind different shielding
thicknesses during all flight opportunities to improve our knowledge about the radiation transport through realistic
shielding configurations. For the prediction of radiation loads in future missions information of the highest possible
accuracy is required concerning the radiation environments in the specific orbit of the spacecraft.
In this report, only data about absorbed dose measurement with TLD's will be reported. The investigation on the
other detector types is in progress.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Free Flyer Biostack experiment consists of 20 detector units. Twelve (El to El2) units were mounted in the
comer tray G2 on the LDEF end which faced the Earth and eight ($1 to $8) were mounted in one-third of the side
tray C2 (fig. 1). The trays were attached to the surface of the LDEF; the detector units therefore were exposed to
free space. The detector stacks are housed in cylindrical aluminum containers, which were hermetically sealed ex-
cept unit $4. A detector stack consisted of more than 100 layers of nuclear track detectors - partly interspersed with
biological objects. The top and the bottom of some stacks were formed by two TLD layers. Another TLD layer was
located in the middle of such a stack. The height of a stack was 83 mm and the diameter 97 mm. The thickness of
the panicle detector sheets ranged between 0.1 and 0.6 mm. A typical TLD layer consisted of 21 Lithiumfluoride
chips of three different isotopic compositions (TLD 100, 600 and 700 of Harshaw) welded between two polye-
thylen foils and evenly distributed over the stack surface. The size ofa TLD chip is 3.2 x 3.2 x 0.85 mm 3.
The doses in the TLD chip were measured with a Harshaw 2800 TLD analyzer at standard settings. Calibration was
done using a Cs 137 source.
FLIGHT PARAMETERS
The highest altitude of the LDEF was 477 km at release with an inclination of 28 degrees. The facility was gravity
gradient stabilized, so that one end of the LDEF faced always the Earth. After 2107 days, the LDEF was retrieved
at 334 km. The altitude versus time is given in figure 2.
Most of the time of the flight took place during solar minimum phase; launch date was April 7, 1984 and retrieval
date January 12, 1990. At the end of 1988, increasing solar activity was observed. The temperature history of the
several experiment units is not exactly known. A maxima-/minima temperature recorder consisting of a bimetal
spiral was included in stacks E11 and $7. The recorder of stack $7 showed a minimum temperature of -9"C and a
maximum temperature, of 29°C. Stack LI 1 was not yet disassembled because for this container a gaschromatogra-
phi(" °"_"o; :_ pl_ "d. In thir _or_t_;r_,_ ,ve exper-t a temperature in the range between 0"C and 40*C. Measure-
ments _e LDL_ "t)eriment Therm at thc E, .... facing end of LDEF show temperatures between 13"C and
39°C.
RESULTS AND DISCL_'SSION
Up to now, only TLD's used in Biostack units El, E5, E8, $4 and $7 have been evaluated. The doses for the diffe-
rent layers in these stacks are given in table 1. The highest absorbed dose measured with TLD 700 is 4.8 Gy in $7
behind a shielding of about 0.7 g cm "z (2 mm aluminum and 100 mm polyethylen in front of the TLD chips). In the
same configuration the dose in E8 is 4 Gy. The higher doses received at the side tray location can be explained by a
higher contribution of the galactic proton component to the total dose, since the Earth tray location has a higher
shielding as the side tray location. Most of the dose of course is due to crossings of the South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA) in which the radiation belt is closer to the Earth surface than in other regions. The incident flux of belt pro-
tons in this region to both locations can be assumed to be the same which is explained by the orientation of the
LDEF on its flight path and a cylindrical distribution of the proton fluence in the SAA.
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The differences in the TLD 700 and TLD 100 measurements in the same layer can be explained by different shiel-
ding distributions in the different locations of the TLD chips on the surface of the stack. If the shieldings were the
same, the TLD 100 and TLD 700 measurement should give approximately the same value as it is seen in the TLD
layer E8-1, El-2 or $7-190. The TLD 1130and 700 chips are located more at the edge of the stack than the TLD
600 chips resulting in a sometimes lower shielding for the TLD 700 chips in comparison to the TLD 600. The
responses of the TLD 600 have to be higher than the responses of the TLD 1DO and TLD 7r chips, because the
TLD 600, in addition, monitors the thermal neutron component. In the case where we observc no difference in the
TLD 1DOand 700 readings, the TLD 600 reading is considerably higher than both of these readings. In these cases
we see no dose variations within one detector layer, which indicates no differences in the shielding distribution in
this layer. The range of measured values is significantly greater in the more heavily shielded layers, which may be
due to increased differences in the shielding distribution for single chips. Taking the highest difference in the
readings which accounts to 500 mGy and the maximum dose induced per neutron in TLD 600 with 1.7 x 10-9 Gy
(ref, 2), we obtain an estimate of a thermal neutron flux of about 1.7 neutrons cm'2s -1.
Most of the exposure time was during a period of minimal solar activity, only the last 20 % during increasing solar
activity. The results therefore can be regarded as representative for a solar minimum situation. Rccent measure-
ments of absorbed dose of solar flare particles in orbiting spacecrafts (ref. 3, 4) indicate that the contribution to the
dose from these events is negligible for the LDEF orbit.
The TLD results given in table I are only preliminary because no fading effects in theTLD have been taken into
account. The thermal fading of LiF-TLD chips at 25°C is after one year about 5 % (ref. 5); for longer storage times
there are no results. The effect is under investigation. Applying such corrections, the absorbed doses will become
higher than reported.
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TABLE I. - ABSORBED DOSE MEASUREMENTS IN TLD 100, 600, AND 700 BEHIND DIFFERENT
SHIELDINGS IN FRONT OF THE DOSIMETERS
(In unit E5 only TLD 100 was flown. Errors are standard errors of the mean)
--E:p:riment --I .... Shlelding -
indentification
El-2
EI-280
E5-1
E5-56
E5.101
E8-1
E8-207
$4-6
$4-258
$7-190
$7-154
$7-1
Absorbed dose [Gy]
[g cm "2]
0.7
14
TLD 100 TLD 600
4.14 ± 0.24
1.90 -+ 0.21
TLD 700
3.79 +_0.17
1.99 ± 0.25
0.7
6.7
12
0.7
12
2
12
0.7
5
12
3.82 ± 0.11
2.40 -+ 0.16
2.10 _+0.23
3.95 + 0.12
2.05+_ 0.12
3.68 + 0.31
2.38 -+ 0.28
4.83 ± 0.17
2.92 ± 0.28
2.15 _+ 0.08
4.30 ! 0.23
2.36 ± 0.30
3.93 + 0.76
2.60 -+ 0.49
5.23 i 0.23
3.17-+ 0.17
2.45 -+ 0.17
3.88 + 0.64
2.38 ± 0.33
4.73 ± 0.26
3.22 ± 0.24
2A6 -+ 0.26
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Fig. 1 Location of Biostack experiment units El, E5, E8, $4, and $7 on the trays G2 and C2 of the LDEF and its
orientation in orbit. The velocity vector is in direction of the y-axis; row 9 is therefore the leading and row
3 the trailing edge. The LDEF is gravity gradient stabilized.
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INTRODUCTION AND AIMS
The opportunity to compare cosmic radiation effects caused during short and long duration exposure flights in
biological objects are limited until now, and data so far obtained are very rare and insufficient (ref. 1). Among the
eukaryotic model systems recommended in radiobiology, plant seeds (dry, non-metabolizing embryos) of Arabi-
dopsis thaliana and ascospores (one cell with several haploid nuclei) of the fungus Sordariafimicola were success-
ful objects for such space flight experiments in which the radiation damage could be defined for physiological
stress and genetic risk separately in order to make the radiation protection standards in space more precisely (ref. 2,
3). Because of the very long exposure of the experiment during the LDEF-1 mission (- 2000 d) structural changes
of the hardware material can be expected which will influence its biocompatibility and, thus, will interact with the
radiobiological effects.
The fluence of cosmic radiation (HZE-particles) depends on the location of the BIOSTACK-container deposited on
the LDEF-satellite. Therefore several positions of the experiment with different shielding against space radiation
were used during the LDEF-1 mission. The LDEF-experiment (FREE FLYER BIOSTACK) included eight units
arranged in the side tray (S1- to S8-F) and twelve units installed on the earth tray (El- to EI2-F) with higher shiel-
ding (fig. 1).
The aim of our experiment flown on the LDEF-mission was a detailed investigation of biological effects caused by
cosmic radiation especially of particles of high atomic number Z and high energy (HZE-particles). The flight hard-
ware consisted of standard BIOSTACK containers; in these containers a special sandwich construction consisted of
visual plastic detectors (cellulose nitrate (CND, CNK and Lexan) and AgCI monocrystals) with seed rsp. spore
layers interlocked were used.
All in all the specific conditions of the LDEF-experiment made our investigations original and exceptional.
EXPERIMENT WITH SPORES
Background and method
For the experiment "spores" we used different kinds of detectors and different mutant lines of self fertilizing Sorda-
riafimicola, for the number of different nuclear track detectors and total amount of spores c.f. (ref. 4). Ascospores
were distributed on the detector surface by natural shooting from ripe perithecia without adhesive. We took off
ascospores and put them on agar-medium containing ammonium-acetate. Incubation of about 4-7 days at 25°C
produced a compact mycel which was transferred to a medium without ammonium-acetatc. Repeated incubation
was leading to the formation of perithecia. It was now possible to evaluate microscopically prepared asci or the 8
ascospores of an ascus shot in separable groups. The criterium for the evaluation was the scgtcgation of the colou-
red to transparent ascospore ratio per group originated from one ascus.
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In ascusformingfungi(Ascomycetae),a so-calledtetradanalysiscanbeusefulin detectingchromosomeaber-
rations(deletions).Thistestis basedonatypicalcytogeneticbehaviourwhichinformson thesegregationof dele-
tedor mutatedgenes,andthechromosomedistributionresultingfromthesequenceof divisionsof cellnucleiin-
sidethediploidzygoticmothercellof theSordaria ascus hypha. Inside this cell gene recombination takes place
including a putative mutant gene induced formerly by HZE-particles in the irradiated spore (M1); i.e. the mutant
gene locus expressing a deviating spore colour in the next generation (M2) can be investigated in the ascus cell af-
ter its final production of 8 spores through three subsequent nucleus divisions of which the first is the so called
meiotic one, i.e. chromosome and gene numbers are reduced to the half set (n = 7) and recombined, the second and
third ones are the mitotic divisions where the numbers will remain constant since all the genes and chromosomes
are reproduced and divided identically.
Under controlled conditions of a petri dish, mature spores are shot off the ascus simultaneously and may be found
in a small droplet of slime fixed at the inner surface of the cover dish (fig. 2). There, they will be positioned at ran-
dom instead of their former linear position inside the original immature ascus cell which represents the products of
cytogenetic events via cell nucleus divisions in line. If a mutant spore colour gene is segregated during the first,
meiotic division we will obtain 4/4 distribution of different spore colour (pre-reduction); in case of 6/2 distribution,
segregation of the mutant gene was during the second (mitotic) nucleus division (first post-reduction). The very
rare events of 7/1 distribution are related to the third (mitotic) division (second post-reduction). Furthermore, the
sequence of cytogenetic behaviour indicated the molecular aberrations induced by radiomutagenesis of HZE-ions.
Double strand breakage of DNA (DSB), which will produce directly lethal nuclei in the MI mycelia or
chromosomal and genic deletion and thus a ratio 0/8 and 2/6 rsp. of coloured to non-coloured spores can be ex-
pected. If, however, a single strand breakage of DNA (SSB) has been produced by the radiomutagen (HZE), the
chromosomal and genie deletion will be completed after the following divisions of post-reduction thus 1/7 ratio
will be obtained. In case of 6/2 and 7/1 ratios of non-coloured to coloured spores both events occurred simulta-
neously. Consequently, investigation of mutant spore colour distribution, although at random i.e. no more in line in
a droplet (ascus) of the second generation (M2) after mutagenesis will yield a statistically provable sample of indu-
ced chromosomal, genie and molecular (DSB and SSB) deletion events in the former generation (M 1)"
Results of cosmic total dose effect
1)
2)
3)
4)
Germination of earth tray exposed fungus spores decreased significantly in the genetic line cor (fig. 3,
above).
Significant deviation of flown, earth tray samples to non-exposed, non-stacked control spores as well as the
stacked backup ones (fig. 3, below) because of the frequency of transparent, i.e. mutant spores (shrunken
and transparent) increase instead of dark coloured wild type ones; thus, % deviation of ratio class 8/0 be-
comes negetative and of all the other classes (6/2, 4/4, 2/6, 0/8) positive.
However, this result is also obtained but mostly at lower rates with the backup samples; thus, a mutagenic
effect of the storage conditions inside the Biostack for nearly 6 years is probable.
This behaviour of point 2) and 3) is, obviously, different between the two genotypic lines cor and brl, the
former, wildtype cor, proves to be less sensitive than gene marker line brl, although the result of spore
(M 1) germination data is reverse.
Summarizing this preliminary evaluation of two Sordaria mutant gene marker lines br I and cor show the following
data: Early radiation damage of spore germination results in significant increase of lethality % (M l) and mutation
rate of genes controlling aberrant (shrunken, transparent) spores (M2).
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EXPERIMENTWITHSEEDS
BackgroundandMethod
Differentsamplesof ecotypesandmutant-linesobtainedfrom Arabidopsis Information seed bank, Frankfurt,
F.R.G. were used (ref. 3). The dry seeds were glued on the detector foils using the adhesive Luviskol VA 64 (10 g
in 100 ml of ethanol 50%). After post-flight return of the seeds to Frankfurt, we took at least 100 seeds from each
detector. These seeds were sown under sterile conditions in petri dishes (diameter 90 mm) on Gelrite-medium, ad-
apted to mineral and nutrient conditions. Seeds were vernalized for 120 h at +4 ° + 2°C. Afterwards the petri dishes
were transferred to a growth cabinet. Seedlings were kept there until transfer to soil. About 10 days after germina-
tion (rsp. 4-6 leave stadium) the seedlings were transferred to plastic pots with standard soil, Further growing of the
plants took place in a growth chamber (ref. 4). One day after vernalization, control of seed germination was started
at intervals of one day under a binocular. The criterion of germination was the emergence of the radicle.
For the test of embryonic sterility of the fruits (ref. 5) five consecutive siliques from the basal part of the main in-
florescence were used. From these data the frequencies of lethal mutations ma, m b and m c and the mutation rates R
were estimated (ref. 6).
Preliminary results of total dose effects
In order to obtain quick information about the general condition of the bio-objects, soon after return to Frankfurt
we tested the dynamics of germination of the seeds. Figure 4 (above) shows the delay of seed germination after
seed exposure of two wildtype lines (En-2 and La-O) of Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. in space compared to the
control-samples. This figure describes the deviation from fresh-control. The control-samples do not differ signifi-
cantly in germination capacity (after 24 hrs 82% for En-2 and 76,4% for La-0), but the germination after space ex-
posure shows that the germination of the wildtype line En-2 is more sensitive than for the wildtype La-0 (after 24
hrs 18.7% vs 54.2%). Decrease of growth is probably caused by stress and aberrant control of phytohormones,
since for instance gibberellic acid is able to reduce the decrease of germination induced by X-rays (ref. 7) as well as
by HZE-particles (ref. 8).
The last endpoint of damage investigated in the ontogenetic sequence was the ovule and embryo (M2) development
of plants belonging to the Ml-generation. The sterility of the siliques (fig. 5) has been shown to be a highly sensi-
tive character induced by ionizing radiation and chemical mutagens (R6dei, 1969). Figure 4 (below) shows the
mutation rates for embryonic lethals in the M 2 generation of earth tray exposed seeds as difference to the control
samples. The mutation rates for the two wildtype lines were increased in comparison to the seed control samples.
FINAL CONCLUSION OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS
1)
2)
Results of General Vitality and Damage Endpoints (TDE) have shown
i) with Sordaria ascospores:
Genotype dependent damage (-5 to 60%) of earth and side tray exposure for about 2000 days in
orbit
ii) with Arabidopsis seeds:
Increase of embryonic lethal mutation rates (-3 to 18%) relying to less extent on the wild type ex-
posed on earth tray for nearly 6 years in space.
Evaluation of General Vitality is limited at present because of
i) minimum values obtained for backup samples (K01n)
ii) maximum values proved for fresh seed and backup samples (Frankfurt) as expected.
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3) Reason
i)
ii)
iii)
for the unexpected differences may be:
variant treatments of backup units (stacked viz. non-stacked, gas, temperature)
interaction of structure material and environmental conditions (outgassing of catalysts, radicals
etc.)
interaction of different components of cosmic rays and their secondary products.
By comparison between preliminary data obtained from biological damage endpoints of the LDEF-1 experiment
"seeds" and of short duration flight experiments (e.g. BION-9), surprisingly, no significant increase of the bio-
logical damage is obtained; although the total dose for the LDEF-1 flight was 40 times approx, higher but the dose
rate was 4 times approx, lower, the biological damage was at the same order of magnitude. Probably this phenome-
non may be explained by the more important role of the dose rate than the total dose for the LDEF- 1 flight. Consi-
dering the result of several Soviet space experiments with relatively long duration (ref. 1) after > 400 d in orbit,
survival of Arabidopsis seeds decreased remarkably, and after 800 d no plants survived, we suppose that the radi-
cals produced by oxygen were the cause of this damage. No oxygen could be detected in the atmosphere of a simi-
lar constructed Biostack unit during gas analysis after flight, although it was filled with a 60 % helium + 40 % oxy-
gen atmosphere before flight. Additional experiments and test studies have to be performed in the near future in or-
der to confirm this suggestion as well as the cosmic HZE-effect more exactly.
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Fig. 1 View on the side- (above) and the earth-tray (below) of the LDEF-satellite in orbit with IBIOSTACK-units, 
containing thousands of Arabidopsis seeds and of Sordaria spores. 
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Fig. 2 Different segregation ratios of coloured rsp. transparent Sordaria ascospore in groups of eight. 
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Fig. 5 SEM-photos of opened siliques of Arabidopsis with complete seed embryos (M2) in line (right) and with 
gaps of undeveloped embryos (middle and left). 
photo RuppeVGartenbach, Botanical Inst., Frankfurt/Main, FRG) 
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE ARTEMIA SALINA EXPERIMENTS
IN BIOSTACK ON LDEF
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E. H. Graul, W. Rfither, C. O. Hiendl
Philipps-University Marburg, Department of Environmental Sciences and Space Medicine, 3550 Marburg/Lahn,
Germany
INTRODUCTION
Artemia belongs to the order Branchiopoda and lives in sea water. Figure 1 shows the life cycle. The adult animal
is around 12 mm long. The eggs of Artemia (fig. 2), resting in blastula stage, consist of about 4200 cells and can be
stored for a long period in a dried state. The dried eggs are about 210 l.tm in diameter and equipped with thick hard
shells. Under favourable conditions in 1.5% salt water and a temperature of 25* C, the larva will normally hatch
within 24-48 hours; it is called a nauplius. During hatching the egg shell breaks open and the nauplius emerges
from the egg still covered by a membrane. Then, by the aid of its swimming organ, the nauplius tears this mem-
brane off and begins to swim in the salt water. Assuming that there are sufficient algae for nutrition, the develop-
ment cycle lasts around four weeks.
The mosaic egg of the brine shrimp, Artemia salina, resting in blastula or gastrula state represents a system that
during further development, proceeds without any further development to the larval stage, the free swimming nau-
plius. Therefore, injury to single cells of the egg will be manifested in the larvae. In several experiments, it was
shown that the passage of a single heavy ion through the shrimp egg damaged a celluar area large enough to
disturb either embryogenesis or further development of the larva, or the integrity of the adult individual. Emer-
gence, characterized by bursting of the egg shell and the appearence of the larva, still enclosed in the membrane
was already strongly disturbed by heavy ions. The next step, namely the hatching, was seriously affected by a hit of
a heavy ion (ref. 1-4). Reduced emergency and hatching rates were also observed in eggs flown but not determined
as hit by a heavy ion. This effect may be due either to nuclear disintegrations or recoil events, or to some not yet
understood interactions by other spaceflight parameters. Additional late effects, due to a hit of a single heavy ion,
are delay of growth and of sexual maturity, and reduced fertility. Anomalies in the body and the extremities could
be observed more frequently for the nauplii which had developed from eggs hit by heavy ions.
Compared to previous spaceflight experiments, LDEF shows an increase in total dose up to about 200 times, and a
similar increase in HZE particle fluence and in the occurrence of disintegration stars. Thus, LDEF will offer a uni-
que opportunity to gather information on HZE particle effects at high radiation background levels and on the ef-
fects of stars in biological matter.
RESULTS
First of all, a hatching test was performed with the flown eggs. The results were compared to those obtained from 6
year old laboratory eggs and 6 month old laboratory eggs. Table 1 shows the results. There is a significant decrease
in the hatching rate of the flight eggs compared to the hatching rate of 6 year old laboratory eggs. The difference in
hatching rate between the 6 year old laboratory eggs and the 6 month old laboratory eggs is about 10%. The same
difference is seen in the hatching rate between the eggs flown in the earth tray and those flown in the side tray. The
rate of anomalies is significantly higher in the nauplii hatched from flown eggs compared to those hatched from
ground control eggs.
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Thenextstepwasasurvivaltestof thenauplii.Thelife spancurvesdemonstrateahighlethality(about50%)in the
first twomonthsof developmentof naupliihatchedfromflowneggs,whilethecontrolshavea lethalityof about
10%only(fig.3).
Furtherinvestigationsof theArtemia experiment have two major directions: First, identification and quantification
of the influence of HZE particles on the system at the organic, the celluar, and the molecular level; and secondly,
the localization of individual HZE particles and the determination of the physical parameters of the particles of in-
terest.
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TABLEI. - HATCHINGRATEOFNAUPLIIANDRATEOFANOMALIESOBSERVED
Earthtrayunit
Sidetrayunit
Laboratorycontrol
6yearoldeggs
6montholdeggs
Hatchingrate
%
58 (56,60)
48.5(50.5,46.5)
75.5 (73,78)
87.3 (85.3,88.9)
Rateof anomalies
%
10.5(9.2,11.9)
12 (10.7,13.5)
Thenumbersinbracketsgivethelowerandupper68%confidencel vel.
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Fig. 1 Life cycle ofArtemia salina.
Fig. 2
_M
Histological section through the Artemia egg. Early (left) and late (right) state of the gastrula.
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INTRODUCTION
The tropopause has been considered as the upper boundary of the biosphere. Whereas the troposphere is constantly
replenished by various microbiota from soil, water and other sources (ref. l, 2), these organisms will not be accele-
rated to escape velocities by naturally occurring dynamic forces (ref. 3). Recent evidence that SNC meteorites appa-
rently originated on Mars (ref. 4) has initiated calculations on the possibility of ejecting rocks from a planet as con-
sequence of large meteorite impacts (ref. 5, 6). The question arises whether soil or endolithic microbial communi-
ties would withstand such an ejection process and a subsequent exposure to interplanetary space. We have shown
that bacterial spores survive after six years in space to a substantial percentage, depending on the degree of shiel-
ding against certain factors of the extreme space environment.
Space has been generally viewed as extremely hostile to all forms of life, due to the high vacuum, the complex ra-
diation field and extreme temperatures (table 1). This extreme environment is a definite barrier for the active biolo-
gical processes of growth, metabolism and reproduction. However, some living organisms have the capacity to sur-
vive unfavorable conditions in a dormant state, examples being spores of bacteria and fungi. The high resistance of
bacterial spores is mainly due to a dehydrated protoplast, enclosed in a thick protective envelope, the cortex and the
spore coats (ref. 7).
From in-situ experiments on the responses of microorganisms to the space environment it is known that the most
deleterious factor is solar UV-radiation, especially that in the wavelength range around 260 nm and 220 nm (ref. 8,
9), which is specifically absorbed by the DNA. Furthermore, space vacuum and solar UV act synergistically in re-
ducing microbial viability (ref. 10). This phenomenon which is due to the formation of specific scarcely repairable
DNA-lesions (ref. 11) further decreases the chance for microorganisms to survive extended exposure in space. So
far, microorganisms have been investigated after maximum exposure times in space of l0 days (ref. 10). On the
surface of the Moon, Streptococcus contaminants inside the Surveyor III television cable were reported to survive
for 2.5 years (ref. 12).
RESULTS
With the NASA mission of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) (ref. 13), we have obtained the opportu-
nity to expose Bacillus subtilis spores for nearly 6 years to the space environment and to analyse their responses
after retrieval. The experiment was mounted onto a side tray of LDEF facing space. The samples were accomoda-
ted in an aluminum container the cover of which was a perforated dome. The perforation of the cover allowed ac-
cess of space vacuum, solar electromagnetic radiation including UV, and cosmic radiation. The temperature during
the mission ranged from -9*C to 29°C (table 1). Spores, prepared as previously described (r.ef. 14), were mounted
on quartz discs (ref. 10) either in a monolayer (106 spores/sample) or in multilayers (108 spores/sample). The
quartz discs were fixed onto plastic plates which were stacked in such a way that only samples of the upper plate
were reached by solar optical radiation. In parallel, in-flight controls, i.e. samples in closed containers, were utili-
zed as well as ground controls at atmospheric and vacuum conditions.
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Samplesof theupperplatewereconfrontedwiththefull spaceenvironmentincludingsolarUV duringthewhole
mission.Fromfouroutof tensamplesviablesporeswererecovered(fig.l). Survivalwas<10 "4. Since these sam-
ples contained spores in multilayers, the outer layers might have provided a protective blanket for the innermost
parts allowing them to withstand the harsh space environment. Samples that were exposed beneath neutral density
filters of transmissions between 10 and 30 % showed similar survival rates, whereas from samples that were shiel-
ded against solar UV-light by an aluminum plate of 2 mm, up to 80 % of the spores were able to germinate and to
form a colony (fig. 1). These data show that the chances of microorganisms surviving in free space will be greatly
increased by adequate shielding against solar UV-light.
Additives like glucose or buffer salts increase the survival of the spores. This is seen for the dark samples in space
vacuum as well as for the in-flight controls kept at atmospheric pressure, and the ground controls running in paral-
lel to the space experiment (fig. 2). From the in-flight controls, up to 100 % of the spores initially sent into space
survived. Sugars and polyalcohols are suggested to stabilize the structure of cellular macromolecules, especially
during vacuum-induced dehydration.
With this 6 year in-situ study in space, we have contributed experimental data to the discussion on the possibility of
interplanetary transfer of life. Since spores may withstand the dehydration process induced in space vacuum, they
may survive for substantial time, provided they will be protected from solar UV. Such shielding could be reached
by dust or soil particles, or by shadowing, or by thick layers as they occur in bacterial colonies, respectively. Ho-
wever, to travel from one planet of our solar system to another, e.g. from Mars to Earth by random motion, a mean
time of 105-106 years has been estimated (ref. 6).* It might be precarious to extrapolate from this 6 year study to
thousands or millions of years in space. In this large time span, radiation damage produced by cosmic radiation
might accumulate, thereby setting the ultimate limit for survival of spores. However, considering the micron size
of a bacterial spore and the low flux of cosmic ray heavy ions (ref. 15), a spore will have a reasonable chance
to escape a hit by a heavy ion even within very long time spans. Furthermore, we have shown that spores may
survive a direct hit even of a cosmic ray iron particle (ref. 16) being the most important component of cosmic
radiation with respect to the amount of energy deposited.
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TABLE I. - ENVIRONMENTAL DATAOF THE LDEF EXPERIMENT DURING 2107 DAYS IN LOW EARTHORBIT COMPARED
WITH THE INTERPLANETARY SPACE
LDEF Interplanetary
experiment space
Pressure (Pa) _
Residual gas (cm -3)
app. 10 -6 10-14
2x10 t_He 1 H
lx105 N
3x107 O
Radiation
Solar UV (>110 nm)
Fluence (J/m 2)
Ionizing
Sources
Dose (Gy)
Heavy ions (cm "2) 2)
1x 109 variablel)
galactic galactic
solar solar
belts (SAA)
4.8 0.5
2.5x104 3) 3.6x104
app. 60 4)
Temperature (K) 264-302 >41)
SAA)= South Atlantic Anomaly
) depending on distance from the sun
2) atomic number >2, Linear Energy Tranfer (LET) >130 keV/mm
3) including secondaries
4) primaries
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Fig. 1. Survival of Bacillus subtilis spores exposed to the space environment for nearly 6 years during the LDEF
mission (April 7, 1984 - January 12, 1990). Spores were exposed in multilayers in the presence of 5 % glu-
cose on quartz discs beneath a perforated dome without any further cover (100 % transmission), or beneath
neutral density filters (30 % or 10 % transmission for solar UV-light of wavelengths >170 run), or beneath
an aluminum plate of 2 mm (0 % transmission). Non-covered samples received a solar UV-irradiation of
1x 109 J/m 2.
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Fig. 2. Survival of Bacillus subtilis spores in multilayers (a) or in a monolayer Co) after nearly 6 years in space du-
ring the LDEF mission and ground control data. The spores were shielded against solar optical radiation.
Protective substances (5 % glucose or 1.4 % buffer salts) were added to some of the samples during prepa-
ration. F = flight samples; S = samples of the simulation experiment on ground; A = samples kept at atmo-
spheric pressure; V = samples in vacuum.
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SUMMARY
Experiment A0139A on the LDEF carried four large containers (volume, one to two liters each) into
orbit five years with crystal growth solutions for lead sulfide, calcium carbonate, and TTF-TCNQ. The
facility was in excellent condition after the long orbital stay. Although the temperature data were lost, the
experiment program had been working, since the valves in all containers had been opened. All four
experiments produced crystals of varying quality. The calcium carbonate crystals had the best appearance.
The TTF-TCNQ crystals were packed together near the valve openings of the container. When taken apart,
the single crystals showed some unusual morphological properties.
X-ray investigations (Laue back-reflection and transmission diagrams) as well as conductivity
measurements (four-point probe) on long duration space grown TI'F-TCNQ crystals will be presented.
Comparison will be made with our previous space solution growth experiments on the European Spacelab
Mission. The TFF-TCNQ crystals are no longer of the highest scientific interest, so this activity has been
terminated by us. Instead, the interest in ESA is focussed on calcium carbonate and calcium phosphate
crystallizations.
BACKGROUND
Following the crystal growth experiments with unidirectional conductors on the European Spacelab
by K. F. Nielsen (ref. 1-4), and the Apollo-Soyuz investigations on room temperature solute diffusion
crystal growth by M. D. Lind (ref. 5-8), it was decided by both investigators to share what was later named
experiment A0139A on the LDEF. Each experimenter had two growth containers, and all four were kept at
a constant temperature (35 ° C) in a thermostated drum (ref. 9). The growth containers were manufactured at
the experimenters' individual laboratories, while the enclosure and the insulation equipment were
manufactured at Rockwell. A smaller drum containing the data and electronics equipment was manufactured
at Terma Electronics, Ltd., in Denmark. All equipment, the content, and the aim of the four crystal growth
experiments have been fully described elsewhere (ref. 10)
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EQUIPMENT
The equipment appeared to be in excellent condition upon opening. However, our first observation
was that all data stored in the experiment memory had been lost due to a breakdown in an electronic circuit.
This included the temperature vs. time profile and the time of opening of the reactor valves. The next
observation was, fortunately, that all motors connected to the valves had been in operation and turned the
gears to the end point position. This meant that the process controller had been working up to a point,
presumably also with temperature control. The fault must have occurred at a later stage in the LDEF flight,
or after recovery. The memory battery was not a factor. A full description of the equipment operation is
given in ref. 10.
CRYSTAL GROWTH PROCES S
The calcium carbonate experiment produced the best crystals by far. A full description of this
experiment is given in ref. 10. Table I (ref. 10) gives the concentrations of the solutions and the dimensions
of the growth reactors.
TABLE I. SOLUTION COMPOSITIONS AND REACTOR CHAMBER LENGTHS
Crystal Reactant Chamber Center Chamber Reactant Chamber
Solution Length, cm Length, cm Solution Length, cm
CaCO 3 0.2 M NH4HCO 3 29.1 5.6 0.2 M CaC12 29.1
PbS 0.2 M CH3CSNH 2 51.8 5.6 Saturated PbC12 6.9
TTF-TCNQ 0.013 M TrF 18.6 7.5 0.013 M TCNQ 18.6
TFF-TCNQ 0.026 M T-FF 18.6 7.5 0.026 M TCNQ 18.6
Here we shall elaborate on TTF-TCNQ. As seen from Table 1, the two TIT-TCNQ experiments
were identical with the exception that the concentrations of TIT and TCNQ in the supply chambers were
doubled in experiment 2. Also on Spacelab we used identical experiments with the purpose of testing one
single parameter. On Spacelab we tested the use of filters between supply chamber and crystallization
chamber with open valves. On LDEF we tested the solution strength. Concentrations of 0.026 M for TTF
and TCNQ are the highest possible concentrations to use at 35 ° C, and 0.013 M is on the low side. We took
the decision not to use filters in the valve openings.
Results were the same in both experiments, and the same problem was encountered in both
experiments. The bulk of the crystals appeared in the valve opening between the TIT supply chamber and
the central chamber, causing the valve to stick in a half open position. In both cases this brought about
mechanical failure of the shaft connecting the valve to the gears. It was not expected that the crystallization
should be so strongly localized. Possibly it was caused by the fact that the valve openings had no filter
protection. The decision whether to use filters or not had to be taken before the results of Spacelab were
known. These results (ref. 3) indicated that at least on Spacelab the microgravity condition alone was not
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sufficientto preventliquid flow throughthevalveor in thecontainerasawhole;thiswasin spiteof thefact
thatspecialprecautionsweretakentohaveequilibriumpressurein all threereactorcompartments both
before and after the opening of the valves. The same precautions were taken on LDEF, and here the
microgravity condition should be superior to Spacelab. The calcium carbonate and lead sulfide experiments
both had filters placed in all valve openings. Whatever happened with TTF-TCNQ, it appears that the TTF
valve, shortly after opening, was blocked by growing crystals in such a way that diffusion or any other
transport through the opening eventually was prevented. Thereafter no more crystallization took place.
TI'F-TCNQ CRYSTALS
The clusters of crystals in the valve openings (Fig. la, b) were positively identified as TTF-TCNQ.
X-ray analysis (Weissenber_z rotating crystal) showed monoclinic symmetry with unit cell constants
a = 12.2980/_, b = 3.8190 _, c = 18.4680/_, and B = 104.46 °. The morphology of the crystals was,
however, somewhat unusual. Usually the long axis of the crystals is the b axis. Here it appears to be the
a axis. This observation was confirmed by Laue X-ray diffraction photographs (Fig. 2a, b). Experimental
Laue photographs are compared with computer simulated patterns (ref. I I) for the (010) and (001)
orientations. It is clearly demonstrated that (1) the patterns are identical, and (2) the preferred direction of
growth is the a axis. As already mentioned, this is unusual. Normally the b axis is the preferred direction of
growth.
The conductivity measurements again conf'm'ned the long axis not to be the b axis. The conductivity
curves (Fig. 3) are quite normal for any other axis than the b axis in the crystals. Only the b axis shows the
characteristic peak at 60 ° K. Since we could find no crystal that measured more than 0.1 mm along the
b axis, this measurement could not be done.
Fig. 4a shows a typical "Iq'F-TCNQ crystal mounted on a goniometer head, while Fig. 4b is a view
of the crystals as they appear in an optical microscope.
TrF-TCNQ: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The TIT-TCNQ growth experiment was first proposed in 1975 for the European Spacelab Mission.
Background for the proposal was the very high interest among solid state physicists at that time for TTF-
TCNQ crystals. The discussion was about the unidirectional (b axis) conductivity in the crystals with the
sharp peak at 60 ° K; the question was whether it was connected to superconductivity or not. In 1980
substantial evidence (ref. 12) was put forward that it was not, but at the same time unquestionable
superconductivity was found in derivatives of TIT, the so-called Bechgaard salts. The question of
superconductivity in TTF-TCNQ was not fully resolved in 1983, the year of the Spacelab Mission, but
TI'F-TCNQ was not taken on that mission due to safety problems connected with the acetonitrile used as
the solvent. The two large experiments with TI'F-TCNQ were then taken on the LDEF Mission, launched
in 1984. By that time a number of new organic superconductors had been found, bringing the transition
temperature in organics up to 7 ° K. In November, 1984, NASA's orbiter Atlantis, Mission STS 61-B,
conducted a TTF-TCNQ growth experiment one week in duration, performed by Radcliffe et al. (ref. 13).
In late 1986 the first inorganics that showed high Tc superconductivity were found. Early in 1987
the transition temperature for superconductivity came above the boiling point of nitrogen with the discovery
of the YBaCuO ceramics. The interesting b axis conductivity peak in TI'F-TCNQ was at 60 ° K, well below
liquid nitrogen temperature, so obviously these new inventions caused a diminishing interest for TIT-
TCNQ crystals. Already then the interest had been low, since a very large number of new organic
superconductors had been synthesized. TI'F-TCNQ is now considered a well known material with no
properties related to superconductivity. As a consequence of this, already before the retrieval of LDEF,
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a large TI'F-TCNQ experiment, planned by ESA for the EURECA platform, was cancelled. The growth
container (volume, five liters) will now be used for the growth of calcium phosphate crystals from
amorphous tricalcium phosphate in aqueous solution. A basic study of the gravitational influence on this
process is of importance in relation to mineralization and demineralization of bone tissue in vertebrates.
Fortunately the equipment that had already been developed for TI'F-TCNQ, with only very minor
adjustments, could be refitted to this investigation.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary the results are that the calcium carbonate experiment produced outstandingly good
results, the lead sulfide experiment was unsuccessful, and the two TI'F-TCNQ experiments produced only
mediocre results. The conclusion could thus be that the three latter experiments should not have been
performed. This conclusion is perhaps the most valid one for the TTF-TCNQ experiments, since even in
the case they had produced good crystals, these crystals would have been of no particular interest to the
scientific or commercial communities.
The lesson to be learned could be that production in space, even of the most highly desired
materials, is a risky business. Basic research may, on the other hand, draw extreme benefits from the
microgravity condition, since experimentation on Earth cannot produce the same results. A number of
theories on the morphology of crystals need experimental verification. The crystallization of calcium
carbonate or calcium phosphate in water are examples of systems where more knowledge may greatly
benefit society.
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THE ROLE OF THE LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE SYSTEMS
Sally A. Little
NASA Space Station Freedom Program Office
Reston, VA 22091-4398
Phone: 703/487-7355, FAX: 703/487-7997
SUMMARY
The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) presents the international, aerospace
community with an unprecedented opportunity to examine the synergistic, long-term,
space environmental effects on systems and materials. The analysis of the data within
appropriate environmental contexts is essential to the overall process of advancing the
understanding of space environmental effects needed for the continuing development
of strategies to improve the reliability and durability of space systems and to
effectively deal with the future challenges that new space initiatives will likely present.
TRANSCRIPTION OF SYMPOSIUM ADDRESS
We have many dreams. They begin with a vision. In the late 1960's, the people
of Langley had a vision for a low-cost, reusable satellite called the "Long Duration
Exposure Facility - LDEF".
The community gathered here today, shared in this vision. Together, we have
made LDEF happen. And now we find ourselves in the most crucial phase of its
mission - in terms of realizing its most fundamental purposes, as well as at a
crossroads over whether we will be able to fully exploit its potential.
We did not fly LDEF to demonstrate Shuttle deployment and retrieval capabilities,
though this was most certainly accomplished. It is in doing our postflight analysis that
we engage in fulfilling our LDEF dream.
To talk to this audience about the role the Long Duration Exposure Facility is
playing and can play in the development of space systems may be like preaching to
the choir. We do know that it is sometimes a lesson not easily learned by those who
are not actively engaged in this multi-disciplinary enterprise of exploring space
environments and their effects. This makes it all the more important for us to be
persuasive in articulating our purposes and their value - which are both scientific and
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pragmatic.
Sometimeswe walk a tight rope of sorts - not wanting to frighten the reluctant
with what we don't know and need to learn - yet not wanting to inspire so much
confidence as to evoke complacency. We must persistently ask of ourselves and each
other: "What are the real needs?" and "How can we effectively communicate them?"
We hope that the LDEF will help us do that. Of this we can be certain - the work
of the space environments and effects community directly impacts what we do "up
there", how well we do it, how long we do it, and of course, why we bother at all.
This work is fundamental to expanding our presence in space, whether it is human or
robotic.
The Augustine Committee report addressed the importance of developing the
"building blocks" that enable significant missions to be undertaken) And just as
they called the Space Station "the essential building block of the manned exploration
program ''2 , we know that LDEF and LDEF-like missions can claim "generic
applicability" in their block-building role for increasing our understanding of space
environments and effects. 3
In examining LDEF-as-a-space-system, we explore macro and micro meanings;
qualitative and quantitative data; and above all, synergistic relationships. We explore
the multitude of changing environments that LDEF experienced throughout its joumey,
pursue its most pervasive aspects, and attempt to understand the mechanisms which
cause the effects observed.
LDEF is clearly "about" more than determining environmental exposures, more
than quantifying damage. It is very much "about" using this information to build
better, more reliable, more durable space systems.
LDEF teaches us how to better adapt. It is not a matter of "Can we do it?", but
one of "How can we do it?" and "How can we do it better?" LDEF-as-a-space-
system is a building block in this process.
So much of what we are trying to accomplish has to do with making connections:
between environments, durations, other flight experiences, ground-based simulation
testing, modeling efforts, and connections to what we want to do in the future.
How are LDEF and Space Station "connected"? I would like to suggest that the
most important connection is YOU. Last night, Arnold Aldrich (NASA Associate
Administrator for the Office of Aeronautics and Exploration Technology) offered
many examples of how the analysis of LDEF serves the development of Space Station
Freedom. Its value is obvious and compelling for Space Station, as well as a
multitude of space system development programs, because its focus is on the
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fundamentalaspectsof surviving-and-thriving in space for long durations/
This community has been very sensitive to the needs of the "user" community of
spacecraft designers and builders. I cannot emphasize enough the importance of the
on-going dialogue. With your cooperation and enthusiastic participation, Space Station
Freedom Working Group members have been able to examine real-time the
development of the LDEF data. We are most appreciative.
I hope we will all continue to use the LDEF organization created by Langley to
preserve, integrate, and disseminate LDEF findings to help ensure that the whole
aerospace community is the beneficiary and not just the Space Station. We also hope
that you will participate with us tn workshops in the future focused on the
extrapolation and application of LDEF findings to the specific needs of the space
systems development community.
Through the LDEF newsletter with a circulation of over 1300, programmatic
reviews, LDEF special investigative reports, your publications in journals, and
informal briefings at the working level, LDEF information is being disseminated to the
"user" community.
While the "user" community acknowledges that the longer duration spaceflight of
LDEF has been advantageous in many respects, it is important to note that a prolonged
duration postflight analysis effort is NOT...We lose not only time, but we lose data,
and we risk losing important momentum.
There is life after LDEF. The LDEF-1, as valuable as it is, and as much as it will
contribute, does not constitute the alpha and omega of all that needs to be done to
support the development of future space systems.
The LDEF-1 mission must someday end. Hopefully, because it has been
completed, it's fundamental purpose satisfied. Clearly, for this community: THE
JOURNEY MUST CONTINUE. Fresh opportunities are required. We must advance
our understanding of space environments and effects to continue to develop strategies
to improve the reliability and durability of space systems and to effectively deal with
the future challenges that new space initiatives will likely present.
Perhaps the time has come and perhaps LDEF brings it to us, to recognize this
community as a natural constituency for the advocacy of a strong, coherent,
comprehensive space environments and effects program. We have many dreams.
We know they begin with a shared vision.
Perhaps no one can understand better than YOU - the LDEF investigative
community - the trials and tribulations that dreams sometime endure along their path
to actualization. We all remember that there were those who thought the LDEF would
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never fly. There were those who vowed that it would never retum. And there are
those who still seem unable to visualize the completion of the LDEF-1 mission.
Let us be mindful that we can only create new possibilities by believing in their
potential.
I hope that during this busy week of sharing our LDEF findings-to-date, we will
take the opportunity to talk with each other about this "vision thing".
And now, the tapestry of LDEF-1 calls with a rich story to tell and there is no one
better qualified to teU it than this community of LDEF investigators. May the sessions
begin!
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RETRIEVABLE PAYLOAD CARRIER
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American Space Technology, Inc.
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SUMMARY
This paper describes the Retrievable Payload Carrier (RPC), which is a multi-experiment,
free-flyer spacecraft being privately developed to make in-space experimentation more accessible
and economically feasible for research and development organizations. The carrier concept was
derived from NASA's highly successful and flight-proven Long Duration Exposure Facility
(LDEF). The LDEF capabilities have been enhanced to meet new customer requirements. This
reusable payload carrier is planned for launch and retrieval by the space shuttle on a regular basis.
The RPC's compact design will facilitate flexible manifesting of the shuttle cargo bay space,
thereby permitting timely launches and retrievals. The vehicle is designed so that either the entire
carrier can be retrieved from orbit, or individual experiment pallets can be removed and replaced in
orbit. This will give customers even greater control over their experiment recoveries. A fully
operational RPC Program consists of: 1) a cartier spacecraft; 2) a ground control station for
communication with customer payloads and the cartier;, 3) a ground processing facility to provide
refurbishment, final checkout, and integration of customer payloads and the carrier; and 4) the
personnel required to support both the development and operational phases of the program.
Customer payloads will fly 6-18 month missions, or longer, as required. Spreading launch,
operations, and retrieval costs over multiple experimental payloads results in minimized customer
costs. The RPC Program's initial objective is to operate a simple carrier system which meets basic
customer service needs.
INTRODUCTION
For many years, the payload community's activities have been severely hampered by a lack of
access to long term, low Earth orbit missions where the return of their payloads to Earth was
important. Most payload owners also require repeated access to low Earth orbit which has been
difficult to obtain. The United States space shuttle, itself, does carry a variety of attached payload
carriers, ranging in size from small, autonomous cargo bay payloads such as the Getaway Special
to much larger payloads such as the crew-tended Spacelab module. Other carriers, such as the
German-produced Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS) and the U.S. Spartan, are free-flyers providing
short duration flights after being deployed by the shuttle, but must be retrieved on the same shuttle
mission. Although shuttle missions of 16-28 days are under study, the current duration is limited
to about 11 days. Many payloads cannot fulfill their longer duration mission requirements during
this time period. Furthermore, the opportunity to obtain a reasonably near-term manifest slot on
the shuttle is limited.
NASA's Long Duration Exposure Facility was developed to extend the mission duration.
LDEF was well-conceived but, because of its size (30 feet long and 14 feet in diameter) and weight
(over 20,000 pounds, including payloads on its first mission), will probably not be able to secure
another flight on the high-demand shuttle. In fact, in the wake of the Challenger shuttle accident,
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the existing LDEF remained on-orbit for nearly six years instead of the planned one year because
no shuttle had sufficient room in the cargo bay for retrieval purposes.
The NASA Centers for the Commercial Development of Space are planning a retrievable
carrier system which is launched using small expendable launch vehicles (ELVs): the Commercial
Experiment Transporter (COMET). The payloads will operate on-orbit for several weeks prior to
returning to Earth and an experiment-bearing systems module will remain on orbit for three to
twelve months. The advantage of this approach is that it does not rely on the shuttle to launch and
retrieve payloads, but has the disadvantage of relatively low payload mass launched (450 pounds)
and returned to the ground (300 pounds), high gravity stress during launch and de-orbit/landing,
small payload volumes and surface areas, and high cost, as well as being a new development
program with associated risks.
Several intemational carriers are planned. The most advanced is the European Retrievable
Carrier (Eureca) which will provide extensive services beginning in the latter 1992 time frame.
Eureca is a very capable vehicle which will carry about 2,200 pounds of payload on the 8,800
pound spacecraft for six month missions. Even with the specter of "glastnos" and "perestroika,"
U.S. and international access to the Soviet Mir space station, or their retrievable re-entry pods
launched on expendable launchers, is expected to continue to be somewhat limited, although one
LDEF principal investigator has been successful in getting on Mir. Likewise, access to the
Chinese retrievable re-entry pods launched on ELVs is also severely limited by geographic,
political, and technical considerations. Both of the Soviet and Chinese re-entry carriers have mass,
power, and volume constraints. The Japanese are developing an innovative "Space Flyer"
spacecraft concept which has the capability to be launched by an ELV and is retrieved by the
shuttle. The remaining international carriers are in the early stages of development.
In summary, there is no current or anticipated domestic or international, low cost, long
duration, retrievable payload carrier that provides large volumes and surface areas, and guarantees
the relatively benign launch and re-entry environment of the shuttle which is critical to many
payloads. Many investigators in the associated payload community have been "going without" for
many years. That is, research and other important missions are not being accomplished because of
the absence of regular access to low Earth orbit, long duration missions at a reasonable cost.
To address the growing demand for long duration missions in low Earth orbit, given the
scarcity of space access, the Retrievable Payload Carrier is being developed by American Space
Technology, Inc. The RPC Program consists of a long duration mission carrier spacecraft with
enhanced services, which was derived from LDEF; a simple ground station for communications; a
small payload processing facility for integration and refurbishment; and an experienced team
(Figure 1). Ground communications, significantly more electrical power capacity, more data
storage, and central computing are important RPC features which enhance the LDEF concept. The
RPC is designed to be serviceable by the shuttle and space station elements in a free-flying mode,
and also as an attached platform. A key aspect of the RPC System related to its LDEF heritage is
the ability to progress from design to qualified flight hardware in as little as two years. It will
bridge a gap in free-flying access to space which is envisioned to continue from the present time
until well into the station era. The components of this commercial program are discussed in more
detail below.
RETRIEVABLE PAYLOAD CARRIER
The RPC is a three-axis gravity gradient stabilized spacecraft which is disk-like in shape
(actually, a 12-sided regular polygon) with dimensions of 14 feet in diameter by 3.3 feet in length,
and is constructed principally of low cost, light-weight aluminum (Figure 2). The gravity gradient
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stabilizationmethodusestheEarth'sgravitationalattractionin conjunction with a boom
incorporating a tip mass to keep the spacecraft in the proper orientation. This method precludes the
use of a complex and expensive attitude control and propulsion system. Twenty-eight payload
pallets, 11 around the periphery and 18 on the faces, are available to customers. Each 34 pound
pallet structure can support 200 pounds of payload and is 31 inches by 34 inches, with customer
selectable depths ranging from 3 inches to 40 inches. In special cases, payloads as long as 10 feet
with masses in excess of 1,000 pounds can be accommodated by the RPC. Each payload pallet
has the following redundant electrical interfaces with the RPC: command, data, power, clock, and
ground. The empty spacecraft mass is 2,443 pounds (including RPC equipment mass) and has a
significant payload carrying capacity of 5,600 pounds. The RPC's short length greatly facilitates
its potential for regular launch and retrieval, particularly when compared to LDEF's 30 foot length
which required one-half the shuttle cargo bay length (Figure 3).
Payloads requiting surface mounting for external environment exposure will find ample
surface area available. Pallet covers can also serve as mounting surfaces for low profile payloads,
thus increasing the RPC utility. Payloads requiring isolation from the main spacecraft bus will
have an opportunity for mounting on the tip of the gravity gradient boom. Continuous deep space
viewing, as well as continuous Earth viewing is accommodated by selecting the appropriate
payload location on the RPC.
Capabilities provided by the RPC System can be upgraded to meet customer requirements
which exceed the baseline design capabilities. Each RPC subsystem is briefly described in the
following sections.
Telecommunications Subsystem
The Telecommunications Subsystem currently consists of a low data rate, ultra-high frequency
(UHF) transponder, pulse code modulator and demodulator, diodes, cabling and connectors, and
two retractable antennas placed at either end of the spacecraft. The data rates are 4.8 to 9.6 kilobits
per second. Communications options include: commanding from the ground station; downlink to
the ground station; downlink to customer facilities incorporating proper receivers; and downlink to
others having proper receivers (Figure 4). Upgrades to the Telecommunications Subsystem are
planned to permit higher downlink rates over longer intervals.
Command and Data Subsystem
The Command and Data Subsystem consists of a computer and data tape recorder.
Commands are executed in real time as they are received by the Telecommunications Subsystem,
or they are stored for event- or time-tagged execution at a later time. Payload data and RPC
housekeeping telemetry packets are stored in the tape recorder during one or several orbits and
transmitted to the ground when over the ground control station. Two data recorders are used.
One is a military, ruggedized solid state recorder using "flash" memory which is inherently
nonvolatile and electrically erasable. A solid state recorder of this nature has no moving parts and
even if power is lost, the memory is retained. Thus, its reliability is high. The second is a
standard reel recorder which is flight-qualified and holds up to 10 gigabytes of data. The strategy
is to use the solid state recorder to hold data which is to be downlinked at the next available
opportunity and the reel recorder to store massive amounts of data which are downlinked during
quiescent mission periods, or not at all. The reel recorder will be used during the periods when the
solid state recorder is occupied with downlinking or accumulating uplinked commands. The reel
recorder also serves as a backup to the solid state recorder in case of anomalous operations.
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ElectricalPowerSubsystem
TheElectricalPowerSubsystemconsistsof solararrays,batteries,cabling,powersupply,
powerdistributionunit,powercontrolunit, andashuntradiator. Fourswing-outor fully
deployedflat-panelsolararraysaredistributedaroundtheperipheryof theRPCto supplyelectrical
powerto thespacecraft.Thearraysareretractableto permitstowingtheRPCin theshuttlecargo
bay. During theeclipseperiodswhichoccureachorbit,batterieswhichhavebeenchargedby the
solararraysprovidethepower. Theotherunitsprovidepowerregulationanddistribution.The
selectedsolararraysprovideapproximately2kilowattsof poweratnormalincidenceto sunlight.
AttitudeControlSubsystem
TheAttitudeControlSubsystemhastwomaincomponents:aboomandthedampers.
Attitudecontrolisprovidedbyanextendible/retractableboom33feetin lengthwhichhas100
poundsof payloadmountedat its tip. Theboomextendsout from thetop,or Number12
peripheralpalletslot. Useof theboomconceptprovidesthecorrectinertiaratiosandresultsin the
desiredstability. TheboommustberetractablesothattheshuttlecanstowtheRPCin thecargo
bay. Thisparticularboomis flight-qualified. Somecustomerpayloadsrequirea locationaway
from themainspacecraft,hus,atip-mountedpayloadwill beaccommodated.Worstcasevehicle
oscillationperformanceanalysisindicatesit will beanextremelystablespacecraft:roll = 1.3"with
a 17,900secperiod,pitch = 1.3° with a30,100secperiod,andyaw= 6.8° with a37,700sec
period. Theseoscillationsresultin gravitylevelsof 10-6g, orbetter. Theperiodof shuttleRMS
release-inducedoscillationwill becontrolledbyviscousmagneticdamperssuchasusedonLDEF.
Three-axispositionandrategyroscopesareunderconsiderationfor inclusionin theAttitude
ControlSubsystemto provideaccurateinformationabouttheorientationandmotionof theRPCas
it orbitstheEarth. This informationwouldbeextremelyusefulfor certainpayloadsrequiting
directionalknowledge(e.g.,micrometeroidexperiments).A GlobalPositioningSystemreceiver
toprovideaccurate3-dimensionallocationof theRPCis alsounderconsideration.
ThermalControlSubsystem
TheThermalControlSubsystemconsistsof variouscoatingsandthermalblankets.If
necessary,electricheaterswill beaddedto selectedareas,butthebaselineapproachdoesnot
requireadditionalheat.
StructuresSubsystem
TheStructuresSubsystemis composedof thebasicaluminumframe,payloadpallets,brackets,andfasteners.
ShuttleInterfaceSubsystem
Thissubsystemconsistsof 1)astandard"RigidizeSensingGrappleFixture"locatedin the
Number11peripheralpalletslotandis usedby theRemoteManipulatorSystem(RMS)to deploy
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andretrievetheRPC; 2) apowerswitchwhichactivatestheRPC'sbatteriesuponbeingun-
berthed;and3) thesill andkeelsupportrunnionslocatedon bothsidesandthebottom.
GROUNDSTATION
Thegroundstationis low cost,off-the-shelf,andhasthecapabilityto commandandcontrol
multiplelow orbitingsatellites,experiments,andremotegroundterminals.Thismicrocomputer-
basedsystemprovidesmissionplanning,satellitecommandandcontrol,digital store-forward
communications,andspacecraftandexperimentelemetryreadout.Remotepayloadtelemetry
monitoringatthecustomer'sfacility is accommodatedby accessinganoff-line harddisk in the
groundstationviamodem(Figure4). Directdownlinkingto properlyequippedcustomerfacilities
is alsoaccommodated.Datadisksandtapeswill beshippedto customersper theirschedule
requirements.Remotecommandingof apayloadfrom thecustomer'sfacility ispossible.
Customertelemetryandcommandprivacyisensured.
PROCESSINGFACILITY
Theprocessingfacility, offices,andgroundstationwill beco-located near Kennedy Space
Center to reduce operations costs. Offices will be located at the front of the building. The
processing facility is comprised of a secure high bay approximately 40 feet by 40 feet in floor
space and 25 feet in height with associated lifting cranes, work stands, tools and test equipment,
payload shipping containers, payload pallet carts, and various tables. Two RPCs are
simultaneously, but separately, accommodated. The separation will preclude contaminants from
either spacecraft affecting the other spacecraft. An air lock at one end of the high bay will provide
a barrier between the outgide ambient environment and the high bay controlled environment.
Transport trucks carrying the payload shipping containers or the RPC will backup to the airlock
and have their cargo removed and placed inside the airlock. The airlock doors to the outside will
be closed and its internal environment adjusted until it is at the high bay levels. The airlock doors
to the high bay will then be opened and the equipment will be moved inside. A small clean room
for payload customer usage will be available. Windows will project into the high bay and clean
room to permit viewing and minimize entry and exit into the carrier and payload areas. Customer
offices will be made available.
GROUND PAYLOAD OPERATIONS SCENARIO
The first RPC (RPC-1) will be prepared for launch at the processing facility. This involves
final integration and a thorough checkout of all systems. Payloads in their shipping containers
(LDEF duplicate containers) will arrive at the processing facility approximately 3 months prior to
launch. The payloads will receive a final calibration and checkout which will be performed by the
customer personnel. Access to a small clean room will be provided, if necessary. The payloads
will then be integrated with RPC-1 and receive another checkout to ensure interface integrity, The
fully integrated RPC-1 will be checked out, including all payloads. RPC-1 will be packed in an
environmentally controlled transportation container, loaded onto a truck, and transported over to
Kennedy Space Center for integration with the shuttle orbiter. Cargo bay interface checks will be
performed to ensure RPC-1 interface integrity with the orbiter. The orbiter will be transported to
the Vehicle Assembly Building for integration with the external tank and solid rocket boosters.
The shuttle is then rolled out to Pad 39-A or 39-B. While on the pad, a final ground check will be
performed and may include RPC-1 communications and telemetry checks.
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MISSIONOPERATIONSSCENARIO
Theshuttleis launchedto a225nmialtitudeandaninclinationwhichwill permitano-charge-
for-plane-changeshuttlerendezvousandretrievalin 6-18months.RPC-1is activateduponbeing
"un-berthed"bythecrewfrom theshuttletrunnionclampswhichhouseaswitch-actuatedRPC
batterypowerinitiationdevice.TheRPCismaneuveredoutof thecargobayby acrewmember
usingtheRMS. Thegravitygradientboomandsolararraysareindividuallycommandedto deploy
whileRPC-1is still attachedto theRMS. UsingtheRMS,thecrewmemberpositionsRPC-1in
thecorrectattitudebycarefullyaligningthenumber3payloadpalletinto thevelocityvector- the
"ram"direction,andthe6 o'clockperipheralpallettowardtheEarth'scenter- nadirpointing-
(Figure5). Payloadsfacinginto theramdirectionwill encounteraheavierexposureto atomic
oxygenandotheratmosphericonstituents.Payloadsmountedon thetrailingedgeof theRPCwill
experienceahighervacuumdueto "wake"effects.A final communicationscheckis performedby
thegroundstation.RPC-1is thenreleasedwith minimumdisturbances.Theorbitercarefully
backsawayensuringnophysicalcontactor contaminatingthrusterplumeimpingementon the
RPC. RPC-1willremain on-orbitfor anominal6 monthmissionbutcanextendfor anadditional
12months,or longer.
Approximately6-18monthslater,RPC-2,whichwill havegonethroughtheaboveintegration
sequence,is launchedto a225nmi altitudeatthesameinclinationasRPC-1.RPC-2is deployed
asdescribedaboveandtheorbiterdescendsto retrieveRPC-1in itsdecayedorbit of 160-190nmi
altitude. After rendezvous,RPC-1is grappledbytheRMS,its appendagesarecommandedto be
retracted,andit is stowedin thecargobayin RPC-2'sformerlocation. RPC-1returnsto the
groundwith theshuttleorbiter,is removedfromthecargobay,packedin its environmentally
controlledcontainer,andtransportedbackto theprocessingfacility. Theobviousadvantageto this
RPCswapapproachis thatadedicatedretrievalmissionis avoided.
At theprocessingfacility, individualpayloadsarede-integratedfromRPC-1andpackedin
shippingcontainers,andshippedor handeddirectlyoverto thecustomers.RPC-1isrefurbished,
checkedout, andintegratedwith anewsetof payloadsandthecyclerepeats.
Othermissionoptionsinclude 1) launchonly; 2) retrieveonly; and3)on-orbitRPCpayload
changeoutwithoutafull spacecraftretrieval. In option3,freshpayloadswouldbelaunchedin the
shuttlecargobayona Hitchhiker-Gsidewallpalletandexchangedwith flight payloadsaftershuttle
rendezvouswith theRPC. Thiscanbeaccomplishedby crewextravehicularactivityor, possibly,
usingtheRMSwith a newspecialpurposetool. Theshuttlewould thenre-boosttheRPCto 225
nmi altitudeandreturnwith theshorterdurationmissionpayloads.Theadvantagein this third
optionis thatcustomerpayloadsrequiringmissiondurationslongerthan6-18months(e.g.,
exposureexperiments)canbeaccommodatedwhilesimultaneouslysatisfyingtherecovery
requirementsfor payloadswhichmustbereturnedto thegroundsooner(e.g.,materialsprocessing
or certainlife sciencesexperiments).
PRELIMINARYSCHEDULEAND DEVELOPMENTSTATUS
An ambitiousschedulehasbeenplannedfor theRPC(Figure6)which is afunctionof the
timelinessandadequacyof developmentcapital.Occupancyof thenewfacility nearKennedy
SpaceCenteris plannedto occurin January1992.Completionof fabricationandsubsystem
componentintegrationwill occuroneyearlaterin January1993.Vibration,thermal,electrical,and
systemlevel testswill becompletedbyJune1993. Payloadintegrationfor thefirst missionwill
requireabout3 monthsandleadto deliveryof thefully integratedvehicleto KennedySpaceCenter
onemonthlater. Thescheduleindicatesavailabilityfor launchona6 monthinitial missionin
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November 1993, although shuttle manifesting has not yet been established. The 6 month mission
is a minimum duration mission. Missions of 18 months, or longer, are driven by customer
requirements.
At this point in time, we have determined the technical feasibility of the project, including, for
example, the gravity gradient stabilization method and the orbital lifetime. The RPC costs have
been thoroughly documented and preliminary shuttle launch, retrieval, and optional service costs
have been provided by NASA. Pricing for customer payload transportation on the RPC and
associated optional services will be established on a case-by-case basis. Currently, the NASA
Office of Commercial Programs is reviewing the merits of the RPC Program. We have determined
that there is substantial customer interest as a result of a survey performed in April/May 1991 and
other customer contacts. Several potential facility sites near Kennedy Space Center have been
examined. We are currently in pursuit of investment capital.
CONCLUSIONS
Access and cost are major limiting factors to space research. The Retrievable Payload Carrier
Program addresses these factors by providing a free-flying platform for space access to a
significant number of investigators on a regular basis. The RPC approach provides for increased
customer control over payload recovery by virtue of its easy shuttle manifesting and orbital
replacement unit payloads. Costs are kept to an absolute minimum by using a simple system and
previously developed flight-qualified hardware. Customer experiment development times are
reduced through the use of flight-qualified experiment apparatus previously developed by third
party vendors. Because of its inherent simplicity, low cost, and adaptation of the LDEF concept,
the RPC Program is a "do-able" program which greatly enhances investigators' capability to
perform regularly recurring space experimentation.
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Fibme 16: Yellow colourinp on tray and 
honeycomb plate in detail 
(Color version of black and white photographs on p. 14 13.) 
Figure 21: SSM/IF/L,S Figure 22: SSM/IF/LS in detail 
(Color version of black and white photographs on p. 1414.) 
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